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NATIONAL CHILDHOOD VACCINE-INJURY
COMPENSATION ACT

THURSDAY, MAY 3, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:38 a.m., in room 562,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator. Paula Hawkins (acting
chairwoman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Hawkins.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS
Senator HAWKINS. Good morning.
Today we are holding a hearing, the fourth in a series on the

child immunization program. Today we are going to focus on the
Hawkins bill, Senate 2117, the National Childhood Vaccine-Injury
Compensation Act.

Out of necessity, this hearing will focus on the costs and regula-
tory burden that might be imposed by this legislation. But, to
remind us why this legislation is necessary, I would first like to
show a short video presentation produced by Wendy Scholl of Flori-
da. a witness at an earlier hearing. This tape shows pictures of
children in Florida who suffered injuries due to apparent adverse
reactions to vaccines.

Would you show that, please?
[Whereupon, a video tape was viewed.]
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
My intent in sponsoring this legislation and holding these hear-

ings is not to frighten i.arents away from immunizing their chil-
dren against childhood diseases, nor is it to assess any blame. My
intent is simply to improve our Nation's immunization program so
that it better achieves its original goal of safeguarding ot.:r chil-
dren's health.

Our previous hearings identified a number of areas that need to
be addressed: the general childhood immunization program; the in-
creasing costs of the vaccines; and the findings of the Federal task
force report on pertussis, the most controversial of the seven child-
hood vaccines. Testimony presented at those earlier hearings dem-
onstrated the need for a better vaccine for pertussis, the need to
continue our search for safer and more effective vaccines, the need
for a better recordkeeping system, the need for a better system of
reporting adverse reactions to vaccines as well as incidences of the
actual disease, the need for better communication between parent
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and physician. and the need for a better method of compensating
those few children injured by adverse reactions to childhood
vaccines.

The legislation we are considering today addresses all of these
needs. Although compensation of toe injured children is a key com-
ponent of S. 2117, the other provisions of this bill are of equal im-
portance, perhaps more important, because they are designed to
improve the entire immunization program to prevent the injuries
in the first place.

These provisions include mandatory recordkeeping by the health
professional of the date, dosage, vaccine manufacturer, and lot
number for each immunization given; mandatory reporting of ad-
verse reactions occurring within a specified period of time follow-
ing immunization; required studies of the relationship between vac-
cination and certain illnesses, injuries, and conditions; development
of tests or procedures to determine categories of children who may
be particularly susceptible to an adverse reaction; and development
of parent information hiatrials on the risks of vaccination, the
risks of the disease's, and what reactions and signs the parent
should monitor and report to the physician.

Despit, the tremendous progress that we have made in safe-
guarding ot,. :..idren against deadly childhood diseases, we cannot
afford to be copyiiwent. Too many children have died, and too
many have been from adverse reactions to the vaccines as
well as the. diseases tilcinselves. Too many parents have lost faith
in our vaccination program.

I think inaction is what we should fear, not steps designed to im-
prove the childhood immunization program. Without our health.
and our children's healthwe have nothing, With it, we have the
potential for everything.

Before we hear from the first panel of witnesses, we will receive
for the record the prepared statements of Senator Hatch, chairman
of the full committee, and Senators Kennedy, Grassley, and Thur-
mond.

'The statements of Senators Hatch. Kennedy, Grassley, and
Thurmond

OPENINC STATEMENT 01" SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I am pleased to see full Labor and Human Re-
source Committee hearings today to address a small but significant
public health problemthe incidence of harmful and occasionally
even fatal reactions to vaccines administered to children. As we
discuss unfort.mate incidence of harm resulting from vaccines,
hope we will not lose sight of the miracle which has been from
their use

childhood immunization is perhaps the single roost successful
public health effort in the history of the world. Widespread epide-
mics of common childhood diseases were once fatal to tens of thou-
sands of infants arid children every year. Thanks to immunization
programs. such disasters are not history.

sadly. the great success of immunization programs is not fully
appreciated by the general public and perhaps not even by re.
,earchers Our public health officials must combat parental laxity



in getting children immunized. On the other hand, insufficient re-
search focus has been placed on the elimiLating of adverse reac-
tions to vaccines. For example, we need to learn about the inci-
dence of side effects and how we can prevent them happening in
the future.

As we consider these very real problems, I want to make certain
that our doubts and fears about immunization not overshadow the
great benefits that have resulted from widespread immunization of
children. I believe it would be a tragedy if our citizens were to lose
faith in public vaccination programs which have been so important
and effective in saving lives and improving health.

I want to commend my colleague, Senator Hawkins, for her in-
terest and leadership in our childhood immunization program. She
has spent many months investigating issues related to vaccine-re-
lated injuries and how we might manufacture safer vaccines. She
has also developed legislation to provide compensation for victims
of vaccine-related injury. On November 17, 1983, she introduced
the National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act (S. 2117).
This legislation was developed in conjunction with physicians and
parents of vaccine-injured children, and is a first step in the devel-
opment of a method of compensation for such injuries.

As these hearings proceed, I welcome the opportunity to learn
more about issues related to this legislation. There is conflicting
data on the cost of S. 2117, there are differing opinions on how we
might finance compensation, and concerns about qualifications for
such compensation. Therefore, I welcome our witnesses today and
look forward to their testimony. I hope they will provide us with
important information we will need to thoroughly consider this
issue.

OPENINC STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. Madam Chairman, today the Labor Commit-
tee meets to consider a very important issue, the question of
whether the Congress should enact legislation which would create
a National Childhood Vaccine Compensation Program. There ap-
pears to be a growing concern among professionals, parents and ad-
ministrators that some type of vaccine injury compensation pro-
gram is necessary. We must preserve our national policy that a
vaccination program is an excellent way to reduce the frequency of
a number of infectious diseases and to avoid the many ill effects
those diseases bring upon theft victims. In =addition, to the obvious
question of avoiding the pain and suffering that infectious diseases
cause, there is the additional consideration of reducing the costs in-
curred by diseases that may be preventable; clearly, given the high
cost of health care in America today, any mechanism which re-
duces the need for hospitalization, reduces the cost of treatment
and rehabilitation and reduces the cost and sorrow of death, is wel-
c(ane

Ili wever. we have come to recogniw that despite the overwhelm-
ing social benefits derived from our childhood immunization pro-
;rram. there arc obvious and painful costs. Even when vaccines are
properly manufactured. distributed and administered, there will be
a case of paralytic polio which will result from the administration
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of each r) million doses of polio vaccine; there will be a serious neu-
rological injury which will result from every 300,000 doses of DTP
vaccine, and in rare cases there are severe consequences from the
administration of MMR vaccines. These few but important injuries
create doubts and fears in our National Childhood Vaccination Pro-
grams, doubts and fears that erode the confidence of caring par-
ents. These few, injuries also create the threat of substantial liabil-
ity for the tianufacturers and distributors of our Nation's supply of
vaccine.

We live in an imperfect world. There is no such thing as certain-
ty in the delivery of medical treatments, and there is no such thing
as certainty in the administration of our Nation's vaccination pro-
grams. I do not think that we can insist on a vaccination program
that guarantees no injuries and no consequences. If we required
that kind of assurance, we would rarely do anything to protect the
health of the American people. I made this observation 5 years ago
as the chairman of the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Re-
'.'arch when we considered liability issues associated with the
swine influenza immunization program, and 1 repeat it here.

We would sacrifice much that is good in the pursuit of the per-
fect. However, we cannot ignore the pains and suffering of those
few but inevitable victims of our national immunization program.
We cannot ignore those parents who have doubts and fears.

We must be able to get vaccines to children in the right time and
place, at an acceptable cost and without creating exorbitant and
unpredictable legal difficulties. We must be able to assure parents
that when their children are the victims of an appropriate and ra-
tional national policy, a compassionate Government will assist
them in their hour of need. We cannot tolerate a system which dis-
courages immunization, increases the risks to the very children in
need of protection, and encourages litigation within a tort system
which awards few handsomely and sends others equally aggrieved
away penniless.

On the other hand, we should not propose a system which is eco-
nomically and politically unreasonable. We -:annot ignore the fact
such a proposed system would benefit no one.

Today, the Labor Committee will hear the honest and candid
comments of our witnesses. I am sure that the answers they pro-
vide iind the questions that they raise will help us to develop a na-
tional vaccine injury compensation program that is fair, equitable
and reasonable.

OVENINC STATEMENT (U SENATOR GRASSI,E1'
Senator GRAssi,E. I want to commend Senator Hawkins for her

efforts to bring systematic and responsible attention to the issue of
vaccine-related injuries. The three previous hearings she has held
on this topic have identified a number of goals we should strive to
achieve

First. We should strive to maintain public confidence in our in-
munizat in programs. As a number of witnesses stated at earlier
bearings. arid as I believe some of today's witnesses will also state,
immuni/ation of children has been spectacularly successful. A
ne mber of hh-taking children's diseases have either been eiiminat-



ed or all but eliminated as a result of our immunization programs.
Furthermore, knowledgeable parties agree that, for individuals. the
benefits of immunization outweigh the risks involved. It is impor-
tant to make this point because many younger parents may have
no memory of the devastating effects which epidemics of childhood
diseases can have. Physicians who participate and who competently
follow currently accepted practice must be able to feel confident
that they will not be censured or sued as a consequence of their
part ici pat ion.

Second, although the incidence of adverse effect is very low, we
:should sutsify ourselves that we are doing all that it is possible to
do to eliminate all adverse effects of vaccines. One important prior.
ity should be to develop better, safer, vaccines. A second important
priority should be to try to be sure that parents and physicians are
well informed about the possible risks involved, and particularly
about symptoms of adverse vaccine reaction, so that remedial steps
can be taken immediately if a recipient appears to have adverse re-
actions.

Third, we should satisfy ourselves that we are doing all that it is
possible to do to improve our knowledge of the extent, patterns,
and causes of adverse reactions to vaccines. There appears to be a
concern in some quarters at the present time that we do not have
reliable knowledge about the extent, patterns, and causes of such
adverse reactions. It is argued that this; is partially a problem of
inadequate recording of data about such vaccines and vaccinations,
and partially a problem of inadequate reporting about adverse re-
actions. The establishment of causal relationships between particu-
lar vaccines and adverse reactions they might engender is very im-
portant also. Apparently at present a temporal association is the
usual basis for concluding that a particular child might have expe-
rienced a vaccine -caused episode. Cl_early, and particularly if this
committee wishes to consider a Vaccine Injury Compensation Pro-
gram. we should satisfy ourselves that enough is being done to help
us better understand the causal relationships between acverse
events and vaccines. A temporal association is not enough.

Fourth, we have to ask ourselves whether our present system of
compensating people who are injured by vaccines is equitable and
reasonablethat it compensates in a fair and timely way in those
cases where it is unambiguously dotilonstrated that a particular
vaccine caused damage. In all of our States, vaccination is requited
before a child will be allowed to enter public school. Federal, State,
and local government officials urge all parents to immunize their
children. For all practical purposes, immunization programs have
bet.ome obligatory. Should a child sustain injury as a consequence
of such an immunization program, it hardly seems fair that that
child or its parents should sustain tne entire burden of.the conse-
quences which may follow.

Our present system may also hav( contributed, through large li-
ability awards. to raising vaccine prices, and to causing American
companies to leave the field of vaccine production. Just how impor-
tant liability awards have been in causing these effects is not clear.
But in army case. lt is therefore argued that some sort of compensa-
tion program is a goed idea: that creation of such a program would
help relieve tIn hordes on children who sustain injury and their
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families, and help ensure that American manufacturers continue
to produce vaccines.

S. 2117 is an effort to achieve some of these goals. I look forward
to the testimony the committee will take today for the help it can
give us in deciding whether everything that should be done on
these problems is being done, and, if not, whether S. 2117 lays out
the best ways to proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR THURNIOND

Senator THURMOND. Madam Chairman, it is a pleasure to receive
testimony today concerning S. 2117, the National Childhood Vac-
cine-Injury Compensation Act.

Madam Chairman, one of the most significant achievements of
science and medicine in the last century has been the development
of vaccines which protect our children from a number of devastat-
ing diseases. While it is true that adverse reactions occasionally
occur in vaccine recipients, it is impossible to measure the pain
and suffering that has been avoided through the immunization of
child ren.

I want to commend Senator Hawkins for her recognition of the
problems experienced by those who Suffer adverse reactions to vac-
cines and their families, and for her efforts to address those prob-
lems through the legislation we will consider today.

However, I have reviewed the prepared testimony of Dr. Brandt
for this hearing and I believe he has raised some very important
questions and concerns about S. 2117. Dr. Brandt's most serious
concerns relate to the broad list of compensable conditions included
in the bill and the level of payments established by the bill.

So, I look forward to the discussion today of these issues and to
the testimony of pH the distinguished witnesses who will testify.

Senator HAWKINS. I would like to welcome Dr. Brandt back with
us today, and Dr. Mason and Dr. Hinman to the hearing today. I
believe this is the third time that Dr. Hinman has testified before
our committee on this issue of childhood immunization, but I think
we are making progress with each hearing.

Dr. Brandt, we would like to begin with you, please.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. BRANDT, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY OF' HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ANI; HUMAN
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JAMES 0. MASON, DIRECTOR,
('ENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL; ANI) DR. ALAN HINMAN, IM-
MINIZATION DIVISION, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
With your permission, I would like to submit my entire testimo-

ny for the record, and only summarize it here.
Immunization of children i3 one of the most spectacularly suc-

cessful preventive health measures available. Through the appro-
priate use of vaccine, smallpox has been eradicated from the earth.
In this country we have also essentially eliminated diphtheria, tet-
anus, and poliomyelitis as diseases of children. We are en the verge
of achieving elimination of measles as a native disease and are be-
ginning to intensify our efforts in order to hasten the ultimate
elimination of rubella.
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These achievements have had a dramatic impact on the morbidi-
ty that used to be considered an inevitable part of growing up.
'rhousands of children are now alive and well who would have died
of these diseases if our modern vaccines had riot been developed.

Current vaccines are both safe and effective. However, they are
neither perfectly safe nor perfectly effective. Occasionally they will
fail to provide the protection desired, and occasionally they cause
something not desiredan adverse reaction. The challenge in vac-
cine development is to maximize efficacy while minimizing the risk
of adverse effects. This balancing of benefits and risks is complicat-
ed by the difficulties in establishing a causal relationship between
the administration of a vaccine and the occurrence of an adverse
e

A wide array of conditions, many with severe or fatal conse-
quences, may affect children. Many of these are of unknown cause.
Since almost all infants receive vaccines during these same
months, it is inevitable that some of these conditions will occur in
temporal association with receipt of a vaccine, although not caused
by the vaccination. It is equally true that properly manufactured
and administered vaccines can, on occasion, cause unavoidable
damage. Despite careful study of individual circumstances, it is
often impossible to state with certainty whether or not vaccine has
actually played a role in the development of an aaverse event. It is
appropriate, therefore, to be cautious in ascribing a causal role to
the vaccine in individual cases unless studies have clearly demon-
strated that an excess number of such adverse conditions occur
among vaccine recipients.

We are very concerned about the problem of vcncine-associated
injuries and are eager to minimize their occurrence. We have es-
tablished an interagency work group to monitor vaccine develop-
ment. production, and usage. We have carried out or funded sever-
al studies concerning vaccine reactions, and these, of course, were
summarized in a report submitted to you, Madam Chairman, last
year.

We have established a monitoring system for adverse events fol-
lowing immunization in the ublic sector at the CDC, and the FDA
continues to receive reports from the private sector.

Although the occurrence of adverse events following immuniza-
tion can he minimized, it cannot be eliminated entirely. Thus,
there will always he a small number of individuals who are
harmed by the vaccines that protect our society. S. 2117 addresses
an important issue--compensation for individuals who are injured
as a result of receiving vaccines which are universally recommend-
ed and often required by State laws. The bill has a laudable goal
and in general seems to reflect recommendations that have been
made to the Department over the past several years by many dif-
ferent groups. However, the bill has major weaknesses which make
it impossible to support. Of special concern are the broad list of
compensable conditions, the level of payment established, and the
retroactivity provisions. These factors interrelate to provide a sig-
nificant disincentive to childhood vaccination programs. In my pre-
pared testimony I discuss all of these concerns in more detail.

Our major concern about the list of compensable conditions is
that the bill establishes a strong presumption that vaccine is re-

12
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sponsible fur essentially any adverse condition that happens after
immunization unless there is incontrovertible evidence of other
causation. This presumptiOn of guilt would undermine public confi-
dence, in immunizations.

Furthermore, the criteria for qualificat'nn are broad enough to
permit compensation in a wide variety of circumstances including
situations in which the relationship of the vaccine to the injury is
not clear.

We also have given so:-ne examples, Madam Chairman, of '...ompu-
tations of the compensation, and, in addition, would point out that
the Congressional Budget Office has estimated that the cost of this
bill to the Federal Treasury, not including the increase in the cost
of the vaccine doses, for the first 3 years would be approximately
$4.9 billion.

As to retroactivity, the bill provides that any designated event
which occurred before enactment would also automatically be eligi-
ble for compensation. Given the lack of specificity of eligibility cri-
teria, one can envision a number of situations as outlined in the
testimony.

There are numerous additional problems with the program that
this bill would establish, and I have mentioned some of them in the
testimony.

Madam Chairman, this is a very complicated area. It is one that
does demand some sort of solution, and one in which it is obvious
that there is not a single simple solution.

We are not convinced that a Federal program is needed to ac-
complish this. As well-intentioned as S. 2117 is, its provisions, in
our view, complicate an already complex situation rather than help
to resolve it. For these reasons, he administration opposes the bill.
We continue, however, to work with this committee on the im-
portant policy issues addressed by this legislation.

I and my colleagues wouid be nappy, Madam Chairman, to
answer any questions.

'The prepared statement of Dr. Brandt follows:]

3
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Mr. '
airman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear before you

today to discuss S. 2117, the "National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation

Act." 1 am accompanied by Di. James Mason, Director of the Centers for

Disease Control, and Dr. Alan Hinman, Director of the Division of Imminisation

of the Centers for Disease Control.

Immunisation of children is one of thu most spectacularly successful

preventive health measures available. Through the appropriate use of vaccine,

smallpox has been eradicated from the earth. In this country we have also

essentially eliminated diphtheria, tetanus, and poliomyelitis as diseases of

children. We are on the verge of achieving elimination of measles as native

d se and are beginning to intensify our efforts in order to hasten the

ultimate elimination of rubella. These achievements have had a dramatic

impact on the morbidity that used to be considered an inevitable part of

growing up. Thousands of children arenow alive and well who would have died

of these d sea if our modern vaccines had not been developed. Current

vaccines are both safe and effective. However, they are neither perfectly

safe nir perfectly effective. Therefore, occasionally they will fail to

provide that which is desired (protection), and occasionally they will cause

something that is not desired (an adverse reaction). The challenge in vaccine

development is to maximize efficacy while minimizing the rink of adverse

effects. After vaccine is licensed and put into use, it is also important

to maintain surveillance to ensure that the benefits of vaccination continue

to outweigh the risks. This balancing of benefits and risks is complicated by

the difficulties in establishing a causal reimtionship between the

administration of a vaccine end the occurrence of an adverse event.

5
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The months at infancy and early childhood are fraught with a multitude of

dangers. An array of conditions, many with severe or fatal consequences, may

affect children. Many of these conditions are of unknown cause. Since almost

all infants receive vaccines during these same months, it is inevitable that

some of these conditions will occur in temporal association with receipt of a

vaccine, although not caused by the vaccination. It is equally true that

properly manufactured and administered vaccines Can, on occasion, cause

unavoidable damage. Despite careful study of iLoividual circumstances, it is

often impossible to state with certainty whether or not vaccine has actually

played a role in the development of an adverse event. Since virtually all

adverse conditions associated with vaccination also occur unrelated to

ye/ciliation, it is appropriate to ba cautious in ascribing a causal role to

the vaccine unless studies have clearly demonstrated that an excess number of

such adverse conditions occur among vaccine recipients.i

It is not clear what proportion of current vaccine prices is made up of the

current and anticipated future costs of vaccine injury claims and litigation.

Tables 1 and 2, which I am including with the written testimony, indicate the

per-dose cos: of different vaccines in the public and private sectors and give

s.mr estimate of the magnitude of the childhood vaccine market in the United

States at present. In summary, we estimate the total childhood vaccine market

in States to he arproximately $14b million per year

we are very concerne0 about the problem of vaccine-associated injuries and are

eager minimize their occurrence. We have established an interagency work

t' monitor vaccine development, production, and usage. We have carried

o"t or funded several studies concerning vaccine reactions; those were

summarized in a report sohmrtted to Senator Hawkins last year. We have
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established a monitoring system for adverse events following immunizatio, in

the public sector at the Centers for Disease Control, and the Food and Drug

Administration continues to receive reports from the private sector.

Information from these systems is used to help us evaluate the significance of

events which occur following the receipt of vaccines. Recently, the Public

Health Service Immunization Practices Advisory Committee (ACIP) modified its

recommendations about the use of pertussis vaccine in infants and children who

have previously had convulsions, based largely on data from the CDC monitoring

system. Since no vaccine is totally without some risks, this continued

balancing of the risks and benefits of immunizations is essential and is an

integral part of our activities. To try to assure parental understanding of

itsk4 and benefits of vaccines, we have developed and implemented in the

public sector a series of "Important Information Statements" designed to

present the mst important facts concerning vaccines. These forms are updated

Altn..0 the occc,rrence of adverse events following immunization can be

minimized, it cannot he eliminated entirely. Thus, there will always be a

,1,0,er of individuals who are harmed by the vaccines that protect our

s., ietv. S. l.117 addresses an important issue--compensation for individuals

al, intured as a result of receiving vaccines which are universally

re. .mmnded and often required by State laws. It establishes a mechanism by

whirl an injured party can receive
compensation without having to prove

naglix.nce. It guarantees that those who experience certain designated events

will r.eiv compensation for medical expenses, special education and

rekailitat tun, forgone wages, and pain and suffering, The bill has a

la efa!,le goal and in general seems to
reflect recommendations that have been

made t. the Department over the past several years by many different groups.

17
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including national immunization work group* and the American Academy of

Pediatrics. however, the bill also has major weaknesses which make it

Impossible to support. Of special concern are the broad list of compensable

conditions. the level of payment established, and the retroactivity

provisions. These factors interrelate to provide a significant disincentive

to childhood vaccine programs. I will discuss each of these concerns briefly.

1. The list of compensable conditions. The bill establishes a list of

acute events covered and the time period in which these must occur in

relation to vaccination in order for the vaccine recipient to qualify

for compensation. The event must require hospitalization and incur

expenses of at least $2,500, or must involve the death of the recip-

ient. Although some of the conditions proposed in the bill have been

temporally associated with receipt of pertuasis-containing vaccine,

scientific consensus does not exist that all of these conditions are

caused by the vaccine and likely to lead to permanent damage. Serious

questions remain both about immediate causation of these conditions

and the relationship of these conditions to sequelae.

!E ad.iiiin, the bill is so vague as to allow virtually any event

toliovirit; one of the listed events to be considered as causally

:elated. The bill establishes a strong presumption that the vaccine

I- responsible for essentially any adverse condition that happens

after immunisation unless there is incontrovertible evidence of other

This presumption of guilt would undermine public

;1, a In I rnmul 17 at 1 MIS .

t,t 4 4 ii.1 Iv
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Several 'teas listed in the "vaccine injury" table occur reistively

commonly after receipt of pertussis-contsining vaccine. Table 3

summarizes the estimated annual frequency of events listed as

compensable in the bill. An unknown but substantial proportion of

those events likely would meet the criterion of hospitalization with

medical expenses totalling $2,500. The level of compensation that

would be awarded to these individuals cannot be estimated with

certainty. Given the current level of medical costs and the incentive

whiiti may be posed by the existence of the compensation system, it

seems likely that a substantial proportion of persons with these

conditions might be hospitalized (sometimes unnecessarily) and incur

expenses in excess of $2,500. The criteria for qualification are

broad enough to permit compensation in a wide variety of

circumstances, including situations in which the relationship of the

vaccine to the injury is not clear. For example, the bill could

potentially allow for compensation of a child who had a simple febrile

seizure before immunization if the child had a similar febrile seizure

after immunization and subsequently had two further febrile seizures

within the next year.

Allitionally, the "other appropriate factors" to be taken into

consideration to determine compensation include prolonged sleeping

wits difficulty arousing, a condition practically impossible to define

onierttvelv. A single fever of 105°F accompanied by irritability

(rut further spyttfied) would also be viewed as compensable. Finally,

tr sh,old be noted that the manifestation must not necessarily have

been rrcot.;ntzed or recorded within the timeframe specified but could

19
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be inferred to have occurred. This creates great possibility for

inaccurate recollec..ion of events. The bill also indicates that any

"significant worsening of preexisting condition will be treated the

same as if it wire evidence of a newly arising condition." Thus, a

child who had convulsion before vaccination as a result of some

organic brain damage, and subsequently had worsening of that condition

as a result of the natural progression of the disease, might have

received a dose of vaccine within 7 days before having one of the

convulsions. This bill would encourage considering that the entire

condition was brought about by vaccination. An infant recognized to

have a serious progressive neurological disorder might be vaccinated

and thug hecome eligible for compensation for the expensive care and

maintenance needed by the child for a preexisting condition not

affected by vaccination.

2. Compensation levels. The levels of compensation specified in the till

include amount[ which are apparently designed to make the compensation

system an attractive alternative to the tort system, Although listed

as maximums, these values seem likely to become the norm. In

addition, 3100,000 could routinely be awarded to each injured party

for "pain, suffering, and emotional distress" in addition to the other

costs which are listed. The bill mandates, rather than simply

permits, award for pain and suffering. Coupling this with the

allowable attorney's fees (20-25 percent depending on whether or not

there is an appeal) and the extremely broad definition of compensable

events, the costs of this bill would be enormous, far outweighing the

current costs of illness truly caused by vaccine. The surtax

20
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(proposed as the mechanist of financing the compensation) subsequently

imposed on vaccines could render t:mir price prohibitive.

Table 4 lists the range of estimates in 1980 dollars of the likely

direct and indirect medical costs associated with selected events.

The range is quite broad, reflecting the range in possible outcomes of

different conditions. For example, estimates of costs associated with

convulsion following DTP vaccination range from $259 to $869,574.

These values do not include pain and suffering. There is marked

variation between high and low estimates, depending on severity of the

condition and the sequelae; at present we cannot project the likely

distribution. Some of the events listed as compensable in the bill

are relatively frequent, and even though there is little evidence of

permanent damage associated with them, any projectable frequency of

severity and outcome would result in inordinate expendirures, given

the level of compensation pryposed.

As an example, Table 3 shows that the estimated annual frequency of

convulsion, collapse, and
high-pitched unusual cry might exceed 35,000

individual events. These events have not teen established to be

associated with permanent damage. However, if 10 percent of them

resulted in hospitalization
with medical expenses of $2,500, thus

qualifying for compensation,
actual medical reimbursable expenses

would total $8,:50,000. If all of these individuals were also awarded

$10,000 for "pain and
suffering," this category would total

$35,000,000.
Along with the additional 20 percent for lawyers fees,

this could come to an annual total of over $52 million, even though no

pprmanenr damage had occurred and actual expenses were $8.7 million.

21
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This figure is clearly far in excess of the true cost of these events

and would require imposition of a surtax on DTP vaccine of approxi-

metely $52 million (nearly $3/dose). This would sore than double the

current price of the vaccine in order to pay for events not having

permanent consequences and not considered clearly related to vaccine

administration.

By contrast, payment for encephalopathiea occurring within 7 days of

receipt of pertussia-containing vaccine and accompanied by residual

deficit 1 year later (a condition which might truly represent lasting

damage potentially resulting from vaccine) would cost approximately

the same total amount. For example, if there are 50 of these

instances per year and all have direct and indirect costs at the upper

range of the estimate, this would total approximately $40 million.

Adding to that the maximum $100,000 each for pain and suffering and

he adding 20 pi-rcelit lawyor'a fees would yield a total cost of

approximately $54 million. These are just two examples. The

Congressional Budget Office has estimated that the cost of this bill

to the Federal Treasury (not including the increxe in the cost of

Federally-funded vac, le doses) for the first three years would be

$4.9 billion, with an expectation that the annual cost of $225 million

for each succeeding year will be covered by the surcharge revenues.

3. Retroactiviti. Thr b.11 provides that any designated event which

occurred before enactment would also automatically be eligible for

compensation. Given the lack of specificity of eligibility criteria,

one can envision situations in which parents with disabled or retarded

children. many now grown, might make claims boxed on their

22
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recollection that within the appropriate time period following receipt

of vaccine their child had manifested "prolonged sleeping with

difficulty arousing" or "high-pitched unusual screaming" which was

neither noted nor recorded at the time. The difficulty in proving or

disproving such allegations would almost certainly result in a large

number of individuals receiving compensation whether or not it was

merited, further driving up the costs of vaccination.

There are numerous additional problems with the program that.this bill would

establish, and I will mention some of them. The proposed program does not

represent an exclusive remedy; individuals may choose whether to pursue the

tort system or the compensation system. This provision is inconsistent with

one of the major stated purposes of the bill, which is to relieve the pressure

of litigation on vaccine manufacturers.
Also troublesome are the open-ended

borrowing from the Treasury, and the procedural provisions, under which

injured parties would make their claims in an ex parte proceeding, leaving it

unclear as to whether the Secretary and the Fund have a role in the decision

to compensate. These factors interrelate to make the coats of the bill

prunibitive and far in excess of actual expenses.

Hr. Chairman, this is a very complicated area and one in which it is obvious

that there is not a single simple solution. However, we are not convinced

that a Federal program is needed to accomplish this and are certain that

S. 2117 will not do so. As well-intentioned as it is, the provisions of

S. 2117 complicate /IN already
complex situation, rather than help to resolve

it. For the reasons I have outlined and for several others, we oppose the

we will continue to work with this committee on the imoortant policy

issues addressed by this legislation. I would be happy to discuss any

questions you might have.

23
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TABU. 1

AVERAGE
1

VACCINE PRICES/DOSE

MARCH 1984

VACCINE PUBLIC SECTOR PRIVATE SECTOR

DTP
$1.43 $ 1.66

DT
0.34 0.63

Td 0.28
0.57

OPV 0.73 4.27

!AMR 5.40 12.08

I

Assumes equal market share for all manufacturers of DTP/DT/Td and mic-point

price for a given manufacturer if their was a range in public sector prices.

2
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED CURRENT ANNUAL SIZE OF U.S. VACCINE MARKET'

VACCINE
DOSES DISTRIBUTED (MILLIONS)2
PUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL

8

DTP3
bT3
Td3
OPv

KHR 4

T(:AL

6.04
0.33
3.03
7.31

2.61

12.75

0.71
6.39
12.46

3.25

18.79

1.04
9.42
19.59

5.86
5:4-775

ESTIMATED COST (MILLIONS)
PUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL

6

$21.17 $ 29.81

0.45 0.56(1.111

0.85 3.64 4.49

5.21 53.20 58.46

14.09 39.26 53.35
$146.62

'Based on Mar,h 1984 prices and 1983 distribution.
2Tota1 from 1982 Biologics Surveillance data, public sector usage from

Immunization Project reports; private sector usage is the remainder.

3The public/private mix of these formulations is based on Biologics
Surveillance data for distribution of each formulation, and public
sector use of DTP/DT/Td as a proportion of total use.

4Assumes all measles, mumps, and rubella vaccines are sold as MMR, which
is true for 85Z of the total for etch antigen.

2 5
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TABLE 3

ESTIMATED NUMbERS OF SPECIFIED EVENTS PER YEAR°
TEMPORALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE ADMINISTRATION OF VACCINES, U.S.

BASED ON ANNUAL VACCINE USE AND
BEST ESTIMATE OF RATES OF OCCURRENCE

EVEN:

Anaphylaxis
Convu1slon

Encephalopilthy

or encephalitis

ESTIMATED
VACCINE TIME PERIOD ANNUAL FREQUENCYx

All except OPV
Pertussis containing
Other except OPV
DTP

24 hours

7 days
30 days
7 days

40-601

9,0002
5,0003

total 150
with residua 504

45

25,0002
17,0002

450,0u02

9,0002
-- 6

MMR 30 days
Fever of 1050 DTP 72 hours
High-pitclgd screaming DTP 72 hours
Persistent crying DTP 72 hours
Collapse DTP 72 hours
Thrombocytopenia DTP 30 days
Polio OPV variable 87

°Based on annual birth cohort of 3.5 million children
Except for OPV the estimated number of doaes which should be administered
i.ccording to current recommendations, assuming 90% coverage and an equal risk
with each dose of a series. OPV estimate based on average annual number of
vaccine-induced cases reported 1969-1982.

Sources: 1. Swine flu experience
2. Cody et. al. and Hinman 6 Koplan
3. Landrigan 6 Witte
4. Miller et. al. and Hinman 6 Koplan
5. Landrigan 6 Witte
6. The relationship is in question and current data do not permit

an estimate.
7. 1969-1982 experience

4 L)
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TABLE 4

ESTIMATED RANGE OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS
OF SPECIFIED EVENTS OCCURRING TO

INFANTS 1 YEAR OLD, DISCOUNTED AT 2.5%

EVENT VACCINE RANGE OF COSTS

Anaphylaxis DTP 95-625,7b9

Convulsion DTP 259-869,574

Encephalitis DTP 2,487-849,474

Measles 1,313-927,533

Paralyals OPV 1,766-825,550

Source- NCHSR Study

2 7
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Brandt.
Has the administration fully investigated the causes and the po-tential implications in the decline of the number of pharmaceutical

manufacturers producing vaccines in the United States?
Dr. BRANDT. I think the key word is "fully." We have investigat-

ed the causes and the potential implications. I am not personally
satisfied that we have fully investigated or that we have a full un-
derstanding. It seems clear that there are a number of reasons forthis that vary somewhat from manufacturer to manufacturer aswell.

Senator HAWKINS. Is it your understanding that we are down to
three manufacturers for DPT and only one for measles, mumps,and rubella?

Dr. HINMAN. That is correct, Madam Chairman. There is alsoonly a single manufacturer of oral polio vaccine in the UnitedStates at the present time.
Some of the factors involved include market forces. The marketis a predictable one since a finite number of children are born anda finite number of doses of vaccine will be required, but we do not,

as Dr. Brandt has said, understand all of the reasons that are in-volved in the decrease in number of manufacturers.
Senator HAWKINS. Are you investigating that?
Dr. HINMAN. We have had conversations with the manufactur-

ers. However, as I understand it, some of this is viewed as being,
privileged business information.

Senator HAWKINS. Is the Government prepared to take over the
responsibility of producing the vaccines if the manufacturers do
decide to stop producing vaccine?

I)r. BRANDT. We are not prepared to begin to produce the vac-cines. We certainly will be prepared to deal with the manufactur-
ers to try to work out some way to keep vaccines being produced if,in fact, all of the manufacturers were to find it necessary to cease
product ion.

We have no evidence from my conversations with all of the vac-
cine manufacturers that there is any threat of that on the horizon,by any stretch of the imagination. But this program is so important
to +!.e health of children that we would certainly work with vac-
cine manufacturers to try to solve the problem.

Senator HAWKINS. Have the prices of the individual immuniza-
tions gone up as the number of manufacturers has gone down?

Dr. BRANDT. The price has gone up, and, indeed, the number of
manufacturers has gone down. I think, Madam Chairman, in mytestimony. table I shows the current prices of the vaccines.

Senator HAWKINS. It is my understanding that it has gone fromto $.1 a vaccine. Is that correct? For a shot?
I)r. HINMAN. The price of vaccines has risen, yes, Madam Chair-man. It is 'possibly worth pointing out, however, that even when

there was only a single manufacturer of one of the vaccines thatcomes to mind quici:lymeasles, mumps, and rubellathe price of
that vaccine did decrease over a period of several years in the early
and mid-1970's, and it has been increasing lately.

The current price we pay in the Federal contract for a dose ofmeasles, mumps, and rubella vaccine is 415.40.
Senator HAWKINS. For our MMR?
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Dr. HINMAN. That is Correct.
Senator HAWKINS. What about DPT?
Dr. HINMAN. We do not presently have a Federal contract for

DPT vaccine, but the average cost in the public sector under State
contractif one takes the three manufacturers, the current prices
they are charging, and average thoseit comes to $1.43 a dose.
About a year ago it was about 68 cents.

Senator HAWKINS. Sixty-eight cents a year ago, and it has gone
up to what?

Dr. HINMAN. $1.43.
Senator HAWKINS. Has the administration considered requiring a

manufacturer to develop or produce one vaccine as a condition to
Federal Government purchase of another?

Dr. BRANDT. We have not seriously considered that, Madam
Chairman, largely because we have not seen an immediate threat.
by any manufacturer to withdraw from the vaccine market. I think
our alternatives in case this were to occur would be, one, to deal
with the manufacturers to see if we could work with them to re-
solve this problem in some other way than to force them into this
kind of situation.

Senator HAWKINS. It does not bother you that we just have one
manufacturer for MMR vaccine?

I)r. BRANDT. Well, it bothers me in one way, in the sense
that-

Senator HAWKINS. Would that be called a monopoly?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes, that is what I would call it, I guess, but I think,

on the other hand, that production of these vaccines does require a
great deal of scientific and manufacturing ability. As long as the
vaccines are available, I am not concerned aboutoverly concerned
aboutthe fact that-

Senator HAWKINS. Do you know how much stock the one manu-
facturer has?

I)r. BRANDT. I am sorry?
Senator HAWKINS. How much stockdo they have an inventory?
Dr. BRANDT. I do not know for sure, but I think they usually

maintain a 2-year supply.
Dr. HINMAN. Yes.
Senator HAwkiNs. Two years?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes, Ma'am.
Senator HAWKINS. In the past the Federal Government has influ-

enced the willingness of the private pharmaceutical companies to
pursue the development of vaccines. Eli Lilly was given a contract
for flu vaccine, and, more recently, the Michigan Department of
health and Biologics was given a contract to develop a safer per-
tussis vaccine. Have you found these direct contracts successful?

Dr. HINMAN. The current contract for development of improved
pertussis vaccine was not bid on by any of the current commercial
man u fact urers.

Senator HAWKINS. Why do you think that was?
I)r. HINMAN. I cannot respond to that. You might wish to ask the

manufacturers.
Senator HAWKINS I will. I just wondered if you had an opinion.
Dr. HINMAN. I think that Government-funded research in vac-

cine development hit.i historically been of great utility.

29
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Senator HAWKINS. The correlation between the Federal Govern-
ment purchase of vaccines for the State vaccination programs andthe reduction of disease seem pretty well established. Using mea-sles as an example, in 1965 when Congress added measles to thecommunity health service extension program, 6.1 million doses
were distributed. But in 1969 and 1970, when no funds were appro-priated for this program, only 4.9 and 4.5 million doses were dis-tributed, and the reported incidences of measles increased from
25,826 cases in 1969 to 47,351 in 1970 and 75,290 in 1971. So theincidences of measles did not decrease until the program was re-funded in 1971. So if we are concerned as a country about the out-breaks of pertussis, why don't you include it in your Federal immu-
nization program?

Dr. HINMAN. We do include pertussis immunization as a part ofthe Federal immunization program. We have not to date estab-
lished a consolidated Federal contract for the purchase of DPT vac-cine. I think there have been two major reasons for that.

Until very recently, the price of DPT vaccine has been lowenough that we did not feel we would save enough money by estab-
lishing a consolidated Federal contract to make it worth it.

The second item is that you have been talking about the problem
of decreasing numbers of vaccine manufacturers. There are threemanufacturers of DPT. Award of a single Government contract po-tentially would be a disincentive to the unsuccessful bidders.

Now we presently have a request for proposals for the purchase
of diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis vaccines under a consolidatedFederal contract, both for the vaccine stockpile which we are pres-
ently establishing and for continuing use in the grant program.

Dr. BRANDT. I think, Madam Chairman, you have made an ex-tremely important point early on, and that is the success of the im-
munization program. If I could talc( just a minute, I would like tocite just a few examples.

From 1980 through 1983, the number of reported vaccine-pre-
ventable diseases in this country in children fell by 71 percent in
that 3-year period, from roughly 28,000 to roughly 8,000 cases. Thatis a dramatic improvement, due in large part to the vaccines.

Second, goals were set by Surgeon General Richmond in 1979 for
immunization of this country to be achieved by the year 1990. Atthe end of 1983 we had achieved virtually all of those. So I thinkthe immunization program has been remarkably successful in re-ducing the suffering and problems of young children.

It is, therefore, it seems to me, absolutely essential that this pro-
gram be continued; that we continue our research on vaccines, bothto develop new ones as well as to improve the ones that we have,and we certainly have that under way as a major activity.

Senator HAWKINS. Isn't it true, though, that DP'I' is the only
combination of vaccines which isn't purchased by the Federal Gov-
ernment through consolidated contract?

Dr. HINMAN. If you are talking about childhood vaccines, that is
correct. We do not purchase influenza vaocine or pneumococcal
vaccine, eithi.r. which are other vaccines recommended for relative-
ly widespread use.

I believe that. given the reflection of interest in State govern-ments in getting a consolidated Federal contract for DPT vaccine,
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that it is quite likely we will have such a contract within the next
several months.

Senator HAWKINS. Within months?
Dr. HINMAN. Within the next several months.
Senator HAWKINS. I understand the FDA convened a group of ex-

perts in November 1983 to review the recent efforts and progress in
improving the vaccine safety and to review studies of serious reac-
tions to the DPT vaccine in children. Can you summarize the re-
sults of that meeting?

Dr. BRANDT. I think, Madam Chairman, that actually it was not
the FDA that convened that, but the World Health Organization.
The meeting was in Geneva, and we had people from the Food and
Drug Administration in attendance.

We will be happy to provide you with a summary of that and
other material from that meeting. We will be happy to provide it to
you for the record.

[NOTE: In the interest of economy, the material referred to was
retained in the file of th': committee.]

Dr. BIZANDT. Dr. Hinman wants to add something.
Dr. HINMAN. There was one other meeting which may be the one

to which you are referring in which the FDA and the NIH collabo-
rated in bringing together a gr )up pf people to look at the issue of
followup of studies for peophi who have been involved, children
who have been involved, in studies of DPT reactions, specifically
the study at the University of California, Los Angeles. I believe
that may be the meeting to which you are referring.

The result of that was that a letter was sent to the principal in-
vestigator in Los Angeles in which the originally proposed study
was not approved, but the statement was made that the FDA, the
Government, would be interested in providing support for followup
of the 18 children who were of particular interest. We have not re-
ceived a response to that letter to my knowledge.

Senator HAWKINS. You have not received a response?
Dr. HINMAN. Not to my knowledge.
Senator HAwKiNs. Would you check that out and get back with

us?
Dr. HINMAN. Yes, Ma'am.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Hinman.
[Material supplied follows:]
[NOTE. A report of this meeting is now being completed; a copy

will be sent as soon as it is available. See attached letter from the
World Health Organization.]
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-2-

Japanese acelluier vacines neve not ece. ,uot;;.-d in tb:,
Information on attempts to develop acellular pertussis vaccines in this
country and to reduce the reactogenicity of whole cell vaccines was
discussed. Much of this information is trade secret information not
disclosable in accordance with 5 USC 552h(c)(4).

Adverse reaction (AR) reporting was discussed. The difficulty of eval-
uating AR on an international level was noted because of luconsisten-
cies-in international standards and definitions; different medical
practices (e.g., the French frequestly prescribq anticonvulsants prophy-
lactically with pertussis vaccines); and differences in products
attributable to different manufacturing methods. However, the National,
Childhood Encephalopathy Study in the United Kingdom was considered in -

some detail in addition to U.S. data.. Serious adverse reactions to DTP
as described in recent U.S. studies were reviewed (see Table 1, first
attachment).

Tb FDA and CDC adverse reaction reporting systems were discussed. FDA
hielogie adverse reaction reports for pertussis containing vaccines are
voluntarily provided on a monthly or quarterly basis by the major manu-
facturers although some manufacturers will report adverse reactions
earlier, if, in their judgment, circumstances require this; they have
no standard format; they do not generally provide sufficient denominator
information. The reports are usually based on information voluntarily
provided to the manufacturers by physicians. The CDC system does use a
standard format, but all of the information which would be useful is not
always presided. The CDC system depends primarily on reports origi-
nating with parents, thrcugll a health service physician, and occa-
sionally, originating with a private physician. This system covers
tolut 40 srcent of vaccinations that include pertussis antigens.
Kffrts to strenethen both adverse reaction reporting eystems are under-
a, het both systes currently provide useful information to health
care scientists. It was noted that the current formats used by CDC for
rl,tire adverse events following imeunizetion could he misinterprated,

! a eerSer of revisions were suggested.

ei slicitd contract proposal for follow-up of children with adverse
reoct;ens areciated with DTP vaccination was reviewed. The unsoli-
cited ,tv,ly proposes to evaluate a maximum of 18 children, although the

h,s as feat an 10 to 12, who had inilally experienced a seri-
n!: i4:1 r!:e roa:tiln within 48 hours of immunization in a vaccine study
conducted between 1977 and 1979. The study proposes that the sine-
chimd children bp compared to matched controls. The proposed tests
Are nrologic examination, psychometric evaluation (Stanford-Binet) and
eLe !ysing for 70 antigens. The general ceeclusion of the participants

0. it is highly imp:oh:1111e that useful informatinn could he ob-

trs the preposed study. Data for sore of the parameters sech as
,'1!,d,1:1C l'ITWItinn and psychometric evaleetion would be enin-

tereretahle because of the lack of comparable baseline data for the
study subjects, thereby making it impossible to control the study for
these variables, (liven the small number of subjects in the study,
there Is very low probability of detecting any HLA associations, the
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one tt..: vhich was believed by the meeting partte': Its

to have any potential usefulness. Moreover, experience with other

diceases has shown that a strong familial history of a disease is

usually ob5lorced !I i!LL yping is to demonsrrcre any association :.h

disease. Current information does not suggest a strong familial associ-

ation with pertussts reactions. Interpretation of HLA results would

also he further confounded by the fact that we appear to be dealing

with 2 distinct subsets of adverse events, convulsive reactions and

collapse reactions (hypotonicihyporesponsive). One or two attendees at

the meeting nevr:rtheless believed that every with the deficiencies in the

proposed study, the relatively quick access to subjects warranted sup-

port of the BLA part of the study because even though there was a low

proNahility that it might yield useful information there was the feeling

of interested parties that "something" should be done. This view was

not shared by the majority of attendet's. Useof the proposed study as a

pilot study to provide information was considered and rejected as unuse-

fel. It was the consensus of all consultants present, in addition to

participants. from NIAID, MINCDS, and CDC that the proposed study did not

have scientific merit.

The view was expressed that although the proposed study did not

support from the standpoint of the science involved, an

amiment could he made that follow -up would be reasonable as a matter

of medical care.

The group orrePd that if vaccine associated reaction studiR are to

he done, other, more comprehensive studies with larger populations

should considered. However, the consensus of the participants was

th4 the large funding which would he required to support studies of

pr tccis vaccire associated adverse events comparable to the Naticnal

Childnood Enrenl,alopa7hy Studs. in the United Kingdom is of lower

p:intftv t:1,n rfort to eevelop protective but less reactog nit

pertussis vaccines.
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:'uody No

1

2

3

c

5

cuARAkY OF SERIOUS AOVUSE
SPORTED I., F:.

Reaction

1.1 !he

.

o

591/1232

4/253

85/461

505/15752

(48%)

(29%)

(18%)

(3%)

o

0

0

1/461 (0.2%)

9/15752 (0.06%) 9/15752

0

0

0

0

(0.06%)
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14.1

U.S.C. 40: !.tQ 1: se: 1 e : :et.. Pus. L 59-
155. SO Stat. 12S'6 as amended (15 U.S.C.
1451 et seq.), unless otherwise noted.

Sou 44 FR 23331, Apr. 13. 1979. unless
otheraise

Subpari AGeneral Provisions

14.1 Scope.
(a) This part governors the proce-

dures when any of the following

(1) The Commissioner concludes, as
a matter of discretion, that it is in the

. public interest fora standing or ad hoc
policy or technical public advisory
committee ("advisory committee" or
"committee") to hold a public hearing
and to review and make reconunenda-
Lions on any matter before FDA and
for interested persons to present infor-
=dors and views at an oral public
hearing before the advisory commit-
tee.

(2) Under specific provisio4 in the
act or other sections of this chapter, a
matter is subjetkim a hearing before

ulamiittee. The specific
provisions are

(i) Section 14.120 on review of a per-
formance standard for an electronic
product by the Technical Electronic
Product 11;:c1:ation Safety Standards
Corarnitt.e (TEPRSSC);

Cu) Section 14.140 on review of the
safety of color additives:

(in) Section 14.160 on review of the
sa y and effectiveness of human pre.
scription drugs;

(iv) Section .'30.10 on review of the
safety and ffectiveners of overthe-
c..v.:nter drugs; -.

(v) Section on review of the
safety and effect..eness of biological

tvi) Part Etta on cla.ssificatTon of de
sic f.r..

:.;t.ction 5144:1(5) of the act o
psfatli:h:rient, amendrr.ent, or re% oep
ticn of a device performance standard

(viii) Section 515 of the act on revie
of di..vice prmarket approval applic -
(ions :.rid product development prot
colr.: and

cis :) Section 520(1) of the act o
retir.'w of device good ma nu:acturin

(3) A ;it:is:in who has a right to an
(;.;,:irtunity for k formal evident:au

Ma 21Food and Drugs

public hearing under Part 12 we4ves
that opportunity and instead wider
.12.32 requests a hearing before an
advisory committee, and the Commis-
sioner, as a matter of discretion, ac-
cepts the request.

(b) In determining whether a group
is a "public sdvLory committee" as de
fined in 10.3(0(14) and thus subject
to this part and to the Federal adviso-
ry C6mrnittee Act, the following guide-
lines will 13. used:

(1) An advisory committee may be a
standing advisory committee or an ad
hoc advisory committee. All standing
advisory' committees are listed in
1 14.100.

(2) An adviory committee may be a
policy advisory committee or a techni-
cal advisory committee. A policy advi
sory committee advises on broad and
general matters. A technical advisory
committee advises on specific techni-
cal or scientific issues, which may
relate to regulatory decisions before
FDA.

(3) An adviSiory Committee' incluJi..4
any of its subgroups when the sub
group is working on behalf of the corn-
mittee. Section 14.40(d) describes
when a subgroup will be established as
an advisory committee separate from
the parent committee.

(4) A committee composed entirely
of fulltime Federal Government em-
ployees is not an advisory committee.

(5) An advisory committee ordinarily
hzs a fixed membership, a defined
purpose of providing advice to the
agency on a particular subject, regular
or periodic meetings, and an organiza-
tional structure, for example, a chair
man and staff, and serves es a source
of independent expertise and advice
rather than as a representative of or

cote for v r' i- -
he o owing groups are not advisory

committees:
(I) A vow) of persons convened on

an ad hoc basis to discuss a matter of
current interest to FDA, but which
has no continuing function or organi
zation and does not involve substantial
special preparation.

(ii) A group of two or more FDA
Consultants meeting with the agency
on an :.d hoc basis.

(iiilnTroup 0) e).perts wIrcirartr-:n.
ployed by a private company or a
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DAT104AL CENTER FOR DRUGS AND 61010GICS

i.a.4ce. iAdt.h,..a1.4.

November 10. 1983
NIH, Building 29, Room 121

Pertussis Vaccine: Status of Current Research

9:00 Introduction Paul D. P3rkman, M.D.

9:15 Overview of Current N. Carolyn Hardegree, M.D.
Portussis Research and Vaccine

Development

9:30 Discussion

10:00 Coffee

10:30 Discussion of Pertussis Vaccine Kenneth Dart, H.D.
Reaction Studies

1 1:30 Recent .1).S. Studies of Pertussis John C. Petricciani, M.D.
Vaccine

Review of Oaraff Unsolicited David L. Klein, N.D.
Proposal and Discussion of
Approaches to Follow-up

Evaluation

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Current Adverse Reaction Follow-up Harrison Stetler, M.D.
Systems
MSIFI
FDA Adverse Reaction Reporting Gerald Faich, N.D.

System

2:00 Discussion
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tarry J. Baratf, 11.D.

Eiaeig' Medicine
ri A Center for the Health Sciences

1 os Angeles, CA 90024

Dr. him of f:

This is in response to your
unsolicited proposal to the national Institutes of

Allergy and4pfectious Diseases entitled "Followup Evaluation of the Nature

and Rates of Adverse Reactions Associated with DTP Vaccination: neurologic

and Psychometric Evaluation and
Tissue Typing of Infants and Children with

More Serious Reaction."

Since the study you proposed included the follow-up of subjects who

participated in a study funded by the rood and Drug Administrati9 during the -

period 19// to 1979, and because the Centers for Disease Control is interested

in pertussis, we elected to review the proposal jointly with an ad hoc group

of consultants in the context of a more general meeting on pertussis vaccine.

the participants concluded that it was improbable that statistically valid

information would be obtained concerning either residual neurological disease

or the possible relationship of HLA type to adverse reactions. In addition to

the problem posed by the small number of subjects, data for some of the

parameters such as neurologic and psychometric evaluations would be extremely

difficult to interpret in the strict scientific sense because of the problem

cem:aon to studies of this type, the lack of comparable baseline data for study

subjects. Again, given the small number
of participants in the study, there

i very low probability of
detecting any HLA associations. Experience with

other diseases has shown that a strong familial history of a condition is

usually observed if HLA typing is to demonstrate any association with

disease. Current information does not suggest a strong familial association

with pertussis reactions.
Interpretation of IfLA results would be further

confounded by the observation that there are two distinct subsets of adverse

events, convulsive reactions and collapse reactions (hypotonic/hyporesponsive).

Because of the small number of subjects in the proposal, it was suggested that

if you still wanted to pursue
HLA studies on the 18 children, you nay want to

indf.pendently consider this matter with Dr. 1erasaki at UCLA to inquire

whether or not he would be willing to do the assays for you.
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J. til df f , M. h.. Pi.)..

tin.> thizi prop;i..ct! ,,tudy simuld oot be fund:..,J.

;/.. el `.0 h,1 ifVC t 0. avqt:.r n C hy ilade that 1,1;dic0l and
fu k,. is reb....)oi,l)N: . Halley 1.1..jicdi

( . 1 1 10 wild,' thol cion. hi. i 1 1 Ng 10 (.-/.1001-e tri th you providing funds for
of' Ow current mrdiot1 and ic.iirological status of as ilany

of 11^ i 1 (ken can wil I I.; in CWdt.CL tilth you and Dr.
t1!!4, i,;,111.. this I.. in tic. uttive.

Si nt 1y

VI i I I id,t S.Jorgan, 11.D.
Director, MicrOiology and

Dkew.e,. Program
HIAID

Paul D. Parkman, M.D.
Scient Direr:tor

Potional Center for Drugs and Biologics
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!;,.."1,J,J of Telephone Convuisation

on May 11, 1984 between

Janes Cherry, Paul Parkman and William Jordan

F,11-..lid UN cnil !rear participating in Baraff OPT study.

11r. Jrian aid 1 contacted Dr. Cherry as a followup to our March 6 letter to

r,Iiir!pij this study. We discussed with hi;., his thinking about the issues

rai., i in (1.1 le:.t2r. He said that he felt that some sort of plan for

,u-ta..ting eca.lining th,. 19 study participants who had experienced adverse

r:acti,n, L,eizu-e;, "shock-like'episodus) seemd reasonable. He said that

hr "r,1 I
stLer Li; thoughts on the matter and would get back to us it, the

Cdr,!y 'ur4VireZ

40
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June

Dr. James Cherry
University of California
'School of Medicine
Department of Pediatrics
C.oPer fir the iinaltn Sciences
Los Angeles. CA 900C4 V

. . .

F rte.! ,r tun
.

IfuCkv-f tn.) 2,110

Nar Pr. 44;y:

This is a brief note concerning the DTP followup matter; 1 wanted to be sure

we haven't missed c.,nnection while I was on vacation. Let us know if we can

be Yeip'ul to you.

cc: Dr. wi;liari Jordan

Sincerely yours,

Paul 0, Parkman, M.D.
Scientific Director
Center for Drugs and Biologics
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CONVERSATION RECORD

oa,g I ',ion d
7/17/84

i

f_ .rco...3
Okt °""'"CD0 MigE,IN

CIPCULaTlek

Dr. EsbPr
._ -- . -.--..

.

. .

PI ,h1, C"..0 'Sr
NO. -, s wt*tirN,A vi

Paul D. Parkman, M.D. , Scientific

,,,,:,:.,,.1,,,(0. 'if ..t .. ., * ....*

Dr. Larry Baraff, , MIR
.

'..kr.....14 M4,4
daA

Dir.. CDO

,F F. 1,,,,,k, Nt,

.

Dr. Jordan
_

Dr. Human
.

Dr. Hardegree

white*
Followup of Subjects Involved in [YIP Vaccine Study

Itt?

Dr. Hardt! called today and bilked with Dr. Esber and

ACTION PIEOLuatel

.

myself to indicatethat_het.es

the parents of the 18 children

rea,11,xis (seizures and "_shock

irrnuniz.iti,,n in his and Dr.

iixhcated that he would be sending

his ideas ./c(N/ning how this

estirlites that at least half

reLitivly easy but that .it

difficult to loolte. He said

giving gvn. lotails of his prom=11.

interested in contacting

who experienced

-like" episodes)

adverse

following

Cherry's study. He

us a letter outlining

might be done. He

will he
.

of the participants

least some may be

he would send a

. .__.

more
. .

letter
_.. ._. .

_ .

. .

0114 FOH :3.4 .0 ;. ,.
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Senator HAWKINS. So, if I were to summarize the current status
of the development of a safer pertussie vaccine, I could make a list
saying, No. 1, you awarded a grant to Michigan Department of
Health and Biologics to develop an acellular vaccine; is that right?

Dr. BRANDT. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. When would those lots be available for test-

ing?
Dr. HINMAN. Probably not for another year or more.
Senator HAWKINS. 1985? 1986?
Dr. HINMAN. I cannot give you an exact date at the moment,

Madam Chairman. We can submit a best estimate for you, if you
would like. ,.

[Material supplied follows:)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SUPPLIRD BY DR. HINMAN

The contract with the Michigan Department of Public Health was awarded for
three years with the intent of developing A new candidate acellular vaccine for per-
tussis. The project consists of two phases: (t) development and testing of an acellular
pertuasis vaccine; and (2) the preparation of an aluminum adsorbed DTP vaccine
using the acellular pertuasis vaccine as the "P" component. Work officially began
on the project on September 1, 1983. For the past ten months the contractor has
been examining various factors which might enhance cell growth and biosynthesis
of tw emical components of the cell walls of the pertusaW baste sum involved in
the p ion of a protective immune response (i.e. production of protective anti-
bodies). e efforts have now reached a point where the cell fractions have been
isolated from the culture fluid, partially purified on columns, and are now being ex-
amined and characterised for purity and biological activity.

The isolation and purification of the protective cell wall component is a very labor
intensive and difficult task to perform requiring a great deal of skill and a certain
amount of good fortune. Because this approach to pertuasis vaccine development is
new, there are a number of technical problems associated with it, which still need to
be resolved. Therefore, it would be very difficult, at this time, to predict exactly
when the vaccine will be available for clinical testing. However, barring unforeseen
technical difficulties and based on the current status and progress of the contractor,
it is possible that clinical studies could begin as soon as the Fall of 1986.

Senator HAWKINS. Once they are available for testing, then how
long does it take after that to have them available to the public?

Dr. HINMAN. After that, it takes quite a while, also. In could
just explain, for example, the NIH has vaccine evaluation centers
at Marshall University in West Virginia and Vanderbilt University
in Nashville which are presently ready to administer improved per-
tussis vaccines to children under controlled clinical conditions. It
seems likely that improved vaccines from commercial manufactur-
ers may be submitted first for testing before the contract at Michi-
gan reaches fruition.

But even after this limited clinical testing to establish initial
seroconversion response and safety, there will be larger scale field
trials required to demonstrate efficacy. One problem with this is
that the incidence of pertussis is, fortunately, low enough in this
country that in order to have a large-scale trial to demonstrate effi-
cacy, we would have to have a very large-scale trial. It is likely
that field trials to demonstrate efficacy will have to be undertaken
in another country.

Senator HAWKINS. Undertaken in another country?
Dr. HINMAN. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. And we will accept that data?
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Dr. HINMAN. Yes, Madam' if these are carried out under proto-
cols approved in the United States.

Senator HAWKINS. Well, then, why can't we accept the Japanese
vaccine which is proven to be safe?

Dr. HINMAN. We have not received data to indicate the efficacy
from the Japanese.

Senator HAWKINS. I went to Japan- after one of these hearings
and I talked to the Minister of Health and asked if we could test
his vaccine, and he said no one had ever requested to test the vac-
cine; he would be more than happy to provide it.

Now I understand that Wyeth Laboratories is testing it for
safety. Are those under your protocols, the testing they are doing?

Dr. HINMAN. That is being done toward development of an inves-
tigational new drug which would allow, then, clinical testing in the
centers funded by the NIH.

Senator HAWKINS. Which would be shorter, for us to wait for the
Michigan Department of Health vaccine, which you say may be
years and years, or for us to test the Japanese vaccine, which may
require testing outside of the country?

Dr.. So will the Wyeth product most probably.
Dr. Bz.trwr. The difficulty, Madam Chairman, is that there are

so few cases of pertussis in this country that it is very difficult to
efficacy of a preventative if, in fact, the disease rarely

occurs anyway, since most children are already immunized. There-
fore, it would require us, under either circumstance, to go outside.
Our own view is that both efforts should proceed.

Senator HAWKINS. You should be testing the Japanese vaccine
out of the country?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Why can't we accept the Japanese data?
Dr. BRANDT. It assumes that they have it. I am sure that

Wyeth--
Senator HAWKINS. They're very clever.
Dr. BRANDT. I am well ;Aware of that, yes, Madam. I know that.
I am sure that so is Wyeth, as matter of fact. [Laughter.]
I am sure that if Wyeth were satisfied or otherwise, that that

would already have been accepted and utilized.
As you know, up until now we have had fairly strict regulations

concerning foreign data, but we are in factwe have reexamined
that and use it a great deal ore.

Him would like, I will tr to get an up-to-date status report on
the Wyeth situation and sen it to you.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. I would appreciate that for this
record.

[Material supplied follows:]
STATUS REPORT: PRIMING OF JAPANIVIR PERTUS818 VACC1NR

Wyeth Laboratories and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
NIH are participating in the studies of an experimental Diphtheria and Tetanus
Toxoid and Pertussis (DPTI vaccine.

The vaccine, prepared by Wyeth, incorporates a Japanese acellular pertussis com-
ponent. Thus far small experimental batches have been made available. and clinical
trials of the preparation are currently in progress. Children are being immunized,
starting with 4 to 6 year olds; this portion of these trails is currently in p
These studies will eventually involve progressively younger subjects, eventual-
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cc.mpaasing the entire primary immunization aeries in infanta, the vaccine beging
given in accordance with current recommendations at 2, 4, 6 and 18 months.

Senator HAWKINS. Dr. Mason, we don't mean to neglect you. The
CDC has funded a study to evaluate the effectiveness of a three-
dose rather than the current fourdoee of pertussis vaccine. If that
proves to be effective, do you think it might reduce adverse.reac-
tions?

Dr. MASON. That is one of the reasons we are doing the study:
first of all, to make sure that the efficacy of the vaccine will not be
lowered in the process of reducing the number of vaccinations that
are necessary; and, secondly, to find out whether there are fewer
adverse reactions. The study is not completed, but I would think we
would have it in another 2 years.

Senator HAWKINS. Two years? But if it were successful, it may
reduce the adverse reactions by as much as 20 percent?

Dr. MASON. We wouid hope so, but we don't have the data yet.
That is what we are trying to determine.

Senator HAWKINS. I understand that the Public Health Service
Immunization Practices Advisory Committee, which is a mouthful,
has reviewed the data regarding the relationship between the his-
tory of febrile and nonfebrile convulsions and the risk of adverse
reactions following vaccination. Has this review prompted any re-
consideration of the contraindications for vaccine?

Dr. BRANur. Yes, Madam; for the DTP vaccination, we published
on April 6, 1984, in "the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report"
a supplementary statement on the contraindications to the receipt
of pertussis. We would be pleased to submit a copy of that for the
record.

Senator HAWKINS. Yes; I would like that, please.
[Material supplied follows:]
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MORRIDITYANO MORTALITY MEW/ WORT

Recommendation of the Immunization

April 6, 1984 / Vol 33 / No. 13
tee ACP Supplementary statement of Contra.

Indications to Recast of Perfume Vaccine
171 Isotretworn A Newly Recognised Human

Truelove
173 from Elderberry Juice California
17e =tyro*. Dioun, and 1.3-eutedsens

the Workplace
III Prospective Evaluation of Health-Came

Workers E via Peronista' or Mucous-
Mvnbrane Routes to Mood and Body Fluids of
Peteente with Acquired iminunodefmeney
Syndrome

ea Ouatentine Westin*

Practices Advisory Committee (ACIPI

Supplementary Statement.
of Contraindications to Receipt of Pertusisie Vaccine

The following statement updates some of the previous recommendations regarding pertus-
sis vaccine 11) The Immunization Practices Advisory Committee IACIP) reviewed the avails-
ble data concerning the risks of pertussis disease and pertussis vaccine to infants and children
with personal or family histories of convulsions. Based on available evidence, the ACIP does
not .consider a family history of convulsion to be a contraindication to receipt of pertussis
vaccine However. a personal history of a prior convulsion should be evaluated before initiating
or continuing immunization with vaccines containing a pertussis component at, diphtheria
and tetanus toroids with pertussis vaccine MTN) (Table a

DEFERRAL OF DTP FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN WITH PERSONAL HISTORIES
OF CONVULSION IS)

Although there are uncertainties in the reported studies, recent data suggest that infants
and young children who have previously had convulsions (whether febrile or nonfebrile) are
more likely to have seizures following pertussis vaccination than those without such histories
12) Available data do not indicate that seizures temporally associated with vaccine adminis-
tration predispose to permanent brain damage or exacerbate existing conditions. The inci-
dence of pertussis in most areas of the United States is presently quite low. Consequently, for
infants and young children who have histories of seizures before initiation ofDTP immuniza-
tion or who develop seizures before the four-dose primary series is completed. initiating or
continuing pertussis immunization should be deferred until it can be determined that there is
not an evolving neurologic disortset present. If such disorders are found, the infants or children
should be given diphtheria and tetanus toxoids (DT) instead of DTP. If DT is used, three doses
at least 4 weeks apart, followed by a fourth dose 8-12 months later, arts recommenced for
infants For children 1 year of age or older, two doses of DT at least 4 weeks apart, followed
by a third dose 6.12 months later, are recommended.

RECOMMENDATIOPIS FOR BEGINNING OR CONTINUING DTP AFTER DEFERRAL
For infants and c'tildren whose DTP immunizations are deferred because of histories of

convulsion(s). the decision whether to proceed with DTP immunization can usually be made
within the newt few months For infants who have received fewer than three doses of DTP,
such a decision in most instances should be made no later than at 1 year of age Following in-
dividual assessment, it may be decided to proceed with DTP, because infants and young chil-
dren with convulsive disorders also appear to be at higher risk of adverse outcomes if they
contract oertuSSIS disease Further, if unimmunized infants attend day-care centers, special
clinics. and residential-care Settings where other children may be un.mmunized or if they

U.S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES / PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
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Pertussis Vaccine Continued

TABLE 1. Cluktelloos fat dlohtkods-totantio-hottuasie (DTP) Immunization of Infants end
ammo Whim with histories of convulsion ID)

TM following gem* golgolinas cannot color every situation. Individualized medical judgment in specific
cases may indictintediffereni course of action.

IPERSONAL HISTORY OF CONVULSIONISI? I

1
Ym no

i
Shin or contininOTP

1

CONVULSIONISI TEMPORALLY ASSOCIATED WITH DTP?
(Convulsion onset within 46 hours altar a DTP does
can generally be regarded es temporally essociated.I

yes

Use DT

nto

HAS THIRD DOSE OF DTP ALREADY SEEN GIVEN. AND I
HAW 6 MONTHS ELAPSED SINCE THE LAST CONVULSION?

No to
1
either

or

Medical evaluation, including a detailed medical
history; physicsl examination and/or laboratory
tests when Indicated to answer the question.
IS AN EVOLVING NEUROLOGIC DISORDER PRESENT ? t

1 Iyes no

1. I
Use DT Snort of continuo DTP

Yes to both

Continue DTP

For infants and children who received diphtheria-tetanus (DTI, but who. on further evaluation. can be
given pertussis vaccine. separate pertussis vaccine is availoble It is distributed by the Michigan State
Department of Public Health
tI/ the presence or absence of an evolving neurologic disorder cannot be established within el months
after deferral of DTP. DT shuuld be given rather then further delaying immunization.
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Pertussis Vaccine Continued
travel to or reside in areas when the disease is endemic, they may be at increased risk of

exposure to mitosis.
For infants and children with stable neurologic conditions, including well-controlled

seizures, the benefits of pertusala immunization outweigh the risks, and such children may be

vaccinated. The occurrence of single seizures (temporally unr4sociated with DTP) in infants
and young children, while necessitating evaluation, teed not contraindicate DTP
immunization, particularly if the seizures can be satiefactorfly explained. An example might be
a febrile seizure in the course of exenthern subitum in a 14-month-old child. As with all infants

or children with one or more febrile Seizures, consideration of continuous anticonvulsant

prophylaxis may be warranted.
Parents should be fully informed of the benefits and risks of immunization with DTP. Par-

ents of infants and children with histories of convulsions should particularly be made aware of
the slightly increased chance of post-Immunization seizures. A minimum of three doses of
DTP given at intervals of at least 4 weeks is necessary to provide adequate protection against
pertussis. A fourth dose 8-12 months law is also recommended.

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO PERTUSSIS VACCINE
Hyperserthaivity to vaccine components, presence of an evolving neurologic disorder, or a

history of a severe reaction (usually within 48 hours) following a previous dose all remain
definitive contraindications to the receipt of pertussis vaccine. Severe reactions include col-
lapse or shock, persistent screaming episode, temperature 40.5 C (105 F) or greater,
convulsion(s) with or without accompanying fever, seven alterations of consciousness,
generalized end/or keel neurologic signs, or systemic allergic reactions. Although hemolytic
anemia and thrombocytopenic purpura have previously been considered contraindications by
the ACIP, the evidence of a causal link between these conditions and pertussis vaccination is
not sufficient to retain them as contraindications.
OTHER IMeAUNIZATIONS FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN FOR WHOM PERTUSSIS
VACCINE IS CONTRAINDICATED

Immunization with DT and/or oral polio vaccine is not known to be associated with an in-
creased risk of convulsions. Therefore, a history of prior convulsions is not a contraindication
to receipt of these toxoids end vaccine. In addition, a history of priorconvulsion(s) is not a
contraindication for measles-mumps-rubella PAMR) vaccine. Further details concerning DTP
vaccine or DT toxoids can be found in the 1981 ACIP statement 11).
References

ACIP Diphtheria. tetanus, and pertussis. guidelines for vaccine prophylaxis and other preventive
measures MMWR 1981.30.392-6. 401-7.

2 CDC Adverse events foliovong immunisation Surveillance Report No 1. 1979.1982 (in press)

Epidemiologic Notes and Reports

laotretinoln A Newly Recognized Human Teratogen

isotretinoin (Accutane'). an orally administered, retinoic acid licensed inSeptember 1982

for treating severe, intractable cystic acne, has been associated with spontaneous abortions

and congenital malformations. The manufacturer (Roche Laboratories) and the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) have received 29 case reports of adverse reproductive outcomes

among women taking isotretinoin (Accutene) during the first trimester of pregnancy.
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Senator HAWKINS. I have several questions that I will just
submit to you at this time for the record. You may have to ,consultthe Justice Department on some of them when you give us an
answer, because I am concerned with your final statement that you
are not convinced that the Federal program is needed to resolve
the situation and that you oppose this bill.

Does that mean you are completely satisfied with what we have?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, no; we're not completely satisfied with what

we have, Madam Chairman. I think the real issue is how to go
about structuring a system that is fair and that at the same time is
clearly based upon good, solid, clinical; and scientific evidence of
adverse effects that are clearly associated with vaccines. I think
that at this point in time we are trying to determine what is the
most effective systein.

The reason that statement is in there is that we have examples
of no-fault-type systems that are maintained in the private sector
by insurance companies and others, and the question really in part
is whether or not that system works, and do we need Federal legis-
lation to accomplish it or can it be done within current authorities?
Those are legal questions. As you point out, the Department of Jus-
tice will have to speak to that.

I think the concept of the bill is certainly one that I like and
think is important. I think that you should be commended for rais-
ing this situation because it is very, very clear that all of us are
aware that every vaccine is not 100 percent safe, in the sense that
there are children who still experience problems with them. It does
seem reasonable that some sort of system to assist in the care of
those children be set up. I guess the real question is, what is the
most effective way to accomplish that?

Senator HAWKINS. Is it still true thaf0 to 50 percent of the vac-
cines are purchased through the Federal Government?

Dr. HINMAN. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. Shouldn't the Federal Government have some

responsibility in the distribution of this vaccine?
Dr. BRANDT. I think we do have some responsibility certainly for

informing people and for providing information, in doing the sorts
of things that we are trying to do at the present time.

Whether a system such as this needs to be a Federal system or
whether it can be a private system, working through the estab-
lished insurance industry and manufacturers, I guess, is more of a
legal question than I am competent to deal with.

Senator HAWKINS. But you do support the concept?
Dr. BRANDT. I personally think the concept is important, yes.
Senator HAWKINS. I appreciate that you have been willing to

work with us to try to develop a solution to the problems that were
raised in these four hearings. We have workedepery closely with
the American Academy of Pediatrics, who really feel they have as-
sumed already too much private responsibility for a mandated pro-
gram. I am sure that if we all work together that we can help the
children, who are the ones who are really injured by this.

We appreciate your coming here today. I know you are busy, gen-
tlemen. I work with you on so many other projects, and I appreci-
ate your cooperativeness in working with us to solve this problem.

Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much.

38-4')4 0 - H4 - 4
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Senator HAWKINS. Maybe we can convince you to support the
bill.

Our next panel is composed of parents and grandparents who are
very concerned about the childhood immunization program and
who have been very active in seeking improvements in our Na-
tion's childhood immunization program. These. witnesses are Jeff
Schwartz, who represents the Dissatisfied Parents Together; Donna
Gary, from Wayland, MA; and Stephen Kudabeck, of Little Rock,
AR.

Jeff, since you played such a pivotal role in helping develop this
legislation, would you start, please?

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY H. SCHWARTZ, REPRESENTING
DISSATISFIED PARENTS TOGETHER

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Thank you, Senator Hawkins. I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you today and to represent Dissatis-
fied Parents Together [DPT]. We are a group who sees as its ri-
mary responsibility the education of parents and, working with
doctors, the education of physicians and public health authorities
as to the need to be concerned about the pertussis vaccine's safety
as well as about pertussis disease.

In the testimony which follows we would like to cover four main
points. First, we want to review the reasons why we believe that a
bill like S. 2117 is needed, contrary to the HHS testimony. Second,
we want to recall the 10 principles which we presented before you
at the last hearing that we thought ought to be used as a guide for
judging what is a genuine and acceptable vaccine victim compensa-
tion bill. Third, we would like to. assess how S. 2117 measures up to
these 10 principles. Fourth, we would like to identify some key
issues and concerns regarding the bill, briefly closing with a few
final remarks. ,

In terms of the need for a bill like S. 1227, at the outset we par-
ticularly. want to thank Senator Hawkins and Chairman Hatch and
the other cosponsors of S. 2117 for their leadership in bringing the
issue of vaccine safety to national attention.

This committee's hearing on May 7, 1982 and July 22, 1983
helped demonstrate the need for national legislation such as S.
2.117. The record developed in those hearings is an important part
of the background of this bill, and any attempt to evaluate the bill
has to begin with a review of the findings which emerged from
those hearings and the materials contained in them.

The hearings provided a basis for several findings:
Finding No. 1 is that pertussis vaccinethe "P" part of the

prpsent 1)11' vaccineis a relatively crude, impure, rea-Aive vac-
cine of unquestioned toxicity and uncertain character. .

Now it is disturbing to hear HHS say that the pertussis vaccine
is safe, although not perfectly safe. It is disturbing because one of
IIIIS's own doctors who is involved in this was quoted recently in
Tile Washington Post saying, "We want to eliminate 95 percent of
the garbage that has nothing o do with protection but does con-
tribute to adverse reactions.' Garbage in the vaccinethat is an
outspoken way of saying it, but I think when you look at the HI-IS
testimony, as i hope we will have a chance to do more closely, you
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will find very disturbing shading of the meanings of language usedthere, We would like tosubmit the Washington Post article for therecord.
[The article referred to follows:]

INSIDE: NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
The National Institute' of Health is working to

produce an improved veceine to protect children
from muss... A whooping cough.

The current vomit* has saved thousands of chit.
dean from the dream's servals effects, includi
brain damage and death. But much Ism been made
recent veers of the ncrassional case when a vaccine
child o Oen a severe reection. or. in rare came, dee

Doctors 'ay the dangers of whooping neigh an far
greater than the dangers of the vaccine. But in hops
of producing a better vaccine in four to silt years. the
Nation., Ina :Rut, of AlkogY and Infection Dia-
eases has awarded a three-year, 1486.674 contract to
the Michigan Public Health Droartment to produce
a vaccine for hansom testing.

The problem with the current vaccine us that n a
made than the bacteriumBordetella pertimie
that suite+ the dews The bacteria have hewn mod.
if)rd to make them est here so poem*. Yet, in sorne
thing under one me per 1.000 dose*. according to
literature. the vaccine may mum a child to expert.
once cent 'Jr more convideins. In shout two cams in

a child east in an unusual way. In perhaps one
cat in i00.00. there may he some brain inflames.
eon or other reaction. sometime* pe-:nevint.

Doctors are Almon unanunout in recommending
that parents irke the poly preventive step that now
Ousts - -s series of three AMA starting at six to eight
weeks of age if poraihie. followed by a booster at 18
months. Such immunization is still far from Lawler.
sal Oklahoma had a moderate pertumis epidemic
last year a:!,1 a survey of children 6 and under there
found that only 6.5 percent had had all their shots.

:it'll the Publie Health Service has been telling
doctors not to continue the series if a child reacts

with an extremely high fever ( in5 degrees or greater)
or aperient:mother ripecifie reactions.

The
that tmee on y par

the part thee provides 'Amu Y. In short. says
NII, Dr. David Klan We want to eliminate 9:1
percent of the garbage that has nothing in obi with
protection but does contribute to adverse read

mum scientists pu
of mg Ansa should soon he
starting smallscale trial* of the substance. The Mich.
igen gooiest will use the beat current knowledge la
the proteins' of the disease germ, and the best was, 01
Agitating the wanted material Bum the unwanted.

BANKING ON IT ... There are likasi Woks. rsc
banks. house hanks and skin kinks. Now the 1.0s
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mrsicn ha.
added an international ONAIINA data hank -n-
Bank (genetics bankh will keep a record of the sc
quern' of nucleic acids that convey the genetic in-
formation that governs all living creatures,.

Scientists figure out the exact order of the them
'cal units of more than 50U.000 new nucleic acids
each year. And that knowledge adviurts mulerstand
rig of heredity. biological function* and disease.

Many scientists will- be able to communicate with
the data bank by computer. while uthcrs will nuh
scribe to magnetic computer tapes. The project is
being managed by the research firm of Bolt. Beranek
and Newman of Cambridge. Mass under contrail
with four NIH doisions. the Defense Department.
the Energy Department and the National Science
Vousdation.

Welfg. Victor Cohn
21171.4 Au

Mr. SCHWARTZ. I think it is important to emphasize that state-
ments about the pertussis vaccine being crude and of unquestioned
toxicity, come from leading proponents of the vaccine, such as Dr.
Mortimer.

Finding No. 2, since Madsen's 1933 study, more than 50 years
ago, it has been know that whole .cell pertussis vaccines can cause
high fevers; convulsion; anaphylactic shock; epilepsy; brain
damage; mental retardation; paralysis; loss of hearing, sight and
speech; and even death. We are not saying that all those things are
caused only by pertussis vaccine, but those things can be caused by
pertussis vaccine. That is demonstrated in 50 years of published
medical literature.

Finding No. 3, the vast majority of practicing physicians and
public health clinics in the United States have until very recently
either been uninformed of these facts or unwilling to admit them.
Generally agreedupon contraindications to administration of the
vaccine have been ignored all too frequently, with tragic resulting
consequences. The contraindications which have been set out by
the quasi-official bodies like AMP and the AAP have been far too
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narrow. This is particularly troublesome as the vaccine system has
become more and more compulsory.

Physicians have failed to keep adequate records and make ade-
quate reports of severe vaccine reactions. Perhaps most damning of
all, physicians have failed to inform their patients and listen to
them about vaccine dangers and reactions. Physicians have thus
deprived us parents of the information we need to protect our chil-
dren and deprived themselves of critical knowledge about what is
really going on with their patients, so that they can treat them
well. I don't mean to indict all physicians, but it is a sad fact that
what is known at the highest levels of the American Academy of
Pediatrics and the American Medical Association and HHS has not
made its way to the rank and file. Adequate safeguards are not
being implemented in current practice.

Finding No. 4, physicians have tended to rely on the belief that
the Government would not license, and pharmaceutical manufac-
turers would not sell, an unsafe vaccine to children. The doctors
have tended to assume that whole cell pertussis vaccine had been

Hproven
thoroughly safe and effective, and they have been told by

HS that the vaccine is safe and effective. In testimony before you
HHS has said the vaccine has been proven safe and effective, and
yet we continue to have these severe reactions.

Doctors have assumed that the vaccines have been adequately
tested and screened; that they have been manufactured with care-
ful quality control; properly labeled, stored, and shipped according
to specification; that they included adequate warnings, and were
subject to adequate postmarket surveillance.

Even more important, universal legal requirements for pertussis
vaccination have led most U.S. physicians to conclude that they no
longer need to exercise individual judgment in deciding on a case-
by-case basis whethei, when, and under what circumstances to vac-
cinate children with DPT vaccine. These legal requirements have
led to relaxation of physician vigilance, scrapping of the doctrine of
informed consent, and incursion on a parent's first and most funda-
mental freedomthe freedom to protect the health and well-being
of our children.

Finding No. 5, the Health and Human Services Department has
performed woefully and inadequately to protect the health of our
children in this area. It has failed for over 40 years to push for a
vaccine safer than the whole cell pertussis vaccine. It has not pro-
vided an adequate regulatory framework to assure that whole cell
vaccines are made and administered as safely as possible. HHS sees
its function as licensing, not regulating vaccine; the Department
has not assumed responsibility for development of safer vaccines.
For years HHS has studied the need for compensating children
who are severely injured by vaccines, yet the Department has not
put forth a single proposal. They have been working on the com-
pensation issue for more than 7 years, and yet HHS comes here
today to say they are in favor of the concept, but they are just
against its implementation. They say they don't think Federal leg-
islation is needed, and they do not have any proposals of their own
to present after 7 years. How long do we have to wait for them to
come up with a program that meets the need and the responsibility
that they have implicitly acknowledged here?
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The Health and Human Services Department has strongly en-
couraged State laws mandating vaccination as a precondition for
school entry, yet has failed to acknowledge the need for flexibility
and sensitivity in the vaccination system. The Department has
kept vaccine public policymaking in the hands of the few and out
of sight of the many. It has not insisted on adequate accountability
by doctors and vaccine makers and HHS has not been willing to be
accountable itself. Perhaps worst of all, the Department has by and
large refused to get the facts, know the facts, and share the factswith the public, or even acknowledge the facts that they have got.

Finding No. 6, in the face orthese realizations over the last 2
years, parents have had to turn to the courts, to the Congress, and
ultimately to ourselves, to redress these grievances. That is why
Dissatisfied Parents Together came into being. That is why we de-
veloped our own parent information packet: because the doctorshave not done it for us, because Health and Human Services De-
partment has not done it for us, because the manufacturers have
not made it available to parents. That is why increasing numbers
of lawsuits are being filed on behalf of vaccine-damaged children,
because there is no alternative for those children. That is why abill like S. 2117 is needed.

Finding No. 7, there is a middle ground for better protecting our
children's health. We need not be blind to the dangers of pertussis
vaccine in order to be concerned about the dangers of whooping
cough; but we need not ignore concerns about whooping cough inorder to avoid vaccine-related brain damage. Parents are not going
to freak out if we talk about these problems carefully and thought-fully. Parents are not going to go nuts about this. We are con-cerned about the health of our children, and we want to find a way
that is a middle ground. Being concerned about both the diseaseand the vaccine, we can work in an informed and balanced way tosafeguard our children's health from both the risk of the diseaseand of the currentlravailable vaccine.

The next section of my testimony talks about the 10 principles
that we listed in previous testimony for what we thought would be
a good bill. These principles were set forth before the bill was de-
veloped, and I won t restate those. They are listed in my testimony
from last time, and we will put them in this record.

Suffice it to say, the important .part about the principles was
that DPT felt from the very beginning we could not support a bill
that simply compensated children who are injured; that did not
provide a strong mandate for the creation of safer vaccines, for the
use of safer vaccines, for the implementation of a safer system for
using the current vaccine. We would not agree to sweep the prob-
lem under the rug by paying off the families and the children who
are damaged and let this process of administering a hazardous vac-cine go on without challenge.

This is one of the reasons why we arP o pleased with S. 2117. S.
i2117 is not merely a compensation bill. It is a health bill and the

bill sets forth specific requirements to assure that HHS assumes its
proper responsibility; that doctors assume their proper responsibil-ity; that manufacturers assume their responsibility; and that we
parents have the information available to assume our responsibil-
ity.



We S 2117 'meets all 10 of the principles that we. have
previously proscribed and, thus, Dissatisfied Parents Together does
support enactment of S 2117. We do not say this without some res-
ervations or concerns, however, and we want to discuss these con-
cerns briefly at the end. Before doing so, however, we do want to
highlight several key points about the strengths of the bill.

As I pointed out, we are very pleased about parts C and D of the
bill because these provisions do create statutory mandates for de-
velopment and use of safer vaccines and for strengthening the cur-
rent system to prevent serious vaccine reactions. These are not
mere grants of authority. HHS has had much of the authority it
needs to properly protect the public but the Department has not
used its authority adequately. Thus, the bill, S. 2117, creates a non-
discretionary duty, in fact, a set of duties, that the Secretary will
have to carry out to assure that the parents get the information,
that vaccine serious reactions are recorded and reported, that a
safer vaccine is developed and used, and to incorporate safeguards
in the current vaccine system to assure that children are protected.

it the Secretary of HHS fails to use any authority she has under
any existing law or fails to implement this law to carry out these
t»andates. a citizen suit could .be filed and the courts would manda-
mus the Secretary to act. The record is clear as to why this is
nal.ded, the record is painfully clear.

Likewise. these parts of the bill mandate certain safeguards to be
carried out by the doctors and the health care providers. The new
duties would become part of a physician's 'standards of practice or
care. Any failure to carry out these mandates, to make the re-
quired information available to parents, to keep the records, to
make the reports, to abide by contraindications, would at least
create a presumption of negligence, perhaps even constitute negli-
gence per se. A pattern of refusal or failure to implement the law
could lead to punitive damages under tort law or be considered in
la-ensure rview proceedings. We are pleased to note thatand I
think thilt is something that Senator Hawkins is entitled to take
some credit for, and I think it is a wave of the futurewe are
pleased to note that the State legislature of' Maryland has become
the first State to pass legislation based on part C and part D of this
hill I third; there are many more States to follow. Again, national
leadership is needed

In the Maryland State Legislature, interestingly, we said victim
compensation is a key element, and the State legislators said to us,
We syrn pat h ize with h you. but that's a national problem. You have
ta tu t he Congress. That is what our State legislators told us in
Mar.land. and that is what we are finding throughout the country.

,-canperis:ition is not going to he done by the private in-
-orance s-.trni. it hasn't been It is not going to be done by the
State- It is not going to he done by MIS. It is up to the Congress
to enact let;islat on to protect the children who in the past and the

AU,' iniiired by these vaccines.
;11-.() k;int to point out the ir.portance of the procedural and

mdikial re. If'W provisions of S. 2117. The vaccine licensure process
policy processes have not been open to the public.

Lirnt input has not onk not been solicited by the AAP or ACIP
; h.- \1/4 hen ottered. parent input has frequently been total-
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ly ignored. The presently closed system needs to be open and ac-
countable, and these provisions for procedural openness and judi-
cial review will help yr'duce healthier children and a better
system.

Without parts C and D of the bill, DPT could not support it. Wethink these provisions are critical, and we think they deserve spe-
cial appreciation and attention. It is too bad that the Health De4
partment did not see fit to address those parts of the bill. I think, if
they had; they would have said, as they have told.us previously in
correspondence, that they could not support these other provisions,
either.

Compensation without prevention would sweep the problem
under the rug. We think there is a serious problem and it needs to
be dealt with. If there is one question in this hearing that we
would like the committee to consider, it is, Is there a problem and
does it need to be dealt with?

If I heard HHS right, they said either there isn't a problem, orthere is but it doesn t need to be dealt with, or it does need to be
dealt with but not by us, or give us 7 more years to think about it.
I don't know what I heard, frankly. It is very confusing to me be-
cause we have yet to hear what legislation, if any, HHS would sup-
port. We know what they are against, but we don't know what they
are for.

We also want to applaud the bill's sponsors for ensuring that
vaccine, compensation decisionmaking in individual cases is left to
the Federal court. HHS has an institutional conflict of interest by
virtue of its health care cost containment and vaccination promo-
tion responsibilities that would preclude it from deciding fairly
whether a claimant qualifies for compensation and, if so, how
much.

Their own interpretation of the medical and scientific literature
on vaccine reactions demonstrates the Department's bias and its
inclination to minimize or even deny tie existence of the problem.

We also commend S. 2117 because it guarantees a child's and
parent's option to sue under traditional common law principles. It
would be the final injustice to require vaccination by law, knowing
that some children will be permanently brain-damaged or even die
as a result, then to single out these children and their parents to
take away their right to common law protection from negligence or
unreasonably dangerous products, as the only group of children
who don't have the right to go to court. That is hardly real justice.
Nor would this be good social policy. The tort law system, even
with the limits we pointed out in our testimony in July 1983, and
they are substantial, does serve to deter negligence and help aug-
ment regulatory incentives for safety. We ought not to simply abol-
ish those incentives. UPT could not supportin fact, would have to
opposeenactment of the bill if it did not guarantee a child's
option to sue under the traditional common law tort and contract
principles.

Wt. do want to mention two key issues of concern because they
come up within our own group. It is important to understand that,
while Dissatisfied Parents Together 1DPTI supports the bill, we do
not claim to represent all the parents in the world or even all the
parents who have vaccine-damaged kids. Moreover, there are par-
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ents even in our group who have reservations about S. 2117. Their
concerns focus around two main points.

Briefly, they fear that the compensation provisions could be used
by those who are pushing a very coercive mandatory vaccine
system as a basis for saying, "Look, we're going to compensate you
if your child gets injured, so you don't have any gripe. Go ahead
and get your kid vaccinated. If you don't, then we'll use these coer-
cive methods."

.These are not just hypothetical fears; they are based on present
real world events. Parents who are refusing to have their children
vaccinated are beini- charged with child abuse or child neglect.
Criminal prosecutions are being brought for truancy because the
children are being excluded from school. Parents fear that their
children may be endangered by these shots, and with some very
good, very specific reasons in many cases. Instead of being com-
mended for protecting their children, these parents are being pros-
ecuted.

It is interesting to know that this coercive atmosphere has been
created by HHS. The Secretary of HHS has taken occasion to say it
is child abuse for parents to refuse to have their child vaccinated.
That wasn't said with qualification. It was not said that it is child
abuse to do that when your child does not have a contraindication,
is not a high-risk child or has not had a prior reaction. The Sec-
retary merely said that it is child abuse to refuse to have your chil-
dren vaccinated regardless orthe vaccine, regardless of the specific
circumstances of the child, regardless of the risk. That is the coer-
cive atmosphere that is being created.

Therefore, our people are afraid that the message accompanying
enactment of S. 2117 may be, "We'll compensate ;our child if he is
injured, so you can't object."

We are not proposing specific solutions to this problem at this
time, but we would be willing to work with the committee on
trying to fashion a solution so that this concern can be avoided. We
believe that the coercive tone and effect that is conveyed by state-
ments such as those made by the Secretary and resulting from
State criminal prosecutions must be eliminated.

The second major parent concern which we think deserves men -
tion is with the compensation part of the bill. The belief has arisen
among some that somehow culpable physicians and drug companies
will be let off the hook if the bill were enacted, that somehow the
taxpayer will wind up paying the cost. I personally do not share
the belief that culpable physicians and drug companies are going to
he let oft the hook, because the bill provides for, even guarantees,
the parent's option to sue under common law princi' les. That
means doctors are still liable if they are guilty of negligence and
pharmaceutical companies are still liable if they market an unrea-
sonably dangerous product. The bill provides for subrogation and
authorizes the Justice Department to bring suit against a negligent
doctor or against the manufacturer of an unreasonably dangerous
prc.du,.: if the compensation has been awarded. Nevertheless, we
share the cc,,,,ern that the bill should not act as a shield for wrong-
doing by drug companies or physicians or for the marketing of un-
reasoa-nbly dangerous products. Again, we would be pleased to
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work with the committee to try to devise any further necessary
safeguards in the bill.

There are some other lesser concerns with the bill that we think
warrant some attention, and we have included them as an attach-
ment to our testimony.

I would like, with your indulgence, Senator Hawkins, to make a
couple closing notes.

The development and deepening of congressional concern about
the continuing tragedy of vaccine-induced brain damage is most
welcome. With your aid, we hope soon to reach the time when
mothers and fathers will never again say, as you saw in the earlier
film, "They did this to our children, and then they left us alone
with the damage."

But hope is one thing, and reality is another. Every day the
status quo continues, we get more unutterably sad phone calls and
letters from parents whose children have been maimed or killed.
Many of them contain strong documentation. We are not saying
that the health problems referred to in each and every letter can
conclusively be proved to be vaccine related, but the claims ought
to be looked into; they certainly suggest vaccine-induced injury,
based on what we know from the available medical literature.

A stop has to be put to this American tragedy as soon as it can
be. The answer we propose is not to deny or ignore the dangers of
whooping cough; we acknowledge those, but surely denial of these
vaccine-injured children and denial of the dangers of the vaccine is
not the answer, either.

Yes, we are making slow progress. Two years ago, Dr. Meyer of
the FDA testified that within a year or a year and a half we would
have that safer vaccine. Well, it is 2 years, and a safer-vaccine is
still some years away. We are making some progress, but for some
of us progress will not be fast enough.

One year ago when I testified I noted that, even with our daugh-
ter's seizure disorder, her motor problems, and her hyperactivity,
with her speech impairment, and her learning difficulties, at least
we were luckier than the parents of children who had died from
the vaccine. Those who knew Julie, who met her, who worked with
her, knew that we were very blessed by having a very special child.

But that was 1 year ago, and, as you know, 6 weeks ago Julie
died. She died from a cardiac arrest suffered during status epilepti-
cus resulting from her DPT-induced, uncontrolled seizure disorder.
Now it is too late for Julie, and it is too late for so many other chil-
dren; its 50 years too late, but it is not too late for tomorrow's chil-
dren.

So we ask you to consider this: at Julie's funeral we read a poem
for her that is called "I Carry Your Heart in My Heart." As the
committee considers S. 2117, we ask you to do the samefor Julie,
for all the injured and dead children like her, for the children who
have be'n injured by the disease as well, but most of all for all of
tomorrow's childrenplease, we ask the committee, "Carry These
Children in Your Hearts."

Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schwartz follows:]

r .)
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pc-pm-term BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ON S. 211'

("NATIONAL CHTWHOCD VACTNE-11,11URY COMPENSATION ACT")

May 3, 1484

Presented by reffrey H. Schwartz,

on behalf of Dissatisfied Parents Together (DPP)

Members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to appear

before you today. I am here representing the views of Dissatisfied Parents

Together (OPT).

In the testimony which follows we plan to cover four main points.

First, we want to review the reasons
why we believe a bill like S. 2117 is

needed. Second, our testimony will recall the ten principles which we pre-

viously stated for defining a genuine vaccine victim compensation bill.

Third, we intend to assess how S. 2117 measures up to these ten principles.

Fourth, we want to identify some key issues and concerns in the bill. Finally,

we. want to present some brief closing remarks.

I. The Need for a Sill Like S. 2117

At the outset, wr want to thank this Corrnittee, particularly Senator

Hawkins, Chairmen Hatch, and the other co-sponsors of S. 2117, for their

leadership in bringing the issue of vaccine safety to national attention.

ThiA Cannittee's hearings on may 1, 1 °R2, ane 2', 1983, have helped

deronetrate the need for national legislation such as S. 211/. The record

develoeed in those hearings is an important part of the background of this

hill, and any attempt to evaluate the bill must begin with a review of the

"findings" which emerge from those hearings.

The hearings (and the underlying medical and scientific literature cited

in those hearings) show that -

FINDING 41: Pertussis vaccine (the "P" part of the present

OPT vaccine) is a relatively crude, impure, reactive vaccine

of "unquestioned toxicity". and uncertain character.

FINDING $2: Since Madsen's 1933 Study - - more than 50

years aco - - it has been knew that whole cell pertussis

vaccines can cause high fevers; convulsion; Anaphylactic

shark; epilepsy; brain damage; mental retardation; Paraly-

sis; loss of hearing, sight, and speech; and even death.

FINDING 03! The vast majority of practicing physicians and

public health clinics in the U.S. have until very recently

either been uninformed of these facts, unaware of them, or

unwilling to Admit them. Agreed -upon contraindications to

ldministrntinn of the vaccine have been ignored all too

'nxii:ently, with resulting tragic consequences. The

"- -'n'raindications"
which have been set nut by the quasi-

-fficial hneies like ACIP and the AAP have been far ton

5 9
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narrow. This is particularly troubleecre as the vaccine
system has beccee more and more ccmpulsory. Physicians have
failed to keep adequate records and make adequate reports of
severe vaccine reactions. Perhaps most damning of all,
physicians have failed to inform their patients and listen
to them about vaccine dangers and reactions. Physicians
have thus deprived us parents of the information we need to
protect our children and deprived themselves of critical
knowledge about what is really going on with their patients.

FINDING 04: Physicians have tended to rely on the belief
tthat would not license, and pharmaceuticaltie
manufacturers 'mould not sell, an unsafe vaccine to children:
The doctors have tended to assume that the vaccine had been
proven thoroughly safe and effect adequately tested and
screened; manufactured with careful quality control;
properly labeled, stored and shipped according to
specification: included adequate warnings; and was subject
to adequate post-market surveillance. Even more important,
universal legal requirements for pertussis vaccination has
led most U.S. physicians to conclude that they no longer
need to exercise individual judgement in deciding on a
case-by-case basis whether, when, and under what
cirmanstances to vaccinate children with DPT vaccine. These
legal requirements have led to relaxation of physician
vigilance, screkoping of the dectrin3 of informed consent,
and incursion on a, parent's first and most fundamental
freedan - - the frefulan to protect the health and well -being
of our children.

FINDING 05: The Health and Human Services Departnent has
performed woefully and inadequately to protect the health of
our children in this area. It has failed for over 40 years
to push for a vaccine safer than the whole cell pertussis
vaccine. It has not provided an adequate regulatory frame-
work to assure that whole cell vaccines are made and admin-
istered as safely as possible. It has for years "studied"
the need for ccmpensating children who are severely injured
by vaccines, yet has not put forth a s le proposal. Tt
has strongly encouraged state -lawn t vaccination as
a pre-condition for school entry, yet has failed to acknowl-
edge the need for flexibility and sensitivity in the system.
The Department has kept vaccine policy making in the hands
of the few and out of sight of the many. It has not insisted
on adequate accountability by doctors and vaccine makers and
17 has not been willing to be accountable itself. Perham
worst of all, the Department has by and large refused to get
the farts, know the facts, and share the facts with the
public.

FINDING 116: to the face of these realizations of the last
two yearn parents have had to turn to the courts, to the
,'(-Incmc.S.9, and ultimately to ourselves to redress these
Triowinces. That is why Disitisfied Parents Together (nPT1
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came into being. That is why we developed our own parent

informagion packet on pertussis vaccine. That is why

increatting nirdbere of lawsuits are being filed on belialkor

vaceindedaloreised children. That is why a bill like S. 2117

s needeii fS

FINDING 17: There is a "Middle Ground" for better '

OTectii---Tai our children's health. wP need not be blind to

the dangers of the vaccine in order to be concerned about

the dangers of the disease. We need not ignore concerns

about whooping cough in order to avoid vaccine-related brain

damage. Being concerned abnut both the disease and the

vaccine, we can work in an informed and balanced way to

safeguard our children's health.'

Ir. DPT's Ten Principles

In our July 1983 testimony before this Ccamittee, Dissatisfied Parents

Together set forth ten principles for achieving this "Middle Grot$". We

called these principles for distinguishing genuine "vaccine victim compen-

sation" legislation fran proposals which, in practical effect, would be

"vaccine victim condemnation" bills. These ten principles are re-stated

below:

1. The bill should expressly acknowledge that pertussis

vaccines can, and in acme instances do, cause serous
reactions, including seizures, brain damage, even death.

7. The bill must not simply be an effort to sweep the

OnT-vaccine problem under the rug. Ccepensating those who

are injured by the vaccine and continuing to require

virtually all children to take this admittedly "dirty"

vaccine is not an acceptable solution. The bill should

contain positive camnitments and incentives to reduce the

risks of reactions to the current vaccine and to pramnte

deoalopment of safer vaccines. As a minimum these

oomnitnents and incentives should include: requirements for

adequate written information to parents on the risks of the

vaccine and on the contraindications to the vaccine:

adequate reasodkeeping and reporting by doctors end clinics

diving the vaccine: more stringent quality control and

testing requirements by manufacturers; and more leniency in

defining categories of high risk children who should not be

required to receive the vaccine.

3. The bill must not restrict in'any way a parent's for

child's) right to 5110 under existing law. The choice as to

whether to sue under existing law or to seek this new form

of carpensation should belong entirely to the parents.

4. The bill must provide an opportunity for effective

epensation for all seriously vaccine-injured individuals,

regardless of how long ago the injury may have occurred.

6 1
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5. The bill should provide a relatively simple, speedy,
inexpensive, non-adversarial mechanism for ccreeneation of
vaccine-damaged children.

6. The bill should retain safeguards to assure that the award
of onmpensation will not depend on proof by the claimant of
who the vaccine manufacturer was: on proof of negligence by
the doctor or defect in the vaccine: nr disproof of all
possible alternative explanationn for the child's injuries.

The bill should guarantee a level of compensation which is
adequate to enable the damaged child to realize his or her
maximum potential and enjoyment of life. Allowable
eeeeensation must not be limited by any arbitrary fixed
dollar ceiling or by the current availability of services
for lack thereof) to meet the vaccine-injured children's
needs.

A. The bill must define allowable compensation as being
available for the life of the injured person in the case of
permanent injuries, and as covering all necessary medical,
rehabilitation, special education, therapy, behavioral and
emotinnal counseling, custodial care, residential placement
and other necessary expenses. At a minimum compensation
should also be provided fer the victim's loss of earned
income and pain and wafering: and in the case of a child's
death being caused by the vaccine, a substantial death
benefit payment should be provided for the parents.

4. The persons and institutions deciding vaccine-damage
compensation cleans under the new optional approach must be
completely independent of any governmental or private agency
responsible for promoting vaccines or for controlling health
care coets.

In. The financing mechanism of the bill should assure that the
payment of compensation awards will not be deferred or
reduced because of budget deficits or government program
"rut-hacks." while the Tteasury should be the ultimate
beck-stop to assure timely and complete payment of
elmpeneation, those who have benefitted frnm the vaccination
requirements should have primary responsibility to finance
the system. The financing sys-em should he designed to
recover costs from resenneible parties in any cases of
vaccine-inlury due to negligence in the manufacture or
administration of the vaccine or to defect in the vaccine
itself.
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Tr!. Assessrent of S. 2117% flow ft Measures Up to the Ten Principles

we are pleased to say that we believe S. 2111 Insets all ten of

these principles, and thus Dissatisfied Parents Toeother would support

enactment of S. 2117. We do not gay this without reservation or

'concerns, however And these conferna need to be clearly noted. But

before we do, several key points need to be made about the strengths

of this bill.

We are particularly pleased by Parts C and D of the bill.

Together, these provisions will create statutory trandates..for

development and use of safer vaccines and for strengthening of the

current system to prevent serious vaccine reactions. These mandates

will create non-discretionary duties. If the Secretary of HMS fails

to use the authority she has under any law to achieve these goals, a

nit.--ze suit may be filed and the courts could mandamus the Secretary

to act.

Likewise, these parts of the bill mandate certain safeguards to

be carried out by doctors and other health care providers. These new

duties would become part of a physician's "standards of practice or

care." Any failure to carrry out their mandated responsibilities

would at least create a presumptive.% of negligence. A pattern of

refusal or failure to implement the law could lead to punitive damages

under tort law law or be considered in licensureereview proceedings.

we are please to nate that the State Legislature of Maryland has

recently passed legislation which is very similar to Part C of

S. al17.

we else want. to point out the Unportance of the procedural and

adicial reveiw provisions of S. 2117. The vaccine lioensure primes

and vaccine policy process have not in the past been open to the

public. Parent input has not only not been solicited/ when offered,

it has frequently been totally ignored. The presently closed system

needs to be open and accountable, and these provisions for procedural

npenness and judicial review will help produce healthier children and

a better system.

Without Parts C and D of S. 2117, Dissatisfied Parents Together

would be unable to support the bill. Ccmpensation without "prevention"

it i aafeguards would simply sweep the problem under the rug. We think

in fact that the single greatest strength of the bill is its oiler)

iknnwledgment that there is a problem and it needs tie he dealt

We also want to applaud the bill's sponsors for insuring that

vaccine enmpensation decision-making in individual cases is left to

the federal court. MPS has institutional conflicts of interest by

reason of its cost containment and vaccine prcvotion responsibilities

that weild preclude it trnm deciding fairly whether a claimant

aLliifies for compensation and if 90, for how much.

'I
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we also ccmmend S. 211/, because it guarantees a child's Lion
to sue under traditional =son law principles. It would be tal
treustice to require vaccination 'y law knowing that some children
well be permanently brain damaged as a result, then to single out
these children to take away their right to common law protection from
negligence or unreasonably dangerous products. Nor would this be good
social policy. The tort/contract system, even with the limits we
pointed out in our testimony in July 1983, does serve to deter negli-
gence and help augment regulatory teeentives for safety. Dissatisfied
Parents Together (DPT)could not support, in fact would have to oppose,
enactment of any bill which did not guarantee a child's option to sue
under the traditional eeeeeel law priniples of tort and contract.

rv. Kee Issues and Concerns

The Cammittee should know, of course, that Dissatisfied Parents
Together (1310T) does not claim to represent all parents concerned about
pertussis and pertussis vaccine. Nor are all the parents in our group
united in their support for S. 2117. There appear to be two main
concerns about the bill that warrant particular attention.

First, some parents feel that the "onmpensation" provisions of
the bill will he used by HHS and state health agencies to continue
(and even strengthen) certain deplorable coercive practices. They
hear Secretary Hecker say, without qualification, that it is "child
abuse" to fail to vaccinate children. They see state school and
health officials suing parents for "child neglect," "child abuse," and
"truancy," when the parents, in fear for their children's health,
refuse to have their musceptible children inoculated. They see state
Attorneys general suing to take guardianship of children to forcibly
eace.nate them when parents refuse. These parents fear that the
"ecreensation" part of S. 2117 will be used as a justification for the
indiscriminate use of the current pertussis vaccine, even in the face
of principled objection by parents. They fear health officials will
brush aside their concerns by saying, "we'll ccueensate your child if
he's ireured -- so you can't ob:)ect."

ee are not proposing specific solutions or amendments to meet
this set of concerns at this time. But we think these concerns
AP%Prir to be addressed, and we would be pleased to work with the
Cnrmattee and those parents who have most strongly voiced these
eeneerns to assure that the compensation provisions will not be used
13 green light for gOverhennt coercion.

The second ma-or parent concern with the compensation part of the
hill is the of that it may somehow let "culpable physicians and
drug eempan. dff the hook" and put 'ke taxpayer "on the hook
instead." we do not share this belief. That, is because the bill
preeer/es, seen guarantees, the parent's option to sue under ceannon
,w end it pee'e!es for edbrngatinn and authorizes Justice Depertrent

mete tqa:nst erug nompanins or physicians in appropriates cases.
Neenrehelees, we share the concern that this bill not act as a ehiele
f-'r r:e enmpane arm) physician wrongdoing or unreasonably dangerous
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products. Again, we would be pleased to work tie
and the Committee to provide necessary and appropriate safeguards in

the bill.

Other parent concerns appear to us to warrant sand further

discussion. See, for example, attachment 61 (Letter from Daniel E.
Pesciniti to Jeff Schwartz, 12/17183, re S. 21171. Bearing these

concerns in mind, Dissatisfied Parents Tegethem favors prnmpt action

'o pass S. 211', the "National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Cempensation

Act.'

v. A Closing Mote

The development and deepening of congressional concern about the
continuing tragedy of vaccine-induced damage is most welcome. With

your aid, we hope Anon to reach the time when mothers and fathers will

never again say: "They did this to our child, then they left us alone

to deal with the damage."

But hope is one thing, and reality is another. Every day the

status quo continues, we get more unutterably sad phone calls and
letters from parents whose children have been maimed or killed. A

stop must L. put to this American tragedy as soon as we can. The

am we prnpnee is not to deny or ignore the dangers of whooping

cough. Rut surely denial of these children is rot the answer either.

Yea, we are making slow orogress. But for same of us progress

ry* he fast enough. One year ago when I testified, I noted that

even with nur dew:1liter.s seizure disorder, motor problems, hyper-

activity and speech ispairTtrnt, at least we were luckier than the
parents whose children had died from the vaccine.

That was one year ago. Six weeks ago, JUlie died from a cardiac
arrest, suffered during status epilepticus reediting from her Der-

induced uncontrolled seizure disorder. Now it is too late for Julie.

And it is too late for so man other children -- fifty years too late.

Rut it is not too late or tomorrow's children.

At Tulip's funeral, we read a poem for her: "I Carry Your Heart

in my !Team." As you consider S. '117, we ask you to do the same
please, for Julie, for all the injured and dead alildren like her, and

!rest of all for tomorrow's children, please "Carry These Children in

Y,ur Rear's."

6
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Attachment 1

DANIEL E. RESCINITI

3 Goethe Street, Binghamton, New York 13905

607-729-3934

December 12, 1983

Jeff Schwartz

c/o OPT Box 563
1377 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Jeff:

RE: S-2117

I want to thank you for the courtesy you extended to me in our phone conversa-tion on December 3, 1983, and again express my gratitude to the DPT group forthe efforts put forth in negotiating
the needs of vacc,ie- injured children.Senators Paula Hawkins and Orrin Hatch, having introduced S-2117, confirm thatside-effects do occur following routine vaccine immunization and that victimcompensation is necessary.

Having gone through the past twenty years with two of my sons injured by OPT,the hardships, both emotional and financial, cause me to ask questions andoffer a few suggestions:

1. A form and pre-addressed
envelope to the CDC should be given to parents toreport any adverse reaction fcllowing immunizations. The CDC should acknow-ledge receipt of such a notice within ten (10) days to the parent(s). TheCDC should monitor and report, at ten (10) day intervals, all reported vac-cine "eactions to the Secretary of Health and Human Services. Accordingly,this should not be a burden if, in fact, the statistics, as published todate, are correct.

The insurability for unrelated health care should be guaranteed for life."his should be broad coverage and should include all dental as well as all.nedications for conditions from acne to ingrown toe nails. My experiencewith Medicare, Medicaid, and insurance companies -- "This is covered, thisis not," is an unnecessary hardship.

:n my particular case, medication has not and does not control the convul-,ive seizures or spacicity my sons experience. I find this unacceptable
and therefore 1 look to the medical pioneers. Pres.ntly, and for the pasttwo and one-half years, a prominent

research neurosurgeon is precluded fromimplanting cerebellum
stimulators as a means of controlling seizures by theipA. the stimulator is permitted under investigation (experimentally) forLrrebal oalsy patients. Of these CP patients, many also have seizures.:mvlantation of the stimulator

has proven successful it reducing the spaci-:t, an
have diminished or have entirely abated. It seems that

: 4 t 1 66
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tne FDA's interest in the public at large eclipses the need of orphan drugs
and medical devises due to the rigid protocol it has established. The FDA

will allow the use of the obsolete devise that is worn externally (Grand-
father Rule), however, the newer implantable devise remains under review.
Essentially, my suggestion is that a research doctor be permitted to use.,
by prescription, medical devises to improve the quality of life in his/her
Patient once accepted by the patient or the patient's guardian and that the
FDA 4alve its strict protocol under specified circumstances.

4. A child who becomes damaged and who is eligible ur,der the bill may live

forty years, plus or minus. Does the death benefit of $300,000-700,000
remain or is indexing incorporated due to inflation or deflation?

5. Hypothetically, the 10-year option is selected, $250,000 is placed in the
initial trust. The child dies one year later. Expenses were $25,000.

happens to he $225,000 remaining In the trust? Is the death benefit

s irate from this balance?

6. I have begun legal action concerning OPT-related injury. 1 now elect to

come under the Compensation Act. Who would pay the already incurred legal

expenses?

The provision to appeal is unclear to me and does not address a time limit
for a decision once an appeal is made.

8. If an appeal is made through an attorney, who pays the attorney, win or

lose?

9. false claims and possible corruption are always a possibility. Will the

Justice Department police this bill and apply mechanisms to ensure the
primary intent of he bill?

11. Is tne panel or Fedfr..:1 Magistrate subject to income di_closure?

II. AII,;w4nces for developme:t of safer vaccines is mentioned. Can for possible

r;i!netic research" be included?

If the 10-year option is selected, say $250,000, and the trust is exhausted
wer eight years due to unforeseen expenses with the next two years becoming

evPn more expensive, who subsidizes these unforeseen and unexpected costs?

13. Paront transpJrtatimi and lodging to various medical centers for treatment
raiould be separate from trust options and be paid as needed.

14. The costs to administer this Compensation bill should be budgeted and moni-
tored by Congress.

-y intPritions are not to discredit the hill as submitted, however, my sug-

iPsfl:m%, iuPstions. and ccrcerns are being made available to you for comparison

with ,..i.;.orns otter parents to adequately meet the needs of injured vaccine
.1,1.'1! jou !osire pf any of my comnents, please do not

n.,,itdte to L.inact

7
4.-
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Jeff. You are to be commended for
being such a leader in this whole movement, and possibly because
of your keen interest and leadership we will be able to solve this
problem for other children, and little Julie would not have died in
vain.

Mrs. Gary, grandmother of a child who had problems with this
vaccine, would you like to tell us about it?

STATEMENT OF DONNA GARY, WAYLAND, MA
Mrs. GARY. Thank you, and good morning, Senator Hawkins.
My name is Donna Gary. I am a constituent of Senator Kenne-

dy's from Massachusetts.
Our family should have celebrated our very first granddaughter's

first birthday last month. Instead, we will commemorate the anni-
versary of her death the end of this month.

Our granddaughter, Lee Ann, was just 8 weeks old when her
mother took her to the doctor for her routine checkup. That includ-
ed, of course, her first DPT inoculation and oral polio vaccine.

In all her entire 8 weeks of life this lovable, extremely alert baby
had never produced such a blood-curdling scream as she did at the
moment the shot was given. Neither had her mother ever before
seen her back arch as it did while she screamed. She was inconsol-
able. It was even difficult for her mother to drive them home for
daddy's consolations while she went to the pharmacy. She needed
to purchase the infant Tylenol the doctor suggested for the baby if
she developed a possible slight fever. Even her daddy could not un-
der.stand Lee Ann's uncharacteristic screaming and crying.

Four hours later Lee Ann was dead. "Crib death," the doctor
said. "SIDS." "Could it be connected to the shot?" her parents im-
plored. "No." "She just had her first DPV shot this afternoon.
Could there possibly be any connection to it?" "No, no connection
at all," the emergency room doctor said definitely.

My husband and I hurried to the hospital the following morning
after Lee Ann's death to talk with the pathologist before the autop-
sy. We wanted to make sure he was alerted to her DPT inoculationsuch a short time before her deathjust in case, just in case there
was something else he could look for to make the connection. He
was unavailable to talk with us. We waited, waited 21/2 hours. We
never even had any confirmation that the pathologist even knew
we were there. Finally, we got to talk to another doctor after the
autopsy had been completed. He said, "It was SIDS."

In the months before Lee Ann was horn I regularly checked with
a friend as to the state of her grandchild's condition. He is nearly a
year and a half older than Lee Ann. On his first DPT shot he
passed out cold for 15 minutes, right in the pediatrician's office.
"Norma: reaction for some children," the pediatrician reassured.

The parent:, were scared, but they knew what a fine d,:ctor they
had. They trusted his judgment.

When it was time for the second shot they asked, "Are you sureits all right? Is it really necessary? Was the last time that Jona-
than was unconscious for 15 minutes really nothing to worry
about? He's only 4 months old."

6S
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Thcir pediatrician again reassi red them. lie told them how
awful it was to experience, as he had, one of his infant patient's
bout with whooping cough. That baby had died from whooping
cough.

Jonathan had his second DINT shot that day. Jonathan became
brain-damaged.

The parents learned from their own research later that the
doctor should have checked the family's neurological history. Jona-
than's mother has a form of epilepsy. A history in the family of
this should be a contraindication' for a baby to receive pertussis
vaccine A brain damaged childno connection to the shot, Doctor?

Death :s hard for the survivors to live with. Death of a child is
even harder to live with. But death is final and we do somehow
manage to go on living.

There is also a living death. Having to be or to be the one to care
for a brain-damaged child, teenager, adult day alter day, month
after month, year after year, has to be the absolutely most phys-
ically straining, emotionally as well as financially draining situa-
tion that any human or humans can bear.

I understand this hearing is to address the compensation needed
to ease at least the financial burden of those who are afflicted with
vaccine-related problems. I am in full agreement with the Dissatis-
fied Parents Together presentation of that part of the issue and
will List this time t emphasize those points that are as equally im-
portant in this bil

So many q ons came to mind thiough the loss of our precious
grandchild. I -9ra,,pot until almost 6 months of searching, reading,
inquiring. that I tOsat<T1 based with the Dissatisfied Parents To-
get her group in Washington. IX'. How happy I was to find an intel-
ligent group of. eople who had been asking the same questions as
I They had formulated a statement of purposes and policies that
put int ' actual words some of my own vagUe ideas. They also in-
farmed me of Senate bill 2117. I even plowed through reading the
entire hill they sent me, but I was grateful for the summary they
provided that made it possible for me to comprehend. I wrote my
Senators and encouraged my 'family and friends to write their Sen-
ators as well to pass such an important bill.

Being a political novice. I w puzzled a few weeks ago to learn
S 2117 was !.eterred to the Efilior and Human Resources Commit-
tee Whatever does that mean" So here I am, hoping to learn the
ito

Hu, p:tst wtk I had opportunity to read through the May 7,
1- !. and .hil 22, 19:1. printed copies of the hearings of this corm
initiee I :on disinapi to learn that this same talk has been going
on for .! ...an- In fact. I understand it is 3 years before this. I an
disinawd that 2. yea-: have gone by and nothing hac seemed to
progre., to itt(i)rporit(". hat seerr,s so obvious and so necessary to
keep Iron) Jostroyingany more babies, and to compensate finan-
iialk rhoe w fin have already been damaged for life

I read in Wilhan Foege's, the former Director of CDC, testi-
Jon. in the 19,2 hearing on page fi where he refers to the only
t'S --lad% ttii \ackine reactogemcitv that was done at NIA be.

197- ;ir;(1 19!I rtif.rq to the 1:).00ll doses-- ni.t number of
ti -f., to which 9 children had convulsions and ;) had epi-
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socks of collapse lie dues not mention the test) infants who died
within 4 days of the DPT inoculation.

It was concluded in the report that since they had previously set
a 48-hour limit on any possible death being related to the vaccine,
and sinceplease hear this "statistically," dealing with the
number of children they were, they would expect two SIDS deaths,
therefore, these babies were diagdosed as SIDS in spite of what the
infants were experiencing clinically before they died. No connec-
tion, really'? No connection'?

No wonder doctors can believe no connection, if this is the type
of conclusion drawn in a scientific study.

If my comprehension level is accurate in what I read, I believe
the .Japanese people refused the pertussis vaccine their Govern-
ment provided because of only two deaths in 1975. How were they
able to research so quickly a safer and, apparently, effective vac-
cine that they are now using? Where is our "esearch at this point?
When will we have a safer pertussis vaccine?

At this same 1982 hearing Dr. Vincent Fulginiti of the American
Academy of Pediatrics criticizes the television program, "DPT, Vac-
cine Roulette," aired here in the Washington area. He says, on
page 111, "We at the American Academy of Pediatrics believe it
imperative that such sensationalism not go unchallenged."

He then goes on to enumerate statistics including,
unchallenged."

can
cause brain damage in as many as one child in 8,000."

'low accurate are our statistics on adverse reactions to vaccine,
Dr. Fulginiti, when parents have been told, are still being told, "No
connection to the shot, no connection at all."

What about the mother I have recently talked with who has a 4-
year -old brain-damaged son? On all three of his DPT shots he had
a convulsion in the presence of the pediatrician. "No connection,"
the pediatrician assured.

This mother believed the doctor, wondered what had caused her
son to lose all motor control. She lived with this situation for a
year and a half. Then she saw the Phil Donahue television pro-
gram on vaccine reactions which I assume was a result of the local
show in Washington that Dr. Fulginiti called sensationalism. This
mother needed help. The doctor had told her, "No connection to
t he shot.- She finally called an acquaintance who is a lawyer.

Who else is in a similar condition and has not had the opportuni-ty to see the sensationalism of a TV program and still believes
t here is no connection to their own child's problem from a vaccine'?

Another acquaintance heard on a +21evision program that it is
important to record the manufacturer's name and lot number of
the vaccine's being administered to children; for one of the reasons,
n case it might he necessary to recall a lot considered a "hot lot."

Why did she have to tolerate almost a sneer as well as a sarcastic
remark from her doctor while he reluctantly followed her request?
Apparently. it does take a Federal law for some doctors to do the
.)nvious

It is hard to imagine that doctors do not automatically record ad-
' erse reactions to vaccines on the patients' charts, but, again, it
nee( o be spelled out in law to make it happen. These reactions
mu-4 also he reported to a central agency in order to accumulate
more accurate figures I find it hard to believe that in this comput-
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ear age a system of accurate statistics cannot be effected in a simpli-
fied manner.

I talked with a father in a town adjoining ours whose son died at
the age of 9 weeks, several months before our own granddaugh'er's
death. It was the day after his DPT inoculation. "SIDS" is the
statement on the death certificate.

Their pediatrician is a teaching professor at Harvard Medical
School. These parents had another baby this past winter. It was on
their own insistence that the baby be given only the DT and not
the "P" in her routine inoculations. The doctor saw absolutely no
connection between their other child's shot and death. The parents
are not that positive. The doctor teaches our coming generation of
doctors.

Are the statistics that the medical world loves to quote to say,
"There is no connection," really accurate, ur are they based on
poor diagnoses, poor recordkeeping'?

If it is true that adverse reactions to pertussis vaccine are so
very rare, how can one ordinary person like me know about:

No. 1, a personal friend whose grandchild is brain-damaged due
to pertussis.

No. 2, our own daughter's child, dead within 4 hours of her first
Drr shot. I have learned within the past few months that the sig-
nificant type of scream, arching of the back, and unnatural limp-
ness Lee Ann experienced are called encephalopathic manifesta-
tions.

No. 3, an acquaintance in an adjoining town whose baby died
within 24 hours of DIYI' inoculation.

No. 4, the 4-year-old brain-damaged child in Canton, MA, who
convulsed on all three DPT shots in the doctor's presence.

No 5, I have not previously mentioned Debbie and Steve, who
are at this hearing now. I talked with Debbie a week ago. Their
baby received his first DPT shot" he evening of this past March 7.
lie was dead in the morning. "No connection. SIDS."

No. 6, a young mother from Medfield, MA, who is interested in
siarting a Massachusetts Chapter of Dissatisfied Parents Together
with me. She feels she is lucky. Her 21/2-year-old daughter experi-
enced daily seizures for only 11 /2 years, semicontrolled by drugs,
but it was a hellish long time to live through. At least her neurolo-
gist did not say, "No connection.- lie is sure it was a reaction to
pert USSIS vaccine.

Six cases. flow many lives involved? Certainly not only the vic-
tims themselves- -whole families, coping, grieving.

What is being done to provide a safer vaccine? Who is oversee
mg" Will it be the same scientists and doctors who have been over-
seeing in the past? flow much longer does the public have to wait?
flow are physicians, clinics going to be held accountable to see that
parents are informed of the possible reactions? Who and how are
those children who should not receive the vaccine to he identified
heron, they are damagedor dead?

11mA- can doctors he reeducated as to what a dangerous vaccine it
is they are so casually administering' Why is the vacine we use 1.ti
times the strength that the World ilealth Organization recom-
mends' Why don't various countries get together to compare vac-
cines? kVhc are those organizations that can provide answers not

7 1
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busily trying to "fl.,d the connection," instead of refuting the evi-dence of case studies which involve the people affected? The medi-cal associations seem so quick to squelch even their own doctorswhen these doctors try to point out their own research and discov-eris of the problems that exist.
I admire those doctors who question what has been and still ishappening. I would like to include with my testimony a reportfrom the Physicians for Study of Pertussis Vaccines, a group ofphysicians in California who are much concerned with this prob-

lem of pertussis vaccine. The report is wi itten by Kevin C. Ger-
aghty, M.D., and is entitled, "Death Events Following DPT inNorthern California."

Today is the National Day of Prayer. My prayer is that this com-mittee be instrumental in doing what needs to be doneand soon.May there not be yet another year pass by with more children af-
flicted and some dead because those who can do so refuse to "makethe right connection."

Thank you for the privilege of speaking to this group.
(Information supplied for record follows:)
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Physictans FOr Study of Psnussis Vaccines
eon 345

11012 San Poo Ave
EICIerno. Celdomm 94630

March 17, 1484

DEATHS FOLLOWING OPT IN CONTRA COSTA COUNT'
(CALIFORNIA) INFANTS: FIRST HALF OF 1983

PSPV feels that this article submitted for publication shows that
certain infants are and have been dying of DPT perhaps since the 1440's.
We feel due to the vac effectiveness of the present pertuaeie vaccine,
e new beaTit-rieb scenario has evolved, whereby a "aid- course correction"
is long overdue. The current observation of atypical SIDS deaths
suapiciouely following OPT require. immediate investigation using active
surveillance technique.. Children dying shortly (within 4 days) of OPT
should have appropriate clinical histories obtained euphemising family
and early pezeonal sign.- of allergy or prior history of apnea. Objective
data coneisting.of full ).A typing, plums ln.ulin level.. total IgC and
levele of antibodies against blvine serum albumin and other milk proteins
should be obtained in the proper fashion. This suggestion is based on
research in mice from Stanford University (Steinman, it al) ma our
clinical historian in over 30 human cams of .hock -like death. ("SIDS")
and classical ancephalopathic cm.. Sample. for genii studies muet be
ohtained Co as not to "contaminate" samples with blood from the inferior
vela cave. Objective data suet be correlated with an appropriate staging
based on the clinical bode of death. Our interest ie in that subset of
infants dying with a clinical history of symptoms and signs long associated
with hypotonic--byporeaponsive episodes (HNE) in classical OPT non-fatal
reactions. the practice of coroners classifying such deaths se "SIDS"
must be decried as being technically incorrect. The suggestion for "Toxic
(or shock-like) deaths temporally following DPT" is made.
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it 1: heath Fvents 'Zhortly lot lowing OPT in Northern alitornia

'ws Kevin C. ,:raglity.

.11 h Pvcats Associated with %mural rettns,isand its Vaccine:

%Moen (1) in J91l and Herne (2) in 194h reported stock.like deaths tollowlnk

-Ith1,1 24 '.ours of receipt of pertit.44IN vn.rinert. In the past, epidemics of whooping

..1110 have been associated will, .udder death events (3) in infected infants.

t .Igt 1v, ( tt. r. Colt ) t ep..rt etl 1 tt 1911 that t vitt of the

thr,e pertfissis deaths involved infants found id "dead In bed". These

infants were ages 4 and 5 months.

)Linter (5) reported in 1982 on five deaths occnring within 24 hours of

administration ,toting a I9 7R vaccination drive in Tennessee. All five infants

le.eived ('Pt prepared by the Same manufacturer and four from the same lot. All

were lintel m heath certificates as SIDS events. Clinical histories of events

In this atov following OPT And prior to death were not reported. This study was

g I na I IV Ito hided in the 414 report to the Surgeon General (b). The newly

lost holed Monitoring System lot Ii'nente Following Immunizations (MSIFI) (7),

, passive survellia.:... Y4tU14. was etedited with recognition of this potential

I situation that had led to this folltnalp lnveettgatlOrt. More recently.

'AI And lia'a'f reviewed t IDti death ertifftates and then obtained

-it',1,,m4InS vac. ination histories. All three studies (5,11,91 while not citing

. iinaal histories following OPT administration, showed clearly a sensitivity to

e tits/ ,vetAl fAV, 11.1dIng admInIstratln of DPT. They also showed

q..n.,iriviry to the first loft 1010, tion. FnIginiti (If`) has editorialized

,,tr on the L101.0a1 'edibility of a potential ,71,14.. and effort re-

: c 1 into wn.ld , ` ..sod on well-hnown, non-latal shmV and sudden

I p i 11171"A 11.1, n I ,t rat 1,n. Adit tonal Iv, during the recent

Lillis._ l.".rl- an ,tply to,.t.,gen,.tty by et Al (III, two SIPS

75
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,, 4 I; ) .1 (.'O J, 11,1 pi , ro. .twit lv niter the ob., ' vat inn ptIrt^

:A heurs following DPI W.W.I in thin *1.0y. For the past several years, the

,o t insert arcomo.oytog hPT yip, toes
ffnM major manufacturers ham noted this

I emporal r 4.14 t

The author snitored all mielplained denrh event,' of infants under one year

1 ir.e in robtra ORtA ,.ottv, northern finilfornia (iring the first hnlf of 19R1.

ten pc ten e:etc the erolse er death wss rtt rri ma
on death certificates. All the famflie were interviewed and the pereolal

hletory of all the dot-eased infants was obtaieed including history of

illnesses and vaccinations. Autopsy reports and death certificates on all cases

were obtained. The appropriate state agency was notified to ascertain mannfact-rer

and lot numbers for vaccines. Typically this potentially
important information ia

not being recorded by physicians and clinics In the private sector. Three of the

cases (44,5,41 were clinically 'classical
fur SIDS and had no antecedent illness or

re. eat Il'l' injection history. Poor (mien (112,8,9,10) showei clinically classical

'IDS bl.totieg with 4 non-anearstive hPT history. In theme 4 deatha, however, the

infants )414 apparently recovted from an antecedent viral respiratory illness

4,40.14ted with lever app.-oximarely days earlier. in the remaining three cases

there were dIstuthing llnicn1 histories not typical of SIDS or of the other 2 groups
1, I, .-..mmenc

shortly :.f ter bPT vacination. the clinical histories foilieg tint
,o ail tore. ioiant ts uote in labia *1 are aelte analogous to the clinical

....1"rd0A ioly.o.ml. 10,espowilve episode.
(HHK) as reported in Table 4 of the

d :tb le oe hPT' re.oregeni. ttv bv Vtiy. Cr al %M. The development of FINK

'I't to c '7+0 mie.tblos (II) and I, a .on,-aindicatinn t. further

I ...els,' ..int imino In t he sequence. All three deaths in

at r : ,t
v the totoner's ottire 4R were all these In the

a."r 2 Ar..mp... :h.q. *I. 4,ccatioh with manufacturer ec lot number in any of
1.V I (Vp0

P. -
1.7
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. .41 .1.1 I alfl..21

ohtlott I (in) hag reviewed the Inherent den:tern in ,gating causality rn

- 11I44 rehired event a, The Sill sp.msnred Cooperative Epidemiological Study

PI,,k I letorq hrts been used to examine this temporal

4,etwrru LIN And nof fman (11) concluded in his preliminary

rt... t irqt half of t he tolly, "ft, qnmmarY, the data from the NICHT)

,t Fpidemiol.,g1,41 16, ,f sins RIk Factorn strongly supports the view, t.,,, % I ,4-r.,r in the ,tiolug% of Roth Fulainiti (In)

I) mike t la fooda.oent aI error 4,1 not incorporating clintcal staging

,1 tive study models 1,,r as u. cnIng temporal relationships. Fulginiti's

srot 1..11 mndel woule be flawed by this ommission And Hoffman's was. In the latter

mn lot r tier 1,.n for in. lusion of cases for study wee designation by a

It. ,1 irn Inv( ,ironer based on a standardialt necropsy protocol. Eased on our

III 11114 r.port, three clearly classical clinical histories for DPT mediated

1... 44151%...1 wizt, seven classical clinical SIPS events. The author

.1 f... 41.1gitig 'III PYM1t by bath clinical features as well as their

t.fl.p....1 Teta! edne,...1 k.t i PS addressing sins RR if it were a homogenous

iou usittsfactory. Further aumpicion is raised by

,. 1.1,1. .0 r.m.hqneqf in roported data. This study similar to those cited earlier

.1 definite trend tawardq these temporal death events ocourring

,. ,,,t I , nn the of the f trill DPT trijectico., (liven the wellconf armed

, event' mainly between two and six months of age (13),

I ,...1 e diti, temporally assnclattcl with DPT vaccination to be

. 0, I, I .1..1 r 11..,red dt,,,,it .1 distinct bias to series number. The

n.it tvIry the f ir.t ayq following DPT could reflect observer bias

. , ; such as MSIFI, however such a pattern prevails

/ :liss event q are retrieved and reported in terms

. I; I : f t Iv .t, t Eve curvet 1 lanv fashion.

77
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-ei it 1,111.11.

1: were t ft t mpt t .1 t 1s du,. y

..por t 0.1 h 0 .i1 eI :..whnre, then,

%, I inl. 11 iii t tnq hi at I t ono

to tiwie OPT temporally A54", 141,1

in addition to the strongly

voal have fa submit' reasnwthle

!,r the v 1..te 1, wh.le el I per t ustiln 01 vutat lye elements Crip-11,1

p'. Iv! ylleh e lent .. Gwen t he ettt retire of stmtlar death events In the

11 .1 t, (1,4) .1.1 lug 41tor t lv 11 ter it, vacrinti,(1,.',5,i1,9,1.!) then

i. 1 1, 1 ./ lut-11, 11, 1Ing uut11 .tersii rent,* ripiii mil

ill 161 'taint i .11A :1.1t (14) Iv an add It tonal cause foq convent.

1 mmuii. 1. t;Ii.II her 19:11!&1,.111. ?rnitert tem /18.1.1[11tyd Wlth Pertuus

'itologt all': active substan,es associated with whole cell vaccine, (PO

lorimao, twcio. akAlottuogens, hemsgglutinin, endotoxin and pertosigen.

1...-.1gu 1 Au apparent mole..olar mosaic with multiple act ivitim. Chief among

,fivirlos are 111,1r:slue .:ens1tIzitIR fa. for 01'4./ (15,16) and Islet Activating

01,1,11( ( (At i P, 11, IA ).

11:1 Irv, t" I II 1t..1.'r 'f" . and an essential element 1n, the

t '.xpet 1,,ent..1 A.I. t e11 In. hy (16,14) in animals.

.! 1 t 141 t 1 1 1 I rsis.Isu , utoewal 1 y 4eng1t IVs to the lethal ef feets of

I .r,mrn, (11,2o). fl:.-. ph,i.ilogi,a1 changes are imtlar to iertain clinical

In brao,tfn of sensiti:attou is variable fit onset

do d)ndot 1'1). .so.o induced the activity is active fur several

in ollibuto of Rsl or pertossigen is to act as an

t- pr,d,tion oi ti,.1111 (!,,y) antibodies (21). Recently, Steinman (21)

pertussls encephalopathy. An inbred strain of

I 11)1,.i.u. I ! I. ..ir 0.14 react Ion is used. In this model.

11. .1 .1,t 1.- A .i 111' FatalllV net s by is day, following

s 1 tt 1111 w It 's 11.1? .. s iu. In ii .1.114( elst 111111 4! r.1 Ins t he ta lit i tats

;' 11 ..10,1- -1i. 18.11 ,wing what the .iut horn
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,,r1hrd an n "lethal 'ghoul, like-ovndrnme", showed "diffuse vascular congestion

Ind parenchymal hemorrhage in tenth the cortex and white matter". Precipitation of

do.ifl, event,' required prrarnsttixfortnn ro bovine serum albumin. Thug in

,nis 4topic moiler model, death follnws prior menaitiration to probable HSf nnce

win-ant IRE entihndien cnmhlor with externally supplied antigen releasing en-

doxennus histamine. The mainly's point omit that most human infants pneseea titers

Antibodies against bo vine genie nlhumio. This is due to ingestion of milk,

vdikhnned fnraula nr hrenat milk eontnining milk antigens from maternal ingestion.

In our series of three non-sniS deaths shortly after DPT, two of the infants had

pet4nnal histnriert and all had family histories strongly suggestive of atopy. The

same pattern is true of the overwhelming majority of the other ten unreported "SIDS"

event/. cases that we have reviewed showing these abrupt, atypical SIDS histories in

temporal relationship to DPT. In nur group of twelve surviving encephalopathie

children All have clinical histories of atopy and asthma. To date, only part of

this group halm been objectively tested by IgR messy, selected BAST testing and HLA

determination*. All tented hive ahnwn the presence of objective stopy.

In rats immunized with pertusnin vaccine there ncure markedly enhanced

veerinsulinemia in response to insulin aecrntogogues such as glucose, eulfnnyluress.

And a-adrenergic agents (18.24). This action has been shown to be a property of IAP.

onset of this action in ruts is rapid And long- lasting (24). It has been

suggested that this induced hvperinsulinenia may lead to hypoglycemia which then

, vivserntes the toxic action of histamine (24).

In 19/A ttanntk (25) demonstrated that normal human infante given standard

portuvSis vaCcineS shoved slight but significant elevations in their plasma

insulin levels. These changes were done- related relative to the opacity units of

tho particular pertussis vaccine given. Their was a minimal effect on the plasma

lo,se levels 111 this .4.4'1 troop of children. The anthnr suggested that, "Infanta

411 show settnus reacti,.un pertuamin vaccination suffer from a failure
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mflint41" )0"n" h"0""'1. APPruArlatly, the author further suggested

pouvihle human clinic11 xprgaion he looked fur In larger groups and

nuntrien with his:Hier opleitv nett pertuRsis vaccines. Cameron (26,27)

..1e the dlatinitiv hteher Tdritv unit's of the American pertuseis vaccine

,xpre4mrd concern in the 1Rtitude for massy limits set by the FDA for

-proteetivo units". The American vaccine Is pasted to significantly differ in

tih of thrice charneteriuti,.. from NINA stnndarde.

In the nonprosportive phane of their 197A study, Cody, at al (11,12) reported

%146,4 of "keye'R itytirome like" reactions. This 4-month old infant (N1 -1)

presented in profound shock at the beginning of the third day following his second

OPT. The blood sugar was not detectable, there was a lymphocytosis of 34,000

with 95Z lymphocytes. A plasma insulin was drawn but results are not reported.

r..110wing profound chronic hypotension requiring Dopamine, the child expired 20

hmorn after presentation. Bacterial and viral cultures were meetly*. Autopsy

findings showed bilateral adrenal hemorrhage, cerebral edema, necrosis and fatty

infiltration of the liver.

The second "Reye'll 'syndrome-like" case (NR-2) reported by the group, was a

/-month old infant who had reeetved his second (sic) OPT four hours prior to pre-

qontation at an emergency room with n fever of 105. Following cooling measures

the child was discharged home. Twenty hours after vaccination, the child presented

Ayala to an emergency room with generalized afebrile seizures. The blood sugar

%is 1i mem,. neizures were controlled with 1V vellum and glucose. Septic workup

4.44 negative. The child wait reported in this study as neurological normal based

n seven day follow+lp. The author. following reading of these two interesting

reactions ham identified two nimiler clinical cases. The first presented with

,eiturev huur4 atter hPT with associated documented hypoglycemia apd hyperinsulinemia.

lily h11 i alive, has ,lironic poorly controlled epicures, spasticity and re-

.,,stdial hospital clip. The second child was a shocklike death 24 hours

Oter OPT quite similar to NR-l. This case was diagnosed clinically at the time
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VII.1.11. 4p4rfiv n nPxat lye workop. A rei,ort no they'.

2 to preparation, thlq matter It should he noted that 'ones of -BeW4

Al'ne t.mporfilly .44m-111'40 with hrT were noted in the British National Child-

A In. h.lp.ithv ()M). cimillr V4,4 nro listed In the MBIl repents of

:MAKY:

to u.mrv, thy ,mght U. enplore the possoibilitirg that rertaln

..lo .uldts death event' .hortiv after npr atbinl.tratlon MMY not only mimic

reports In the natural disease but that may have more than a mere temporal

rlariouhlp. 11111,A1 hiuory they correspond to onalsitous reactions seen

l the natural disease state. They have well-known milder analogues in nonfatal

utiF re.t. tlou.. the hasty res:areh into pertussigen and its properties would seem

to have 40imtime ego established a pathophystological basis for such reactions.

and reports demonstrating clinical !similarities in human infants to well-

..stablished animal results have heen reviewed. The author strongly urges in-

roAsed au:Irene.s of the tea.0611Ity of a (*angel basis for these rare reactions.

,Ilnilans shot.10 respond promptly to infants and children reporting HHE-like

;11tN following nrT. Monitoring ni glunse, insulin and other acute phase

rA. tants hAs therapeutlm, dtamnostle and epidemiological advantages. Long term

ioltownp oi co,A, "ased may he prudent. Clinics/1y staged cases should

MA typing and rPrtain itpfr parameters assessed. in extreme presentations

ot .vprohPpInding, qh".11.1 he considered (lb) although its antiaserotonin

..ti lo hInntinv encephalopathy in animals appeals to require

:A.-. 111.14 AoqIng.

bl
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rouer wan he well aaulsed l complement their oaual a es in cases

with well tiVrol ellu1,11 hi..torles inclorliog facts of nolectdent viral

,ii,,sses and vaccinaton histories. Certain ancillary investigations uuch as

nui f..otp to rlhilul tupd sodden death events of infanta may prnvide

lartli,otloo of th, enigmas. Port mortem sampling for

owtarnce .4 101-~ rnrlantn 0e1t he drawn in such A fashion AS

i'ml postmortem urtil,ctn ("0,

spert ellnirril pro4rwo in the use of the current nOT vaccine relative

I- .11,1.1. In I MUNI I.. *mm..091,4 All c1 In IC .1119 should aware of the current

4,srpaotea in contraindications followed nhroad versus in the United States.

contlnotnit ,lintval research and thug improved clinical reeducation sLJuld

rent-ore or reinforce the henetit-rink raZio attending the use of this potent,

controversial vaccine during n time of high herd immunity and low natural

4Isease It is further hoped that a model now being developed (23)

may have potential for screening both the current whole cell and the newer

arellular vaicine now undergoing field testing in the United tates. Provisions

,ontnineA in A recently introAliced 1,.S. Sprint,. sill, 52117, the Hawkins-Hatch

hill for compensation of vnrine victims, if fully implemented should do much

restore or matntalo the coniideme of parent/ a ;Clans alike.

le,

Cig:ro,gbiy, M.D.
;

eu 01 A

nags pipe! t9 .-pspectfully dedicated to the ReliCiniei Clotoll families of

ar.e county. 'few York.
3

rho author appreciates the* teChntcal and emotional support of Constance Cunningham
.rauhtv.
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PI ,!.. ,1 1 .1..RVAI CLINICAL IllICAL :3RONEL' :..:*1C.:.t. :I
r. ST DPT lAWF., HIFMRY 411E7OBY ':;r3E ': -.ASSIF.

!ar4:-v) 70 DEATH 1)0T 4PRIOR TO DPT AFTER Do" "EA711 EATH

1 y1 2 1,4 4 hrs. Aal Chronic rhinitis without Somnolent, !:opv. SIDS NCN-.IDS
mos. fever, intolerant of cat-like Cr: in

milk-based formula; good bursts .

health

? !.04. 24 hrs. B,? Smell for gestational Excess somne.ence. SIDS 'XIN-4IDS
age; food health,except floppy durini enttre
for mild chronic colic period; Ter.p.:01

shortly after vs::ine.

V 1ays 1 or B. Thriving except for
chron1.: rhinitis
out 'ever & mild chrmic
eczema

"v1. 4. 4,1 1.1

t. 12' days

15 .1a).

';

'7 7

:mod health

:oucl health

Good health

Good mealth

Good health

24 dare A," Good health

N

-a
N/A Good health;

re.,olving print

to death

T 102 x cas; angoing !ups
exces I-e
acted "cruticl

No significant r/m.

No s,-- -. 5: C f:

No problems -.ate.; ITT SIPS
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Mrs. Gary, for your
moving testimony.

Mr. Kudabeck, would you tell your experience with this prob-
lem?

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L. KUDABECK, JR., HOT SPRINGS, AR

Mr. KUDABECK. Senator Hawkins and members of the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources, unlike the other two parents on
this panel who have had their children either killed or damaged by
complying with the mandatory vaccination program of their States,
I don't yet have a vaccine-damaged child and I don't want one.

My name is Stephen Kudabeck. I reside in Hot Springs, AR.
My wife and I have six healthy, beautiful children who have

never been vaccinated for anything, although it is the law in Ar-
kansas that all parents he are not officially recognized as mem-
bers of she Christian Science Church must have their children vac-
cinated for seven childhood diseases. My wife and I are not Chris-
tian Scientists. We do not intend to change our religion just to
escape the penalties of this heinous law.

I view this battle not just as a man-to-man-type combat. There
are two forces involvedthe forces of good and evil. We have the
God I worship versus the god of pseudoscience; the god of compul-
sion versus my God who gave me inalienable rights and responsi-
bilities to protect my children.

We have been asked to voluntarily offer our healthy children as
living sacrifices to a false god. The God I worship demands obedi-
ence rather than sacrifice.

I respectfully submit that there are many scientists and physi-
cians who feel as I do. For some reason unknown to me, not a
single one of these scientists or doctors has been invited or allowed
to testify today in opposition to 2117. A partial list of these cou-
rageous scientists and medical doctors follows:

No. 1, Dr. Richard de Long, professor of biology at Del Mar Col-
lege, Corpus Christi, TX. I respectfully request that his article in
Science Digest and his recent letter to me be included as part of
my written testimony. See my exhibit 4. Please add Dr. de Long's
latest letter which is enclosed. Thank you.

Senator HAWKINS. Surely.
[Material supplied for the record follows:]

Li
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Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Kudabeck
107 Brandi les lane
Hot Springs, AR 71913

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Kudabeck:

*Mit MT 4 - p. 2

January 18, 1984

Thank you for your letter and the enclosed material.

I am very happy to know that there are people like you who are
concerned about vaccinations and are intelligent and courageous enough
to question their safety. I admire you for your perseverPnce and courage
to actively defy the governmental mandates and to seek to obtain your
fundamental rights. If I can be of any chip to you, please let me know.

am well aware of the frustration of trying to eduCate the govern-
ment and the medical profession on the subject of vaccines but they refuse
to be enlightened. 1 have been trying since 1960 to do that. However,
we should not surrender and should keep fighting against this most dan-
gerous and dictatorial practice. Everyone should have the right to decide
whether, or not, something foreign to their bodies should be introduced
to their bodies. This is especially true if that Something is hazardous
as many vaccines are.

I have enclosed some material which shows some of the dangers of
vaccination. i could supply you with more if you wish.

hope you will be successful in your LOA and, if you can, please
let me know the result. mkt

do

in( 1 osure

8 7

_Best wishes,

ikel-to-0-41Z
Richard de Long
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Our three school ape children
wet. suspended from a local

puhhc school district in Arkansas the
first week in Minton 141 (tar letters
requesting demotion from bacons
nom were denied by the State Depart
men! of Health' The suspensions vale
for breaking the state immunitstion
law

We were not charged with tweaking
that law. howeser We were charged
with truancy when our children were
nut allowed back in school The bresk
mg of the one law automatically made
us hreak another, for which we were
then charged

Stephen asked fora trial by Jury on
!hire separare ossasions. but this was
denied Hasing to represent himself, he
questioned the school principal and
established in court these four points

the children were indeed enrolled
and the Amits%
k,ht1 had haired their entrance.
St the ,InlOten'k re,..td had been

,:onsterird a ',shoot in Illtnot,
ne,essatk era an alienator

or.litrAtn lit, ihe Cd1h.1111.h.11 need%
-limn,' tut. "mei .1'1.1 the .11.1.1terl

.11.svh h,i,k th,it Jas
hr pt n. 1,1 Ow, .,t,1 not he

I i . . . , . 1, T. 11.,1
I.' ". ,,,,, at .1!..

and fined him $750 plus court costs
and appeal fees_ We may now have the
"privilege" of a trial byjury.

ALARMING PRECEDENT
The court, in our case and similar

cases. cited a previous case that set '"ie
precedent in this state. This case CA..k
before the State Supremo Court in
1961 According to the decision of the
Cude vs Stint cue, it was the opinion
of the COWS that a failure to vaccinate.
was to enable a child to attend school,
was a sufficient basis foe finding be
neglect. In that case the children, kick-
ng and screaming, were taken away
t..on, the parents and given sotellPon
vacc,initions.

In the Heard case (their children at-
tended the same schools as ours did),
the attorney who was substituting for
our Judge dropped the charge of
truancy after a ten day deliberation: he
said that it was evident that the school
caused these children to be truant, not
the parents However, in his foul page
summary. it was his opinion that the
stale will have to go about vaccinating
by the ewe owe method of the cast
Cude vs. State and possibly Pori& a
lass cumbersome method for obtaining
compulsory vaccination by legislative
enactment For the families inkaved,
this was an alarming statement to reed
in the newspapers

Esen more alarming was a summons
to appear in tukende Court which was
reccised by the Cooks of Pine Blur
The reason used for being sersed was
failure to take are of thcir child's
medical and educational needs -
CHU D NE F.t'T

Although rhes do not want their
vounaest shad. Douglas. to hase fur-
ther N3,11111111:111,1. these parents literal
ly fought to get hint in school. The two
other children had reactions to the vac.
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cities (which caused unnecessary medl
cal expenses). Douglas had a response
to the DPT vaccine is a baby Four
doctors, Including Dr. Mendeisotin,
spa the he should not have any more
vaccinesioas: however, the state *pi.
dernioloipst. Dr. Losfgren. does nit
agree with them and, In this state, his
word* the final decision on ill exemp-
tions. (At the lime of 11111-ptintini of
this issue. the Cooks wen to 41+9441 in
court where It would be decided
whether Douglas wlU become a ward of
the Um and be vaccinated.)

MEDIA COVERAGE
When we moved from Illinois. lade

did we know what we would be racing.
The papers have made it front page
news. Channel 4, locally. Interviewed
us in our home; channels 4 and 7 *Ora
allowed in the courtrooms. We are
finding, however, that the news
coverage is staying within Arkansas!

Hare in Arkansu recently, Channel
7 broadcasted two news segments. one
week apart, dealing with the benefits
and necessity of having infants and
children vaccinated against OPT or
OT, MMIE and polio. One segment
specifically focused on the benefits of
the muffin vaccine, which is not, as yet,
a mandatory immunization of the
state.

The media has given little attention
to the flip side of the issuethe risks.
Information on the risks associated
with vaccines is scarce here. There has
been no publicity given to vaccine-
related lawsuits anywhere else in the
U.S.

VACCINATION
CONSENT FORM

Parents are given Intrust at the health
department which they must sign (nest
to each vaccine to be administered). It
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The mandatory age of school enroll
merit cn Arkansas The {venoms
%scone is nut required after age
howeter. there is a law on the books
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has hid an adsetse tea, twin to the per.
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hen sai ,hid is en
Mut from the oculist!, come. only
What a price to pay' It in boils down
in parents being for ed io use their
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that one in a million to Sas

,mate one ,held to see if their other
,ruidren will he affesied
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while tier husband soniinues to work
here f his puts a great hardship on the
family

The most recent suspension is that of
a fyear old boy *he has r diagnosed
liner disorder and an allergy to
neomycin The father is a shiropractor
and feels that the shots would plow-
due the boy's health, the state
epidemiologisr once more disagrees
They have until the fill of IS to ob.
tam an exemption or they, too, will be
mulled as truant

As for ourielves, we have sir
beautiful shddren We have been con
cerned with health all of lot, Five
were born at home; all were nursed a
long time We have done much
research over the years investigating
both the benefits and the short-term
and long-term risks associated with
secant'

On both sides of our family there is a
history of serious allergies, including
allergies to medic hen and vaccines
There is also a history of lymphatic
s7ancee, asthma, TB and heart disease
Based on our research. family history
and personal beliefs, we felt a need for
cautionso we made an informed
decision not to vaccinate the children.

You may ask if we have attempted to
contact the state legislators and have
the law changed Some parents did try
in get the issue on the agenda of the
last session, fall VAL which lasted
seseral weeks The topic, quite sp
propriately, was education However.
they were told by the governor that the
issue would have to wait until the next
session convened Meanwhile, more
students are being suspended

EXEMPTIONS
This is the first year that Al. L

emotions ate being reviewed, so more.
families could soon be questioned by
the courts There were 15 religious and
21 medical exemptions granted during
the 1982.81 school year, according to
the state epidermishvaist

No school is being overlooked in the
search for umnsmunited children.
Publicity is focusing on the sensa
nonalism of the courtroom scenes and
suspended children, inste S of search
ins for the facts belling to stories

Edirorals, written by some parents.
applaud the actions of the health
deryrfment and school boards for their
stand in suspending students who may
infect then children, children who have

k.

been vaccinated "by choice."
In most states, a doctor's recomnsen

dation is sufficient for en exemption
not so in Arkansas At this time, even
doctor's opinions are bone questioned
In court

Twentyone states allow for exemp-
tions based on personal beliefs. In the
other 29 states, parents are often
forced into joining a new religion.
literally hiding or facing criminal pros.
ecution and publicly fighting in court,
a MOO traumatic end expensive en)
perience

SUPPORT SOUGHT
As mentioned before, most of the

media coverage is staying within
Arkansas. Unless we can spread the
news of these ImmunitiMon confronta
lions, parents who object and have no
choice. may well. be swallowed up by
the system

Currently, new vaccines are being
developed using a smallpox base
Various viruses or genes (from several
do causing viruses through new
genetic engireerina procedures) are
added to "protect" humans from
everything under the sun. In view of
this, the issue may eventually pertain
not just to children, but to adults and
the elderly as well Are you ready to
roll up your sleese?

This is an important issue and if
leas so many people We hope the
time never comes when people calmly
accept things. without question, simply
because they are told. "It is for the
good of all the people "

We have compiled a list of Im
muniration Information Sources, the
list follows this article If you base at
your disposal research material on the
DT, MMR or polio forimunei vac-
cines, or case histories of reactions to
these vaccines, and are able to send
them to us, it would be greatly tip.
ixeciced Your help is needed' We
would like to have as much informa-
tion as possible to share with others

Mr and Mrs Stephen Kudabeck
101 Brandiles Lane
Hot Springs, Arkansas 7'911
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EXHIBIT 1

some individuals .r .ategorlea of injured indIvtdu.tls, tnd not others. DHHS has

not Issued a clear se itsosnt that explains ttm artterta for deciding when to

. Ilow some Claim, for e.wqmotsation and not others.

in trying to rr.olve the tsetse of responsibility for the consequences of

n on - negligently 1o:ed, unavoidable vaccine iniurips, the key question arising

out of the HMI lv ?hi .xpertenre would thus appear t.. h,: Should the Government

composate iniured iecinces, and, tf no, en whit grounds? A clear delineation

of flit valuative ttlieria onderlOng any reengnition hy the Government of an

ohlleatIon to pi,lilde vaerine Injury compensation is an vmential element of a

scompensattwo pt4ram. it la nereassu..1...dor to he ahle to aftaure those who
... .

ire a.cutl.s1Tr,,Isalon, throw whin ore denied It, and the public at large. that-roe 0.1111...111... W41.... .............. .......0.11MMMERA...0

.ompessation de.isionm have been made fairly rather thin capricioualy. A clear

........-----...................
,..... wasp 41.4m, . ... 1r Wmg.... IN 101.41M1

4401Le IF 14.4444!1,1 t I, I L. !1...).4. .44% A40.4,,migmasycl.tw , I .le I e.Tit sit.li its a plet t.ora
....... ..-

11

f frttoloua or 1t.iy.111:1..ellins lor imasitsaap. tow of the. strongest critics of

the swine flu mpeo-aiton prngram compared It to a lottery. If this wan the

cmhite perception . the program, then tt is onderstandnble that the prngram

might have tended to attra.t "Ramhlt.rm" who viewed themselve as having at least

an outside chance to vita and nothing to lone by tiling claims for compensation.

In the shsea.-e of a compprinntion system, nnHs is ,nice ur leas locked Into

deyeletng a legal efenne around fulfillment of the "duty to warn." There is

los, tor concern, .owver, that Olin defense say not 'wrylye court challenges.

ttrnf, Is a pro.ti. al matter. the "duty to warn" mly not be /satisfactorily

discharged to ma... immontration programa. A reeent CAO Report tends to support

thts ..mtentt.m. (,.and that Many va,cinves or parents of vaccinees have

problems reading ana ond,rstanding the forms:

rven though va,,inees are required to sign the information /statements or an
aoeanytng card. .e observed, local officials told us, and a CDC study showed
thit poterittel Psaelove mav not road or understand the significance of the
statements. Possible explanations for this are (1) apparent public disinterest
to the ...Intent at the forms, (2) inadequate attempts by service providers to
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION men.
ABOUT MEASLES, MUMPS, AND RUBELLA

AND MEASLES, MUMPS, AND RUBELLA VACCINES .

sa HAT IS SIFASLEST Wake 104 moss knows or the
..111mon .040000 drapes USolily d 444401, a moo. hip
letr arna411. tunny NON. 111141 *OM eye, Wong I a 2
tees iornelo11411 it mane refloat I roam Mar talc.
...WI of INIIN/1104114 III needy I mai 01 10 children who pel II
91001.1111IIV I child owl if 1.000 who pet seals
has an ,nflannsalial et ins Mean anotynalilial This can
Rad 10 000YYim1OM1s. Manila. or mental salutation About

.110141111 al tsar) 10.000 who pi measles die from it Odes.
net ;an also cabs. s prebb4111 .011551 to have a 11014erriefe

s.n I I Innis tea 111,111611011 407

ktnrs mullet v1144014 00011 site 11V$1104. mete were
nunt.iredi Of thousands of cow end woothoos or dared each
ie.), %earls all children pi mania by the time they were
I Noe was use of marks vaccine has nearly elmonsuld
.0easits turn I lie nutd Strati Ho wever. if cioldren we not
4:41111114 this hen* a hip not of puma measles. whet

or feel lit
--

*H er IS MUMPS! eluenpi u a red1rnan Milan of
.na(lren I sulkily a :aunt 14VIII. headache. and mllanteneloon

.1 'Ile taltsarn 4144411. 0110 (10441 the allays to stroll
Nnme,.mey ol mart versus It cauWs 4 mild Inflammation

1.1 osen.p of the won and sanal cord Imenmerlisl
ill I shad Cott) 10 *110 gel at Mort tartly. ti can Male
n.tlarnmatton n1 104 WS. lenceplte011 stitch usually psi.. lea..na permanent Jamiles Mumps ran also
ante .1111..14 1010to I nut of every 4 sooltscent or *doh
010 mumps develop panful selflentnialtnn and

tat the ,eit,ctes Watts this condition usually ion
it. on 1lre OGC4.0fle it mar caus4 Midair

*hat ,Ilumfas Yu (me Adz were unstable. shell were
-,.15 -his 1,0 pry) Ms year NO. 0411.110 01 the

Is or mumps ya.Nrne the number of ases of mum,'

much lower. However, If children we not eassinated, they
have a ht al nsb 0C10114111 moon.

WHAT II SUUILAT Ittelseila it air aged Oruro
o r*. II Is a common dMssos of shiftless mid may afro
yuci wells umbeite d II very ma i and mews 144161614K
rash. and swelting of liesell in the wit: tftss Nikesae hoe
about l dap Son10, WW1 in meek meow, them
may Is swelling sad aims the jessna let II was es mac
Very foray. nasal an twee inflanaasea ef the Wain
tencephabte) M awe a Iesapetete Mesas. disseest
liniment

The mat sump whim% with mania le ter ifa pteseast
learnan pin nu disease. Man m a pad chow thet she may
have a rnMarnap e* ibis the We SIN 64 boo

oe with other defects The lest big Melia *dunk
Ill, United lira ems in 1444. Isupor of INO sorsomic
show 25.000 children wen Iota sib esetete MINIM
as Man defects. deafness, blInleale, es metal retardesien
Nome thew maws had nitwits donne the Prlirrr.

W on rubella sea can. shots were seliiable, nobs% ow we
common that moat Holstein .1 1110 04414410 ti the Iima lhop
were IS. How. Neuss of are wide we or Apple soppo,
the welter of case if Mona Is ouch tweet Hawn,, if
children are not veconwell, they haw a Mai rise of wino
rubella and poesibiy exposing s pregnant GOWN 10 IM
dimwit If an untatanated walla haat Imalonall MINIM
and althea rubric she may hate a datalte baby.

Since rubella if a mild alma& NM, woman of dOldiltlann.
ye dra we 1E61111 they had rueelle an a elute. A Net* Wood

311011 WWI her a person r lemmas to meal* it I no
peotsctad wins the Maui Garai. ahead one flea
women of cmkaanniap Isnot poleaed seem Fabling.

Please read this carefully

Jt)
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MI ASCE% mumps, ego illIELLA VACCINES- lhe
..,..inlIni fa* pan he nyllOtran iodate very effecove *nets
per,eni or mott or woe's who pm the shot inn have
phueston pf013114y 1nr 11(11 'Since Protection t1 1104 ee likely
r.. .cur .1 IN vaccines el given soy early in life. thew sac
,net showy be wen to shadten aftet 'hell first huhu:Us.

It toes 40:11111 snowed the wen as I months of 41 or
...let Miami mumps and tubed/ sosines can ne given
ine it . '.me .if in a neonate,' ,.cone mcaldes guerilla
MRI inematrmumps t..asella IMMIC I lir 4 °Nile shut 11

nee are daven rl .inrielneu swine. they snouhj be peen Si
. mi.nthl of if, JI ,141te

I 111% ity,Willylinal 1111 adolescents and adults especially
...nen of childbearing ale who me qoi known to be
nint,ane ,it fult4111 'Mould Weise tubfiue vaccine l4f MMR
t nes inteht $110 he susceptible to measles of Mumps)
v. insert should not receive the slim .1 they are peasenani of
n.4111 Neciime pregnant *ohm I months there m no known
rio n n..es .0.s.natect aeons* any or ill thtee Of then chs
..secil row are /treed, im'hon in in, nirMem

rossist t SIDE Tracts mom THE VACCINE_ -
ecoiui I .tut °testis 11111Ctren will eV I rash or Main levet
111in4 101 I rem dos. l oh 2 *eels' alto getting meeMol
....,ot occasu3nath, there Is mild swellina of the Salivary
51,..411111 frlio.1.11 lia,,inallOft

cnnm. 1 out of ***** . ihildren *ISO gel rubella nICOle mill
ie a .10 It some ostIltne ol the glands of the neck I or 2
....as alto the Mini Ilibrun I OW Of tolls 20 children who
get rhea diont oil hose mole aching of minims of the
tt t..t. Ind may nomen inertlitre from I. *tees after the
0,, 1. ,,p13 sus may 2.11 1 11)1 4clu1ts are more likely
., ,.. ,nest pinhram soh ioo iinis es mans as I in 4

ma, 't1.0 them thhei .eniporsly ...re elfe.ts sush M Path.
....,crest or linekne in he hands and leer hese .110 0,
ll .I nu ale e re 4ln:41M mug,

ti.i,olash e tee.. are not lire if Wern till nit fOr141, it'd('
k.e. *no eel .1111* ',mottles mo hone I more %IMOLAI

......o. %We .11 nnmenvon of the Pram :aocapaihusi.
. wi,otwone .vo n fever or nerve deafness
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o 111,01.2 elaCINWIS Of van Ow

WARNING-.SOME PERSONS SHOULD Nor TAKE
THESE VACCINES WITHOUT CHECKING WITH A
DOCTOR:

totyone mho is sack nolo nor mart snencthms TOM hen.
4,014

Anynele who had an Warm( teeChort to amnions so Seth
11111 i4 moulted medical treatment (does net apply 10

lulled. +Memel
einenei with .ends feta...flit or lymphoma
AR)011 a (MUM that lower. the body's resistance to
infectIOn
Afloat taking a dojo Mai looars .he body 1 fefilainee to
infection !such as coHHOns. predistsone or umlaut an
ocaocerdruisr
Anyone *Mr hat IttlhVII a gamma globulin faehrelOne
linhohnlisahm Ilse praCeding I months
Anyone who had an allergic teechon to an aordootic
tided neomycin io Wheys that o resumed medical
Iles* Te 111

PREGNANCY. Maules. mumps. and rubella ',icons, ate
not Simon to cause special problems Pot pregnant onsen or
their 0nbnfn babes HO*4011r, nOelor usually avail {loin{
any drup or roaction to pregnant women indent there it a
tpestfIc need To be safe. perm! .ornim should npl lc
maw econel A woman ho gets any 04.1ms vaccines
yno,,ida,A, J more ha Malta grime pregnant

V.conanng chtld +Moe mother d preinam is not dolor.
out t0 the Pregnancy

QILESEIONS: If you have any quetoont about /neural.
mumps. or rubella sacCtnaltOn. Plitate ink of nom Or to
,"So doctor or health department before yOu sign this Iono

REACTIONS- II .he persol .ho teemed the vaccine sell
sick and viol nOo.10f.11041141. Or (hilt in the 4 *seas after
soctnation please 11000 1110

?
Pt SSE KEEP THIS PART OF THE INFORMATION SHEET FOR rout RECORDS

Jew m'e'ld 01um,, 1,14 navii 1.4 .eaffri momitt nestle theme'.I. 'r.fJ
aa.f

.."&*1 Iir.lv&C;13,Za"da:lfiandt7'ail.":71d'fr r.. .111er r e,ltftaXe laaiawiotii:0wav0Z,0edeTh:1
e

/ f11 fif 0 tf. 0 Humps ORneola Watt ?hawk, Q Walk, kflonji.Roya MMR II/1113

INFORMATION ON PERSON TO RECEIVE VACCINE Mudge Print)

7. JO 41114 Mist None MI

Address

Bintsdate Roo

Cate COUfil v State Zia

Olt/f ...lion to rOCOlv wAceirtIO Or person Date
*wheelied to malt thafballik.f DATA PROCESSING USE ONLY 'OPTIONAL)

FOR CLINIC USE

Clinic admit.

Oats voccinatod

Menufacturet end Lot No-

IWO of Injection

ACCINE HISTORY .7 PLACE CHECK IN BOX IF HISTORY PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED

DTP
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT EMU en 2A
DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS, AND PERTUSSIS

AND DTP, DT, AND Td VACCINES
Please read this carefully

WHAT IS DIPHTHERIA'? Di p11,1181,11 n !Very eirloos
and .1%.(1, can Wm poop. ill different says It can came an
infection in the 11014/ and throei which can interfere *tin
btliblhinS k can &IGO luau M infeciten of Ins tern Some
tonal, .1 cameos 1146/1 faahlre Or walyMil Abe.' 1 person out
of every 10 who Mt diphihanadiee 01 tt

WHAT IS TETANUS! Tetanus. or lockjaw. results when
founds We Welled with tetanal Wens. *Itch ace often
round In dal The beeline ie the sound make a pow
*hid* causes the muscles of the body to so Into west boo
oat of every 10 persons whole* 10111040e OIL

WHAT IS PRISTLISSIISS Pentane.. or *bosons ethish.
:mass levers spans of coughing eauva can Interfere slab
40,na dnnkIni. and bflelhine. In the Unused ScMss. mere
tom 7S percent of ripened is/ninon Caael OMB/ IA children
vouneer than S Teen Pentium is a more serious dome in
WWII' Children and more than half of the children rillioned
to have aaritagarg are 144111104461 111 re,-4111 peen, Ni even..
of I I00 OW of elittireent have been reported midi year m
.hr Untied Stain Complications occur in a sublibilithl pro.
potion of rarefied teen P144,11404 Steen in CIA, Or Silty
((hit C ',Wren 5.111 prellauss For I Vet, 1.000 reported penis.
SO Cale' lddavetopconvu lnae. and ousel*, inflarn union

DTP 3/1/113

of the brain In reOlinl IOUS. an average of nine deaths doe to
Petioles occurred each year

Sem vaccines were developed. Wan ihnre &mew were
all very common and tweed a lupe ember of deaths etch
yell in the United Sean V drafts ele Rai ellenneled. tan
net egbellins IA.9E41'01040 +MVP Met up OWE

DTP. DT. AND TS TACCINES1 Inamuouation auk DTP
vacant rf urns of the best ways to usual the. &emelt
DTP vaccine in actually three Yuma somboul Into one
shoe 10 mak.11 ewer is sei retection. TM quoting le Oyu
by 'meow merlons early la infancy. Some' *Os we
needed to au gout protection. %MOS chtterta *sold en
three doses in the Rest put of life and a feutHtdota el Now
IS 'mum of ate. A Mosta Hut es beibleteerit Ibe 411001101
w110 all Om is stew Khasi. and ellseell M OUR hewer
th4ir fourth ant levenfit Imalugeys. The mom is amp sRea

tuventinp terenoev-.ear SE WNW of INN who pee
the raceme are Pcoloned if the rmentmemkad etwaMt
shots is given Although Ilse aphIliona and putouts sew of
IM vaccine are not quite u efllective, IMy OM Nevemmu
children from pinnd s dame and IMy mete Use allure
mow for those whodo OEM

IPLEASE READ OTHER SIDE)

94,



Immo* mamma 4 Rol wry cahoon a levoift a order
chudrn. thous 7 woos at asp mg cider etadd tete 'scone
that does nos arum the wham pen AWL hemp. MS.
hone to the dipethene Pirf d ow vocal. FAST le MC"
6,111011011 ra older duldnea. that 7 pure or ape end older
should tete a form 014 vegan that lima lomat CORCORIt
).0A of IM Olphiltons poi Thu vaccine Ouch 00111Nol ISO
PLmITIOS poor Old wow connpursheet of the dtplithena
ran to Weed 14 Menu beaters mth the Td vacant should
se Hum mid every 10 pearl throuphot

Is Miae i. woo oPoklwa wow w Ws Ikon 7 mei of op
And have nimeektpecel teseeedleS Sr , who have had a NOVA
Mellon t poems DTP Om ohoola ow Mien WOW
)4Loho A eeorehon ailed DT vetoes 4 11101414) boo

111101,114% does AM WW1 the pertuiP0 per4

the Untied %Wm Puhhe Null Sawa eat rat atenenean
Academy el ildielnes noroM DTP waxed M wed
chuaten up to 7 mare of op Mass they have lied a wpm
nuclum ( 'Wear ohms oe have a munlowe dui per

POSMILI SIDI IMICTS FROM TIER VACCINE:
woo DTP soonae. OM skeleton eel have s Si pa liver and
M trouble aalsia 1 dm of*, somas 1140 the 000 Pill eat

cluldren elavelep wow meows and tram in the stet
metre the Maw pm Most moos Ma Wats m
=to A IMAIM/Pore preset the tom may AWN I age of
JO DTP Mole Coo mimeos as wooden of house.. .ad HO.
neat met SOO fAuf elso I to soup IMO WOO Unmoral.
staplosetrol crpni may Wm AO 1 )11 'Try 1.000 MOIL
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Imely. LIANA one 1n Very 110.000 OMR. inflanonolop of 1.1
the bum lencaphOluil may occur end permanent IMO
Roma. map occur 1404 OM IR Sven 310.000 sots Sat
sfteits horn DT or Td vaccine ate not common and usually
LORLOI Only Of *Amos Ind Pipht favor.

WARNING SOME PRISONS SHOULD NOT TAU
THUS VACCINES WITHOUT CHICEING WITH A to
DOCTOR:

RDAnyone who is we ni101 RO with someihme more
serape than cola
Anyone ono 110 no I LooloolLion or other problems
of the nervous swam
Anyone who kw old a mous foasson lo DTP shoes
Wore. math as e temperature of 101 Of wow.
coarultawr. en ipso& of lump ow ION memos.
ROMS Nellow.MO wows. a 011waroWaen of the
bra. Isneephelotel

2
U
IN

4)

QVUTIOPIS: V you MI say "mom Mat otehtoom. lio t
moos. of ammo ea DTP. DT. as la vectinallen. *sae p
ea its *gm *cols roof dame ae Mash dap rienoW berm 3
Ow Or IMO form

IIACTIONS: VIM area who Newrod 1M mein* pm
each NO vets it &IOW, hap W. of thaw In the 4 spite after
vescinstIon. *me nom II go.

..0

PLSASI TWO PART OFT= INFORMATION SHUT FOR YOUR RECORDS
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Exwitxr
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
POLIO ANIPORAL POLIO VACCINE

Please read this carefully
WHAT II POLIO? 10110 h I virus emote that may caw.
petnianeni crippling teerelyew I end ocessmissilly death.
There used to be thousands of came and hurled& of deaths
(tom polio awry feu in the Undid States beams of the
widesiMed see of polio vaccines. wrath Maas oval***
osonning to ass nuti. I effrs. polio Mame its *earls been
inintuared from to United Sows Although dieueaods of
cops onion* wr mut Wei year in the nod of the wade. In
chi United MOI luring the pest S years there have been
only 17 was of Peke tePefleid. kel eventide of 13 Meg ter
reef Our locale in provolone the noted ol'oltd polio virus
has Irea so gnat ow -nod of the now cues
terraosirnatery nine per real have Molted hefts 1AO 11101
.600 tITWII of OM point eam* (we Selo., BMus' of this
fact atone moat P ..e WSW shy snlikooad Mellows to use
Foam .done The ntillOn 11 that. even ikonrh we may not
ROW, much add poke virus spreading arm now, there is so
own of it ot the n10 of to *OHO the there tea pies Mk of
its being reewellieliwg if our children 415504 .entreated

OPAL LIVE POLIO VACCINE: knowing/own wren oral
hvil sotto vaccine tOPyl is one of the best says to prevent
yaw It given el month gentile in early infancy Several
doses are needed .0 provide good protection Young children
snook/ pi 1*0 it moot dem la the line year of lift and
anoint, doge et about II months of ion An adomond dose

MIPart4A1 for C1%441141 VIM they Met leitla of when

tare is a nigh rise pone. (of eample. dune/ an epidemic
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PREGNANCY: Plano .tame esperis do not thine oral
polio vaCCint Can cause Vette! problems :or pre gnani women
or nett vnboth babies However. doctOrs usually avOrd
giving any drug or vaccines to preprint women unless there

5 a sheet:it; need Pregnant women should check will) a

doctor Wore Molly oral polio vaccine

WARNINGSOME PERSONS SHOULD NOT TAKE
-ORAL POLIO YACTINE WITHOUT CHECKING
WITH A DOCTOR.

Anyone with cancer. leukemia, or lyMpOOITIO
Any0Olt with a dthtue that lowers the body's resistance
to infeCtion
Anyone taking a c rug that lowers the body -s resistance
to tnfect 'On. such u cortisone or prednisone
Anyone who lives in the same household with anyone

hal our of the cOndthons hued above
Anyone is to is tick right now with sOmetning more
serious IMO a Cold
Pregnant women
M11111 Ptr$01111 age 111 acid Older DM at. adults have a
shield, bigger risk of developing paralysil from oral
Kilns vaccine than children (However, if the risk 01
polio is increasedas may occur. for canticle. when
there is an outbreak in your commonity-m Ott polio en
pens te,ommend that unprotected persons Weise
Ra101 00110 1aCCIlle 140101010 or ale I

Nof F Of I NJEC TABLE Os ILLFD1 POLIO kACCINE.
Kraut, the oral polio ...suine TOPS I there it also a killed

I IPV I iisen by imection hiCh protens spout
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No aver Averal shots This killed polio vaccine has no
known risk of Caitlin* herniate polio Because OPV may pro.
side lifetime protecoon seems to provide stronger immunity
in the intestinal tract Newt, usfictcon first occurs). i5 strnpier Zie

to ...Mousier. and is more effective in prevenitne the spread 0
of polio vain than IPV. most hobo experts led that oral vat- u
vine is more ellectise for Controlling polio in the Untied
States Injectable Polio vaccine is recommended for Parsons
needing polio vaccination who have low resistance to Serious Clip
infections or who list with persons with low resistance to
serious infections t may also be recommended for hrebtous
ly unvaccinated adults who plan to travel to a place *here
polio is common or for previously unvaccinated adults
whose children are to be vaccinated with OPV It is not
widely used in (Pus country at the prefthl tithe. but It is

evadable If you would like to know more about this type of
polio vaccine. or wish 10 receive MIS 1.IC01ne. please ask us

QUESTIONS: If you have any oueStions about polio or
polio vaccination_ pleaSe ask us now or call yOur doctor or
health department before you sten this form

REACTIONS: If the person who row ed Use vaccine leis
sick and visits a doctor. hospital. Or chic in the a weeks after
vaccination. please report it to

PLEASE KEEP THIS PART OF THE INFORMATION SHEET FOR YOUR RECORDS
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There are many doctors, Ph.D.'s, bioche sts, and other bonafide,

medical scientists who have not had the opportunity to address the

distinguished members of this committee; they have, nevertheless,

done much research and investigation into the benefits and risks

of vaccines, as well as the potential for latent effects. Following

are just a few of the many quotes regarding vaccines that should be

acknowledped and perhaps pondered upon, for these findings, too, can

groatly affect the lives of our children and those of future gencationa.

GENETIC MANIPULATION
But an even greater threat exist, to

mankind horn the used vaccines...a
threat that dwarfs even such problems
as brain damage and ctippling
paralysts It Y the potential genetic
damage and harm to the future of
mankind that could result horn the use
of vaccines Dr Richard De Long, Pro-
fessor of Biology at Del Mat College in
Corpus Chnsu, Texas summarized his
rsearch in a letter which appeared In
Science News. July 31, 1976'

there ore dongen. grout 10 the
future of mankind which hour been trn
posed inadvertently by entirely uncon
nulled genetic mompulation during the
loss /Oren years of so This uncontroll

J gensnc n.c-..pulot.on is the mats ad.
rmnisirohon of attenuated viral uot
eines to animal and human poputo
bons Attenuated voccine-utruses are
infectous, therefore they infect the
',operas' cells end con do w In
number of WOO Attenuated vaccine
viruses hove the potential also to be
transmitted uerhcolly and he anuses
then, could be inherited through
generations Some of the genes of these
u.ruses may become integrated with
the genomes of the ?col:menu The
damage that could result in the future
om such uncontrolled genetic
,,g.pulanon could be tncrecale Thu

I., say nothing whatever of the other
1..4 mint dangers the vaccine reclveni

bear as the resuh of other apecsa
of yuccas, swat Inkchont such as
enurnr.ons. chromosomes/ ofsertubons.
both defects. cancer. and mignon to
,,,dence

9 9 ,
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Vaccinia virus, left, and Adenovirus, right, magnified thousands of times here, are live
viruses used in vaccinations or In tests. Both have produced some undesired effects.

MEDICINE

Live virus vaccines
benefactors with a catch

No one denies that live viral vaccines have saved millions of lives
and prevented other millions of people from being crippled for life.
For public health, they have provided a control of disease unattain-
able otherwise. But there it another side of the story. Medical
scientists do not know, in many instances, the long rangeand
sometimes immediateeffects that immunizing live viral vaccines
will have on human cells. In a few crises, unusual effects are
heginning to show up and suspicions are growing. Most distressing
is- lire possibility that live viral vaccines may change the structure
of living cells, including the hereditary material that is the fountain-
head of life.

Thr author of this article, Dr. Richard Detong, is an associate
pro/cm)r of biology at the University of Trued°. His research in
the viral approach to human leukemia has revealed to him clues
that impel him to sound an alarm. The views expressed in this
arti(Ir are his, based on his awn studies, and represent one side of
a subject vital to all. Ed.

Richard DeLong, Ph.D.

iNcii we seem to be hurtling
toward mass vaccination of the

human population with live viral

Sciorkm DigettJanuory. 196$

vaccines. the time is approaching
when everyone should be made
aware of the possible hazards in-
volved in their indiscriminate use.

Usually, viruses are defined as

100
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"replicating nucleoprotein macro-
mnlecules" that reproduce only
within living cells. Nucleoprotein
macromolecules are large molecules
composed mainly of protein and
nucleic acid. The nucleic acid is
the hereditary material and this
substance can reproduce itself in
living cells. Viruses are molecular
in size and can pass through most
membranes very easily. They are
intracellular parasites, limited for
survival to this single life condition.
When they infect, they maintain
and reproduce themselves within
living cells. Viruses are so intimately
associated with the cells they infect
that many times they incorporate
their hereditary material into the
hereditary apparatus of the cells.

Viruses "pl uripotential"

Another characteristic of viruses
is that they are "pluripotential,"
which means that they have the

to manifest themselves in
dit(erent ways, depending on en-
vironmental and cellular conditions.

Viruses have the ability to infect
cells in two ways. One type of
viral infection is called active; the
other, latent. In active infection.
viruses enter a cell and begin re-
producing almost immediately. The
new viruses are released from the
cell and can infect others.

In latent infection, viruses enter
a cell but do not begin reproducing
immediately. Instead they appar-
ently attach their hereditary ma-
terial to that of the host cell's
hereditary material. Vhen the in-
34
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fected cell reproduces, so does the
virus. In this manner, each cell
formed from a virally-infected cell
contains the hereditary material of
the infecting virus. An appropriate
stimulation from the environment
causes the latent virus in the cell to
become active, and it starts repro-
ducing newly-formed viruses which
are eliminated from the cell. All
the stimuli which might induce a
latent virus to become active are

'hot known: some that are: radia-
tion, heat, cold, certain chemicals.

Both active and latent viruses
can act upon cells in different ways.
There are at least three possible
results when cells become infected
with virusesdeath of the cells,
accelerated reproduction of the cells
or no apparent effect. Cells which
exhibit no apparent effect may he
affected, however. There may he
chromosomal defects or even more
subtle defects which could be in-
herited by succeeding generations
of cells. Chromosomes carry the
genes or hereditary units. and any
change in one or more of these units
is inherited by the cell's offspring.

Viruses can be transmitted from
generation to generation through
the sperm or egg, the placenta and
maternal milk.

Viruses used in live vaccines are
no exception in all this.

Vaccines may be classified as of
two typeslive or killed. A live
vaccine contains infectious viruses.
though most of them are "attenu-
ated," which means they have been4
changed to weaken or abolish their
virulence for a particular disease.

Science DigestJanuary. 1960
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A killed viral vaccine contains non-
infectious viruses. Both confer pro-
tection on a vaccinated individual.
However, the live viral vaccine
stimulates the production of anti-
bodies in humans causing a genuine
viral infection in the individual.
The killed vaccine stimulates anti-
body production without infection.

Some of the more important po-
tential hazards of using live viral
vaccines include the following: (1)
damage or death to developing em-
bryos, (2) possible cancer produc-
tion, (3) possible initiation of new
diseases. (4) possible genetic de-

fects, (5) presence in the vaccines
of "passenger" viruses which may
be harmful.

It is well-known that some vi-
ruses can caw.... death or damage
to developing human embryos if
the mother becomes infected during
pregnancy. The rubella virus is a
classic example. This virus causes
the "three-day measles" in post-
natal life. In the developing em-
bryo, it can cause abortion, death
or many abnormalities. Some de-
fects it has been known to cause
include microcephaly (pin-headed
idiocy), bone defects, deafness,

"Passenger" virus in action
Last November. federal authori-

ties stopped the release of Sabin
oral polio vaccine made since the
previous July because green mon-
keys used in the manufacture of
the vaccine in West Germany were
identified as the source of "disease
agents" apparently dangerous to
man. Dr. Wilbur Downs, director
of Vale University's Arbo-virus Re-
search Unit, is quoted by Medical
li.nrld Nr-a's as saying, "Nothing
like (the disease) has ever been
wen before. It appears to be among
the most dangerous agents known
to man"

Investigators are trying to trace
the whereabouts of 2,000 green mon-
keys used in making the U.S. em-
bargoed lots of oral polio vaccine.
Green monkeys from Uganda were
identified as the source of the mys-
terious illness that struck 30 per-

sons in West Germany. killing seven
of them. Most of the Germans af-
flicted were laboratory tet hnicans
involved in obtaining monkey kid-
ney tissue for culturing the polio
vaccine viruses.

A spokesman for the division of
biological standards of the Nation-
al Institutes- of Health. Bethesda,
Md., confirmed reports that the
embargo had been placed on the
Sabin vaccine produced since last
July. The agency added that sup-
plies of the vaccine produced prior
to July were in sufficient supply to
meet all demands. The agency add-
ed that none of the green monkeys
brought into the U.S. were from
Uganda and the animals were in
quarantine several weeks longer
than the four-to-nine day incuba-
tion period for the so-called green
monkey fever.

Scionc Digesiionuory. 1961
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blindness, heart defects, dental ab-
normalities and many others. Vac-
cinia virus, the live virus used in
vaccinating for smallpox, has been
known to cause abnormalities or
death in human embryos when the
mother had been2vaccinated during
pregnancy. Recently, it has been
found that the attenuated type 11
poliovirus (used in the Sabin live
poliomyelitis vaccine) causes injury
and death to cultured human em-
byronic cells." The possibility ex-
ists then that viruses used in live
viral vacci:tes could infect and af-
fect embryos.

Cancer in animals

It is now established that certain
viruses have the ability to cause
cancer in some animals. Ac yet, no
absolute proof has been found that
viruses can cause human cancer.
but evidence is accumulating that
some viruses may. If this should
be found to be true, then infectious
viruses used in vaccines might also
possess cancer-inducing properties
Live adenovirus vaccines are being
developed for human vaccination
Adenovirus, type 12, a human res
piratory virus now being used ex-
perimentally in vaccines for some
respiratory ills (not flu), is known
to cause cancer when injected into
laboratory animals.

Viruses in live vaccines often are
changed so that they will no longer
cause the particular disease against
which they are being used. During
this changing process. however, the
viruses may be changed in other

36
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ways. It is possible that these
changes might, in some viruses,
cause entirely new diseases in hu-
mans. Perhaps the most insidious
unknown factor in the live viral
vaccine picture, however, lies in the
field of genetics.

Genetic defects are inherited.
Viral infection can cause many genic
and chrorhosomal changes in cells.
If the germinal cells of humans be-
came infected by viruses, they could
cause genetic abnormalities in the
sex cells of humans. Any defective
sperm or egg would transfer its
defects to the offspring. Viruses
are known to cause chromosomal
breaks, deletions, pulverizations. in-
%Tr-ions and abnormal chromosomal
numbers in cells. Any of these oc-
curring in a sperm or egg could
cause abnormalities in succeeding
generations. The viruses used in live
measles viral vaccine cause many
chromosomal abnormalities in hu-
man cells. These have been found
both in cells taken from vaccinated
humans and from human cells in
culture which were infected with
the measles viruses used in the live
measles vac. Similarly. attenu-
ated type 11 poliovirus, which is
used in the live poliomyelitis vac-
cine. has been found to cause
chromosomal abnormalities in cul-
tured human cells.

The effects of live viral vaccines
for any of the above mentioned po-
tential hazards are seldom thor-
oughly tested. The United States
Public Health Service does not re-
quire testing for any of these pos-
sible dangers.'

Science NestJanuary. 1968
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"Passenger viruses" are sometimes found in cells .

being used to cultivate viruses for vaccines.

The production oftjive viral vac-
cines requires a living cell system.
It is possible that the cells used to
cultivate viruses for vaccines may
be infected already with viruses.
These viruses are called "passenger
viruses." Passenger viruses might
be harmful to humans. The live
poliomyelitis vaccine had .been ad-
ministered to many millions of peo-
ple before it was discovered that
the vaccine also contained a virus
which was present in the monkey
kidney cells that were used to cul-
tivate the polio viruses for the vac-
cine. Since then, this virus, called
Simian virus 40, has been found to
produce cancer in laboratory ani-
mals, cause chromosomal abnormal-
ities in cultured human cells and
cause cultured human cells to be
transformed to malignant cells.` So
far such phenomena have not been
observed in the human bodybut
that doesn't mean it can't happen.

A live mumps vaccine, which is
in the experimental stage now but
will be introduced on the market
should human trials prove it ef-
fective in preventing mumps, is
made by using live chicken cells..
Chicken cell3 serve as hosts for the
leukosis viruses. These viruses cause
various forms of malignant diseases
in chickens such as sarcoma, leu-
kemia and osteopetrosis. So far,
no proof exists that the same vi-
ruses can cause the same diseases in
humans, but they are beginning to

Scissroto Digest January. 1966

be suspected. The leukosis viruses
are extremely common inhabitants
of chicken cells and may be carried
in chicken cells in the latent state.

Recently, Dr. Philip A. Brunel!
of New York University School of
Medicine said there was some dif-
ference of opinion over duration of
protection of the live virus mumps
vaccine developed by a research
team led by Dr. Maurice R. Hille-
man of Merck Institute of Thera-
peutic Research. Dr. Brunel! point;
ed out that natural mumps infec-
tion is believed to give nearly life
long protection. If children receive
a vaccine giving immunity for only
several years, they might be sus-
ceptible again in young adulth6od,
when the illness can be most severe
The vaccine is expected to be on the
market shortly after the first of the
year.

It would be very difficult, if not
impossible, to detect with certainty
the presence of all latent viruses in
cells. The live measles vaccine was
made by cultivating the measles
virus in chicken and dog kidney
cells. It is known that many ani-
mal viruses can be transmitted to
humans and cause diseases in hu
mans. It behooves us then not to
take chances concerning the possi-
bility of transferring passenger vi
ruses to humans through vaccina
tion. Before the discovery of pas
senger viruses in the live poliorme
litis vaccine, no tests had been

104
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made for these viruses in the pro-
duction of live viral vaccines.

None of these dangers exist in
killed viral vaccines. The rush to
produce human vaccines containing
live viruses is distressing to many
virologists (there are many live
viral vaccines in the experimental
stage at the present time). A live
viral vaccine should be used only
if no effective killed viral vaccine
can be developed. However, this
has not been the case. Rather, live
viral vaccines are being publicized
and advocated for use over that of
proven effective killed viral vac-
cines. Examples are the live Sabin
poliomyelitis vaccine over that of
the killed Salk poliomyelitis vaccine
and the live measles vaccine over
that of the killed measles vaccine.
Instead of developing more live
viral vaccines, efforts could and
should in the opinion of most
thoughtful virologists--be applied
to developing effective killed viral
vaccines and administering these
for vaccination.

It takes no genius to realiLe the
far-reaching effect"; that these poten
tial hazard; could have on mankind
should they exist, and it has not
been shown that they do not exist.
Perhaps mankind has been lucky,
and the live vaccines administered
already will not...produce any ill ef-
fects in the human population.
hope so sincerely. Vet, this cannot
be a...sumo! ',One many of the ef-
fects of such vaccines may not ap-
pear for some time. Cancer and
genetic defecti, for example, may
take years to appear. Some. such

3$
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as birth defects, might have oc-
curred already, and this should be
investigated. The course that should
be taken now is to stop introducing
new live viral vaccines without ade-
quate testing.

I am not against vaccination. In
fact, I am one of the strongest ad-
vocates of vaccination and preven-
tive medicine. My plea is simple
do not use live viral vaccines when
effective killed vaccines are avail-
able.

The scientific and medical com-
munity, as a whole, and especially
virologists, immunologists, geneti-
cists, embryologists, cancer research-
ers, physicians and public health
workers should be greatly concerned
about live viral vaccination.

The publiclargely uninformed
on this subject to datemust be
protected against unsafe or ques-
tionable vaccines. My appeal is

to scientists and the medical pro-
fession to question the safety of
live viral vaccination until they are
utterly 3atisfied that no harm can
come to mankind through its use.

1Bablanian, R., Eggers, IL, Tamm,
I. Virology; 1965, 26, 100-113.
2Bablanian, R., Eggers, H., Tamm,
I. Virology, 1965, 26, 114-121.
'Nichols, W. Am. I. of Human Gen.,
1966, 18, 81-92.
'United States Public Health Serv-
ice, Regulations, Biological Prod-
ucts, title 42, Part 73, Publication
No. 437, Oct. 1, 1965.
'Wallace, R., Moyer, A. Proc. Soc.
Exp. Biol. Med., 1965, 119, 481 -

486.

Scittnc, DipsiJanuary. 1968
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ON MANDATORY ATTENUATED VIRAL VACCINATION

The human body should be considered sacrosanct. No foreign substances

should be introduced to a human's body without that human's consent. Vaccines

are foreign substances to a human body and, thus they should not be made man-

datory. To do so is wrong.

All vaccines are inherent with a certain amount of danger and the risks

involved on whether to take a vaccine -or not should be the decision of the

intended recipient and no one else. Some vaccines bre more dangerous than

others and the most dangerous type of vaccine is the attenuated (live) viral

vaccine. Attenuated viral vaccines are inherent with many very serious

dangers.

I will list some of these dangers for you: (1) the vaccine viruses may

revert to virulence and cause the very disease for which the vaccine had been

meant to prevent, (2) the vaccines may be contaminated with other viruses and

these viruses could cause disease, (3) the vaccine viruses could cause cancer,

(4) the vaccine viruses could cause mutations, (5) the vaccine viruses could

cause chromosomal aberrations, (6) the vaccine viruses could cause birth

defects, (7) the vaccine viruses could cause new diseases.

Attenuated, or live, viral vaccines contain live, infectious viruses.

These viruses infect the body's cells. They can infect cells in three dif-

ferent ways: (1) active infection, (2) masked infection and (3) latent

infection. So, in reality, mandatory vaccination is forcing people to become

infected with viruses without any choice on their wt. These viruses can be

transmitted from generation to generation in human; by a variety of ways:

(1) through the human egg. (2) through the human sperm, (3) through the
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human placenta and (4) through human maternal milk. In effect, we are

performing biological pollution of humans,On purpose whin we make people re-

ceive these vaccines. We are seeding not only the present generations but ,'

future generations, as well, with viruses of known and unknown potential

harm. This may be unbelievable but it is true! Our knowledge of viruses and

viral infection is so meager, at present, that we should proceed with great

caution about anything involving viruses. Yet, we are blindly administering

these viruses en masse to humans mandatorily. Any virologist, worthy of

bearing that name, should know that infectious vaccine viruses are inherent

with many dangers to a recipient. Such mandatory vaccination should be stopped

immediately!

I have been critical of attenuated viral vaccination for the last twenty-

four years and in those twenty-four years the knowledge and experience gained,

during that time, has confirmed all of my fears about these vaccines.

At present, there are four attenuated viral vacines which are mandatory

in most states of this country. They are required before Children may enter

public school. These vaccines are the attenuated poliomyelitis vaccine (Sabin),

the attenuated measles vaccine, the attenuated mumps vaccine and the attenuated

three-day measles (rubella) vaccine.

I will list for you some of the dangers in these vaccines. These are

facts which we know now about 'these vaccines:

I. Sabin Vaccine (live polio vaccine)

1. It causes many mutations.

2. It causes many chromosomal aberrations.

3. It causes cancer in laboratory animals.

4. it causes cancer in cultured human cells.

5. It reverts to virulence.

1.07
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6. It contained, at first, a contaminating virus called the SV40.

Many millions were infected with SV40.

7. It kills human embryonic cells.

This is what is known now about SV40.

1. It causes many mutations.

2. It causes many chromosomal aberrations.

3. It causes cancer tn laboratory animals.

4. It Causes cancer in cultured human cells.

5. It kills human embryonic cells.

II. Attenuated (live) Measles Vaccine

1. It causes many mutations.

2.. It causes many chromosomal aberrations.

3. It causes cancer in laboratory animals.

4. It contains contaminating viruses (the leukosis viruses)

which causes cancers in birds.

III. Attenuated (live) Mumps Vaccine

1. It causes mutations.

2. It causes chromosomal aberrations.

3. It is contaminated with leukosis viruses.

IV. Attenuated (live) Rubella Vaccine

It causes mutations.

2. It causes chromosomal aberrations.

3. One type of the vaccine can be contaminated with leukosis

viruses.
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EXHIBIT 4

4. It is not known that these viruses do not cause birth defects in

humani because it has not beet' tested. 'let the very purpose of

this vaccine is to prevent birth defects,

Thee is the poosibility, also, that mandatory attenuated viral vaccination

may be the cause of the surge in new diseases arising in the world. In the

last twenty years about a dozen new diseases hpve arisen on this planet

which never existed before in this world, The time of onset of them. new .

diseases correlates well with` the time of initiation of nandatory attenuated

viral vaccination en masse to the public. .

The fad of administering attenuated viral vaccines began in 1961 with the

Sat,in poliomyelitis vaccine and has continued unabated with many moresattenu-

ated viral vaccines being given since that time. The first new disease, called

Reyes' vndrome, appeared in 1963. By this time, millions of humans had been

vaccinated with the Sabin vaccine.

These new diseases may be the result of new viruses being produced in

recipients' cells because of viral gene recombination occurring between two,

or more, different viruses infecting the same cell. When this happens a

different virus is created which will ive different characteristics and,

the'efore, could have the ability to cause new disease. Some of the new

diseases which have arisen within the last twenty years, in addition to Reyes'

syndrome, are lassa fever, non A-non 8 heuatitis, Ebala hemorrhagic fever,

Kawasaki disease, Marburg disease and acc!uired immune deficiency Syndrome

(Allis). Millions of humans are now harboring different vaccine viruses within

their cells making it very probable that v...ral gene recombination can occur

amung these vaccine viruses and other infective viruses.

Only one of these dangers shou'd he enough reason to ban attenuated viral

thes. However, we have made these types of vaccines mandatory and are
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Introducing them into the bodies of our children. It is appalling and

incrediblel

The damage that has been done to humanity already through the mass

administration of attenuated '4iral vaccines is incalculable. This damage

could result in genetic defects, malignancies, birth defects, new diseases

and other, as. yet, unknown damage.

it is imperative that mandatory attenuated viral vaccination be abolished.

The answer, to damages caused by vaccination, is not to be found in insuring

recipients of vaccines, because no amount of money can reimburse for illness

or death, but by abolishing mandatory vaccination. The legislative bodies of

this country should strive vigorously to enact a law abolishing the administra-

tion of all attenuated viral vaccines as soon as possible.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity inform you of the dangers of

vaccination. I am must grateful.

.dc:4)e 4%42

Professor of Microbiology

Richard de Long, Ph.D.

Del Mar College

Corpus Christi, Texas
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SUMMARY DP SERIOUS ADVER iE REACTIONS TO DTP

AS REPOUED IN FIR RE:ENT U.S. STUDIES

Study Ho

Reaction

Cry):15/St..-eaming Seizure HiPotoniclty/iworesponLlveness

1 0 0 0

2 591/1232 (48%) 0 0

3 4/253 (29%) '0 0

4 80/481 (18%) 1.1481 (0.2%)

5 505/15752 (3%) 9/15762 10.06 %) S/1:752 (0.06%)

1. Hopkins, R.S. Reactions to DTP Vaccine, by Lot an Manufacturer: Results of a

Survey in Montana. Third International Symposia on Pertussis, 300-303.

2. Barkin, R.H., Pichichero, P.E. (1979).
Diphtheria-Pertussis-Tetanus Vaccine:

Reactogenicity of Commercial Products.
Pediatrics, 53, .2.S5-2G0.

3. Murphy, M.D., Rasnack, J., Dickson, N.D., Dietch, K., and Brunell, P.A. (1983).

Evaluation of the Pertussis Components of Diphtheria-Tetads-Pertossis Vaccine.

Pedfat-fcs, 77, 200-205.

4, 14,t6, U. Lc-aryi, K,:., VcIlroy, V.A. (1982). Reactions to t/.phthera., Pert...

Tetz.nt.s II:unization in Chilcrer. Amb.;:atori Pa::fatric ASSC,CiLtiQt

;:strect, Fzse

5.
Cody, C.L., Baraff, L.J., Cherry, J.D., Marcy, and C.R. (196;).

arc: 'I'tes of Adverse
Reactions Associated 1.ith CTF and D7 In:-Jnizat jars

:rfv:s Pe,:;atrics, 66, 650-6C0.
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EXEIIIIT 4 p. 11

HOW DO
THE VACCINES WORK?

It is dangerously misleading and, indeed, the 'exact opposite of the
truth to claim that a vaccine makes us "immune" or protects us
against an acute disease, if in fact it only drives the disease deeper into
the interior and causes us to harbor it chronically, with the result that
our responses to It become progressively weaker, and show less and
less tendency to heal or resolve themselves spontaneously.

By RIClised Moskowitz, M.D.

What I propose Is simply to
investigate as thoroughly and

objectively as we can how the vaccines
actually work inside the human body,
and to begin by paying attention to the
implications of what we already know.

In paniculet, I would like to con-
sider in detail the process of 141114
with, and recovering from, a typical
acute disease, such as measles, in con-
trast with what we can observe follow-
ins the administration of the measles
vaccine.

We all know that measles is primari-
ly a virus of the respiratory tract, both
because it a inhaled by susceptible per-
sons unon contact with infected
droplets in the air, and because these
droplets are produced by the coughing
and sneering of a person with the
disease

Once inhaled by a susceptible per.
son. the measles virus then undergoes a
long period of silent multiplication,
tint in the tonsils, adenoids, and ac-
cessory lymphoid tissues or the naso
pharynx: later in the regional lymph
nodes of the head any neck; and
eventually. several days later. it passes
into the blood and enters the spleen,
the burr, the thymus. and the hone
mallow. the "%nectar organs of the
tmmune system Throughout this -In

cubatlon" period, which lasts from 10
to 14 days, the patient usually feels
qu. ;e well, and experiences few or no
symptoms.'

By the tints that the first symptoms
of measles appear, circulating Intl-
bodies are already detectable In the

By "tricking" the body
in this fashion
(vaccines), we have
accomplished what the
entire immune system
seems to have evolved
In order to prevent; we
have placed the virus
directly into the blood
and given it Ire* and
Immediate access to
the major immune
organs and tissues,
without any obvious
way of getting rid of it.

blood, and the height of the Imp
tomatoloey coincides with the peak of
the antibody vsponse In other
words, the ''illness" is simply the
definitive effort of the immune system

to clear the virus from the blood.
Equally noteworthy Is the fact that the
virus Is eliminated by sneezing and

i.e.. via the same route
kb it entered in the first

Nue.
It Is *Admit that the process of

mounting an acute iUneas like the
measles. no less than recovering from
it, involves a general mobilization of
the entire Immune system

Such Illnesses are In fact the decisive
experiences In the normal physiologic
maturation of the Immune system as
whole in the life of a healthy child. For
not only will the child who recovers
from the measles never again be
susceptible to It,' such an experience
also cannot fall to prepare the in
dividual to respond even more prompt-
ly and effectively to any infections he
may acquire in the future. The ability
to mount a riotous acute response to
organisms of this type must therefore
be reckoned among the most fun-
damental requirements of general
health and well-being.

In contrast, when ar, artificially at-
tenuated virus such as measles is in-
jected directly Into the blood, by
passing the normal portal of entry. at
most a brief inflammatory reaction
may be noted at the injection site. or in
the regional lymph nodes; but there is

Continued on pose Id

10 HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

no "incubation period" or local con-
tact at the normal portal of entry and,
conrequently, very little possibility or
eliminating the virus via the same
route.

Even more important is the Mt that
the virus has been artificially "at.
tenuated," so that It will no loftier in.
diate a sperserahrod infirm/story re-
sponse, or indeed any of the non-
specific defense rudsanisins that help
us to reamed to infection genaally. my
"tricking" the body In Ws fasikos, we
have acoornpilshed what the entire im-
mune system seems to have evolved In
order to prevent; we have placed the
virus directly into the blood and given
it free and immediate access to the
major immune organs and tiuues,
without any obvious way or getting rid
of it

The result is. indeed. the production
of circulating antibodies against the
virus, which can be measured in the
blood. but the antibody reseorise now
occurs as an isolated technical rest,
without any generalised Inflammatory
response of any noticeable improve-
ment in the general health or the
organism. Exactly the opposite. in
fact; the price that we have to pay foe
those antibodies if the persistence or
strut elements in the blood for pro-
longed periods or time, perhaps per.
manently, which in turn presupposes a
systematic weakening or our ability to
mount an effective response not only
to measles, but also to other acute in.
lections as will.

I ar from producing a genuine im.
mussy. then. the vaccines may act by
actually interfering with or Suppressing
the immune response as a whole. in
muih the UMe way that radiation,

For from producing a
genuine Immunity, the
vaccines may act by
actually Interfering with
or suppressing the
Immune response as a
whole.

ihernothtrapy. and totticosterolds and
other anti inflammatory drugs do Ar
edwal immumiation focuses on atm
no.ir production. a single aspect of the

immune process, and dtsarticulates it
and allows it to stand for the whole, in
much the same way as chemical sup-
pression of an elevated blood pressure
is accepted as a valid substitute foe a
g enuine rum of the patient whose
blood pressure has visa. Worst of all,
by makiim Is difficult or impossIbitt to
mount a vigorous, acute response to in-
fection, artificial Immunisation substi.
noes foe it a much weaker, chronic
response, with dale oe no tendency to
heal itself spontaneously.

Moreover, adequate models already
exist for midi:dog and explaining
what aorta of chronic disease are likely
to nook from the chronic, long.term
Persistence of viruses and other fallen
peados within the cells of the Immune
system. It has long been known that
live viruses, for example, are capable
of Airdrie' or remaining latent within
the host cells for years, without COO
tinually provoking acute disease. They
do so simply by attaching their own
genetic material as an extra particle or
"episospe" to the lame or the host
cell, and replicating along with it.
which Moen the hoe cell to continue
Its own normal functions for the most
part. but :moons on it additional in-
structions rot the synthesis or viral
proteins.'

Latent viruses of this type have
already been implicated in three
thstinrt types of chronic disease; name-
ly, I) eleverenr or catwalk .eivrt
tha- ases. suck as herpes, shingles.
warts, rte..' "elowvirus" diseases,
toe., subacute or chronic. progressive,
often raw conditions, such as kuru,
Creurfeldt-iakob disease subacute
sclerc.sing panencephalitis (SSPE). and
possibly GuillainBarre syndrome.'
and 3) rumors, both benign and malig-
nant.'

In any case, the latent virus survives
as a clearly "foreign" element within
the cell, which means that the Immune
system must continue to try to make
antibodies against it. insofar as It can
still respond to it at all. Because the
virus is now permanently Incorporated
within the genetic material of the cell,
these antibodies will now have to be
directed against the all itself.

The persistence of live viruses or
other foreign antigens within the ails
of the host therefore cannot rail to pro-
voke auto-immune phenomena. be
cause destroying the infected cells is
now the only possible way that this
constant antigenic chalien;,e can br
removed from the body. Since routine

EXHIBIT 4 p. 12
vaccination introduces live viruses and
other highly antigenk menial Into the
blood of virtuallY ever/ living per
it is difficult to maps the conclusion
that a significant harvest of auto-
immune diatoms mud auttenatically
result.

Sir Macfarlane Impel has observed
that the components of the Immune
system all Welkin as If they were col-
lectively deigned to help the organism
to discriminate "self" from
"non-selr; i.e., to help us to
moping and tolerate our own
and to identity and distaste foreign or
extraneous substance as completely as
possible.' T1t4 codas* Is exemplified
not only by the acute responee to larga
don, but also by the reiectket of
transplanted deem, oe "Itanospefts,"
both of which result In the comlihne
and permanent removal of the offend-
Ins substance front the body.

If Burnet Is correct, then latent
viruses, auto-immune phew:mien, and
mom would seem to represent dif-
ferent aspects or the same bask cIllan-
ma, which the immune system can
neither escape OW resolve. For all or
them presuppose a results depot or
chronic immlint failure, a state In
which It becomes difficult or impossi-
ble for the body either to recognize its
own cells as unambiguously Its own, or
to eliminate Its Parasites as on-
equivocally foreign.

In the case or the attenuated measles
virus, it is era difficult to Imagine that
introducing it directly Into the blood
would continue to provoke an anti
body response for a considerable
period or time, which Is doubtless the
whole point of (ivies the vaccine; but
that eventually, as the virus succeeded
in attaining a state of latency within the
cell, the antibody response would
wane, bra because cireidatina anti-
bodies cannot normally cross the cell
membrane. and because they an also
powerful ImmunosuPcreuive agents In
their own right."

The effect or circulating antibody
will thereafter by mainly to keep the
virus within the cell; i.e., to continue to
prevent any acute Inflammatory re-
sponse, until eventually, perhaps under
circumstances of accumulated stress or
emergency, this precarious balance
breaks down. antibodies begm to be
produced in large quantities against the
crib themselves, and frank auto-
immune phenomena or necrosis and
tissue destruction suiserven*- Latent
viruses, in this sense, are like biological



time bombs," set to expend( at an in
determinate time in the future.

Auto-immune diseases. have always
seemed obscure. aberrant, and bizarre.
became it it not Mudded, obvious
ashy the body 'Muhl suckle* Wiles to
snick and destroy Ns awe demos.
They make a lot more MN mil, 1a
Med. must be roamed as "tsalshY."
if destrmias the deltaic* Welded
cella le the oily ptalble say of
ellednatial an ems more Wove throat
to lift; nasally, the porsteleme of the
rarely eatlasake demise whais the
cella of the boat.

Tumor formatiwe could then be
understood as deeply a more advanced
NW of chromic OnlI11$1111 failure,
accurding to the same model. Foe. as
lone as the WM1410)4004, mos-
mous sad waremialas mime to
make antibodies whoa *air. that
response will staametically toad to
become less and less effective.

Eventually. under stress of this
magnitude. the 14110-111SMIIIW Mech..
nism could easily break down the
point that the chronkally infected and

...what we have done
by artificial
Immunization is
essentially to trade off
our acute, epidemic
diseases of the past
century for the weaker
and far leas curable
chronic diseases of the
present, with their
vmortizable suffering
and disability.

tenet wally transformed ails. no longer
dearly "self" or "non.self." begin to
free themselves from the normal
restraints of "histocompatibillty"
within the architecture of the Sur
rounding cells, and begin to multiply
autonomously at their expense

A tumor could then be described as
"benign." insofar an the breakdown of

oms.atibtlity remains strictls,
',abject to the tissue of origin. And
.111.11 gnant." tntOrar as it begins ie

sine.. I to other ...ell types, 'issues. and
esen in more remote arras

.strilixlanor nigh simply represent the
:tat! . al ,an of the irus from ils latent
rna into a more Elite mode Anvil
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with less inflarnrnation and more tissue
destruction that the original wild-type
lafecdmi.

ff whal I ea reuse Owas out to be
tree, dam what we have dose by ar-
tificial immunisation Is mode* to
trade off our arum *dm* diatom
of the paw 13111titey foe the Imam Rod
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prowl, with their sommisabie saffm-
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Mr. KUPAIHCCK. No. 2, Dr. Robert Mende!sohn, formerly national
director of Project Headstart, Medical Consultation Service, and
chairman of the Medical Licensing Committee for the State of Illi-
nois. Dr. Mendelsohn's three best-selling books, "Confessions of a
Medical Heretic," "Male Practice: How Doctors Manipulate
Women," and "How to Raise a Healthy Child in Spite of Your
Doctor," establish him as a leading critic of compulsory vaccination
programs in America.

No. 3, Dr. Anthony J. Morris, who was fired from the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration for blowing the whistle on the swine flu
fiasco.

No. 4, Dr. Kevin C. Geraghty, founder of Physicians for Study of
Pertussis Vaccine.

No. 5, Dr. Richard Moskowitz, M.D., a leading homeopathic phy-
sician.

Madam Chairman and distinguished members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to address this committee. The issue
of compulsory vaccinations and the proposed compensation bill, S.
2117, are of great concern to me.

It has been said throughout the transcripts of the previous hear-
ings and in the proposed bill, S. 2117, that Congress has found that
there has been a longstanding effort to promote childhood vaccina-
tion by the Federal Government and to encourage States to adopt
and enforce mandatory preschool vaccination laws. In the opening
statements of the July 22, 1983, hearing you, Senator Hawkins,
said that all 50 States have implemented legislation making immu-
nization mandatory for school attendance. Because school attend-
ance is required by law, parents must have their children immu-
nized or face criminal prosecution. Refusing vaccination is difficult,
if not impossible.

I am the father of six beautiful children. I well know the situa-
tion. I am addressing this committee not as a parent of a damaged
child, but as a parent who is at this time being criminally prosecut-
ed for not having my three school-age children vaccinated for
school attendance. After attending school for 30 days last fall, they
were barred from school and I was charged with truancy. See ex-
hibits A and Al, "Opposing Compulsory Immunization."

My wife and I object to vaccines for reasons of personal beliefs,
scriptural beliefs, and conviction of conscience. These beliefs have
been longstanding, over 15 years. Our scriptural beliefs are our
own, not that of a tenet of an organized religion.

When damages occur from vaccines, it is a most traumatic expe-
rience for a parentheart rendering, to say the least. We have per-
sovally wept with parents who once had healthy, active children.
Suddenly after their child was immunized, they were faced with a
child that had seizures, limpness, and once even death. As all too
often happens, the doctors' reports did not link the child's injuries
or death with the vaccines.

There are tnose whose children are not immediately disabled by
vaccines. However, these parents have little chance of seeking com-
pensation when the vaccine-related injury results in some degree of
learning disability, arthritis, or other maladies that decrease the
quality of life. The parentsvmust accept the burden of special tutors

4
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or therapy. It becomes very difficult to link the causes of these in-
juries to vaccines.

Are these perhaps the frivolous lawsuits mentioned in the 1980
Office of Technology Assessment Report? See exhibit 1, "Compensa-
tion for Vaccine and Related Injuries," page 16, paragraph 2. T do
not think any parent would call these lawsuits frivolous.

A compensation program has been discussed by the Government
and drug companies since 1979. It was said that, because of the
lawsuits brought against drug companies and other parties, where
plaintiffs won large judgments against the drug manufacturers, the
Office of Technical Assessment suggested that it may be desirable
to establish a federally operated program to compensate vaccinees
..,,,.red as a result of the public immunization program.

In the 1980 OTA technical memorandum, the informed consent
formssee exhibits 2, 2A, and 2Bwere discussed. The assumption
of the duty to warn was done at the insistence of the vaccine man-
ufacturers who would not continue to produce for fear of liability.

S. 2117 addresses the need for better information to be dissemi-
nated to the parents and to encourage full discussion between the
health provider, the one who administers the vaccine, and the par-
ents.

On the "Important Information Forms" it states that one has
had the opportunity to read the forms and ask questions to their
satisfaction. It then states that you believe you understand the ben-
efits and risks of the vaccines and that you requestI repeat re-
questthat these shots be administered to your child. To request
something means that you desire it.

What is the purpose of wording the form in this manner when a
parent has no choice short of vaccination or prosecution? See ex-
hibit 3.

Request implies that you have been able to make a decision.
Duty to warn and informed consent imply that the recipient has a
right to refuse. This is not the case, though. The OTA study of 1980
reports that getting the parents to take the time to read all the in-
formation on the forms has been a problem.

From our own experience, we have found that most parents do
not read the forms because there is no choice. They have told us
that, even though they question the safety of the shots and would
rather not have their children get them, if they choose not to have
the shots, they would "nd up in court, being publicized, ridiculed,
or called a radical.

If any of you saw the documentary, "China's Only Child," on
PBS networks, the same situation will ring a bell. A mother, 6
months pregnant with her second child, dearly wanted to keep her
baby. However, without special permission, that becomes almost
impossible. She and her husband were hassled and put before the
block committee, and, finally, under duress, gave in to having an
abortion. The mother, with tears in her eyes, letting us know full
well that she did not want the abortion, was forced into signing a
form saying that she requested that the abortion be performed.
This story takes place in Communist China.

Our story takes place in a democratic society. Is there an urgen-
cy to provide better health forms and information sheets because
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the only way that an injured party can legitimately sue is if they
can prove that the Government'd warnings are inadequate?

This is what the OTA recart states, page 2, paragraph 1. In-
formed consent and duty to warn imply that the potential vaccin-
ees can refuse the vaccination. On page 17 of the 1980 OTA report
it states:

What is a more serious weakness in the.Government's defense strategy is the con-
tention that a properly warned vaccine r^cipient has assumed all risks of injury.
Such an argument does not make sense, howeve., unless the vaccinee can refuse the
vaccine. But vaccination is mandatory in many states for school entry [which itself
is mandatory] and refusing vaccination in these cases is very difficult.

Are parents ever going to be given the right of a true, informed
decision? Or, are we going to continue to sign those consent forms
under coercion and duress to help the Government's defense strate-
gy and perhaps our Nation's economy? Are we to continue to sign
the consent form requesting the drugs under threat of criminal
prosecution?

At this point the vaccination is not an issue of whether the vac-
cines are good off' bad, not an issue of efficacy or safety, but it be-
comes an issue of basic human rights.

The fact that there is a compensation program being discussed
shows that injuries are not that rare. The Comptroller General's
report of June 1980 states that adverse reactions have been based
on estimates and ball park figures. Clinical studies have been done
on limited numbers.

Vaccines, in legal parlance, are known as unavoidably dangerous
products. The FDA categorizes them as drugs. Yet, even though
they are drugs, there is no personal prescription given to each and
every child vaccinated. Instead, this medical belief is administered
through legislative enactment and enforced through police power.

I am opposed to S. 2117. It, as well as any other compensation
bill, no matter how it is stated, would have the same detrimental
effect on people like myself. If the bill passes, the State has a
remedy at law for the damage created by the vaccine, thereby
strengthening the State's position for mandatory vaccination.

To save time of this committee, may I have my written testimony
and exhibits made a part of the record?

Senator HAWKINS. Surely.
Mr. KUDABECK. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much for helping us.
In answer to Mrs. Gary's question, why it was referred to the

Labor Committee, the Labor Committee has jurisdiction over labor,
health, education, employment, aging, handicapped, family and
human services, alcoholism and drug abuse, the National Science
Foundation, Legal Services, to mention a few. Health obviously is
the reason we are here.

Mrs. GARY. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. It may have some spillover into handicapped.
Mr. SchwartzJeff, you have really been fantastic in helping us

with solving this problem. I really believe that you are another
John Walsh in another problem. The cooperation of you and of the
mediaLee Thompson took an active role in making this known to
everyone, not just the people in this room, and I think that is what
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it takes to get the message out to the grassroots, so to speak, so the
parents have the right to make that decision.

You stated in your testimony today that physicians are still not
telling the contraindications to the proper authorities or to the par-
ents of the pertussis vaccine. What proof do you have that this is
true?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Senator Hawkins, you have already heard some
proof today from Donna Gary. I really want to commend her on
her testimony. About two weeks ago we spoke about the possibility
of my reviewing her draft testimony, since I am used to the way
Washington operates and she isn't. I'm just very grateful that I
didn't do that. I never saw her testimony or heard her testimony
before today. I think her testimony could not be improved. More-
over, it sets forth several cases of failure to observe containdica-
tions.

Unfortunately, as I told you, we get lots of letters from parents
whose children have been injured or even killed by the pertussis
vaccine. These letters indicate and a number of court cases con-
firm, that there have been and continue to be, numerous cases of
malpractice resulting from failure to observe the contraindications
against administering pertussis vaccine.

With the Senator's permission, instead of going over the terrible
details, I will simply submit for the record a letter which we sub
mitted to the Academy of Pediatrics on December 5, 1983, docu-
menting three court cases, decided cases or settled cases, and four
letters, because we didn't want to overwhelm the AAP we could
have sent many, many more than thatdocumenting instances in
which contraindications that everybody agrees on were violated.
We asked the Academy of Pediatrics to please notify their mem-
bers, take the leadership in getting the message out that these con-
traindications must be observed; otherwise, potentially catastrophic
results can occur. We would like to make this part of the record.

Senator HAWKINS. StP.ely.
[The letters referred to follow:]



or. Harry .lennIqr.n
1-e,uttve Di rector
tynri.to Acalemy of Pediatrics
P.o. fa.ar 1014
1801 Herman Ave.
tvanston, II. 60 ?04

Dear Dr. Jennison:
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Dissatisfied Parents Together News
Sol 563, 1377 K St. N.W., Washinglii D.C.. 20005

Deoerrter 5. 10R3

The purf.ese of this letter is to collo., up on the request WM.-111/4e made
in the (*nurse of our meeting on November 70. 19113, with Drs. Wehrle and
ILI-Her-1y and yourself. Snecifically, wr asked that the American Academy of
pediatrics consider issuing a letter, advisory or bulletin lot adoptire and
'ha:re:rating a resolution or 1n1icy statement) to members of the Aradee on
the critical inportance of scrupulous observation of the contraindications to
administration of all vaccines, but particularly whole cell pertussia vaccines
(such as the DTP vaccine).

we do not mean to presume to dictates the form by which the MP should
Ne.t...efeafe with its InTrilere on this matter. We would respctfglly request.

h....wet, that the cearrunicaticn be in writing and go to each wrier of the
(We were pleased by the pnasihility, suggested I believe by either

( r. Wehrle or Haggerty, of a joint crrenunication by the MP and the MET to
!, meters of trIth groups.) If possible, we would encourage similar et-mini-
., 1,,n to he prepared (perhaps by N'TP or ksTrio) for public,healt,h
1,,t: e- .krtors and nurses who administer vaccines, though we recognize
that the NW has neither the authority nor the responsibility for vaccine

in public clinics.

pe.ifically, we would hope that such a menzinication could include the
tol:cwine eleven's:

liattna of the eontrainclicaions now included in the
Pfri hook And AC1P policy for each of the vaccines;

roteg physicians to he sure to take a thorough medical
history before giving .1 child any vaccine;

rvetwodlog that a sufficiently onrer-ul examination be
tort's to each :hot to assure that the mils is

not suftering Iran any current infection or illness;

rznaencitof that of:I:in-:tans advise the parents before the
fyta cf the potentially trrieus reactions for which they

,nnuld be .defied Arv1 be sure to orstion patents carefully
.11,a: the feasible occurrence of a contraindicating reaction to
any previous vaccination; and
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esih . "her !soilage An in nerossery to AS,v1ro that duo
caution le ex rciand by physicians in deoidinq whether
to oAminirtter any additional vacninn after potentially
signifInant reaction to an earlier innnulstion.

140 recognize that nor arnup differs with the AAP Red Ronk C.-neut.... :In
It. inirrent .yetrsindinstions policion. i.e hnre that future spmoitunita will
ir.-en, itself to discuss these noncerna with the Red Rook Committee.
141..vor, thq purp,N of the present request is not to Reek A change in the
11,0 of rnntraindiretions to DTP vaorine. Rather, the purpose in to enlist
AAP's active efforts to rntify its rerhsrs of the need for careful adherence
to the current Red Book sni ACIP or ntrsindications.

of ossume, not event vaccination in the (am of a nnntraindinatinn
results at catastrophe, Rut on the paterlal in Attsctrent $l indicates,
Urfa. have been such titre. Even one such result in ton many, heoause this
part of the DTP proillim is avoidable. Yet as the illustrative excerpts from
parents' letters to us in Attachrent I? indicate. sow physicians, ipsthIps
many) appear to to unawsre or unntmervant of these contraindications, dospite
parents pleas for oration. We bOliOVO A strono effort by the AAP to bring
this pcpblem to the attention of its eerbers would ho a very positive step in
the rite! direction. Hopefully, Alan, any such written notice mild he
diRfratuted to nor parents AS won, thereby prnvidinq neeennary cnnsurer (AS
well as prnyidnrl education.

hh appreciate your considerattrin of this oapiest and uould he V1..10 to
wnrk with the AAP on this effnrt, lust AP WO hAVO on the Natinnsi Cluicthesol
Vaccima-Injury CcupensatIco Act.

tae: ?'ht 1.

144.,tt

Sincerely,

I3j?"S 5eLraA
Jeffrey P. Rcrartr, president
Dissatisfied Parents Together IRPTI
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ArrACI.141131" i -
.514eeT9., DEC iStoJ5 4-1,4) sarrcetnEkIrs ;#.1 cAS es
mvovermy art, VadcAulirtot.) IAJ rrie Filca Oi
CONTITANLIDte4rINg combirhdAIS

Wilson v. United States, U.S. District Court, N.D. Ca., No. C.A. CO0-13254, July 9,
Ifarr17r0IiTF inoculations at a U.S. Immunisation clinic from 1973 to

1975 . the shots were given by technicians . after the first shot, infant

began pealing approximately once a day . the jerking increased after the second ANis,

shot . after the third shot the jerking became more noticeable and frequent, the
child's eyes rolled backwards and he began having infantile spasms . the fourth

shot was given even though the child was on medlcction to prevent infantile spasms
. . as a result of his reactions to the pertussis component of the vaccine, the

child pow has en IQ of SO . . . child and his mother brought an FTCA action against
the US for failure to obtain her informed consent before giving the child the shots
. . mother vas never informed that brain damage was a rink of the shots
district court ruled in favor of the child and awarded $2,570,000 including

*10160,000 tOr future institutional cote; *610,000 for loss of future earnings;
110,000 for future medical expenses and $55,000 for past medical expenses . . ATLA

member William S. Schroder, Atlanta, Ca, Fop vvvvvtod plaintiff) (case vas settled
after trial . . . mother was awarded $350,000 . . . if child lives hie normal life
spar he viii receive $17 million)

'arson v. Eli Lilly, Mo., St. Louie Cir. Ct., 1974, 17 ATLA Name L. 119 (April 1974) (3

month old healthy infant boy began eerie. of OPT inoculations accompanied by oral poll,..

myelitis vaccine . .
no reaction to first injection . . . experienced a convulsion after

end injection one month later . . . 2 months later he received 3rd inoculation of one-half

dosage OPT . . . developed high fever with convulsons that evening . . . now has a recur-

tent convulsive disorder . . . he brought action against pediatricians and drug mfr,

alleging that warning on package insert vas inadequate . . . warning stated that if reac-

tion to any one dose was severe. the volume of subsequent doses should be reduced and

additional injections given to complete the administration of the recommended total dose

. . plaintiff alleged that warning against any further InoctIimg:ashould have been

'Oven since numerous articles in medical literature reported neu cal compilications

following injection of pertussis vaccine in some infants and indicated that Mal complica-

tions should be considered a contraindication to further inoculation . . . defendants

SETTLED (or $00,000 . . . ATLA member C. Marshall Friedman, St. Louis, Mo.. represented

tlokomb v. United States & Richardson - Merrell, U.S. Dist. Ct., S.D. W. Va. (filed in 197$, settled in
Tan. 19112)iplaintiff infant was given first DPT shot in 1976 at U.S. health clinic In West Germany ...
xrve had "excessive screaming" reaction ...no reaction to second shot ... third shot given at U.S. army
clinic in Virginia ... plaintiff suffered post-pertussis encephalopathy ... she brought suit against the
United States and the mfr of the vaccine, alleging that the mfr was negligent in not includin

g

the
excessive screaming reaction as a contraindication to further DPT shots in its 1976 literature and that
the U.S, was negligent in not warning plaintiff's parents not to have further DPI shots

g

iven to her
after she suffered this reaction and in failing to establish that she had a prior reaction before giving her
the third shot

. .. defendants SETTLED for 1600,000 ATLA member Monte Prieser, Charleston, W.
VA., represented plaintiff)
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A'T'liCifit-NT 12

fetter 111 - dated 1/3/h1

"I have a very big problem. . . . My pediatricians started my ftwinl
bow; on their 1st [LILT, shots on Friday, ortel-or 29, 1982 and on Monday,
Novenbr 1st, 1982, the biggest of my t.ovs started hiving seizures

.

'The child) was in a mild nom and seizures for 48 hrs. I have asked all the
dortors concerned in his rase if the shot rnuld have roused this. They tell
me more than likely not, vet I feel 67Wovoid my questions.

. . . My hiooest
ronrern is my pediatrician is trying to get me to give (both twins)
second shot. I am terrified And don't know what to dn. Sn could you please
send me some infonnItion . . as anon as possible, i can't hold my doctor off
without some wonder, but he's my child."

Letter 12 - dated 3/7/83

"Atrut 5 days rafter our son's second DPP shot) he started to have
staringspells lasting 45 sees, to 2 minutes. He was admitted to the
hospital, had a normal Encl and was discharged on Phenobarbitol. The sei7ures
stopped, In June of 1981, he was due for his third shot S. I again questioned
the doctors reminding them of the problem lour son) had with PTiZtirPF. Both
the pediatricians and neurologist wild the DPT shot had not contributed to
his seizures. To .satisfy me, they only gave him 11 of the third dose.
Needless to say, 5 or 6 days later the seizures started again more revere,
more prolonged and more frequent, He was hospitalized for 3 weeks and was
h1VIne up to 60 focal rotor seizures daily. tie was transferred to the ICU
when he eventually went into status seizures

"sae brought him home on 5 types of medicine daily. He was sleeping 20
hrs/uay and I felt we were losing him,

"I called the Mayo Clinic (anal after seeing (our son) And listening to
our story they agreed with what WP felt All along -- tar DPT inleciions had
entrihutod t', the start of lour son's1 seizure problems. They said there

was no way of proving that but it was very likely the cause.

"My husi,aed 6 I felt pangs of gult ever sinre. Why did I, especially
,:nc I am a nurse, allod him to get those DPT shot? Out, more importantly,
un did the doctors ignore rr when I reminded them. , . ;cor son) is still
uncontrolled sometimes having 20-30 seizures per day,"

:otter 11 - dated 3/1/81

"'cur son) was given his 1st IiM shot at 31/2 months, I was told only
'hit he might cry a little and he fussy. After A hrs. of high pitched crylnq

c-al l.-ct Dr. He said it the shot - nothing to worry about. lOur son)
finally exhausted himself and fell asleep after 12 hrs. of crying,

"re,-ond shot w,s elver at 41/2 nos. !filly 19891. within , hr.. 'het 1a.1
trrrp, r rolled - he sisigested a warm Kith. After the lmth leur
we : .t let() t (mind :7 ur min.) I didn't keet wt,t tt vas

e' the t t:1. Ca I ItKI -r - he said 'it was lust a wart ien to the stint.
If t warty.

"rhibl -31,t - ro

"!--urt!. !.ipt - tl ms,

tr: . 1,, rl . r* /p1411',. t".1`. 6 .tn .r:11 fn,'I I1! :. that to, no.: n,,r t
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mr.
x

N2HWARTZ. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. I believe you were here at previous hearings

when vice heard testimony from the administration, as well as the
Pediatrics Association, that they were now. printing a warning and
distributing that warning, signs to look for, and giving it to the
parents prior to having the child inoculated. Obviously, that is not
working universally.

Mr. SCHWARTZ. No, Senator Hawkins, it is not. The letters we re-
ceive continue to say, "Our doctor never told us that there was any
risk." Even the stories at the public health clinics, where supposed-
ly authorities are to distribute these totally inadequate information
forms, parents sometimes don't get them. They are rushed into the
thing. They don't get a chance to read them. They have no opportu-
nity to discuss the information. Their children aren't even given
exams of their ears and throats in many cases, I m an a simple
physical exam to ascertain whether they are currentl ill.

This system really can be mar'e a lot safer just wit the existing
vaccine if we honor the contraindications that are there, if we ex-
amine our children, if we ask some questions. These simple safe-
guards have been and continue to be ignored all too frequently and
everything has been assumed to be fine.

Senator HAWKINS. Could you discuss the vaccine injury table in
S. 2117?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Yes, Senator Hawkins. The vaccine injury table
is a concept that either HHS has misunderstood or deliberately dis-
torted. Now I know that they have high quality lawyers there and
they are able to read legislation. So that raises an interesting ques-
tion.

It is very clear that the vaccine injury table creates a presump-
tion. If a parent can demonstratethe parent has the burden of
proofthat a child fits into the conditions Jf the vaccine injury
table, then they would be entitled to compensation unless, by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence, the record demonstrates that there is
another better explanation for the child's illness or disability.

When HHS says "incontrovertible evidence" would be required
to show an alternative causation once a child fits within the condi-
tions of the table, that is simply wrong. That is not what the bill
says. I don't know where they got that. but that is not what the bill
says. If they would read page 20 of the bill, they would see what
the standard is in order to disprove a vaccine relationship

Also, if they want to know where we got this, the Academy of
Pediatrics came up with the idea for a vaccine injury table initial-
ly We met with them, and we said we like the concept of a pe-
sumptive table, so parents will know if they if their children will
be eligible for compensation or not. We has some problems with
the table that the AAP had initially devised because we didn't
think it correctly refleict the medical literature. So we looked at the
National Childhood Ehcephalopathy Study in England. I commend
it to the Health and Human Services Department because they
commended it to us. If they would read it again, they would find
that. it shows that statistically significant excess levels of convul-
sions with long-term consequences are occurring up to a week after
the DPI' immunization. That is what the study says.
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Their own study, the UCLA study, funded by the FDA, shows a
strong correlation with these kinds of reactions. Of course, the
UCLA study didn't look at reactions occurring more than 48 hours
after vaccination.

So when HHS says, "We don't know where we got this table," we
got them from the. places that HHS told us to consider. In fact, we
got a lot of the data from an HHS report from the National Center
for Health Statistics,, called "Estimated Cost of Selected Medical
Events Known or Suspected to be Related to the Administration of
Common Vaccines," April 1981. This is an HHS report.

Why were they doing studies on the cost of compensation for
events which don't occur?

Senator HAWKINS. Good question.
Mr. SCHWARTZ. Why haven't they read their own report? We

didn't make this up out of thin air.
There would be no compensation if a child has not suffered per-

manent damage lasting longer than a year or hospital expenses of
at least $2,500. That would have to be a pretty significant event, in
light of what is found in the National Childhood Encephalopathy
Study and their own study, the UCLA studynamely, a lot of par-
ents don't even hospitalize their kids or bring their kids to a doctor
when the children have a seizure. The parents may not even know
what a seizure is because the doctors haven't informed them of
what subtle neurological signs mean. So we are talking here of
compensation only for pretty major events..

HHS poses a worst-case notion here. I mean, they really create a
strawman in their testimony when they say, if all these children
could come in, they could all get scads of money, lawyers' fees
could added up, children could all get compensation for pain and
suffering, and that is why we shouldn't pass the bill.

Well, if they would look at the safeguards of the bill, I think the
safeguards are there to prevent the Treasury be looted. I think
their real fear is that they know the truth. In their hearts theyknow the truththere are many hundreds of children out there
who will be entitled to compensation because they have been se-

.. verely injured by these vaccines, and HHS doesn't want to admit

Senator Hawkins, if you will bear with me, I just want to read to
you something from Science magazine that goes to the issue of
fillS's willingness to admit the truth.

The article from Science says:
Federal responsibility for the development of new vaccines is notably imprecise.

Besides diffuseness of responsibility, the picture is also blurred by reluctance among
vaccine workers to discuss problems openly when they arise. This is because of the
understandable fear that public confidence in vaccines and vaccine authorities will
be eroded

None of this implies that faults have been covered up or that the public has been
conspired against in some kind of way but there are dangers that problems will be
do-emphasized in any system that discourages the fullest possible discussions, as
some believe has been the case

For instance. a recent article on -Reactions with Viral Vaccines- says. "There
has been a tendency on the part of certain higher government circles to play down
an open discussion of problems associated with vaccines Perhaps this has been
overdone Scientists now find themselves in the position of balancing benefits of a
%accine against the risk. yet are in no position to judge what the long-term risks
are
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Then the article goes on to say that
The agency is failing in improving the quality of vaccines and assessing the

longer-term risks and benefits associated with vaccine use.

It says:
There has been curious inertia in seeking out or pursuing research data with im-

plications for a regulatory decision. Specific research areas in which the coverage is
moat commonly faulted are the improvement of existing vaccines, particularly,
among others, pertussis.

Now the thing that is most upsetting about this article in Sci-
ence, Senator Hawkins, is that it was written in 1972. We are in
1984. Will we be here again, reading that we need a safer pertuasis
vaccine in 1996?

Senator HAWKINS. Not if it's up to me.
I have three cosponsors for this bill. Senator Hatch bravely co-

sponsored it, Senator Slade Gorton from Washington, and Senator
Matsunagaso that is 3 of all of the 100 Senators. A lot of them
are waiting for the outcome, they tell me, of this hearing today, be-
cause there is some concern that, if we have compensation, we
should not allow the parents to sue, also. They want that removed.

If this bill were enacted, in your opinion, Jeff, do you think some
parents might switch to the compensation bill in lieu of the tort
suit?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. I truly believe, Senator Hawkins, that there
would be a number of parents who, if given the option, would
choose to go the route of the compensation option. Parents who
have children who are severely handivpped don't need the hassle
of a lawsuit too. They don't need all the pain and delays and ex-
pense, et cetera. All that parents want to do is protect their kids. If
they had a reasonably sure, reasonably simple, reasonably equita-
ble, and reasonably inexpensive,way to get compensation for their
children, I think lots of parents would choose that, even though
they might get less under that system than they might under the
tort system. But parents will insist on their right to choose what is
best for their children.

That is why we support the bill, even though it does not author-
ize punitive damages under the compensation system, even though
it authorizes no pain and suffering for the parents, because the
concern is for the children. Yes, I think many would switch. Yes, I
think that would save money. Yes, I think that would in the long
run be more just. But, again, the option to sue must be preserved.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
You indicated in previous testimony before the committee that

you had some correspondence written, answers to some questions
that you submitted to HHS. I wonder if you could submit them for
this record.

Mr. SCHWARTZ. We would be pleased to do so.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much.
[Information supplied for the record follows:]
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DEPARIMENT OF HEALTH 6 HUMAN SI Witt ES

Mr. Jeffrey Schwartz
Dissatisfied Parents Together
Box 563, 1377 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Schwartz:

P*I*, 1.,1111 4.01r.,

Cent,..v,04 Con401
6*0111* k1.133

July 20, 1983

Enclosed are answers from CDC and FDA to questions 1-7, 10 and 11 and partial
answers to question 9 contained in your letter of April 29. Because answers
to questions 8, the remainder of 9, and 12 will require legal review, they
will be submitted at a later date.

in its response to questions relating to pertussis vaccines and manufacturers,
FDA has included information on the three licensed companies (Connaught,
Lederle, 6 Wyeth) whiCh are currently engaged in interstate.commerce.
Information on the Michigan and Massachusetts products is not included
because, although they are also licensed, they are not distributing their DTP
products for sale interstate.

Enclosures

Sincere)

,Ae44-1-
Illter R. Dawdle, Ph.D.
iirector, Center for Infectious Diseases
aid

Chairman, Interagency Group to Monitor
Vaccine Development, Production and Usage
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1. PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO EACH REPORT OF A
POSSIBLE REACTION TO, SIDE EFFECT OF, OR COMPLICATION ARISING AFTER, THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ANY VACCINE CONTAINING PERTUSSIS WHOLE CELL OR EXTRACTED
MATERIALS, OF WHICH HHS DEPARTMENT (FDA, CDC, OR NIH) IS AWARE. . .

The monitoring system for illnesses following immunization operated by the
Centers for Disease Control and the form on which illness is reported are
described in Attachments 1-4. All forms received for the years 1979-81 'have
had identifying informktion removed and have been microfilmed. They are

available at a cost of $25.20 from the Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta,
Georgia 30333. These microfilms include most of the information requested in
Question 1 with the exception of: State and locality in which vaccine was
administered, nature of the licensure of the person administering the vaccine,
number': of pertussis inoculations received prior to this inoculation, and
followup beyond 1 week. All reports at CDC 1972-1982 have been received on
these forms which have been submitted through State health departments. 1982

forms are in process of being readied for microfilming; it is anticipated that
they will be available before the end of this fiscal year. To our knowledge,
reactions to DTP reported to CDC before 1978, are in the Federal Record Center
and may be in labeled files although individual reports, letters, or memoranda
may have been filed with other materials. the best of our knowledge all
reports made to State or 'Jul health departments of significant adverse
reactions following DTP vaccination would have been reported to CDC or to tne
Office of Biologics, FDA. Information concerning adverse reactions to
pertussis containing vaccines reported to FDA for the years 1977 through 1983
from a variety of sources are in Attachment 5.

2. WITH RESPECT TO "REPOOLING" Or "REWORKING" OF VACCINES CONTAINING
PERTUSSIS WHOLE CELL OR EXTRACTED MATERIALS, PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION:

(a) A COPY OF RELEVANT FDA REGULATIONS, GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES,
ADVISORIES, ETC, GOVERNING THE "RFPOOLING" OR "REWORKING" OF
SUCH VACCINES;

(b) A BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH "REPOOLING" OR
"REWORKING" OF THE VACCINE IS PERMITTED UNDER CURRENT FDA
REGULATIONS, GUIDELINES, ETC. AND OF THE LIMITATIONS ON
"REPOOLING" OR "REWORKING" WHICH ARE IN EFFECT UNDER THOSE
REGULATIONS, GUIDELINES, ETC,;

(c) THE NUMCER OF TIMES A PERTUSSIS-CONTAINING LOT OR BATCH MAY BE
"REPOOLED" OR "REWORKED" IN WHOLE OR PART;

There are no published regulations or guidelines which deal specifically with
the "repooling" or "reworking" of pertussis vaccines. However each
manufacturer has a specific internal procedure which he follows. Vaccines

which have been "repooled" or "reworked" are assigned a new lot numbcr. That
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lot is then subjected to all tests and procedures required for the release of
a new vaccine lot. ThoseTistS results are recorded in the product protocol
and in the records retained by the manufacturer.

(d) THE MANUFACTURER'S NAME, BATCH AND LOT NUMBER FOR EACH
PERTUSSIS-CONTAINING VACCINE WHICH HAS BEEN "REPOOLED" OR0
"REWORKED" AT LEAST ONCE, SINCE 1/1/50;

Information identifying vaccine lots that have been "repooled" or "reworked"
is not held by the Office of Biologics, but is a part of the manufacturing
record retained by the manufacturer.

(e) WHETHER "REWORKING" OR "REPOOLING" CAN UNDER SOME CIRCUMSTANCES
RESULT IN THE VACCINE'S REACTOGENICITY OR NEUROTOX'ICITY
INCREASING (AND, IF SO, THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THIS MAY
OCCUR).

There are no data of which we are aware to support the possibility that
"repooling" or "reworking" can increase a vaccine's reactogenicity.

(f) THE MANUFACTURER'S NAME, BATCH AND LOT NUMBER FOR EACH
PERTUSSIS-CONTAINING VACCINE WHICH FAILED EITHER THE POTENCY OR
TOXICITY TESTS (OR BOTH) WHEN TESTED EITHER BY THE MANUFACTURER
OR BY THE FDA (SINCE 1/1/50 - PRESENT).

All vaccine lots which are submitted to the Office of Biologics (0B) with a
release protocol have passed all of the manufacturer's tests including those
for potency and toxicity. Occasionally a manufacturer may submit a sample for
concurrent testing at OB and at the manufacturing facility. Such lots are not
considered for release until a protocol wiLn all of the required information
is submitted by the manufacturer. In some instances, concurrently tested lots
are withdrawn by the manufacturer and not submitted with a release protocol.
Data most readily available at OB are presented in Attachment 6, and include
the manufacturer's name and lot number for each vaccine containing a pertussis
vaccine component submitted with a release protocol that has failed the OB's
tests for pertussis potency and/or toxicity since 1978. To provide data prior
to 1978 would require a laborious search of records some of which are in
storage in the Federal Records Center.

.

3. 'A) PLEASE SUBMIT ONE COPY EACH OF ALL DOCUMENTS WHICH FORMED THE
MS'S FOR INITIAL FDA LICENSURE DECISIONS WITH RESPECT TO EACH
CURRENTLY LICENSED PERTUSSIS-CONTAINING VACCINE SOLD IN THE
UNITFD STATES. (IF THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY AND
PROVIDE FULL CITATIONS TO THE RELEVANT DOCUMENTS.)

Copies of all documents which formed the basis for initial licensure decisions
with respect to each licensed pertussis-containing vaccine current* sold in
the United States are found in Attachment 7. It should be noted at the time
of licensure of these DTP vaccines, some manufacturers obtained a license for
each individual component of a combined vaccine, prior to filing a license
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application for the combined product. Therefore, we have enclosed a copy of

the appropriate component's approval documentation to supplement the .

manufacturer's initial license approval for DTP.

(b) PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ADVERSE REACTION DATA SUBMITTED BY THE VACCINE
MANUFACTURER (WHICH WAS REQUESTED TO PROVIDE SUCH OATA BY THE
FDA) IN RESPONSE TO THE FINAL REPORT OF THE PANEL ON REVIEW OF
BACTERIAL VACCINES AND TOXOIDS (AUG. 1979).

Attachment 8 responds to this request.

4. (a) PLEASE PROVIDE ALL INFORMATION WHICH TENDS TO SHOW WHETHER THE
ELI LILLY COMPANY'S TRISOLGEN PRODUCT WAS MORE
REACTOGENIC/NEUROTOYIC, LESS REACTOGENIC/NEUROTOXIC, OR ABOUT
THE SAME AS WHOLE Cat PERTUSSIS-CONTAINING VACCINES.

Trisolgen is the trade name of a DTP adsorbed vaccine manufactured by Eli

Lilly. The pertussis component of this product is an extracted, rather than a
whole-cell, antigen. This vaccine was distributed from the early 1960's until
the mid 1970's, at which time Eli Lilly ceased the manufacture of most
biologics. There are few published studies of which we are aware in which
this vaccine was compared to whole cell vaccines. In the report of Weihl ct

al., (Am. J. Dis. of Children 106: 124, 1963) there are data which indicate
that children who received the extracted vaccine (Trisolgen) had fewer febrile
reactions (defined by these investigators, as febrile responses greater than
0.5 degrees above normal) and fewer local reactions at the site of injection
than did children given any of four different whole-cell vaccines. Serious

neurological reactions were not described.

This product was reviewed by the Panel on Review of Bacterial Vaccines and
Toxoids (see Final Report, Volume 1. August 1979, pp. 293-297). In their

report, they state "in the matter of safety, the data give the general
impression that the vaccine containing extracted pertussis antigen is somewhat
less reactive than whole-cell pertussis vaccine in terms of local and minor

systemic reactions. There is not sufficient basis to assume that this vaccine
is any more or less safe than whole-cell vaccines in terms of the very low
risk of serious encephalopathic reactions which accompanies the use of

pertussis vaccines."

(b) PLEASE PROVIDE ALL INFORMATION ON THE
REACTOGENICITY/NEUROTOXICITv OF THE WYETH LABORATORIES'
EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT USING THE LILLY PRODUCTION-EXTRACTION
METHOD OBTAINED IN THE CLINICAL TRIALS OR OTHER STUDIES OF THIS

PRODUCT.

Recently, experimental extract vaccines, simulating this type of acellular

pertussis vaccine, were manufactured by Wyeth Laboratories. Clinical studies

from two centers comparing two types of the DTP products containing whole cell
vaccines were described by Brunell at a workshop on new pertussis vaccines

(Brunei! 1982) (Attachment 9). Data from one of these centers in 105
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children were recently published by Murphy et al. (1983). The authors
describe four "notable" reactions. Two children who received extract vaccines
experienced episodes of irritability and screaming following the first
immunization. These children were given subsequent injections and were
reported to be developing normally one year after immunization. A third child
receiving an extract vaccine had a temperature of 40°C (1040 F) after the
third injection. One child given whole-cell vaccine also experienced a
temperature of 40°C and was found to have otitis media when examined the day
after immunization. These workers reported that no child had a convulsion or
shock-like episode. The results of studies with this vaccine performed at the
second center and also presented at the workshop have not yet been qublished.
These clinical trials have not demonstrated that the extracted vaccine
products are clearly superio- to the existing whole-cell vaccines.

(c) IN THE RONNEBFRGER AND ZWISLER ARTICLE REFERRED TO BELOW
(QUESTION 7a), THE AUTHORS STATE, "DPT-VACCINES WITH WHOLE
BACTERIA AS THE ANTIGEN PRODUCED ENCEPHALOMYELITIS IN E7.9% OF
THE LEWIS RATS AND 37.0% OF THE WISTAR RATS. AFTER INOCULATION
OF EXTRACTED PERTUSSIS ANTIGENS, ONLY 16.4% OF LEWIS RATS AND
5.7% OF WISTAR RATS SHOWED NEUROTOXIC REACTIONS." (P. 182) THIS
SEEMS TO SUGGEST THAT EXTRACTED PERTUSSIS VACCINES CAN BE LESS
NEUROTOXIC TO MAN THAN WHOLE CELL VACCINES. IN LIGHT OF THIS
INFORMATION, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU THINK THE WYETH EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCT CLINICAL TRIAL DATA DID NOT DEMONSTRATE THAT THIS
EXTRACTED VACCINE WAS "SUPERIOR TO THE EXISTING WHOLE CELL
VACCINE" FROM TEW STANDPOINT OF POTENTIAL

REACTOGENICITY/NEUROTOXICITY (ACCORDING TO DR. BRANDT'S JULY 21,
1982, LETTER TO REP. DAN MICA, QUESTION 15)?

Ronneberger and Zwisler reported on the ability of pertussis vaccines to
enhance the antigenicity of guinea pig spinal cord, a foreign central nervous
system (CNS) tissue, when injected into rats. Reaction against the injected
CNS tissue resulted in an experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE). This
way of inducing CNS disease experimentally is not a new idea. Use of
adjuvants along with neural tissues from a foreign species has been commonly
used for many years to study EAE. The Ronneberger and Zwisler article did not
deal with direct toxicity of a component of pertussis vaccine on the CNS. Tfil
EAE enhancing activity may or may not be related to other biological activity
such as potential neurotoxicity. The reduced rate of late weight gain in the
mouse weight gain test is the laboratory procedure which correlates with the
clinical reactogenicity of pertussis vaccine [for further discussion, see
response to question 5(a)]. In the discussion of their publication,
Ronneberger and Zwisler state that "The recommended bioassay showed good
correlation with the common toxicity tests performed with pertussis vaccines,
such as the mouse weight gain test or the leukocytosis tests, and the increase
of histamine sensitivity of mice." It is not clear that the procedure they
have used has any advantage over the types of tests currently used world wide
for this purpose. In addition, we should also note that the extraction
procedure used by lonneberger and Zwisler was not described in their article
and it is therefore difficult to make a meaningful comparison between their
extract vaccine and that produced by Wyeth.

1. 30
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Finally, as stated in our answer to question 4(b) above, the available

clinical data do not support the suggestion that the Wyeth experimental

pertussis vaccine was less reactogenic/neurotoxic than whole cell vaccine..

(d) HAS FDA DONE (OR IS FDA AWARE OF) ANY COMPARATIVE RISK-BENEFIT

ANALYSIS OF WHOLE CELL PERTUSSIS VACCINES AGAINST EXTRACTED
VACCINES? (IF NOT, WHY NOT? IS SUCH A .COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT

PLANNED? IF SO, WHAT DID THE ASSESSMENT SHOW?)

See response to questions 4(a) and 4(b) above.

5. IN DR. PETRICCIANI'S NOVEMBER 17, 1982, LETTER TO BARBARA FISHER, VICE

PRESIDENT OF DISSATISFIED PARENTS TOGETHER, THE STATEMENT IS MADE THAT,

"THERE IS NO LABORATORY PROCEDURE WHICH IS ABLE TO EVALUATE A VACCINE'S

TENDENCY TO PRODUCE ABNORMALLY HIGH FEVER, CONVULSIONS, COLLAPSE,
EXCESSIVE SCREAMING OR POSSIBLE BRAIN DAMAGE." (PAGE 4)

a. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THIS STATEMENT CAN BE RECONCILED WITH (i) THE
EXISTENCE OF THE PROPOSED ANIMAL ASSAY PROCEDURE RECOMMENDED FOR
PRECLINICAL TESTING OF PERTUSSIS VACCINES IN RONNEBERGER &
ZWISLER, "ALLERGIC ENCEPHALOMYELITIS IN RATS--TOXICITY ASSAY FOR
PERTUSSIS VACCINES'" FURTHER STUDIES IN THE ASSESSMENT OF TOXIC
ACTIONS, ARCH. TOX1COL., SUPP. 4, 179-183 (1980); (ii) THE
EXISTENCEWrPA'S NEURbTOXICITY TESTING GUIDELINES UNDER
SECTION 4 OF THE TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT; (iii) THE ANIMAL
TESTING MODEL/PROCEDURES USED BY STEINMAN, ET. AL., IN "MURINE

MODEL FOR PERTUSSIS VACCINE ENCEPHALOPATHY: LINKAGE TO H-2,"

NATURE, VOL. 299 (OCT. 21, 1982), PP 738-40; (iv) THE EXISTENCE
OF THE "OTHER LABORATORY ASSAYS FOR WHOLE CELL PERTUSSIS VACCINE

(INCLUDING) A TEST FOR MOUSE LABILE) TOXIN" WHICH ACCORDING TO
THE ABOVE REFERENCED LETTER TO MS. FISHER, ARE REQUIRED BY THE
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT: AND (v) THE NUMEROUS ANIMAL STUDIES OF
FEBRILE SEIZURES, ETC. REFERENCED IN NELSON AND ELLENBERG,

FEBRILE SEIZURES, NEW YORK: RAVEN PRESS (1981).

Th, statement was made because we are still unaware of any tests which are

capable of predicting the ability of a vaccine to produce abnormally high

fever, convulsions, collapse, excessive screaming, or possible brain damage.

any investigators have tried to define the components of vaccines which might

be involved in eliciting such effects. It is known that the vaccine may

contain a variety of biologically active substances, such as endotoxin (as do

other vaccines derived from gram negative bacteria) and LPF. A variety of

procedures have been utilized in Many laboratories in an attempt to evaluate

the "toxicity" of pertussis vaccines. Several of these tests were used in a

recent report by Hooker (J. Biol. Stand. 9: 493-506, 1981). She concluded

that based on her evaluation the "seven day weight gain test and the

hyperinsulinemia test appeared to be the most sensitive to differences between

vaccines." As you know, a mouse weight gain test has beer used for measuring

the "toxicity" of vaccines in some laboratories for many years. This type of
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assay is in use in the U.S. Some workers have shown that vaccines woich are
more reactive in this assay are associated with more reactions in children,
but others have found no such relationship (reviewed by Hooker). This assay
is often considered to be measuring the mixtures of toxic materials which may
be produced by B. pertussis, including endotoxin and LPF, and it is assays of
this type that are usenVoughout the world by biologics control agencies.

(i). The paper by Ronneberger and Zwisler (1980), as stated in our
response to question 4(c), extends the observations previously made by many
workers to show that pertussis vaccines when injected along with foreicei
central nervous system tissue, such as spinal cord, elicit an allergi
encephalomyeliti!. (EAE). As indicated above, these workers have reported that
when the neurotoxic activity, as defined by EAE, was compared to the toxicity
of a vaccine as evaluated by a mouse weight gain or histamine sensitizing,
assay, good correlation between tests was obtained. Although this type of
assay has been proposed as a tool for assessing the toxicity of per1wAls
vaccines, we are unaware that any data are available to correlate the results
of such a bioassay with the ability to predict the ability of a vaccine tc
induce neurologic reactions in infan's. The correlation of such an assay with
neurological events considered to be rare in number would be very difficult to
establish.

The CPA neurotoxicity testing guidelines relate to techniques for
developing data on morphologic changes in the nervous system for chemical
substances and mixtures subject to such testing under the Toxic Substance
Control Act (TOSCA). The types of tests included in these guidelines were
specifically tailored to the assessment of toxic substances defined in the Act
and are not directly transferable for the purpose of testing pertussis
vaccines for their ". . . tendency to produce abnormally high fever,
convulsions, collapse, excessive screaming or possible brain damage".

On the other hand, recent research with biological toxins has utilized more
specific and sensitive studies at the cellular, subcellular, and molecular
levels. Such studies may permit a better understanding of the physical and
chemical nature of a toxin, its interaction and effect on host target tissues
and eventually may allow the design of specific tests for such toxins.
However, it would be necessary to show that such tests correlate with clinical
reactions before they would be considered for routine use in control testing
of pertussis vaccines.

(iii). The paper by Steinman et al is of course of great interest. However,
as indicated in our comments above, we are not aware that any cbrrelation has
yet been made between the observations, and the ability of a vaccine to induce
severe reactions in children. These authors suggest that their model may
prc.ide insight into the pathogenesis of immunization-induced neurological
corrplications. We will be following this work with great interest. However,
it should be pointed out that the most effective method for solving the
problem of serious adverse reactions probably lies in the development of
improved vaccines. (See also our response to Question 5(b) below).
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(iv). As discussed above, many different laboratory assays have been

proposed for evaluating toxicity of vaccines, and different control

laboratories in different countries may use different procedures. WHO has

recopized (see Requirements for Pertussis Vaccine, Thirtieth Report WHO

Expert Committee on Biological Standardization. A.3.4.5. Toxicity Test.

1979) that no single test has been developed which can predict untoward

reactions.

The mouse weight gain test is a procedure that assesses the overall effects of

endotoxin, LPF, and dermonecrotic toxin. The Japanese government does require

other assays for pertussis vaccines which are not required in the

United States and we are not aware these are a routine requirement of any

other national control authorities testing of pertussis vaccine. Those

additional tests done in Japan include a test for mouse-leukocyte increasing

toxicity and a test for dermonecrotic (heat labile) toxin. At the time a

product license is approved in the United States, evidence is presented to

show that the method for inactivation employed by the manufacturer inactivates

the dermonecrotic 'axin of pertussis vaccine. Pertussis vaccines marketed

under U.S. license do not contain biologically active dermonecrotic toxin end

this is checked by the absence of early deaths in the mouse weight gain tests

done on each vaccine lot. The mouse leucocyte-increasing toxicity test done

by the Japanese measures the biological activity of LPF. This activity is

measured by the reduced rate of late weight gain in the mouse weight gain

test.

(v). The experimental systems described in Febrile Seizures relate to the

artificial induction of hyperthermia in animals, and the assessment of

subsequent seizures and pathologicalllesions. We are not aware of information

to suggest that if pertussis vaccines were used in those or other animal

tests, that any of themtould predict the ability of a vaccine to produce

abnormally high fever and seizures in humans. As pointed out by Dr. Vannucci

in Febrile Seizures,

"In addition, it is clear that what we do by inducing

seizures with fever in animals is vastly different from the

situation in human beings, simply because many children

manifest their seizures with fever at temperatures much

lower than those at which we are able to obtain seizures

animals. Even in the youngest and most susceptible
animals, one must induce temperatures well above those seen

in the clinical setting.

"Unfortunately, animals do not usually show us a graded

range of biological variation in response to different

levels of heat. Each species and age seems to develop

seizures at a specific level of temperature. Further,

seizure - susceptible, inbred strains are vulnerable only to

specific stimuli: audiogenic, seizure-susceptible animals

do not have seizures easily with fever. So as yet, we do

not have a good experimental model of febrile seizures in

the animal situation."
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The use of limited resources for the development and clinical testing of
improved vaccines would seem to be a more productive approach than to divert
those resources into research on an animal model for febrile seizures.
However, if a test is developed for febrile seizures which does provide good
correlations with the human clinical situation, it would be evaluated with
respect to its usefulness in testing current or new pertussis vaccines

(b) WHAT RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, OR OTHER STUDIES ARE CURRENTLY BEING
CONDUCTED BY, SUPPORTED BY, OR PLANNED BY HHS (FDA?, CDC? NIH?
OTHER?) TO DEVELOP AN ANIMAL TEST PROCEDURE WHICH CAN BE USED
EFFECTIVELY AS A PRELINICAL SCREENING MECHANISM TO DETECT
VACCINE LOTS WHICH TEND TO BE MORE NEUROTOXIC/POTENTIALLY
REACTOGENIC?

The agency uses animal models such as lymphocytosis in mice and histamine
sensitization in its evaluation of purified antigens and in its experimental
programs of evaluation of LPF antigen content of vaccines (see transcript of
Workshop 1982). These assays are being used to evaluate the bioactivity of
antigens which might be considered protective antigens.

The work of Steinman et al., was supported in part by an NIH grant (NS
18235-01). Researchers from England have begun studies of children who
develop complications from pertussis vaccine. They hope to identify a genetic
marker in humans which may help to identify a subpopulation of children who
are atigreater risk to reactions to the vaccine. The feasibility of
conducting retrospective or prospective HLA studies in humans in the United
States is under review by NIAID.

(c) WHAT CURRENT PLANS DOES HHS HAVE TO REQUIRE LICENSED
MANUFACTURERS TO UTILIZE ONE OR MORE LABORATORY TEST PROCEDURES
FOR EVALUATING A PERTUSSIS VACCINE'S POTENTIAL

NEUROTOXICITY/REACTOGENICITY (OTHER THAN THE MOUSE WEIGHT GAIN
PROCEDURE WHICH ADMITTEDLY IS INADEQUATE FOR THE ABOVE
PURPOSE)? WHAT CURRENT PLANS DOES HHS HAVE TO CONDUCT SUCH
TESTING ITSELF?

See comments under (a)(iv) above. At the present time, HHS has no plans to
require licensed manufacturers to include additional tests for licensed whole
cell vaccines.

As new scientific information is developed, FDA would consider performing
additional ast:tys on licensed products, and if there were a consensus that
they were meaningful, they would be proposed as new requirements.

6. IN DR. PETRICCIANI"S LETTER TO MS. FISHER REFERRED TO ABOVE, THE ANSWER TO
QUESTION 21 WAS AS FOLLOWS: TITLE 21 OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS,
SECTION 211.198 REQUIRES THAT MANUFACTURERS HAVE WRITTEN PROCEDURES
DESCRIBING THE HANDLING OF WRITTEN AND ORAL COMPLAINTS. BOTH THE 08 AND
THE CLNTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL RECEIVE REPORTS OF ADVERSE REACTIONS. THE
NATURE OF THEIR RESPONSE IS BASED ON AN EVALUATION OF THE REPORTED
REACTIONS."
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(a) PLEASE PROVIDE A COPY OF EACH OF THE WRITTEN PROCEDURES ADOPTED

BY WYETH, LEDERLE, AND CONNAUGHT IN CONFORMANCE WITH 21 CFR

211.198.

The provisions of 21 CFR 211.198 are part of the Good Manufacturing Practices

for Human and Veterinary Drugs with which manufacturers of licensed biological

products must comply. It was the intent of the agency when these regulations

were promulgated to provide manufacturers with as much latitude as possible

for efficient review of the drug product complaints. Thus, the manufacturers

are responsible for the development of their own internal written standard

operating.procedures in conformance with the requirements of 21 CFR 211.198.

Manufacturers are not required to submit copies of their written procedures
for handling oral and written complaints.

(b) WERE THESE PROCEDURES REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY FDA? (IF SO,

WHEN? IF NOT, WHY NOT?);

The written procedures are reviewed as part of the FDA inspection of licensed

manufacturers. Inspectors examine the procedures for adequacy in terms of
completeness, timeliness and follow-up action on all oral and written

complaints received. Any significant deficiencies are brought to the

attention of the responsible head of the establishment.

(c) WHAT SYSTEMS, TECHNIQUES, OR APPROACHES DOES FDA USE TO ASSURE

THAT THE COPANY'S PROCEDURES FOR RESPONDING TO COMPLAINTS AND
ADVERSE REACTION REPORTS ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED AS WRITTEN?

As indicated in accordance with Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations,

section 211.198, the manufacturer must establish and follow written procedures

describing the handling of all written and oral complaints regarding a drug

product. A written record of each complaint is maintained in a file

designated for drug product complaint. The file should include the following

information, where known: the name and strength of the product; lot number;

name of complainant; nature of complaint; and reply to complainant. When an

investigation of the product records is conducted, the written record should

include the findings of the investigation and follow-up. When an

investigation of the production records is not conducted, the written record

should include the reason that an investigation was found not to be necessary

and the name of the responsible person making the determination. The

manufacturers are inspected on a routine basis and the complaint files are

required to be readily available for inspection. The inspector can observe

the implementation of the manufacturer's written procedures for handling

complaints.

(d) IS TPE FDA AWARE OF ANY INFORMATION THAT THESE PROCEDURES ARE

t.OT BE:NG/OR HAVE NOT BEEN FOLLOtiED IN ANY CASE? IF SG, PLEASE

PROVIDE THAT INFORMATION?

An extensive search of the inspection files for each biologic product

manufacturer would be necessary to determine whether or not firms were ever

found to be deficient in a particular area of the regulations.
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A search of the inspection files for the last 5 years (1978=present) for the
three companies listed in question 6(a) failed to reveal any reported
deficiencies in the manner in which they handle complaints.

(e) IS THE FDA CONSIDERING EITHER REVISING SECTION 211.198 TO
REQUIRE MORE EXTENSIVE FOLLOW-UP BY MANUFACTURERS IN CASES
INVOLVING REPORTS OF ANY OF THE REACTIONS LISTED IN QUESTION 1

(ABOVE) OR REQUIRING REVISION OF THE WRITTEN PROCEDURES WITHOUT
ANY CHANGE IN THE REGULATIONS TO ASSURE MANUFACTURER TRACKING
AND RECORDKEEPING OF SIGNIFICANT POST-REACTION SEQUELLAE?

At this time, FDA is not planning to revise section 211.198, nor are we
considering requiring revisions without a change in the regulations.

7. IS THE HHS DEPARTMENT CONSIDERING ATTEMPTING TO DEFINE CATEGORIES OF
POTENTIALLY HIGH RISK CHILDREN (I.E., POTENTIALLY AT HIGHER RISK OF
SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE REACTION TO PERTUSSIS VACCINATION THAN CHILORtI IN THE
NORMAL POPULATION) FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND
GUIDANCE TO PHYSICIANS, STATE AND LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS, PUBLIC HEALTH
CLINICS, ETC.?. . .

HHS is interested in identifying factors which might predict significant
adverse reactions to pertussis vaccination. As indicated in Section 3 of the
report to Senat5 Hawkins, we are currently reviewing policies and
recommendations rom other countries and consulting the medical literature
with regard to current contra-indications. Individual reaction reoorts in HHS
or manufacturer files have been considered in determining contraindications in
the past; use of this source of information will be continued. TheMSIFI
system in particular is just now getting systematized. Such reports will be a
part of further considerations. Followup of all reports of neurological
events reported following vaccination will provide additional information
about pre-existing conditions which is not present on the current report
forms. We would be pleased to receive reports of reactions discovered in
letters from parents and include these in the considerations. The

Department's approach to arriving at definitions of contraindications and
precautions is through consultation with a variety of groups, including but
not limited to the Immunization Practices Advisory Committee (ACIP)and FDA's
Vaccine Advisory Committee. Meetings of these committees are open to the
public and announced in the Federal Register. The basis for the current
recommendations of the Department of Health and Social Security, United
Kingdom, and those of the ACIP and the AAP are under review by CDC. The

results of this review are to be presented to the ACIP at its meeting on
October 18-19, 1983.

9. IN DR. BRANDT"S LETTER TO REP. MICA (REFERRED TO ABOVE), THE FOLLOWING
QUESTION AND ANSWER WAS INCLUDED:

"SHOULD PARENTS HAVE A CHOICE AS TO WHETHER TO GIVE THE [PERTUSSIS] SHOT?"

WE URGE THAT HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS DISCUSS THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF ALL
VACCINATIONS WITH PARENTS."
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(a) SPECIFICALLY, WHAT STEPS HAS HHS TAKEN TO "URGE" HEALTH CARE
PROVIDERS TO DISCUSS RISKS AND BENEFITS OF PERTUSSIS VACCINATION

WITH PARENTS? DOES THE DEPARTMENT HAVE ANY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE,
STUDIES, OR OTHER PROOF THAT THESE STEPS TO URGE DOCTOR-PARENT
DISCUSSION OF RISKS AND BENEFITS PRIOR TO VACCINATION IS WORKING

IN FACT, I.E., THAT. HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS ARE ENGAGING IN
DETAILED DISCUSSIONS OF VACCINE RISKS AND BENEFITS WITH PARENTS

BEFORE CHILDHOOD IMMUNIZATIONS?

HHS sponsored a survey of public attituoes and practices towards immunizations

in 1979. This indicated that, of families in which children had received DTP

vaccination in the preceding 12 months, 43 percent had had information

presented to them about risks and benefits and 33 percent had signed a form.

This survey also indicated that 3 percent of children who had received DTP in

the past year had a reaction that required a visit to a doctor, hospital, or

clinic.

HHS through its publications and preseAtations, and recommendations of the

ACIP, urges all nealtn-care providers to discuss risks and benefits of all

vaccinations with the recipients or their parents. The "General

Recommendations on Immunization" of the ACIP state: "Parents and patients
should be informed about the benefits and risks of vaccines. It is essential

that the patient or the responsible person Le given information concerning the

risks of vaccines as well as the major benefits from vaccines in preventing

disease in both individuals and the community. Benefit and risk information

should be presented in terminology that is as simple as possible. No formal

and legally acceptable statement has been universally adopted for the private

medical sector. CDC has developed 'Important Informatio* Statements' for use

with federally purchased vaccines given in public health clinics.

Practitioners may wish to consider these or similar materials for parents and

patients. The :ommittee recommends that there be ample opportunity for

questions before each immunisation." Increased provider-parent dialogue

regarding risks of dtseaso, risks and benefits of vaccine, and the recognition

and roporting of any adverse event are recommended for discussion during these

question periods.

(j) PiA), :F ANY, DOES 146 HAVE TO :!'PROVE THE TVPORTAld
:%ORMA ::',N FORK' AND TO ASSURE ADEQUATE WRITTEN PARENT
:',FOR!.!ATION ;S PROVIDEC ON 'HE RISK AND BENEFITS OF PERTUSSIS

'iACCINAT;ON BY BOTH PRIVATE PRACTITIONERS AND PUBLIC CLINICS?

;m11-.,rtart inforation forms for all childhood vaccines have been in use since

1977-1978. 'hey were revised in 1979-1980 and have been in a further process

of revis.cn sirce Cctober of 1982. Revised forms are now available and being

distributed to State ani local health departments. :t is anticipated they

w ill irto ...Jespread use approtimately by August 1, and into exclusive use

by UctcOer 1, 1963. 'a assure that important inforhation statements are balm,

pr.;erly ,sed, each 3rartee is required to address the issue of important

Irfor-latlun form:, o, a quarterly basis; and on each field visit to conduct

review, c' -nru.:zat Inc i,regrams, the use of imoortant information forms is

51.(cIfically a this momcnt, there is no mechanism envisioned

COu!.! in'ormation is pruvIed in private practitioners'

office.
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(e) WHAT PLANS, if ANY, DOES HHS HAVE TO ASSURE ADEQUATE WRITTEN
PARENT INFORMATION IS PROVIDED ON MONITORING OF CHILDREN
RECEIVING PERTUSSIS VACCINE, ON CONTRAINDICATIONS AND HIGH RISK
CONDITIONS, ON PREVENTIVE MEASURES PARENTS CAN TAKE TO MINIMIZE
THE RISKS OF SERIOUS ADVERSE REACTIONS, ON PARENTS' RIGHT TO
REPORT ADVERSE REACTIONS, ETC., BY BOTH PRIVATE PHYSICIANS AND
PUBLIC CLINICS?

See response to item d. The Important Information forms specifically request
that parents report adverse reactions to the local health departments. The
portion of the Important Information form requesing this report contains a

telephone number to receive the report and is given to the parent to take home.

(f) WOULD THE EPARTMENT FAVOR LEGISLATION TO REQUIRE THAT WRITTEN
RISK AND BENEFIT INFORMATION, AND INFORMATION OF THE TYPES
REFERRED TO IN QUESTION 9(e) IS PROVIDED TO PARENTS BY PRIVATE
UR PUBLIC HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS PRIOR TO PERTUSSIS VACCINATION?

i;e believe the current mechanism is adequate to assure use of the Important
Information forms in the public sector. The Department also feels that
legislation would not necessarily assure their use in the private sector.

10. PLEASE STATE WHETHER OR NOT HHS FAVORS OR OPPOSES STATE LAWS WHICH
AUTHORIZE AN EXEMPTION FROM MANDATORY VACCINATION REQUIREMENTS BECAUSE or
"Pli110e,OPHICAL OBJECTION" OR "PERSONAL CONVICTION"? WHY DOES THE
'LIPARI:TNT TAKE THIS POSITION? DOES THE DPEARTMENT FAVOR OR OPPOSE A
"RELIGIOUS OBJECTION" EXEMPTION FROM MANDATORY VACCINATION? WHY? IF 'HC
"REIIIOUS" i'W,D "PHILOSOPHICAL/PERSONAL" OBJECTIONS ARE NOT EITHER BOIP
SoPMTI:r. Cr. PCTP OPPOSEV BY ERIS, PLEASE EXPLAIN THE REASONS FOR TAKING A
DIFFERENT POSITION ON THE ONE TYPE OF OBJECTION THAN ON THE OTHER.

r'FIS neither favors nor opposes philosophical objection nor personal conviction
exerdtions from mandatory vaccination requirements. The model school
immu_ization law drafted by the Centers for Disease Control and distributed in
February MI ;.rov!.!ed for religious and medical exemptions but not for
personal or philosophical exemptions. Religious exemptions have been
tradit;undl part et iwrunization requirements. However, courts in at :east
tho States (Arkansas, Nryland) have struck down religious exemptions in
receht :fears. An important reason for not vigorously suppert;ng
0,rsonal'pvilosophical exemptions h,a5 heen a feeling that it is likely ran,

parents wGulA choose to claim such exemptions rather than go to the trouble of
locatint; imiewitation records ur (if their child needed then:) obtainin..; need
immunizations.

11. P: :TATE A IATE.-rlY-STAq BAS:S WHE IiER THE Ed'

(RiP)RILI: BA7ERI(,ECC:::Al t CG:.F:VCI;)
AI,PTIC', EArH ,!ATE ',,"if' HAS DONE S.) OE A "PERSONAL CONVICTION" 6::

:..31ErTIO%' EXEMPT:0% FRC ANATORY PERTUSSIS VACC:%1::(0,-
:1 PER CAN! GN it PtR CAPITA BASIS LID THE DISEASE IN,REASY
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Data are not available which would permit analysis of incidence of pertussis
before and after adoption of personal/philosophical exemptions from mandatory
immunization. It should be noted that States which allow
personal/Oilosophical exemptions do so generically, rather than for any

specific immunization alone.

(a) IS THERE ANY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE GI: A PER CAPITA BASIS IN THE
WHOOPING COUGH INCIDENCE RATE (REPORTa AND CONFIRMED) BETWEEN
STATES WHICH PERMIT SUCH EXEMPTIONS AND STATES WHICH DO NOT?

There are six States which do not require pertussis immunization for school
entrance (Arizona, Kentucky, Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island).
In 1982 the provisional pertussis incidence rate in those States was 1.394

cases per 100,000. Sixteen States which require pertussis vaccination allow
personal or philosophical exemptions for immunizations (California, Colorado,
Delaware, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Utah, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin). The provisional

pertussis rate in those States in 1982 was 0.63 cases per 100,000. The

remainder of States require pertussis immunization arid do not permit
personal/philosophical exemptions. The proiisional pertussis rater. in those

States is 0.66. The difference in incidence tee between States which do not
regre pertussis at all and those which do is significant. There is no

significant difference in the reported pertussis incidence rate in States
which require pertussis immunization and allow personal/philosophical
exemptions as compared with those which require pertussis immunization and do
not allow such exemptions.

(b) ON A STATE-BY-STATE BASIS, HOW MANY EXEMPTIONS HAVE BEEN
REQUESTED ON THE "PERSONAL CONVICTION" OR "PHILOSOPHIC
OCJECTION" GROUNDS SINCE 1970?

Nta are not available to permit a response to this question since this
information is not systematically reported to CDC. However, data from the

States which do report such information to CDC indicate that less than 1

percent of students have personal or philosophical exemptions.

(c) ?IA; THE ANWAL NU:TER Of EXEMPTIT, REQUESTS INCREASED SINCE
APP:t 1982? BY HOW MP.NY?

tali 0.1.. to answer this question.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH A HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Jeffrey Schwartz

Dissatisfied Parents Together
los 563, 1377 8 Street, MM
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Schwartz:

ada Maim Saran

Ctnitts for Dm... conimo

Atlanta. Glory+ 30333

August 4, 1983

Inclosed are answers fro% FDA to questions e, 9 and 12 contained in your
letter of April 19. This, along with our answers of July 20, couplet.' ourresponse.

inc Insure

Sincerely your

liaffer S. Dowd le, Ph.D.

Director, Center for Infectious Di
and

Chairsan, Interagency Group to Monitor
Vane in. Development, Production and Usage
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8. IN DR. BRANDT'S LETTER TO REPRESENTATIVE MICA (REFERRED TO ABOVE), THE

FOLLOWING QUESTION AND ANSWER WAS INCLUDED:

"20. DO YOU THINK THAT REACTIONS TO PERTUSSIS VACCINE SHOULD BE A

MANDATORY REPORTING ELEMENT FOR DOCTORS?" '

"WE BELIEVE THAT SEVERE OR UNEXPECTED REACTIONS TO ANY VACCINE SHOULD BE

REPORTED BY PHYSICIANS. IT IS UNLIKELY THAT EVEN IF MANDATED, THIS COULD

,SATISFACTORILY BE IMPLEMENTED."

(a) DOES FDA/HHS/CDC HAVE THE AUTHORITY EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY

UNDER EXISTING LEGISLATION TO MANDATE SUCH REPORTING BY PRIVATE

PHYSICIANS? IF NOT, WOULD FDA/HHS FAVOR LEGISLATION TO CONFER UPON IT

SUCH AUTHORITY OR TO DIRECTLY REQUIRE SUCH REPORTING? (IF NOT, WHY

NOT?)

The types of recordkeeping and adverse reaction reporting requirements that

you have inquired about are the type of requirements that would normally be

*.aposed under the current good manufacturing practices (CGMP's) provisions of

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act ("FDC Act"). Biological products are

drugs and as such are required to be manufactured in accordance with CGMP's.

However, the CGMP requirements do not apply co the practice of medicine. We

,an and do impose these types of recordkeeping requirements on manufacturers,

processors, and packers of drug products, but do not have authority to impose

similar requirements on physicianA. Nor would it appear that other provisions

of the FDC Act or the Public Health 'Service Act would provide such authority.

:n regard to the second part of your question, FDA /NHS believes that requiring

mandatory reporting of adverse reactions by physicians would be a significant

lditional burden, would be difficult to enforce, and thus would be regarded

as controversial. In view of the current efforts to address the problem of

averse reaction reporting alluded to elsewhere in our response, we believe

that it would be premature to foster such legislation without further careful

deliberation and discussion of the matter with outside advisory groups. It

should also be noted that such a requirement would likely incur significant

costs for providing for the review of this additional information and for

enforcement.

"0-,t current redortrw., systews concern( with the occurrence of diseases or of

a:ver, reactions are voluntary. Under these systems, underreporting is a

fedt4rc, Nuetheless, such systems provide useful data concerning

:rrd., in fruplncy of the observed events which are of epidemiologic value

Ovvn Ir' the abseN ce ..f the reporting which is 100% complete.

it, rT-C hA'E 7'iE AUTHOR:TY ULCER EXISTING LAW TO REQUIRE THE

!.,1
A IICE'iSED PERTUSSIS 7ACCINE TO INCLUDE AS A% EXPRESS

oF CW.;QACT OF SALE TO ANY PURCHASER OF THE VACCINE

-1 Pm:P:,",fR SHAH REPORT ALL SEVERE REACTIONS OF WHICH IT

A.-1 A.AYi '0 !Ht (iC '',1;;;( RQUiki :rwicAL PR67ISIONS 10 BE

. 11t: AS A CON:11:C% CF AU. SUBSEQUENT SALES OF EHE
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VACCINE? IF SO, IS FDA CONSIDERING IMPLEMENTING THIS AUTHORITY?
(IF NOT, WHY NOT?) IF FDA /HITS /CDC DOES NOT HAVE THE ABOVE AUTHORITY
UNDER EXISTING LAW, WOULD FDA /NHS /CDC FAVOR LEGISLATION TO CONFER

UPON IT SUCH AUTHORITY?

As noted above, FDA does not have authority to directly require physicians to

report adverse reactions. It is therefore doubtful that FDA could do
indirectly, i.e., by requiring manufacturers to contractually impose reporting
requirements upon physicians, what it cannot do directly.. Moreover, even if
FDA could require such a contractual provision, enforcement of the provision
would be very difficult. FDA could not inspect physicians' offices, nor could
FDA take any action against a physician who failed to make Such reports. AS

discussed above, FDA believes that a voluntary physician-adverse reaction
reporting system is appropriate.

(c) HOW SHOULD "SEVERE OR UNEXPECTED" REACTIONS BE DEFINED FOR
REPORTING PURPOSES ONLY?

11.1.

Severe or unexpected reactions could be defined to include an event which is

either:

1. not reported in the direction circular;

2. potentially life-threatening/fatal;

3. permanently disabling;

4. requires hospitalization for treatment;

5. requires extensive therapy for treatment; and/or

6. takes longer than 15 days for recovery.

(d) SAME QUESTIONS AS (a) AND ;1)1 ONLY WITH RESPECT TO THE AUTHORITY
TO REQUIRE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY WRITTEN RECORDKEEPING BY THE
ADMINISTERING PERSON OF THE MANUFACTURER'S NAPE AND LOT NUMBER

OF DATE OF ADMINISTRATION FOR EACH VACCINATION CONTAINING

PERTUSSIS?

FDA probably could not require manufacturers td. make physicians keep records.

(e) WOULD HHS/FDA/CDC FAVOR GIVING DIRECT INFORMATION TO PARENTS ON

THEIR RIGHT TO FILE ADVERSE REACTION REPORTS DIRECTLY WITH CDC?
WOULD HMS/FDA/CDC FAVOR REQUIRING PHYSICIANS TO NOTIFY PARENTS

OF THIS RIGHT IN WRITING. WHY OR WHY NOT?

Parents of children gives. DTP, measles-mumps-rubella and poliovirus vaccines
in public programs already receive an "information form which solicits reports
of reactions occurring within four weeks of immunization to a responsible

individual." This information regarding significant reactions is then rela1cd

to CDC. The American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Infectious Diseases
(the "Redbook" (.ommittee) has reprinted these forms in their latest Report
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(1982) and has indicated that, "...practitioners should consider the use of

these o: similar materials for parents and patients...." The physician may

report reactions to either the manufacturer, the USP, or to FDA directly.

Although encouraging physicians to notify parents of their rig.t to report

adverse reactions might result in more reported adverse reactions, FDA does

not have authority to require that they distribute the information.

(f) WHAT IS IiHS/FDA/CDC DOING AND PLANNING TO DO TO ENCOURAGE

PRIVATE PHYSICIAN REPORTING OF SEVERE ADVERSE REA:TIONS?

The FDA encourages private physicians to report severe adverse reactions as

follows:

i. A Drug Experience Report Form (FDA 1639) is provided to approximately

one and one-half million health professionals with the FDA Bulletin,

ii. The FDA sponsors an exhibit featuring adverse reaction reporting at

various health professional meetings. Individuals are encouraged to

report reactions and the procedures for submitting reports are

explained.

The majority of reports from individuals are acknowledged by FDA in

the form of a phone call or letter. Reporters are thanked for

submitting the report and are encouraged to report further reactions.

iv. The Drug Experience Report Form is provided in tear-out form in the

AMA Crus Evaluations, published by the American Medical Association

in 1903-. PhysiairTi are encouraged to report reactions in the

section on adverse reactions. This form is also included

periodically in the "FDA Drug Bulletin".

9. IN DR. BRANDT'S LETTER TO REPRESENTATIVE MICA (REFERRED TO ABOVE) THE

FOLLOWING QUESTION AND ANSWER WAS INCLUDED:

"SHOULD PARENTS HAVE A CHOICE AL TO WHETHER TO GIVE THE (PERTUSSIS) SHOT?"

"hE URGE THAT HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS DISCUSS THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF ALL

VACCINATIONS WITH PARENTS."

(b) SHOULD VACCINE MANUFACTURERS BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE hRITTtN RISK

AND BENEFIT INFORMATION DIRECTLY TO PARENTS PRIOR TO

VACCINATION? WHY OR WHY NOT? DOES THE DEPARTMENT HAVE THE

LEGAL AUTH.ORITY UNDER' EXISTING LAW TO PRESCRIBE AND ENFORCE SUCH

A REQUIREMENT?

Biol:)gical products, such as vaccines, are drugs and are subject to the

labeling requirements of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDA Act).

;ectior 502 (a) of the Fif. Act prohibits false or mIsteading labeling. FDA

has determined that, without a patient package insert, the labels of certain

prescription drugs are misleading ti:Kause they fail to reveal facts about the

consequences that may result from the use of the drugs. This position was
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upheld in Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Ass'n v. FDA, 634 F. 2d 106 (3rd Cir.,;
1980). Although FDA could require manufacturers tiTprovide to physicians a
patient package insert with each dose of vaccine, FDA could not compel
physicians to provide this infdrmation to their patients. The information
provided to a patient about the risks and benefits of a drug is cons4dered to
be the practice of medicine and is not an area that FDA regulates.

(c) SHOULD PERTUSSIS VACLINE MANUFACTURERS BE REQUIRED TO 1 'UDE IN
ITS SALE CONTRACT A PROVISION SUCH AS THAT STATED IN QUL..:ON
8(b), EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO THE PROVISION TO EACH PURCHASER OF
THE VACCINE (INCLUDING THE ULTIMATE USER--THE PARENT OF THE
VACCINEE) OF ADEQUATE WRITTEN INFORMATION ON THE BENEFITS AND
RISKS OF THE VACCINE? WHY OR WHY NOT? DOES FDA/HHS HAVE THE
AUTHORITY UNDER EXISTING LAW TO IMPOSE SUCH A REQUIREMENT AS A
CONDITION OF LICENSURE OR OTHERWISE?

See answer to question 8(b). Although FDA does not have authority to mandate
such a requirement, the committee believes that benefit and risk information
should be presented to patients and parents. See answer to question 9(a).

12 IN DR. BRANDT'S ANSWER TO REPRSENTATIVE MICA's QUESTION #4, IT IS STATED
THAT "LICENSURE [OF THE JAPANESES ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE] FOR
WIDE-SCALE USE [IN THE UNITED STATES] WILL TAKE SEVERAL YEARS."

(a) WrY IS THIS SO? SPECIFICALLY, WHAT STEPS HAVE TO BE TAKEN (AND
WHAT SPECIFIC CRITERIA MET) FOR THIS NEW VACCINE TO QUALIFY FOR
LICENSURE?

The requirements for filing and obtaining approval to market a new vaccine in
this country are the same for all manufacturers. Each manufacturer is
required to file an establishment license application describing the
facilities used to manufacture the vaccine and a product license describing
the method of production as well as the tests and data to demonstrate the
safety, purity, potency and effectiveness of the product. In addition, each
manufacturer must develop standardized laboratory tests in order to assure
batch-to-batch consistency and to provide a basis for establishing the dating
period for the product.

(b) HOW LONG APPROXIMATELY SHOULD EACH STEP TAKE?

It should be noted that as of this response, no license application for a
Japanese or Japanese-type pertussis vaccine has been received by the Office of
Biologics. Until an application has been received and reviewed, it is very
difficult to predict with any accuracy the time required for licensing.
However, as an example, the development and initiation of a clinical field
trial followed by the review and analysis of the data collected may take two
to three years depending upon the availability of a suitable population to
cOnduCt the trials and the criteria (protocol) for establishing the safety and
efficacy parameters.

ic) ARE THESE REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA MORE STRINGENT THAN THE
LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO
THE WHOLE CELL PERTUSSIS VACCINES NOW IN USE IN THE UNITED
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SIAIL2 'Ai, 14 WHAT RESPECTS? ARE THESE REQUIIREMENTS ANL,
CRITERIA MORE SikINGENT THAN THOSE APPLIED TO ELI LILLY'S
TRISOLOGEN PRODUCT? IF SO, IN WHAT RESPECTS?

Since the initial licensure of some of the whole cell pertussis vaccines was
over thirty years ago, it is reasonable to expect that the requirements and
criteria for licensure are more stringent today for any new vaccine intended
to be introduced for marketing in the United States. Today we would require

substantial evidence of the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine,
additional laboratory testing to characterize the vaccine, and greater
manufacturing controls over the production of the vaccine. Since Lilly's

Trisologen/TM was approved for marketing in the 1960's, today's requirements
and criteria would be more stringent as explained.above.

(d) IN THE DEPARTMENT'S VIEW IS IT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO APPLY
MORE STRINGENT STANDARDS AND TESTS FOn LICENSURE OF NEW VACCINES
THAT HAVE SHOWN THEY CAN MEET STANDARDS AND TESTS WHICH APPLIED
AT THE TIME OF LICENSURE (AND LICENSE REVIEW) OF CURRENT
VACCINES, IF SUCH TEST.3 SHOW THE NEW VACCINES TO BE

SUBSTANTIALLY LESS REACTOGENIC/NEUROTOXIC THAN THE CURRENTLY
LICENSED 'ACCJNES?

Mary ot t.f.,! standards and tests which would apply to a new pertussis vaccine
are already established in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The

decision on whether or not to license a new pertussis vaccine depends not only
on its degree of reactogenicity and neurotoxicity, but on other key factors

such as its efficacy. A new vaccine submitted for licensure might well
remonstrate a very low level of reactogenicity, for example, but fail to be

efficacious. We would therfore expect a new pertussis vaccine, as a minimum,
to meet the current standards for safety, purity, potency, and efficacy. If,

nowever, oata were developed to show that the safety and efficacy standards
already established in the CFR were not appropriate for a particular new
vaccine, FOA would establish a standard for that vaccine.

(e) WilAT INFORMATION LOES THE DEPARTMENT HAVE (OR KNOW OF)
CWERNING THE (1) POTENCY OF THE JAPANESE ACELLULAR VACCINE;

THE ABILITY CF THE JAPANESE ACELLULAR VACCINE TO PASS THE
MUSE WEIGHT GAIN TEST; (iii) THE REACTOGENICITY/NEUROTOXICITY
OF THE JAPENESE ACELLULAR VACCINE, AS MEASURED BY APPLICABLE
J.tPANESE TESTS: (iv) THE CLINICAL EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN (OR
EISEIIHERE) WITH THE VACCINE'S POTENCY AND
REACTCGENICITY/NEUROTOXICITY? PLEASE PROVIDE AS MUCH OF THIS

INURMATION AS IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE?

F!;. obtainod samples of the Japanese acellular pertussis vaccine from the
Iapanese Natidnal Institute of Health (NIP) pursuant to an agreement that FDA

not release any information concerning the vaccine without the consent

of tilt. Japanese TJvernment. roil has conducted laboratory tests on these

tut r,nsiders this information confidential because of the agreement
wit', the .!apanese g,vernment.
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To our knowlei.lue. the 4ap4upse vaccine has not been used outside of Japan.
ereliminary clinical results with the acellular vaccine in Japan were reported
by Professor Kimura in the workshop on "New Pertussis Vaccines-- Laboratory
and Clinical Evaluation." No published clinical results detailing the
clinical safety, potency, and/or evidence of clinical efficacy of the
acellular vaccine pertussis vaccine are available.

(f) WHAT STEPS, IF ANY, IS THE DEPARTMENT PLANNING TO TAKE TO
EXPEDITE, OR ENCOURAGE EXPEDITION OF, TESTING AND LICENSURE OF
THE JAPANESE ACELLUALR VACCINE? WHEN DOES THE DEPARTMENT PLAN
TO TAKE THESE STEPS?

The ultimate decision of whether or not to submit a new pertussis vaccine to
FDA for licensure rests with the manufacturers. However, FDA has indicated
its interest in the evaluation of the current Japanese vaccine or a
Japanese-like vaccine. Discussions have been held with each of the three
major manufacturers to encourage them to pursue an acellular pertussis
vaccine. In addition, FDA has been in contact with the Japan National
Institute of Health (NIH) regarding samples of the Japanese vaccine for both
clinical and labor'atory testing. Because of liability concerns, the Japanese
have restricted our use of any samples which they might supply to us for
laboratory evaluation only. Each of the U.S. commercial manufacturers of
pertussis vaccine has stated that they have ongoing efforts to develop an
improved vaccine. In anticipation of the submission of a Japanese-like
acellular vaccine for licensure, as noted above, FDA has done some laboratory
tests with samples supplied by the Japan NIH. As a followup, the Japanese
have sent FDA 300 samples from each of five additional lots of pertussis
vaccine for laboratory testing; these tests are in progress. FDA is prepared
to conduct laboratory testing of experimental lots of new pertussis vaccine
candidates as soon as they are developed.

Senator HAWKINS. Mrs. Gary, have you considered litigation?
Mrs. GARY. No, that has never been a consideration in our

family. We really felt that it was more important tonothing is
going to bring that babj back. I don't thiuk the doctor was mali-
cious in giving the routine shot. I am sorry that he apparently was
so ill-informed, but we really want to do something with our
energy to change this condition going on as it is.

If I may just refer to what you were asking of Jeff as far as the
Government compensation, the one thing I would be concerned
about personally in thatand since we are not in any kind of liti-
gation, maybe I can say it rather objectivelyhow would the man-
ufacturers of vaccine and how would the doctors be held accounta-
ble if the Government were financially supporting those vaccine-in-
jured children? I just would be afraid that perhaps the situation
would continue without the accountability. How would that be
built into the bill?

Senator H "imams. What was the cause of death listed on the
death certificate of your granddaughter?

Mrs. GARY. SIDS. Sudden infant death syndrome.
I have since talked with a doctor who went over the autopsy

report, and he feels that it should be listed as atypical SIDS and to
make sure that it is listed on there that the DPT inoculation was
within 4 hours, because that is not on there. It is just SIDS.

Senator HAWKINS. Are they going to add the other?
Mrs. GARY. I haven't learned how to do that yet. I don't know to

do that, and I am in the process of learning how that has to be
done.

18-4'.4 0 - 84 -- 10 146
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Senator HAWKINS. We will be glad to work with you.
Do you have any other grandchildren?
Mrs. GARY. Yes, we had one that was born just 5 weeks before

Lee Ann, and we have had one in January of this year.
Senator HAWKINS. Have any of them been vaccinated since your

other granddaughter's death?
Mrs. GARY. Our first one has had his three shots. His mother is

now very much concerned that the time is approaching for his
fourth. She really is hesitating about having that, having learned
through my research that just because you have gotten through
each shot doesn't necessarily. mean that there won't be damage on
subsequent ones.

My youngest daughter's baby was born in January. She ada-
mantly refuses. I forgot to include that she also mentioned at the
time the baby diedshe happened to be visiting with us; she lives
in California. She absolutely shrieked, "It's just like Rhonda's
baby. I know it was that shot." Everybody was in agreement except
the doctors don't think there is any connection to it, except for
some doctors.

Senator HAWKINS. I believe you said in your testimony that you
are working with someone to form a Massachuietts DPT group.

Mrs. GARY. Yes, I have just recently been in contact with one
woman because I have been concerned about those numbers who
don't know; they have this child and they just don't know that
there could be a relationship.

I had an opportunity to talk on the phone with this one woman
who has the 4-year-old, and I was the first person who had called
her that had any awareness outside of her having seen the Phil
Donahue program and having talked to a lawyer who is a mutual
acquaintance of ours. My heart went out to that young woman be-
cause she was living with this situation for 4 years. When she
would even mention her own suspicions, people raised their eye-
brows at her.

I think there are a lot of people out there, and I want to find
them in our State to see what kind of help we can be in a mutual
support system.

Senator HAWKINS. We laud your efforts. You have been very
helpful.

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Senator Hawkins, if I may, I would just say that
we have been spontaneously contacted by parents all over the
country who have said, "How do we set up local State chapters of
DPT?" Our group hasn't gone out soliciting. They have flooded into
us. So we are offering to coordinate and help put people in touch
with each other to assist, as Donna Gary has done on her own in
Massachusetts. If people want to start or join State chapters of Dis-
satisfied Parents Together [D131] they can write us at DPT, .Box
563, 1377 K Street NW., Washington, bc 20005, or they can call us
at our answering service(202) 543-4211. We will help them form
or join State chapters.

Senator IlAwKINs. We appreciate that.
Mr. Kudabeck, I know you are opposed to the legislation. It is my

understanding that originally the State you lived in allowed a phil-
osophical exemption from the shot, and then you moved to Arkan-
sas where they mandate it?
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Mr. KUDABECK. In Illinois our children were allowed exemptions
based on our personal beliefs. In some areas, however, there is still
a bit of a problem.

Senator HAWKINS. Where?
Mr. KUDABECK. In some schools you can go in and sign that you

will take your children out of school for a couple of weeks if there
is an epidemic and in other schools they are adamant. It often de-
pends on how high the immunization rate is in the school. If it is
80 percent or better, the parents have usually had no problems
with it in the past.

Senator HAWKINS. This is in Arkansas?
Mr. KUDABECK. No, that is in Illinois.
Senator HAWKINS. Illinois?
Mr. KUDABECK. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. What about Arkansas?
Mr. KUDABECK. Arkansas is strictly a police state.
Senator HAWKINS. It is a police state?
Mr. KUDABECK. Strictly.
Might I add, not to interrupt your question, but on the important

information forms, on the back it talks about reactions. It says, "If
the person who received the vaccine gets sick and vi',4ts a doctor,
hospital, or clinic in the 4 weeks after the vaccination, please
report it tc"and it is left blank.

Senator HAWKINS. It does not say whom to report it to?
Mr. KUDABECK. No, it doesn't do that. They are supposed to have

a rubberstamp.
Then a little below that it saysand they went to a small card

on this"I have read the information on this form about polio and
the oral vaccine. I have had a chance to ask questions which were
answered to my satisfaction." I might add here that most parents,
we have found, do not know what questions to ask and feel that to
do so would be an exercise in futility since there is no choice
anyway. From our own personal experience, we have found those
administering vaccines to be provaccine and minimize the risks.
Direct answers to questions are often very difficult to obtain. The
form then states, "I believe I understand the benefits"not "I un-
derstand," but I believe I understand the benefits"and risks of
oral polio vaccine and request that it be given to me or to the
person named below, for whom I am authorized to make this re-
quest."

Which one of my children should I offer first as an experiment to
find out if they may be damaged? There isn't enough money in the
Treasury of the United States that would replace any one of my
children or any pp.it of them.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you agree that we need to mandate the
Federal Government conduct more tests on adverse reactions?

Mr. KUDABECK. It would be a good idea.
I think that the problem, Senator, is the fact that compensation

without the right, without the basic, inalienable right, to say no to
that shot, will only preclude problems in the courts such as in Ar-
kansas where their State epidemiologist said that he could hn.rdly
wait until a compensation bill was passed because it would elimi-
nate a lot of his problems.
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There is a mother, Joanne Cook, who had five doctors who said,
"No, you should not give your child another immunization. Don't
do it because there could be damage." He will not accept that. He
said if they don't do it, just bring him over to the health depart-
ment and "We'll give him a shot.'

Senator HAWKINS. Would you agree that the body determining
compensation should be separate from the Federal Government?

Mr. KUDABECK. Well, if they took away the mandatory vaccina-
tion itself, then I think that the problem would not be there. I
think that the normal tort system would be sufficient.

Senator HAWKINS. Should parents have the right to choose to
pursue their case through the tort system?

Mr. KUDABECK. Yes. I think they should, yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Would you support making this administra-

tive remedy exclusive; that is, removing the parents' right to sue
for damages through the courts, which is preventing a lot of Sena-
tors from cosponsoring this bill?

Mr. KUDABECK. I don't believe I understand.
Senator HAWKINS. A lot of Senators want an exclusive remedy. If

you are going to get compensation through the injury table, they
want to eliminate your right to choose a tort recovery.

Mr. KUDABECK. The tort system altogether?
Senator HAWKINS. Eliminate the tort system altogether.
Mr. KUDABECK. I don't think that would be a very good idea.
Senator HAWKINS. You understand a lot of these are lawyers?
Mr. KUDABECK. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Would you oppose establishment of an admin-

istrative remedy?
Mr. KUDABECK. At law?
Senator HAWKINS. Administrative body.
Mr. KUDABECK. If that were the case, Senator Hawkins, again we

go back to the basic human right of saying "no." If you can'tin
the OTA statement it says, "What is a more serious weakness in
the Government's defense strategy is the contention that a proper-
ly warned vaccine recipient has assumed all risk of injury."

We are coerced into signing these forms saying we request it, and
then we have no option to say no. What difference does it make
which way you are going to seek a remedy? I am being forcedI
have been in the court for the past 8 months. I go again for a trial
jury. I was found guilty of truancy because I enrolled my children
in school; I did not take them out; they suspended them; they
kicked them out and charged me with truancy. We enrolled them
in another school. I asked the school principal at court, if I brought
them back tk, school today, would he enroll them. He said, "No."
The judge, without deliberation, found me guilty, and charged me a
$750 fine. He said, "If you want a trial by jury, you have to go
through this method." I asked for a trial by jury in the beginning
and was refused that.

I stood on my constitutional rights. He said, "If you maintain
your stature before me demanding those constitutional rights,
you'll be in contempt of court."

Senator HAWKINS. Do you have a lawyer?
Mr. KUDABF:CK. Myself.
Senator HAWKINS. Yourself.
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Do you know how many States have exemptions for religious or
philosophical objections? Have you made that a study?

Mr. KUDABECK. If I remember correctly, it is 22 States. It is
either 21 or 22; I am not sure exactly. Some of them are written
loosely, and some are very tight.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much.
Thank you so much for your participation here. I have a hard

time questioning you because I am on your side.
Mr. KUDABECK. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
Senator HAWKINS. Our next panel of witnesses, the third panel,

is a professional panel which is composed of Dr. Martin Smith, Dr.
Stephen King, Dr. Jonas Salk, Mr. Andrew Dodd, and Dr. Alan
Nelson.

I would like to state, while we are changing the name signs for
you, that Senator Hatch and Senator Kennedy have a conflict.
They are in a Judiciary Committee hearing at this time, but they
will read the record. They have expressed their interest in our
holding this hearing.

I am interested in all the testimony given today, but I hope to
have an opportunity to question all the witnesses. Therefore, we
will submit your entire statement for the record, and we would like
a summary not over 5 minutes, please, so that we can expedite the
questioning of all the witnesses.

Dr. Smith, since you so ably represented the American Academy
of Pediatrics in developing this legislation, we will give you the
edge and let you start off.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN H. SMITH, M.D., PRESIDENT-ELECT,
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Dr. SMITH. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I am Dr. Martin H. Smith, representing the American Academy

of Pediatrics, an organization of 27,000 boat ,l-certified pediatri-
cians.

I am here to speak in strong advocacy of the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Compensation Act. In dealing with this particular
issue, it would be well to remind the committee that the American
Academy of Pediatrics has a 54-year history of existence primarily
as an advocate for children, not solely for our membership. Our ap-
proach to this problem is in conformity with our purpose of advo-
cating for children.

We feel that this is unique legislation. Compensation legislation
is not a new consideration for the Congress, but compensation leg-
islation in this instance is unique. We are dealing with a product
that is required by law for the public good in all States before
entry into school or, in some instances, before entry into any child-
hood situation at any age.

For over 7 years the academy has advocated as simple justice for
children that if injury occurs, as iP 'nevitable in a very small per-
centage of cases, the public owes to the victim a simple, direct, and
prompt compensation, rather than an uncertain pursuit of justice
through the prolonged and uncertain tort process.

In support of this philosophic approach it is appropriate to quote
here from a 191 verdict handed down by Judge Finesilver, a Fed-
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eral district ,fudge in Colorado. lie was dealing with the settlement
of a vaccine injury case when he said:

So long as immunization plays a key role in our national health policy, unavoid-
able adverse reactions to vaccines will remain. Only an adequate no-fault compensa-
tion system can provide the necessary incentives to drug manufacturers, State and
local health facilities, and critically, the American public, to continue to actively
participate in emergency immunization programs.

Further on he said:
National legislation is necessary to achieve this objective lest a patchwork ap-

proach be taken by the individual States in their salutary efforts in providing essen-
tial immunization programs.

This country has never enjoyed such freedom from preventable
childhood diseases as is true at the present moment. Of all medical
procedures, the full utilization of a complete immunization pro-
gram is the easiest to document as to cost effectiveness. Yet, I must
warn that we could be at a crisis point at any time, with either loss
of supply of vaccine or such escalation of cost that it could result in
a shattering of our present excellent program.

Other than providing a better form of justice for children, these
concerns for supply and cost of vaccine, and the ability to continue
a full immunization program, have been the greatest reasons for
the tremendous interest of the academy in this subject.

With the doses administered each year of these products, there
will be approximately two cases of paralytic polio or polio-like in-
stances and at least 50 permanent neurological injuries that result.
These occur without fault being involved in the part of the provid-
er or the producer of the vaccine. This is the annual, year-in, year-
out toll that is inevitable in maintaining an immunized population.

When serious injuries occur from any one of the vaccines, the
emotional and financial toll for the families involved is severe. The
financial stress begins immediately and it is difficult for any family
to manage these costs. These costs are continual and often will
extend over the lifetime of the victim. If a financial settlement is
reached under the tort process, it is usually 6 to 8 years after these
costs have begun compounding. From the beginning, the interest of
the Academy of Pediatrics in this legislation has been to try to
bring about real justice that -is prompt and equitable for those chil-
dren and their families who are the innocent victims of this diffi-
cult situation.

At the presere time there is no avenue for compensation for vac-
cine injuries that can be sought except in the tort process. In some
instances these have resulted in huge windfall settlements, while
in other instances the victim may be unable to cope with the tedi-
ous tort process and no settlement is reached. In some instances
there has been injury and significant expense, but there may not
be enough prospect for a large enough settlement to justify the
great deal of work needed by a thorough lawyer to bring action.

Nevertheless, the constantly increasing but den of large vaccine
ireory settlements has had a number of serious adverse effects on
vaccine supply. The number of vaccine producers has been sharply
reduced in recent years and the cost of vaccine has increased dra-
matically Both of these effects have to be related to the burden of
liability the vaccine producers are carrying at the present time.
The result is that we now have only one source of si:pply for polio.
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measles, German measles, and mumps vaccine and only two, for
practical purposes, sources of supply for DPT vaccine. This is cer-
tainly not a competit;ve situation which should be typical of the
American way, and it is not a comfortable, secure supply situation.

We know that a real concern of the Congress will be the cost of a
compensation program. We have seen the estimate of the Congres-
sional Budget Office. We have not seen the details of their calcula-
tions, but we believe that the program can be put in place for
much less than the Congressional Budget Office estimates. The
Academy has commissioned an estimate by a respected Washington
cost accour.ting firm, whose estifnates are about one-fourth the esti-
mate of the Congressional Budget Office. Even these estimates are
probably high.

Our report calls attention to the fact that their estimates are
based on the total cos. of the program on'the assumption that 100
percent of the claimants will opt for pursuit in the compensation
system. While this may be the best method for calculating an esti-
mate, it is certainly not the realistic appraisal of what may happen
in an optional system.

The report calls attention to the fact that there is a considerable
real cost in operation at the present time that we have not been
able to calculate. The present liability cost under the tort process is
incorporated into the present-day cost of the vaccines. That cost in-
volved in the vaccines could be reduced in proportion to the accept-
ance of a compensation system.

A small indication of that cost is in the fact that the budget for
the Government's immunization program had to be increased $7
million for the next year simply to do the same job in immuniza-
tion that is given in the public sector alone. There are other costs
that are hidden in the medicaid program, crippled children's pro-
gram, and other Government programs in providing care for dis-
abled children.

Let me again emphasize that the costs that are provided in this
report are for total cost and not all of these costs are new costs.

While this could be, looked upon as simple compensation legisla-
tion to take care of another instance of product liability, let me
again stress that the justification lies in the fact that this is the
only product, to my knowledge, whose use is required by law. This
is a unique situation that is deserving of special remedies.

We are asking the Congress to assume a new responsibility in
providing a system for compensation in these special instances, but
it is not an untested idea. I call your attention to the fact that vari-
ations on this idea have functioned for several years in most of the
western European nations and in Japan. Many of these nations are
less capable of extending these benefits to their citizens than is this
great country.

We have spent many hours debating some of the features that
have gone into the writing of this legislation. It would be well to
mention here some of the features that require particular consider-
ation and give some explanation for them.

First. the legislation provides for an optional system. It certainly
could be argued that a mandatory system could be more easily ad
ministered and the cost estimates could be developed more precise-
ly However, we have a great concern that the enactment of such a
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mandatory system would hold up under the test of constitutional-
ity. It would be certain that it would be argued that a mandatory
system deprives some individuals of their access to court.

Second, the legislation requires a prompt settlement of claims.
This is fundamental to any improved system that is devised.

Third, the law mandates an obligation to pursue improved vac-
cines. This obligation now arises only through competition in the
marketplace, when there is competition.

Fourth, the legislation requires the reporting of reactions rather
than the present voluntary reporting. It is hoped that mandatory
reporting will develop more exact data of the actual occurrence of
reactions.

Fifth, the legislation makes provision for realistic awards. It is
expected that with the awards being realistic, and with the system
giving prompt settlements, there will be an incentive to accept the
option of going into this system for settlement.

This should create a more even form of justice as opposed to the
chances in the court of finding a possible involved settlement.

The academy appreciates this opportunity to present to this com-
mittee and to the Congress our interests and our concerns on the
entire question of vaccine injury. We recognize that the problems
involved here are not simple and that the answers, likewise, cannot
be simple and direct answers. Yet, we are convinced that Congress
can provide an answer for most of these problems. We would like
to work with the Congress in doing that. We are convinced that the
time is at hand when we must reach a direct and equitable resolu-
tion of a problem that has been building for a number of years.
The problem is real. The costs of a resolution are not exorbitant.
The cost of continued neglect can be much greater.

Thank you, anc I will be glad to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. smith follows:1
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Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Martin M. smith, pediatrician in private practice from
Gainesville, Georgia and president-elect of the American Academy of Pediatrics.
I am here to speak in strong support of "The National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Compensation Act." In dealing with this particular issue, it would be well to
remind the committee that theAmerican Academy of Pediatrics has a fifty-four
(54) year history of existence primarily as an advocate for children and our
approach to this problem is consistent with that purpose.

We feel that this is unique legislation. Compensation legislation 13 not a new
consideration ror the Congress, but compensation legislation in this inetanoe is
unique. We are dealing with a product that is requkred by law for the public
good in all states before entry into school or, in some instances, before entry
into any childhood group situation at any age. Forover seven years the Academy
has advoLated as simple justice for children that when an injury occurs, as is
inevitable iu a very small percentage of cases, the public owes to the victim a
simple, direct, and prompt compensation, rather than the uncertain pursuit of
justice through the prolonged and uncertain tort process.

In support of this philosophic approach, it is appropriate to quote from a 1981
verdict handed down by Judge Sherman G. Finesilver, a federal district judge in
Cslorado. In dealing with the settlement of a vaccine injury case, he stated:

"So long as immunization plays a key role in our
national health policy, unavoidable adverse reactions to
vaccines will remain. Only an adequate no-fault compen-
sation system can provide the necessary incentives to
drug manufacturers, state and local health facilities,
and critically, the American public, to continue to
actively participate in emergency immunization programs.
Preventive public health programs are of vital impor-
tance to the nation's population. Immunization programs
are lesm pxpensivn in terms of money and illness than
tus unnenessary toll of human lives and well-being
brought about by the lack of such programs. However,
persons who incur illness directly related to the immu-
nizati31 itself are entitled to recover compensation
without the need to establish liability based on an
illusive tort theory.

"This field national immunology cries out for a more
expeditious and fairer way of determining legitimate
claims and compensating victims of the vaccinaticn.
National legislation is necessary to achieve thin objec-
tive lest a patchwork approach be taken by the indivi-
dual states in their salutatory efforts in providing
essential immunization programs." (Civil Action No.
78-F-452.)

This ountry has nnver enjoyed such freedom from preventable childhood diseases.
Of all medical procedures, the full utilization of a complete immunization
program in the easiest to document. im 4 cont.-effectiveness basis. Yet, I must
express grave concern that we could be at a crisis point at any time, with
either loss of supply of vaccine, or .luh an escalation in oost that it could
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result in a shattiving of our excellent program. Outside of developing a com-
pensation program for children, our concerns for supply and cost of vaccine and
the ability to oontinue a full immunization program have been the major reasons
for the tremendous interest of the Academy in this subject.

Every year approximately 3,000,000 ohildren are born in this oountry. For their
baste immunizing, those 3,000,000 will each require three doses of DPT and two
doses of oral polio vacoine. At eighteen months they require a booater dose of
ea.:h of these vaccines and again, at school entry, a booster dose of DPT and
oral polio. This results in a minimum of 15,000,000 closet' of DPT and 8,000,000
doses of polio that are given each year. Even with proper administration and
tile of the best vaccine products available today, we can expect a muse of polio-
like disease to result out of eaoh 5,000,000 doses of polio vaccine and a
serious, permanent neurological disorder to result from every 300,000 does!' of
DPT. Thus, with the annual doseS administered, there will be approximately two
cases of paralytic disease and at least fifty (50) permanent neurologicl
injuries that follow. These occur at no fault on the part of the provider or
the producer of the vaccine. This is an annual year-in and year-out toll that
is inevitable if we are to maintain an immunized population.

When serious injuries occur from any one of the vacoines, the emotional and
financial toll for the families involved is severe. The financial stress begins
immediately and it in difficult for any family to manage these costs. These
costs are continual and often will extend over the lifetime of the victim. If a
finanoial settlement is reached under the tort process, it is usually six to
eight years after these costs have begun compounding. Such a tedious legal
recourse prolongs this streas roll those children and their families who are the
innocent victims of the system.

The Academy has spent a number of months negotiating with the parents' group,
Dissatisfied Parents Together, to reaoh agreement on the provisiona of this
bill. We found that they had many strong oonoerns that went beyond our original
concept of the legislation. We came to realize that their concerns were real
and based on their difficult experiences and they similarly oame to appreciate
the validity of some of our concerns. We know that there are other interested
parties that will speak out on this subject and they should be heard. We are

confident that ouL of these hearings can ooms an excellent piece of legislation
that can improve our management of vaccine injuries. The time may come when
renearch wilt be able to provide us with clean, perfect, and reaction -free vac-
,7inen. However, we should not have to wait for that day to give us relief from
three sad inItanoel.

At the present time, there i3 no avenue for compensation for vaccine injuries
except in the tort process. In some instances these have resulted in huge
windfall settlements while in ethers the victim may be unable to cope with the
tedious tort process and no settlement is reached. In other instances th..re has
been injury and signifieant expense, but there may not be prospect for a settle-
ment large enough to iuntify the great deal of work needed by a lawyer to bring
4ction.

Neverthlens, the -onntintly inereaning burden of large vaccine injury settle-
ments has had serious adverse effects on vaccine supply. The number of vaccine
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producers has been sharply reduced in recent years and the cost of vaccine has
increased dramatically. Both of these effects can be relatnd in part to the
burden of liability the vaccine producers are carrying at the present time. The
result is that we now have only one source of supply for polio, Measles, german
measles, and mumps vaccine and only three sources of supply for DPI vaccine.
This is certainly not a competitive situation, which is typical or,the American
way, and it dons not give one a sense of a secure supply.

\,

We know that a real concern of the Congress will be in the ooat of a cempen-
sation program. We have seen the estimate of the Congressional Budget Office
(C80). We have not seen the detail!' of their calculations, but we believe that
the program can be put in place for much leas than CB0 estimates. The Academy
.commissioned a cost study by a respected Washington firm which found the pro-
jected costs to be less than one-fourth the CB0 estimates and these are probably
high. I would like to call attention to four variables in our study. Our study
reflects the cost of institutionalization of victims that are completely and
totally disabled for a normal lifespan 1p to seventy-three (73) years as well as
figures for a reduced lifespan of forty (40) years. While conclusive data is
not available on longevity for these individuals, I suspect that the lower
lifespan is more nearly correct. If this is true, our estimates can be reduced
accordingly. Secondly, the large cost of the compensation program for the first
two years is based on a "grandfather" provision which extends retroactivity back
sow, twenty years. We feel that the animate for actual cases under this provi-
sion is high. It is based on each of the past twenty (20) years having produced
the same calculated number or injuries each year and each of these oases being
able to document the source of the injury and being capable of proper adjudica-
tion after this period of time. If this is true, and we have reason to believe
so, our estimate nan he furth.r reduced by a considerable amount.

Third, our report calls attention to the fact that the estimates are based on
the total cost of the program on the assumption that 221 of the claimants will
opt for pursuit under the "new" compensation system. While this may be the best
method for calculating an estimate, it is certainly not a realistic appraisal of
what may happen under an optional system. And finally, the report calls atten-
tion to the Net that there is a considerable real cost in operation at the pre-
sent time that we have not been able to calculate. The present liability costs
under the tort process is incorporated into the present day costs of the vac-
cines. That cost involved in the vaccine could be reduced in proportion to the
acceptance of a compensation system. A small indication of that coat is in the
fact that the budget for the federal immunization program had to be increased
$7,00,000 for the r.ext year simply to maintain the immunization level in the
public sector alone. There are other costs that are hidden in the medicaid
program, crippled children's program, and other government programs in providing
care for disabled children. Let un again emphasize that the estimates provided
are for total cost and not ali of the costs ar4 new costs.

While this could be looked upon as simple compensation legislation to take care
of another instance of product liability, let me again stress that the justifi-
7ation 1104 in the fact tha' this 13 the only, product, to my knowledge, whose
one in required by law. Thin in unique situation that in deserving 01 special
remedien.
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While we are asking the Congrosa to assume a new responsibility in providing a
system for compensation in these special instanoes, it is not an untested idea.
Variations on this idea have funotioned for several years in most of the Western
European nations and in Japan., Many of these nations are lena capable of
extendim6.414mbenefits to their oititena than is this great oountry.

We have spent many hours debating aces of the features that have gone into the
writing of this legislation. It would be well to mention here some of those
featurea that required particular consideration and give some explanation for
them.

et: The legiala:ion provide, for an optional estate'. It oould be argued that a
mandatory system oould be more easily administered and the ooat estimates oould
be developed more preolsely. However, we had a great oonoern that the enactment
of such a mandatory system would hold up under the test of oonstitutionality.
It is oertain that it would be argued that a mandatory system deprived the indi-
viduals of their acoesa to oourt if that aooess were desired.

02: The legislation regrirea a prompt settlement of olaima. This is fundamen-
tal to any improved aystca that is devised.

13: The law mandates an obligation to pursue improved vaocinee. This obliga-
tion arises now only through competition in the marketplaoe.

04: The legislation Maim! the reporting of mactions rather than the prima
voluntary mortise. It is hoped that mandatory reporting will develop more
exaot data of the actual occurrence of reaotiona.

05: The legialation makes provision for realistic awards. It is expected that
with the awards being realistio, and with the system giving prompt settlements,
there will be an inoentive to **wept the option of going into this system for
settlement.

The Academy appreciates this opportunity to. present to this oommittee and to the
Congress our interests and our concerns) on the entire question of vaocine
injury. We reoognize that the problems involved here are not simple and that
the answers likewise cannot be simple and direct answers. Yet we are oonvinced
that working together with Congress we oan provide an answer for most of these
problems. We are convinoed that the time is at hand when we must reaoh a direct
and equitable resolution of a problem that has been building for a number of
years. The problem is real. The costa of a resolution are not exorbitant. The
coat of continued neglect can be muoh greater.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Smith.
Dr. King, could we hear from you now, from the Association of

State and Territorial Health Officers?

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN H. KING, M.D., STAFF DIRECTOR,
HEALTH PROGRAM OFFICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, STATE HEALTH OFFICER FOR
THE STATE OF FLORIDA, AND SECRETARY-TREASURER, ASSO-
CIATION OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS

Dr. KING. Madam Chairman, my name is Stephen King. I am a
physician, State health officer for Florida, and secretary-treasurer
of the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials.

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss Senate bill
2117. There are really two reasons for my being here. The first is
that in the last 6 months this bill has been carefully reviewed by
public health staff in the Florida Department of Health and Reha-
bilitative Services. It has kept our attention for a number of rea-
sons. One, of course, is our responsibility for the large number of
infants and children who receive vaccines and the vital human po-
tential they represent for our State. In the public sector alone,
Florida administers more than 855,000 doses of vaccine that are
purchased with public funds, primarily to children under 7 years of
age. The tots'. number of doses for the combined public and private
sector service delivery exceeds 1.7 million. That is 1.7 million po-
tential situations which could come under the provisions of this
bill. Florida, indeed, has a tremendous stake in both the content
and the ultimate effect of this hill.

The second reason for my being here today is to represent the
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials. Members of
the association hold the ultimate responsibility for prevention and
control of all vaccine-preventable diseases in their States. It would
be difficult tc find a group in this country, I believe, who places
greater importance on the value of immunization in protecting the
health of children. This point is a part of my prepared comments,
Madam Chairman. I ha,e attached at the back a resolution passed
by the association in 1978, and I would like to have it included for
the record, if I could.

Senator HAWKINS. Without objection.
Dr. KING. It is certainly in support of what this bill is attempting

to do.
Progress in immunization is, by nature, a slow and gradual proc-

ess. The gains which this country has made since 1977 in raising
immunization levels to their current high points are the results of
expanded State legislation, intensified efforts by State health de-
partments, and increased Federal funding and support.

Incidentally, in Florida, Federal support for the imported cases
of measles and the resultant outbreaks has been essential in our
efforts to control it.

It has not happened easily or quickly. This national success is
mirrored in Florida. In 1977, Florida reported 308 cases of measles
to the Centers for Disease Control. In 1981, Florida passed the com-
prehensive immunization law requiring immunization coverage for
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all children in all grades. Due in large part to this law and its en-
forcement, we have one confirmed case this year so far.

Recent surveys of school records in Florida revealed that 97 per-
cent of all children entering public and private schools in kinder-
garten and first grade were adequately immunized against the
childhood diseases. Immunization levels for children in higher
grades are nearly as high, though they do remain a problem for us.
Our levels for all schoolchildren are believed to be the highest of
any point in the State's history.

Yet, even as we congratulate ourselves on our successes, we must
remember that these levels are fragile and these levels are tran-
sient. Many factors could influence our ability to maintain these
levels, and there are a number of factors. Among them are vaccine
price, parental support of our programs, and the participation of
the private medical community.

We are aware that there are rare occurrences of adverse reac-
tions to these immunizations. Since our Nation is so large, these
occurrences are also numerous. These reactions may lead to tragic
and disabling medical conditions. Even as technology improves the
quality of the immunizing material and the numbers of adverse re-
actions hopefully drops, there may remain some level of reaction
which is unavoidable if society continues to realize the very great
benefits that I believe immunization programs offer.

In our current legal environment, it appears that victim compen-
sation for these adverse medical outcomes is difficult. Expenses for
the cost of litigation for both plaintiff and defendant are enormous.
Deserving victims may not be adequately compensated. Occasional-
ly, as a result, parental concerns may lead to questions of the con-
tinuation of our programs, as we heard this morningprograms
which I personally feel are among our society's most valuable and
most important.

This proposed bill, therefore, is a response to an evident need for
a more efficient and fair system of compensation for victims of
childhood vaccine injury. We vaccinate all children to protect not
only themselves, but we also do it to protect the community from
disease. I believe we owe compensation to those persons medically
injured for +'., mblic good.

Health prk ssionals in State Federal arenas, as well as in
the private sector, have been searching for an answer to the ques-
tion of compensation for vaccination injuries for over a decade. Re-
member. this resolution was passed in 1978. This bill is the first na-
tional effort toward a comprehensive solution to the permanet
problem posed by risks inherent in the administration of all child-
hood vaccines.

The association and the State of Florida laud this effort as a posi-
tive public health measure with potential benefits for both individ-
uals, health agencies, and the general public.

I need to say there are some portions of the bill that my associa-
tion and the State feel need some attention. I would like to see a
more exact definition, for instance, of the medical events following
vaccinations which qualify for compensation. It is, after all, those
medical injuries relating directly to the effects of the vaccine which
led originally to this proposed legislation. Also, there is the issue of
true negligence. lost wages, and pain and suffering and we have
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heard already a good deal about that, I think, as to the questions
that have come up.

Of course, the final concern that I would like to discuss today
very, very briefly is the potential effect on the cost of vaccine and
what impact this bill will have not only in cost of the administra-
tion of the program, but the difficulties on program administration
itself. I think all of these problems can be dealt with, but they are
there and need to be acknowledged.

I stand ready to offer the services of members of the association
and of the State of Florida to assist you in dealing with these ques-
tions. Our support for the concept of compensation for inadvertent
vaccine injury is unquestioned. Our support of you, Senator Haw-
kins, is great in your interest on this bill. Our desire now is to fully
answer the questions raised as they will affect millions of Ameri-
can children yet to be immunized.

Every year more than 3.1 million children are born in this coun-
try. Each one of them needs the protection offered by vaccination.
For the vast majority of infants, this means a series of vaccines,
and I won't g into that. However, it adds up to 25 million doses of
vaccine administered annually in the United States to small chil-
dren alone. Immunization of older children and adults adds an-
other 10 million doses.

In closing, I believe this bill is an excellent beginning to the cen-
tury-old problem of vaccine injury compensation. There are pres-
sures which surround this issue. They are longstanding; they are
powerful; and they are conflicting. For the sake of the great
number of potentially affected children in this teneration and the
next and the next, we must give this bill both our support and also
very careful, very reasoned attention during its legislative process.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.
[The prepared statements of Dr. King and the Association of

State and Territorial Health Officials follow:]
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STATEMENT BEFORE THE U. S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR
AND HUMAN RESOURCES, MAY 3, 1984

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN H. KING, M.D., STAFF DIRECTOR,
'UCH PROGRAM OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,

STATE HEALTH OFFICER FOR FLORIDA AND SECRETARY-TREASURER,

ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss S. 2117, the

National Childhood Vaccine Inlury Compensation Ace. There are two reasons

for my being here. The first'is that for the last six months, this bill

has been carefully reviewed by Public Health staff in the Florida DePart-

ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services. It has kept our attention for

o number of reasons. One, of course, is our responsibility for the large

number of infants and children who receive vaccines, and the vital human

potential they represent for our State. In the Public sector alone

Florida administers more than 855,000 doses of vaccine that are purchased

with Public funds, primarily to children under seven years of age. The

total number of doses for the combined Public and Private sects; virvice

delivery exceeds 1.7 million. That is 1.7 million Potential situations

wnicn could come under the provisions of this bill. Florida, indeed, hOS

C :!cenjouS sta.r.e In both the con'ent ono the ultimate effect of this bill.
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The Second reason for my being here today is to represer. the

Association of State and Territorial Health Officials. Members of the

Association hold the ultimate responsibility for Prevention and control

of vaccine-preventable diseases in their states. It would be difficult

to find a group in this country who places greater importance on the value

of immunization in protecting the health of children, (See Attachment I)

Progress in immunization is, by nature, a slow and gradual Process.

.he gains which this country has made since 1977 in raising immunization

levels to their current high points are the results of expanded state legis-

lation, intensified efforts by stote health departments, and increased

Federal funding. It did not happen easily oi Quickly. This national suc-

cess is mirrored in Florida. In 1977, Florida reported 308 cases of

measles to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). In 1981, Florida Passed

o stringent and cmorehensIve immunization law, reciviring immunization

coverage for children 'n all grades. Due in large Part to the enforcement

of this lcw, Florida hos reported only one confirmed measles case to CDC

In 1984,

Recent Kirvevs of school records in Florida revealed that 97% of all
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children entering Public and Private schools in kindergarterl,and first

grade were adequately immunized agoinst the childhood diseases. Immuni-

zation levels for children in higher grades were nearly as high. Our levels

for all school children are believed to be the highest of any Point in the

AP

State's history.

Yet even as we congratulate ourselves on our successes, we must re-

member that these levels are fragile and transient. Many factors could in-

fluence our ability to maintain these levels -- factors such as vaccine

Price, Parental support, and the participation of private meciteal Practi-

tioners.

We are aware that there are rare occurrences of adverse reactions to

immunizations. Since our nation is so large these occurrences might be

considered to be numerous. These reactions may lead to tragic and dis-

abling medical conditions. Even astechnalogy improves the Quality of the

Immunizing material and the numbers of adverse reactions decrease, there

may remain some level of reaction which is unavoidable if society continues

to realize the very great benefits immunization programs offer.

In our current legal environment It oPpeors that victim camensotion

1 6
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these JJ.erse ,),JtcJifn is alfficult, Expenses for tree cost of

lit:gctirm fir ti:tn plaintiff ana defendant alike are enormous. Deserving

.1(tItI5 hbt .A-JecJotely :omensated. Occasionally: as a result,

birental cJrKerns ai Question tne continuation of tnese programs -- pro-

grams which ! feel are among oar societies most voluable and most important.

tl:s bfabc.,sea blii.therefare, Is o response to on evident need for a

more efficient and falr system of compensation for victims of childhood

vaccine injury. we vaccinate 011 chilOren to proteCt themselves and the

rommunIt4 from disea<e. ! believe we owe compensation to those persanS

mealLoliy : :;lire' fa!- the bubl::: good, health professionals In state and

feaefai urenus, .Js well as in the orivote sector, have been searching for

ofi t: -1,141.ehsatior for voccinotion iniurles for

t%e f:rst effort toward a cOmpre-

tne proP.ilem cased by risks inherent In the

.-accities. The Association ow the Florida

.f la.1.! this effort as a

::- f :1f. enef:tf- for 1,,:tn !notylluois,
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There arc acme Portions of the bill that may need further attention.

I would like to see a more exact definition of the medical events follow-

ing vaccinations which qualify for compensation. It is those cedical

injuries relating directly to the effects of the vaccine which-led origi-

nally to this Proposed legislation. Also, the issues of true negligence,

lost wages, and pain and suffering should be carefully examined as to

their proper Place in this bill. A final concern includes the potential

effect on cost of vaccine and what ImPact that .111 have on program ad-

ministration.

I stand ready to offer the services of members of the Association

and the staff of the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services to assist in dealing with these Questions. Our support for the

concept of comPensatjon for inadver.tent vaccine injury is unquestioned.

Our support for Senator Hawkins as she demonstrates her Interest and con-

cern over this Mid health issue is firm. Our desire now is to fully

answer the questions raised by certain provisions of the bill os they will

affect millions of American children yet to be immunized.

ire than 3.1 million children are born in this country.
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Loch one of them needs the Protection offered by vaccination. For the vast

majority of infants, this means o series of three vcncines diphtheria,

tetanus, ond PertussIs (DTP), meosles, mums. and rubella (MMR), and Polio

(TOPV) given in a series of five clinic \isits before the second birth-

day. This adds up to nearly 25 million doses of vaccine administered
.

annually In the U. S. to small children alone. Immunization of older

children and adults add another 10 million doses.

In closing. I believe S. 2117 is an excellent beginning to the

century-old problem of vaccine injury compensation. The Pressures which

surround compensation are long-standing, Powerful, and conflicting. For

the sake of the great number of potentially affected children in this

generct:on and the next. we must give this bill both our support and care-

ful w.tention during Its legislative course.

ThCr.k you.
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Attachment 1

Statement of the

Association of State and Territorial Health Officials

on Vaccine-Related Injuries

Since barriers to the success of important preventive health programs have
occurred due to the problem of liability alternative to the Torts system within law,
the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials recommends that

1. A uniform hational compensation system be developed to cover the
necessary costs of the occasional circumstances of non-negligent vaccine-related
Injury to those who participate in any immunization program encouraged as a matter

of national health policy;
2. The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare should review the detailed

studies and recommendations already made available to him, and forthwith recommend

to Congress the administration and funding of a compensation system for those
occasional' individuals found on substantive4 review to be non-negligently injured
from receipt of licensed vaccines, and regardless of whether the vaccine program
provider is a public health agency, or private provider who has been enlisted in the

interests of national policy;

3. That the Federal government published model duty-to-warn forms add
to availability of compensation and the means by which review of requests may

bV initiated, as y ell as the full information on the benefits of the vaccine to both
individual participants, and the whole society, as a means of encouraging informed

participation in national immunization initiatives; and
4. Congress pass the necessary statutes to authorize and appropriate

the estalishment of the proposed national compensation system, stressing that

its purpose is one of social justice for those who participate In valuable national
r,,grartis ftr t`: good of ...11 as well as for their own individual benefit.

Approved by Executive Committee

August 14, 1978

Port Ludlow, Washington

16
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Senator ElAWKINH. Thank you so much, Dr. King.
Dr. Salk, we look forward to your testimony. You are a famous

doctor.

STATEMENT OF JONAS SALK, M.D., THE SALK INSTITUTE FOR
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES. SAN DIEGO, CA

Dr. SALK. Madam Chairman, I have been listening very carefully
to testimony that has been given thus far, and I wish to offer for
the record what I have prepared in writing. I would like to empha-
size the point that one of the available poliomyelitis vaccines [oral
live virus vaccine] causes paralysis in a small number of instances
and that an alternative vaccine exists [injected killed virus vaccine]
that does not cause such injury. Another vaccine that is the cause
of injury is the pertussis component of Dvr. To make my point I
would like to put the following question to the committee: If two
pertussis vaccines existed, one of which causes injury and the other
does not, would the latter not be the one that would be used to
avoid such injury? I want, therefore, to bring to your attention the
fact that the live poliovirus vaccine now in general use, causes
more than the two cases per year of vaccine-associated paralysis, as
has just been stated by Dr. Smith. Such cases occur to the extent of
about 6 to 1() cases per year and not only in children who are vacci-
nated but in adults who are contacts of vaccinated children and
also in community contacts. Accumulated over the period of time
since the live poliovirus vaccine has been in use, more than 200
cases have accumulated over the period of the last 20 years.

In view of the fact that a killed poliovirus vaccine exists which
does not cause vaccine-associated paralysis, I would suggest that
the way to deal with polio-vaccine-associated injuries would be.to
exclude indemnification for polio-vaccine-associated injuries from
the legislation so as to create an incentive to avoid such injury
since the killed virus vaccine is equally effective in protecting the
vaccinated individual and the community from the development of
outbreaks of poliomyelitis.

This issue has been a subject of considerable discussion for quite
scme time. These facts were brought prominently to attention
more than a decade ago. The conditions that have prevailed in the
ptst as far as questions of equivalence of effectiveness of the killed
virus vaccine which is safe as compared with the live virus vaccine
that does cause injury, have now, in 1984, been resolved because of
advances in the science and the technology of killed virus vaccine
manufacture. If the science and the technology of pertussis vaccine
manufacture was similarly advanced then the use of an improved
vaccine would he introduced rather than indem ttication. My
simple plea is that indemnification is not necessary for solving the
problem of polio-vaccine-associated injuries.

The prepared statement of Dr. Salk follows:]
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Statement

on

NATIONAL CHILDHOOD VACCINE INJURY COMPENSATION ACT

by

Jonas Salk, M.D.
The Salk Institute for Biological Studies

Post Office Box 85800
San Diego, California 92133

. Prepared For

The Committee cn Labor and Human Resources
The United States Senate

Washington, L.C.

3 May 1934
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I an here to offer my views on legislation now being considered

to provide compensation by the United States government to victims

of vaccine-related injuries. I believe that such victims should

receive fair and adequate compensation without the necessity to

engage in uncertain lawsuits with producers of biologics, and their

insurers, who understandably will use their power to defend their

interests which differ from that of the victim.

I have two serious concerns with regard to such legislation:

- One is the removal of the incentive for manufacturers

and the scientific community to improve existing vaccines--

for example, the pertuasis component of the DPT vaccine.

- The other is the removal of the incentive to change policy

when equally effective but safer vaccines already exist- -

for example, poliomyelitis vaccine.

Therefore, such legislation should provide for:

- Encouragement of research and development of vaccines free

of the untoward side effects for which indemnification is

to be provided.

With regard to pertussis, further research and development is underway.

However, in the case of poliomyelitis two vaccines exist, one of which

has the property of causing a small but definite number of cases of
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paralytic poliomyelitis each year and the other of which is free of

this property. Figure 1 shows the effect of vaccination on

incidence of poliomyelitis in the United States, and Figure 2 shows

that since 1973 more polio cases have been caused by the live virus

vaccine as compared to the number caused by the naturally occurring

wild virus. The issue surrounding these observations has been dis-

cussed many times and will, in due course, be resolved by appropriate

changes in policy or by legislation.

In summary:

I am of the opinion that such legislation as is being

proposed is necessary but should be written in such a

way as to provide the kinds of safeguards that would

avoid the need for indemnification as a remedy for

vaccine-associated injuries.
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Figure 1

Incidence of total reported poliomyelitis in the
United States, 1920-1971.
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Comparison of the Annual number of cases of paralytic
poliomyelitis due to wild poliovirus disease and of cases
of live virus vaccine-associated disease in the U.S.,1951-
1978. Aft:!r 1969, the indicated cases of wild poliovirus
disease are only those of domestic origin.
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Dear Senator
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February 17, 1984
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RE: S-2117 --
National Childhood Vaccine
Injury CompenS4tion Act

I am writing concerning Senate bill 2117 (National Childhood Vaccine-Injury
Compensation Act) which I understand is currently being considered by the
Labor and Puman Resources Committee. Although I support no-fault compensa-
tion for vaccine Injury that cannot avoided, one must carefully consider
the wisdom of legislating compensatio or injuries that are unnecessary.
Use of oral, live poliovirus vaccine car es the inherent risk of inducing '\
paralytic disease, whereas an alternative ccine is available that is
equally effective but carries no Such risk. It is my opinion that live
poliovirus vaccine should not be icluded in gislation concerning
compensation of vaccine injuries until careful consideration has been made
of the legal, etnical, and economic implications of such action.

Oral, live poliovirus vaccine is also called OPV or Sabin-type poliovirus
vaccine. Every year, the Centers for Disease Control receive an average of
nine reports of permanent paralysis caused by the live poliovirus vaccine.
It is likely that additional cases occur but are not reported. Approximately
one-third of the cases are infants who received live poliovirus vaccine,
one-third are young adults (primarily parents) who come in contact with
vaccinated infants, and one-third are in other children or adults who come
in contact with vaccinated persons. Those people who are paralyzed after
coming in contact with a vaccinated person have never consented to be
vaccinated and are usually unaware they are at risk of contracting paralytic
disease.

Nine cases annually seems like a small number, but it must be examined in
context. In the first place, these cases involve permanent paralysis or
loss of life, injuries that are particularly tragic and costly to society
when .hey occur in infants or young parents. Secondly, disease due to

oLairring polioviruses has essentially been eliminated from the
united ',fat's: except for imported cases and one outbreak of poliomyelitis

orten into.the unvaccinated Amish community in 1Q79, virtually all cases
of oar-II/tic wliomyelitis since 1974 have been caused by the live poliovirus
vAc:Inc. Live poliovirus vaccine now causes more disease than the virus
3111ur,t 4/11-h ;I. 15 .Jsi-m.
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The occurrance of vaccine-associated poliomyelitis is a result of instability
inherent in the live poliovirus vaccine; such cases will continue to occur
as long as the vaccine is used. This situation would be tolerable, and no-
fault compensation might be reasonable, if there were no alternative vaccine.
Another vaccine is available, however, that is equally effective in preventing
paralytic poliomyelitis in individuals and in controlling the disease in the

community. Killed poliovirus vaccine is prepared from viruses that are dead
and cannot cause disease; this vaccine, given by injection, is also referred
to as inactivated poliovirus vaccine (IPV) or Salk-type vaccine.

Killed poliovirus vaccine brought poliomyelitis under control in the United
States in the 1950s and early 1960s. Live poliovirus vaccine was then intro-
duced and became the vaccine of choice for a variety of reasons; use of killed
poliovirus vaccine gradually declined. After hearings in the Health Subcom-
mittee of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee in September, 1976,
when testimony was given by Dr. Jonas Salk, poliomyelitis vaccination policy
was reviewed by a special committee of The Institute pf Medicine in March, 1977.
The committee included physicians, lawyers, manufacturers, clergy, politicians,
and consumer representatives. The committee recommended (1) continued use of
live poliovirus vaccine for primary immunization of infants, (2) use of killed
poliovirus vaccine for certain specific circumstances, and (3) a review of
poliomyelitis vaccination policy in 5 years (March, 1982). No such review
by 4 broadly representative body has yet been undertaken, although many of the
circumstances considered by The Institute of Medicine committee in 1977 no
longer apply in 1983.

As you might expect, many lawsuits have been filed against individual
physicians and vaccine manufacturers as a result of live virus vaccine-
associated paralytic poliomyelitis. In addition, however, cases are now
pending against the American Academy of Pediatrics and the U.S. Government
for their actions regarding live poliovirus vaccine.

I urge the Labor and Human Resources Committee to reevaluate poliomyelitis
iTmuni:v..ion policy before including oral, live poliovirus vaccine in a
vaccine-in3ury compensation bill.

ror ,our ;urther inferqation, I have enclosed the abstracts of tnree Papers
PUbli;hd in tnat discuss illmunization against poliomyelitis in the
United

co.
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,

/La' (
Darrell Salk, MA.
Assistant Professor of
Pathology and Pediatrics
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Salk. We're glad you came,
also.

Mr. Dodd, an attorney from Torrance, CA?

STATEMENT OF ANDREW DODD, ATTORNEY, WARD, DODD &
GRANT, TORRANCE, CA

Mr. Dom. Yes, Senator. I am briefly going to summarize what I
have already submitted to the committee.

That is that there are candidates in our society today allegedly
suffering froth pertussis injury, pertussis vaccine-related injury,
who are not candidates for litigation. This bill presents an alterna-
tive for those children.

I, myself, over ,the past 4 years have seen three of these children,
and I think it is very important that the committee understand
that, in that sense, I am not biased, because this bill will, in my
opinion, benefit at least three children who have undoubtedly meri-
torious claims but are not appropriate candidates for litigation.

Any litigator in the United States today who is presented with
an allegedly vaccine-related injury must face two issues. The first
issue is who manufactured the vaccine. One of the issues that has
dealt with this bill, of course, requires mandatory reporting by the
administering physician of vaccine manufacturer identity. Howev-
er, that has not been true over the past 40 to 50 years. Consequent-
ly, there is a serious problem in the legal profession in attempting
to obtain identification of manufacturers rnvolved. If you do not
have manufacturer identification, you then in most States in the
United States have no lawsuit.

Now the people who fall into that category would benefit greatly,
in my opinion, by this bill, because they would have an opportunity
to seek compensation for what is an extremely devastating injury
to a family unit in terms of finances.

With regard to the pertussis vaccine-injured children, that injury
presents in many ways. One of the ways that it presents in is a
child with a mental capability which never exceeds 18 to 24
months, no matter what the chronological age is. You have a child
in that instance who is basically uncontrolled; who may be partial-
ly controlled by medication, although not necessarily; a child who
will require a sheltered environment for the rest cf that child's life;
a child whose quality of life may, we hope, be somewhat improved
by the application of rather substantial sums of money.

The other issue faced by any litigator with a vaccine-injured
child is the question of medical causation. Dr. Brandt from HHS
has briefly discussed that, and he was talking about the difficulty
of establishing a causal relationship between vaccination and
injury. This, of course, is an issue which litigators must face every
day.

With regard to pertussis vaccine-injured children, who are that
group that I am most familiar with, there are cases which, recause
of other possible causes, while they are very meritorious and while
they certainly meet the ethical constraints that are pertinent to
any attorney practicing in this area insofar as being legitimate
claims. they may be in the position of being weak medically, on the
medical causation side, and, consequently, parents of those types of
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children do not have access to our court system. I believe that
these children would also benefit very greatly by the compensation
aspect of this bill.

The balance of this bill, relating to the questions of reporting and
data collection, relating to the mandates to the Secretary to make
investigations, these things are utterly unique. These are not paral-
lel enactments that pattern after something that we could now do
in the law. These are very important because they relate to culpa-
bility.

In order to show, if we can, that vaccine manufacturers have
been negligent in the manufacture of pertussis vaccine, we must
have records and we must have the ability to identify manufactur-
er~.

Dr. Smith, who I know has worked many hours on the bill, one
of the things that he prepared in his statement today was that pos-
sibly 15 to 50 vaccine-related injuries occur a year without fault on
the part of the manufacturer. Now that, of course, is something
that I would respectfully take exception with the good Dr. Smith
on.

In any event, the question of whether or not manufacturers are
liable for these injuries is not something that we could say that a
very distinct trend has developed in the courts to determine. It still
remains to be seen to what extent, for instance, the manufacturers
of pertussis vaccine are culpable. As several of the defense attor-
neys who are seated in this room in back of me will confirm, there
has never been a concession by a drug manufacturer that pertussis
vaccine is particularly dangerous or that they bear any culpability
under the law.

Each one of these cases, I assure the Senator, is competently de-
fended. There are competent expert witnesses on each side. When
you face litigation, it is very important that the public understand
that we don t necessarily always have these wonderful results that
we all learn from Perry Mason. It is a rigorous kind of thing to do,
and there are neople who don't fit into that category.

Now to speak to some of the questions, to take the remainder of
my time to speak to soine of the questions the Senator has raised,
would parents choose this system? I think there areI know of
three sets of parents myself who would. I think the answer is clear-
ly yes, people would choose this system.

If this bill were to become mandatory to require this kind of
mandatory administrative procedure for adjudication of claims,
which I understand the Senator to have indicated that some of the
potentiftl cosponsors of the bill have expressed an interest in, I
must, unfortunately, indicate that I would do all in my power at
that point to oppose the legislation, and I believe that the parents
that I represent throughout the United States would feel likewise.

The net effect of that proposal, although it may be quite uninten-
tional. is going to sweep what we believe to be the activities of the
drug manufacturers with regard to pertussis vaccine under the rug.
It is going, in effect. although again it may not be intended, to act
:is a bailout for the drug manufacturers in regard to pertussis im-
inuni/at ion

There are estimated to he some :i11 to 40 cases presently pending
in the trnited States on the question of pertussis immunization. To
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destroy those cases by passing a mandatory legislation, I think
would be entirely inappropriate, I would submit.

I was very ,pleased to hear Dr. Smith mention a As the acade-
my has identified, there are serious constitutio,,a1 questions to
doing that. You are talking about taking away from a child the
right to a jury trial. In the case of a pertussis-injured child, you are
talking about taking the right of a minor who is also a retarded
person, taking away the right for a jury trial. I submit that that
would not he acceptable to many people that I know.

One last point that Dr. Brandt raisedand, of course, the com-
munication of ideas by the use of word of mouth is not an exact
science, and I may have thought that I understood Dr. Brandt to
say things that he did not say, but I thought he said that the ad-
ministration is concerned that the passage of this bill could lead to
a lack of public confidence in immunization policy. I think the
truth of the matter, Senator Hawkins, is that this coymittee pres-
ently is the sole and leading safety valve for what many counsel
feel is an incredible scandal of incredible proportion. This commit-
tee provides a forum for people of opposing views to come together
and talk about these problems. The transcripts of this committee
have indicated opinions of a wildly divergent nature.

We have an accusation, I believe, in the records of this commit-
tee that even for a television station to put this issue on the air is
journalistic malpractice. The point of it is, and what drives people
to make those kinds of statements is, that this whole. issue has
become polarized. There are people on one side and people on the
other. This committee, I believe, has provided the safety valve for
this issue. It is very much to the credit of this committee.

The real, clear, and present danger in this issue is that debate
will be silenced; that there will be no discussion in the press about
this issue; and that ultimately, the information that is coming
slowly but surely in the court system in the United States about
specifically pertussis manufacture will break, the public will be
enormously upset, in my humble opinion, and we run the danger
there that you are going to have a lack of acceptance of immuniza-
tions that are appropriate.

For instance, people may, if they learn about pertussis vaccine, if
they determine in their own mind that it is an outmoded prOduct,
that the design of the product is some 53 years of age, if they deter-
mine they don't want their children to have that, and if that is per-
mitted in their State by law, we run the risk that those parents
may become confused and also try to deny diphtheria and tetanus
vaccination. Diphtheria and tetanus, as I am sure the members of
this panel know better than I do, are not something to fool around
with. They are an extremely dangerous series of childhood illness-
es.

If we stop this debate, if legislation is not passed, then we are
going to leave it again in the laps of the litigators. The litigators
are doing their best, Senator Hawkins, but our access to informa-
tion is certainly short of CDC; it is short of DOB; it is short of FDA.
Why those people have not chosen to exercise access into all of the
information available, I don't know, but the suggestion that this
committee is somehow going to contribute to the lack of public con-

- 1
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fidence, I really respectfully submit is a complete reverse of the
truth.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dodd follows:]
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The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
United States Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
Washington, D.C. 20510

In re: S.2117, The National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Compensation Act

Testimony of Andrew W. Dodd, Esquire

Dear Senator Hatch:

Thank you for your kind letter of April 24, 1984.

I have been asked to comment upon the appropri-
ateness of S.2117 from the perspective of a litigator with
some experience in casIs of post vaccine pertussis encepha-
lopathy.

In this regard I should note at the outset
that 7 very much favor the legislation, under consideration
by your Committee, both from a orofessional perspective and
on a phii.Jsophical basis as a m,ilber of this society and
as the parent of pediatric immunization age children.

On this latter point, the philosophical per-
spective, it is my feeling that the recognition implicit 0

in the legislation, that there exists a serious problem with
pertussis immunization, is an appropriate legislative finding,
one which has been much too long in coming.

There was a time, not too long ago, when I
was of the opinion that the mere recital to appropriate
authorit'.es in the health care delivery system of the bold-
faced facts with regard to pertussis vaccine would, .urely,
be sufficient to bring about change in the manner in which
this product is in daily use.

After three years of letter writing I no longer
Lllve In this approach.

Therefore, I applaud the efforts of this Com-
mittee with reward to the preliminary fact finding process,
espeoially the efforts of The Honorable Paula Hawkins.
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On my first.point, a litigator's perspective,
my view is perhaps best explained by a brief summary of
the manner in which a typical suspected case of pertussis
vaccine damage is handled by this firm.

Typically initial investigation of these cases
involves, in part, the following steps,

1) In most states the United States, with
the possible exception of California, it is an absolute
condition precedent to litigation that the identity of the
manufacturer of the pertussis vaccine in question be estab-
lished.

This "manufacturer identification" has proved
to be a most difiicult aspect of these cases inasmuch as it
is clearly not the practice of the physicians in this country
to note in a child's medical chart, or elsewhere, such iden-
tification.

Indeed, one landmark case in the 60's on
this product was reportedly lost, in part, because no such
man.iacturer identification was forthcoming.

2) Assuming that manufacturer identification is
forthcoming, which is not always the case, the next step is
that of establishing medical causation.

In this regard it is important to note that
thte is no single "test" to determine whether or not a
child has been damaged by pertussis immunization.

Rather, the process by which such a diagnosis
is rendered involves, in part, a qui,e complicated and la-
borious process of examination of each and every meuical record
ever generated with respect to a patient plus a battery of
various diagnostic tests.

Inherent in this process is the fact, which
I frequently ,ee, that inadvertent errors often creep into
A patient's . Ards.

1 SI
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Once these two steps are
a
accomplished it then

becomes necessary to makd a determination as to whether or
not a particular child's claim is a proper candidate for
litigation.

This is not an easy decision to make, especially
in view of the fact that attorneys involved in this field,
most certainly the ones that I am acquainted with, are quite
cognizant of the fact they are operating as a "Court of
last resort", ie., there is nowhere else,under the present
tort system, for parents of portussis vaccine effected
children to go.

As against this judicial fact of life counsel
must balance the faits inherent in his own professional prac-
tice, tnc expense and rigors of litigation and the various
ethical constraints inherent in the practice of law, most
especially the mandate that counsel shall not accept more
cases than he has the time and resources to prosecute.

This balancing of various considerations has
lead to, at least in my own practice, a kind of legal
"triage" wherein cases without extremely solid and con-
vincing drug manufacturer identification, and medical
causation, mist, be turoed down ia favor of cases that are
"stronger" in the evidentary sense.

The net effect, theref:ae, of this "triage"
process in that cases which undoubtedly are meritorious,
and which meet ethical cnstrainte regarding valid and
appropriate claims must, regrettably, be turned aside, or
at least delayed, in favor of "stronger" aaims.

As against this process of screening the legis-
latin under, consideration would, in my view, greatly assist
in the resclutioa of the problems I have briefly outlined
tirinaboi.e 'mhetent in the traditional tort system.

That is, as I perceive the effect of this legis-
lation, counsel involved in the area of pertussis immunization
litlAattoe would be provided with a choice, either to pursae
ttadItional litlqation or to proceed by the alternative
me hoot 1, ovi Jed for in the hill.

I 5 2
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Inasmuch as the bill under consideration does
not require drug manufacturer identifica:ion, ncr Aloes the
same require the claimant to meet rigolk.us evidentiary
standards with regard to medical causation, the proposed
legislated alternative thereforepresents a "real' choice
to parents faced with pertussis vaccine effected children.

It is the provision for such a "real* choice
which persuades me, from a litigator's perspective, that
the subject bill in both appropriate, and necessary.

Indeed, on a very personal level, I should be
remiss if I did not disclose to this Honorable Committee
that it is my intention, should the bill under consideration
be enacted, to file claims on behalf of three children whose
claims, in my opinion, are not appropriate candidates for
traditional litigation.

esp Ily submitted,

drew W. Dodd

AWb/de
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Dodd. I personally appreciate
those remarks, having been accused of the very things you are
talking about.

Dr. Alan Nelson of the American Medical Association?

STATEMENT OF ALAN R. NELSON, M.D., AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION

Dr. NELSON. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
My name is Alan Nelson. I am a practitioner of internal medi-

cine in Salt Lake City, UT, and I am also a member of the AMA
board of trustees.

Madam Chairman, the AMA has over the years strongly urged
immunization of children and has long supported public health
grants to States to assist in immunization programs. The AMA en-
courages and supports State-mandated childhood vaccination re-
quirements and continued research into the development of new
and approved vaccines. The AMA Auxiliary has also developed and
implemented major public education programs encouraging appro-
priate immunizations.

The beneficial results of this Nation's immunization activity are
clear. For example, through the development and widespread avail-
ability of vaccines, polio has been virtually eliminated.

We are fully aware, Madam Chairman, of the injuries and ill-
nesses that can result from the administration of vaccines. Even
when there is no negligence in the manufacture or administration
of a vaccine, scientific evidence indicates that there is a predictable
incidence of serious injuries that will inevitably occur in a certain
small number of cases.

Such cases are, indeed, small in relation to the total number of
doses administered. But, regardless of the rarity of these tragic
events, a.ny serious adverse reaction is a matter of crucial concern
to one who is din ly affected.

1S3
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Our tort system provides a remedy for persons injured by negli-
gent conduct of another. The problem confronted in the context of
vaccine administration is that an injury may result even when no
one has committed a negligent act.

The moral problem for society arising from such injuries is that
most States require pediatric vaccinations as a condition to school
entry. Is it fair to require children to undergo vaccinations and
then deny compensation in those rare instances of injury? Is it fair
to leave compensation for children to innovations in tort theory
that find liability even when there was no negligence? This is the
dilemma that has faced and continues to face our society concern-
ing vaccine injury cases.

The AMA has actively participated in the pursuit of fairness for
children injured seriously as a result of mandated pediatric vacci-
nations. We have also been concerned about liability problems for
vaccine manufacturers and for those who administer vaccines. In
seeking this fairness, we advocate solutions that will continue to
encourage parents to have their children immunized. We also seek
a course of action that will preserve a ready supply of reasonably
prict..; vaccinesa goal that has moved farther from reach as the
number of vaccine suppliers declines and vaccine prices increase as
a result of product liability litigation.

We must, also assure continued research not only into improve-
ments in vaccines that are currently available, but we must assure
continued research into new vaccines for diseases for which there
is no prevention now, or perhaps even for diseases for which the
cause has not yet been determined.

The AMA in 1983 convened a special Ad Hoc Commission on
Vaccine Compensation, on which I had the privilege to serve as
chairman, as a forum to examine all aspects of the vaccine injury
compensation and to provide recommendations for appropriate leg-
islative remedy. In addition to the AMA, nine other organizations
were represented on the commission. These organizations included
the American Academy of Pediatrics, the Pharmaceutical Manufac-
tures Association, the Institute of Medicine of the National Acade-
my of Sciences, Centers for Disease Control, and the National Con-
ference of State Legislatures. All of these organizations designated
a member of our commission.

Madam Chairman, the commission has recently completed its
report, and this report is appended to our full statement. The
report of the commission is now being circulated to the organiza-
tions that were represented on the commission, so that each orga-
nization can react to the policy positions embraced in the commis-
sion's recommendations. Last week the board of trustees of the
American Medical Association adopted the report of the commis-
sion

The commission's goals were four:
To identify and equitably compensate persons injured by severe

reactions to pediatric vaccines;
Second, to assure the appropriate vaccination of all children;
Third, assure the continued development and availability of pedi-

atric vaccines; and
Fourth. assure the continued participation of physicians ead

other qualified persons in the administration of pediatric vaccine.
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The report presents 13 major recommendations, including a rec-
ommendation calling for a Federal legislative program for the ap-
propriate compensation of persons seriously injured as a result of
State-mandated vaccinations a.id a recommendation that such a
compensation system must be the exclusive remedy of claimants
and not merely an alternative to remedies currently available.

The program envisioned by the commission report would involve
a no-fault claims review process and would permit the Federal Gov-
ernment to recover from a negligent party amounts it pays on
claims.

At this time I would like to present the views of' the AMA on
major features of Senate bill 2117.

first, the Government program is an optional remedy. A major
feature of S. 2117 is the establishment of a Federal compensation
program as an alternative to the traditional tort remedy rather
than being the sole source of compensation for vaccine-related inju-
ries. Permitting claimants to continue to bring tort actions against
manufacturers and providers will not achieve desired goals in our
view, since sufficient protection is not provided from the increas-
ingly high expense of litigation that is driving manufacturers' costs
up, costs that have been asserted as forcing companies out of vac-
cine production.

Beneficial legislation should strike a fair balance between the de-
sirable goal of compensating the victims of serious injuries and the
need for vaccine-producing companies to operate in an environ-
ment with some measure of protection from the extremely high
legal costs in this complicated and threatening area of law.

Madam Chairman, the commission tried very diligently to get a
handle on the degree of current legal activity against those who ad-
minister and produce vaccines. It was very difficult to do so. As a
matter of fact, we were unable to come up with any kind of hard
numbers.

However, an attorney who deals extensively with this kind of
problem estimated in his report to the commission that in the Chi-
cago area alone 4 to 50 suits are estimated to be filed charging
vaccine-related injury.

Private tort remedy as an option, however, would not promote
the desired goal of removing exis.ing barriers to achieving the nee.
essary goals of providing for continued availability of vaccines at
reasonable cost and maximum immunization coverage of our popu-
lation

The vaccine injury table: the bill contains a vaccine injury table
that lists in great specificity a large number of compensable events
and time periods for onset of those events. Many are too nonspeci-
fic and do nut constitute a reliable clinical indication. The system
cm:Id be flooded

The American Medical Association strongly recommends against
having compensable injuries listed in the legislation. Identification
of compensabie events through administrative procedures may be a
nwre desirable alternative

Surcharges on vaccine ma n 11 fact ti re rs: We 'are ,'oncerned that the
;urcharge method of financing called for in Senate bill 2117 will
Hilly accelerate the already high cost of vaccine since it adds to cur-
rent costs by virtue of adoption Of a new system of compensation.

L
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Because the ent ire population benefits from immunization, not just
those unmunized, a more appropriate financing system might be
one that ultimately relies on general revenue funding.

Other concerns: In addition to these major concerns, questions
are also raised relating to the immunizations covered, statute of
limitations, provisions as set forth in the bill relating to compensa-
tion for toss of earnings, and definition of maximum feasible poten-
tial.

We commend you, Senator Hawkins, for seeking development of
a means to assist children who are seriously injured through the
administration of mandated vaccines. We urge the committee to
consider the recommendations of the commission on vaccine com-
pnsation submitted with our testimony. We believe these recom-
mendations could provide a framework for a beneficial solution to
tF' vaccine injury compensation problem. We would be happy to
work with this committee in developing a program accomplishing
our mutual goals.

While S. 2117 also addresses these issues, it continues the
present tort system that has resulted in serious problems in this
field. For this and other reasons contained in our statement, we
are opposed to enactment of Senate bill 2117 as it is currently writ-
ten.

Madam Chairman. I would be happy to answer any questions.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Nelson follows:i
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

to the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate

Presented by

Alan R. Nelson, N.D.

RE: S. 2117 - the Rational Childhood
Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act

MAY 3, 198

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Alan R. Nelson, M.D. I am a physician in the practice of

internal medicine in Salt Lake City, Utah. I am a member of the AMA's

Board of Trustees. With me today is Harry Peterson, Director of the

AMA's Division of Legislative Activities.

The American Medical Association is pleased to be at this hearing to

present its views on vaccine compensation issues and on S. 2117, a bill

that would establish a new federal program to provide compensation to

persons injured as a result of receiving vaccine immunizations.

AMA and Immunization

Mr Chairman, the AMA has over the ylars strongly urged immunization

of children and has long supported federal public health grants to

9 S7
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states to assist in immunization programs. The AMA encourages and

supports state mandated childhood vaccination requirements and continued

research into the development of new and improved vaccines. The AMA

Auxiliary has also developed and implemented major public education

programs encouraging appropriate immunizations.

The beneficial results of this nation's immunization activity are

clear. Today, through the development and witispread availability of

vc,.nes, polio has been virtually eliminated. According to the Centers

for Disease Control, the incidence of mumps has fallen from 121,550 cases

as recently as 1971 to 3,285 last year, and cases of measles have

declined from 75,007 in 1971 to 1,436 in 1983.

We are fully aware, Mr. Chairman, of the injuries and illness that

can result from the administration of vaccines. Even when there is no

negligence in the manufacture or administration of vaccine, scientific

evidence indicates that there is a predictable incidence of serious

injuries that will inevitably occur in a certain small number of cases.

Such cases aro indeed small in number in relation to the total number

of doses administered. For example, polio contracted from oral polio

vaccine is estimated to occur once in 3.2 million doses, leading to an

estimated 5 cases in a year. Encephalitis following DTP vaccine

administration is estimated to occur 3.2 times per million doses leading

to an estimated 43.2 cases per year. Encephalitis following measles

vaccination is estimated to result in about 10 cases per year. Deaths

due to anaphylactic shock from all vaccines is estimated to be one in ten

million do =es i4r a total of five to six cases per year. Other adverse

events. such as peripheral mononeuropathy following DTP vaccine, occur

very rat-ely, probably too rarely for even one case annually.

1 S\
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Regardless of the comparative rarity of these tragic events, any

serious adverse reaction is a matter of critical concern to one who is

directly affected.

Our tort system peovides a remedy for persons injured by the

negligent conduct of another. The 2oblem confronted in the context of

vaccine an

committed a negligent act.

The moral problem for society arising from such injuries is that most

states require certain pediatric vaccinations as a condition to school

entry. States mandate such immunization because of the epidemiologic

fact of -herd immunity," i.e.. all of society benefits from vaccination

against communicable diseases--not just the vaccine recipient. Is it

fair to require children to undergo vaccinations, and then deny

compensation in those rare instances of severe injury? Is it fair to

leave compensation for children to innovations in tort theory that find

liability even when there was no negligence? This is the dilensea that

has faced and continues to face our society concerning vaccine injury

(aseg

The American Medical Association has actively participated in the

pursuit for fairness for children injured seriously as a result of

mandated pediatric vaccines, for vaccine administrators, and for vaccine

manufacturers. In seeking this fairness, we advocate solutions that will

continuo to encourage parents to have their children immunized. We also

seek a course of action that will preserve a ready supply of reasonably

priced vaccines--a goal that has moved farther from reach as the number

of vaccino suppliers declines and vaccine prices increase as a result of

product liability litigation.

1 S
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In the process of working towards a solution, the AMA in previous

years endorsed the concept of vaccine compensation programs at the state

Devil. The Association developed model state legislation and encouraged

support by state medical associations. The Association also supports

state or federal legislation that will hold physicians and manufacturers

harmless for any vaccine-related injury not caused by physician or

manufacturer negligence.

Most significantly, the AMA in 1983 convened a special Ad Hoc

Commission on Vaccine Compensation, on which I had the privilege to serve

as Chairman, as a forum to examine all aspects of the vaccine injury

compensation problem and to provide recommendations for any appropriate

legislative remedy. In addition to the AMA, the following organizations

were represented on the Commission:

o American Academy of Family Physicians
o American Academy of Pediatrics
o American Society of Internal Medicine
o National Medical Association
o American Association of Public Health Physicians
o Institute of Medicine
o National Conference of State Legislatures
o Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association

Centers for Disease Control (HHS)

Mr Chairman, the Commission has recently completed its report, and the

report is appended to our testimony. The report of the Commission is now

being circulated to the organizations represented on the Commission so

that each organization can react to the policy position embraced in the

Commission's recommendations. Last week, the Board of Trustees of the

American Medical Association adopted the Report of the Commission, and

this Report will now be transmitted to the AMA House of Delegates for its

rnns ideratinn next month.
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The Report of the ComMission on Vaccine Injury, Compensation contains

the following recommendations:

1. All children should receive the childhood immunizations
recommended by the American Academy.of Pediatrics and the
American Medical Association.

2. A federal legislative program should be pursued for the
appropriate compensation of persons seriously injured as a
result of state mandated pediatric immunizations.

3. The proposed compensation system must be the exclusive
remedy of claimants and not merely an alternative to
remedies currently available.

6. Legislation should create a no-fault claims review process.

5. The federal government should recover amounts it pays on
claims from any negligent party.

6. All persons seriously injured as the direct result of
required pediatric immunizations should be compensated.

7. The Secretary of RHS should be directed by the implementing
legislation to constitute an expert advisory group to
defin the injuries that would be presumptively compensable
under the program.

8. Compensable events should not be defined in the
legislation, but should be defined wholly by the expert
advisory group and promulgated as an administrative rule.
with usual notice and comment period.

9. Awards should include medical and other needed care,
rehabilitation, special education. and other strictly
compensatory elements not covered by other programs. Any
pain and suffering compensation should be limited with the
award going only to the injured party.

10. The dollar amount of awards would be hazed on a formula
developed by a second expert advisory committee formed of
experts in this kind of economic analysis. These formulas
would also be promulgated as administrative rules.

11. The formula referred to above should encourage structured
settlements, limit fees going to legal counsel, give
preference to regional formulas that give cognizance to
socioeconomic differences between regions, and focus on
local agencies as the locus for making judgments within the
formula as to needs in individual cases.

191
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12. Determinations made ty the Secretary regarding a persoL"s
eligibility for compensation and the amount of awards
should carry a presumption of substantial evidence with
respect to any judicial review. Judicial review would be
appellate, not leja944,

13. Funding options were considered but no one formula
embraced. However, the Commission was concerned about a
charge added to vaccines.

S. 2117

At this time, I would like to present the views of the AMA on

S. 2117, a bill before this Committee on the subject of vaccine

compensation.

eisap1-.191Lof S. 2117. S. 2111 would establish a federal

vaccine-injury compensation program. It would be a no-fault, elective

avenue to compensation on the part of persons suffering from certain

injuries caused by designated vaccines who meet eligibility requirements

set out in the bill. It is no-fault in that there would to no need for a

claimant to demonstrate negligence in order to receive an award, and it

is elective in that a person may choose to pursue either the traditional

tort remedy in the courts or the new comeensatimjuggEgm. Payments to

claimants under the latter program would come from a trust fund

constituted from surcharges levied on manufacturers of childhood vaccines.

The bill thus provides that any person who has sustained a

vaccine-related injury (as id...cified in the bill) may elect to seek

compensation under the program established by the bill as an alternative

to filing a tort action for damages in state or federal court.

Petitions for compensation under the program would be submitted to

the U.S. District Court for the District of Colwabia. Upon the entry of

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law by the special master or

9 91
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magistrate appointed by the Court, or upon entry of a final judgment by

the court on the pet ion there would be a permanent bar against the

filing, or furtheronsideration, of any tort action in any state or

federal court arising from the same incident of vaccine administration.

Compensation would be awarded to a petitioner when the following four

criteria are met:

(1) The petitioner received any of the vaccines listed in the

Vaccine-Injury Table set forth in the bill (whether the vaccine

was admin%stered before or after the date of enactment of the

bill).

(2) The petitioner sustained or had aggravated any of the illnesses,

disabilities, injuries or conditions listed in the

Vaccine -Injury Table (whether the illness, disability, etc.,

occurred or was discovered before or after the date of the

bill's enactment).

(3) The first symptom or manifestation of the onset or significant

aggravation of any such illness, disability, etc., occurred

within the requisite time period after vaccine administration,

as set forth in the Vaccine-Injury Table.

(A) The petitioner has not previously collected an award cr

settlement of a civil action in tort for damages for such

vaccine-elated injury.

The bill provides that a petitioner contracting polio need not have

received polio vaccine to be eligible if the petitioner contracted polio

from some other person as a result of oral polio vaccine.

193
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Comments on S. 2117

In these comments we will discus certain of our principal concerns

with S. 2117.

GovarligaMaJUMENLJULJU1kWALLEMtiX. A major feature of S. 2117 is

the establishment of the federal compensation program as an alternative

to the traditional tort remedy, rather than being the sole source of

compensation for vaccine-related injuries. Given the important goals of

promoting the vaccination of children and assuring the ready availability

of vaccine to meet that objective, legislation should be fashioaed to

help achieve those goals. Permitting claimants to continue to bring tort

actions against manufacturers and providers will not achieve desired

goals, in our view, since sufficient protection is not provided from the

increasingly high expense of litigation that is driving manufacuturer

costs up--costa that have been asserted as forcing companies out of

vaccine production.

Beneficial legislation should strike a fair balance between the

desirable goal of compensating victims of serious vaccine injuries and

the need for vaccine producing companies to operahe in an environment

with some measure of protection from the extremely high legal costs in

this complicated and threatening area of law. S. 2117 seeks to meet the

desirable goal of affording relief to individuals suffering injuries and

who otherwise would have no remedy for compensation. By preserving the

private tort remedy a'. 2" on, however, S. 2117 would not promote the

desirable goal of . dating barriers to achieving the necessary

goals of providing for continued availability of vaccines at reasonable

costs and maximu:s immunization coverage of our population.

a
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Vaccine Indury Table. S. 2117 contains a Vaccine-Injury Table that

lists in great specificity a large number of compensable events and time

periods for onset of those events; the Table-404n integral part of the

legislation and would be used to determine eligibility for compensation.

The American Medical Association strongly recommends against having

compensable injuries listed in legislation. The nature of vaccine

injuries militate against listing specific events and time periods for

onset in statute; there are too many variables. Identification of

compensable events through administrative regulations may be a more

desirable alternative. Regulations are more flexible and amenable to

changes reflecting new developments in the immunization field and permit

the on-going input and advice of scientific experts. In addition to the

overall objection to inclusion of any specific Table in legislation, we

have reviewed the Table and question the appropriateness of medical

events listed and the terminology employed. The legislative format

precludes necessary flexibility and application of individualized medical

judgment. The rigidity of the legislative approach should be avoided.

Surcharges on Vaccine Manufacturers. The bill does not address the

increasing costs of vaccines.;' We are concerned thi ,.he surcharge method

of financing will only accelerate the already high costs of vaccine since

it adds to current costs by virtue of adoption of the new system of

compensation Because the entire population benefits from immunization,

not just those immunized, a more appropriate financing system might be

one that ultimately relies on general revenue funding.

1 fi 5
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hedical Tracticnondards. S. 2117 would require the HMS Secretary

to issue regulations defining the circumstances under which covered

vaccines should not be administered, the circumstanceeender which

administration of vaccine should be delayed beyond its usual time, and

the groups, categories, or characteristics of potential recipients of

such vaccine who may be at higher risk of major adverse reaction than the

general population.

The required HHS regulations would strongly impact on medical

practice and questions of professional judgment and liability. We object

to such standards being laid down by the Secretary of HHS.

other concerns. In addition to these major concerns, questions are

also raised relating to the immunisations covered, statute of

limitations, provisions as set forth in the bill relating to compensation

for loss of earnings, and definition of "maximum feasible potential."

Conc;usion

We commend Senator Hawkins and yourself, Mr. Chairman, for seeking

development of a means to assist children seriously injured through the

administration of mandated vaccines. While the bill would establish a

new compensation system and provide coverage for injuries for which no

remedy exists today, it also continues the present tort system that has

resulted in serious problems in this field. In this respect, the bill

would be very costly and should be changed. Other modifications are also

desirable in the new compensation program. For reasons contained in our

statement we do not favor enactment of S. 2'17 without changes from its

present form.
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We urse this Committee to consider
the recommendations of the

Commission on Vaccine Compensation submitted with our testimony. We
believe these

recommendations could provide a framework for a beneficial
solution to the vaccine-injury compensation problem. We would be happy
to work with this Committee in developing

a program accomplishing
our

mutual goals.

Mr. Chairman, at this time I would be happy to answer any questions
from the Committee.

0609p
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REPORT OF AD HOC COMMISSION ON VACCINE INJURY COMPENSATION*

Introduction

During the June 1983 Meeting of the AMA Rouse of Delegates, Board of
Trustees Report 00, 'National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program
(Substitute Resolution 9, I-82)," was adopted. In this report, the Board
recommended the convening of a special Ad Hoc Commission "to serve as a
forum to examine all aspects of the vaccine injury compensation problem
and provide recommendations for any appropriate legislative remedy.'
Such a Commission vas established and members net on two separate
occasions: September 12 and November 10, 1983. Commission membership
included representatives from the AMA's Board of Trustees, and Councils
on Legislation, Medical Service, and Scientific Affairs. Additionally,
the following national organizations were represented:

American Academy of Family Physicians
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Society of Internal Medicine
National Medical Association
American Association of Public Health Physicians
Institute of Medicine
National Conference of State Legislatures
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
United States Department of Health snd Human.

Services' Centers for Disease Control

Four vaccine producers also were invited and sent representatives to
the Commission's meetings. These included observers as wall as experts
in pharmaceutical products liability.

At its first meeting, the Commission received data and presentations
on the scientific and legal environment in which vaccine producers and
immunization programs now must operate. To address the paramount
concerns in the most pressing area, Commissioners agreed to focus on
state mandated pediatric immunizations. Out of these deliberations
emerged the strong recommendation that all children receive the childhood
immunizations recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics and the
AMA, with special attention to the timely administration of DTP
(diphtheria, tetanus and pertuasis).

The Commissioners also agreed that the societal benefits accruing
from widespread availability of vaccines and full participation by
families in pediatric immunization programs warranted a reassessment of
the issues surrounding compensation for vaccine-related injuries. In

summary, the Commission defined as its goals the following objectives:

*The recommendations contained in this report represent the views of
the Commission. The participating organizations will each make their oun
determinations with respect to official endorsement of the Commission's
recommendations.
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assurance of the continued development and availability of

pediatric vaccines;

assurance of continued participation of physicians and
other qualified persons in administration of pediatric
vaccines;

assurance of appropriate vaccination of all children; and
promotion of the identification and equitable compensation
of persons injured by severe reactions to pediatric
vaccines.

The Commission believes that these objectives will be promoted with

adoption of the recommendations in this report.

Scientific Background

The Commission agreed that the following table fairly represents the
most serious vaccine-related injuries that may arise in vaccinated
children or adults cantracting the disease by contact with thlge children:

VACCINE RELATED INJURIES

in the U.S.

Permanent Damage
Estimated

Estimated Annual Doses
Estimated

Incidence Annual Cases

Brain damage from
the P in DTP

3.2 per
million*

13.5 million 43.2

Brain damage from 1 per million 9.0 million 10***

the measles vac-
cine of KKR

(includes women of
childbearing age)**

4 (future)**

Paralytic polio 1 per 3.2 18.0 million S (Known) * * **

from TOPV million nearly all in
unprotected
adults exposed
to children
given TOPV

Anaphylaxis (acute 1 per 10 50-60 million (all 5-6 (all age

medical care only)
from any vaccine

million (all
vaccines)

age groups) groups

OTA Report
*Brit Med J 282:15b3, 1981

**Current -Catch-up" rate; projected to reduce to an annual rate of 4
million

***Modern Meeicine 50:122-142 (January 1982)
***1980 Annual. Summary MMwR 29 No. 54 September 1981
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In the Commission's deliberations it was readily apparent that brain
damage and related severe neuropathy arising from adverse reactions to
pertussis vaccine are now the most press..ng concern. Therefore,
deliberation on various compensation alternatives revolved around an
analytical model based on the recent pertussis vaccine experience, with
projections into future years being made thereon. The Commission did note
that clinical investigations of an alterrative pertussis vaccine are in
progress, but felt the exercise would be more valid if it reflected the
nature, number, and extent of injuries reported with the current vaccine. A

brief discussion about the pertussis disease and vaccine injury was
presented to the Commission and this is included in Appendix A.

Public Policy Considerations

The Commission received information from legal counsel regarding the
historical development of pharmaceutical products liability standards in
5oth common and statutory law. In assessing the adequacy of existing legal
remedies and describing possible new ones, legislative and court imposed
modifications (fault and nofault) were evaluated. In analyzing the
alternative vaccine compensation models that might be devised, the
Commission noted several decision-making benchmarks:

1. whether eligibility for compensation is carefully,
:lousily narrowly, defined in both clinical and legal
terms;

.. whether there Is a reliable and easy system to
determine whether negligence may have given rise to
an injury;

3. whether the introduction of no fault" or strict
liability elements in any compensation program that
would run counter to longestablished standards for
pharmaceutical product, and services liability in
this country would reduce the likelihood of
acceptance;

whether the compensation system is able to identify
and compensate injured persons without either unduly
penalizing vaccine manufacturers and providers or
without removing incentives for safe performance by
the same parties;

5. whether costs of a compensation mechanism include:
payor administration, payor and claimant advocacy
and adjudicatioi (including costs attributable to
handling spurious claims), medical and related
.ompensatory" care;

20 0
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6. whether consideration is given to offsettingexpenses already covered by third party payors;
7. whether annualized costs of care and

maintenance arevery substantial lump 'um awards (as with many civiljudgments now) or additive year to year to
potentially large sums.

With these key elements in mind, the Commission
proceeded in acareful examination of the theories

and mechanisms by which someimprovement in the
existing system of vaccine injury

compensation might
be undertaken,

particularly as it related to mandated
pediatricimmunisation.

Common Law

Pharmaceuticals, including vaccines, are "'inherently dangerousproducts" in the lexicon of modern
theories of tort liability. Such

products are evaluated under a "negligence
standard" when product relatedinjury arises. If no negligence

in product design, or production,handling, labeling and administration is dislovered, a plaintiff in civil
litigation mey not prevail.

Our society has maintained this standard for vaccines because of thetremendous benefit flowing to a society free of those diseases for whichvaccines are available.
Maintenance of this

standard recognizes that (1)vaccines cannot be made absolutely safe for all
persons, and (2) somepersons who are, in

fact, injured by a vaccine with no attributablenegligence may not have a civil remedy.

A description of the principles and legal standards
applicable tovaccine liability

cases is set out in the Restatement, Torts 2d (1965)section 402A, comments j and k; comment It provides:

Unavoidably Unsafe Products.

There are some
products which, in the present state of humanknowledge, are
quite incapable of being made safe for theirintended and ordinary use. These are especially

common in thefield of drugs. An outstanding example is the vaccine for thePasteur treatment of rabies, which not uncommonly leads to veryserious and damaging
consequences when it is injected. Sincethe disease itself

invariably leads to a dreadful
death, boththe marketing and the use of the vaccinm are fully justified,not withstanding the unavoidable high ,Agree of risk which theyinvolve. Such a product,

properly prepared, and accompanied byproper directions and warning, is not defective,
nor is itunreasonably dangerous.
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...The seller of such products, again with the qualification
that they are properly prepared and marketed, and proper warning
is given, where the situation calls for it, is not to be held to
strict liability for unfortunate consequences attending their
use, merely because he has undertaken to supply the public with
an apparently useful and desirable product, attended with a
known but apparently reasonable risk.

Current Legal Environment

Commission representatives noted the following problems attendant on
civil litigation, above and beyond the concern that non-negligently
injured persons might go without remedies: (1) new theories of liability
(e.g., failure to provide adequate information to obtain a valid informed
consent) are providing new avenues of recovery, thereby destabilizing the
litigation (and risk management) environment; (2) there is widespread
unhapp_ness over the extent of fees going to legal counsel, both
plaintiffs' and defendants', with the perception that the funds might be
better directed to properly compensating claimants; (3) log jams in the
courts and delay in legal process, and damages awarded out of proportion
to injury, are destabilizing the tort litigation system and detracting
generally from its public credibility and acceptance.

The Commission considered two alternative proposals for improving the
existing tort remedies:

There was some agreement that consensus state-of-the-art
statements by an expert group could be influential in assisting
potential litigants both in evaluating cases and in reaching
equitable settlements early, in the legal process. The

Commission considered recommending that an 'axper.. panel be
convened by the AHA and others in the private and public sector
to describe (1) the clinical parameters for identifying
vaccine-related injury, and (2) the projected care needs of the
person and his or her family based on the nature and extent of
each injury. These recommendations were carried over into the
recommendations adopted as part of a comprehensive legislative
proposal.

The Commission considered recommending imposition by the courts
or by state legislatures, of strict product liability on vaccine
producers. This would, in effect, move tort remedies for
vaccine-related injuries to a "no-fault" bare --any injvry
temporally and clinically among those known to be at%ribi:table
to the vaccine could be compensable, no shoving of negligence by
plaintiffs would be required and freedom from negligence would
not remove liability from producers. It was noted that the
ultimate costs of extending plaintiffs' remedies would be borne
by society through increased unit dose costs or vaccines and,
quite possibly, by the further flight of marufacturers from
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vaccine production. This alternative was rejected by the
Commission because of questions as to whether the cost
pass-through could realistically accommodate the anticipated
significant producer cost increases that would arise from
increased litigation and an increase in the pool of compensable
persons. It also noted that this 4ourse of action would not
remove the manufacturer's liability and would not smart the goal
of assuring continued vaccine availability.

Legislative Options

The Commission considered legislative programa of vaccine
compensation that could be pursued: federal law (fault or no-fault),
state law (fault or no-fault), and federal law that places affirmative
duties on the states (fault or no-fault). In addition, the Commission
considered the issues of whether the proposed remedy would be optional,
added to the tort remedies now available through the courts, or
exclusive, whereby a legislatively imposed administrative remedy would
preclude the customary civil litigation. Finally, the Commission focused
on the possibility of moving pediatric vaccine injury cases entirely out
of the tort system by statute and moving them into a comprehensive
statutory program.

Recommendations

8y consensus, the Commissioners agreed that a federal legislative
program should be pursued for the appropriate compeniation of persons
in;ured as a result of state mandated pediatric immunizations. Aster
extensive debate, the following key elements were agreed upon:

Exclusive vs. Optional Remedy. There is unanimous agreement
that an effective way to assure continued innovation and
supply of vaccines, their proper and timely administration
and to promote public participation, is to remove the
vaccine injury cases from the existing tort system. The
proposed compensation system must be the exclusive remedy of
claimants and not merely an alternative to remedies
currently available. The Commission recommend that the
federal government become the substituted defendant for the
vaccine producers and providers in all claims alleging
vaccine-related injury from pediatric immunizations (DTP.
measles, mumps, polio.)

2. Fault vs. No-Fault. The Commission recommends that the
legislation provide a no-fault entry to the clime review
process. Should negligence on the part of the vaccine
producer or provider be discovered in the course of
administrative or legal review, the legislation should
provide that the federal government can recsiver any award
granted under the program from the negligent party.
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3. Scope of Cover_ age. The Commission recommends that all
persons eeriously injured as a result of required pediatric
immunizations be compensated. The proposed legislation
would cover only those pediatric immunizations required by
state lam.

4. Compensable Events. The Commission recommends that the
legislation direst the Secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services to constitute an expert advisory.group to
define those injuries and advetsities that would be
presumptively compensable under this ptogram. The
Commission recommends that the compensable events not be
defined in the legislation, but be defined wholly by expert
advisors and be subjected to notice and comment through
Federal Register, publication before final adoption.

5. Extent of Com ensation.° The Commission recommends that
awards include the medical and mper needed care,
rehabilitation, special education sqd other strictly
"compensatory" elements not covered nder other programs.
While most Commissioners sre oppooed to inclusion of "pain
and suffering" awards, some agree that this may be a
necessary element to enhance the political viability of the
legislation. All agree that any "pain and suffering"
compensation should be strictly limited and the award should
run only to the injuted parry.

6. Amount of Compensation. The Commission recommends that the
specific dollar amounts to be awarded bi the Secretary be
based upon a formula or formulas developed by an advisory
committee to the Secretary comprised of experts with
experience in this type of economic analysis. As with the
advisory recommendations on the definition of compensable
events, the Commission recommends that these formulas be
published for review and comment before final adoption.

Thera was strong sentiment in favor of the following
elements being included in the legislative language that
addresses development of formulas for damage awards:

(1) structured .tettlements;

(2) a .Near statement of the linits of fees going to legal
counsel;

:3) a preference for regional formulas that give due
credence to appropriate socioeconomic differences
Among regions: and
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(4) administrative information gathering that focusos on
local agencies as the locus for making judgebents
within the formulas as to the needs in individual .

Cases.

7. Nature of Judic1,1 Review. The Commission recommends that
the legislation provide that the Secretary's determination
as to eligibility for compersation and the amount of
.damages shall enjoy a presi:aptioh that "substantial
evidence" supports the fiatl judgemeut. Therefore,
judicial review should be appellate in nature and not
involve retrial of the facts.

e

Funding

A variety of proposals have been made as to the manner for funding
federal legislation to provide new avenues of compensation :o persons
Lnlured by participation in the national immunization programa.* The
Commission does not have at its disposal the extensive information and
resources necessary to adequately.evaluate alternatives. It notes that a
proposal to place a surcharge on each dose of vaccine administered in
this country may not be the wisest, given the Commission's goal of full
participation in pediatric immunization programs. The most desirable
alternative might chew on trust funds coming from.general revenues,
thereby giving Credence tg the societal interest in and benefits from
immunization programy without in any way burdening the programs or
beneficiaries themse:ves.

Conclusion

The Cammiasion finds tat the medical community believes it can, in
fact, Identify those persons who have had severe reactions to the state
mandated pediatric vaccines. With less then severe, irreversible
in;uries, the causal connection that medicine can state may be less
precise. The Commission also finds great dissatisfaction with existing
legal remedies as they pertain to injuries arising from mandated vaccines.

Of all of the firmaments of medicine, vaccines offer the greatest
potential benefit co the greatest number of persons. They also, however,
continue to have statistically .redictable incidence of very serious
in:ury for 1 very few persons. The vaccine injury compensation program
proposed here is intended to provide assurances to parents and their
,:hildren, producers and prriiders of accines, chat those who benefit so
greatly from :her prevention of disea4e and disability will care for .hose
to whom state mandated immunization introduces disease and disability.
'.'hi:; proposal equitably shifts existing burdens in such away that
society can;

''Reports and Recommendations of tne National Immunization Work Groupe",
submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, Parch 15,
:977. S. 2:17 (98th Congress, 1st Session), "National Childhood Vaccine-
Injury Compensation Act;" Congressional Record, Vol. 129, pp. S1o612-
515621, November 17, 1983.
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be assured of corm:clued development am. availability of
pedia,.!ic vaccines;

be assured of continued parelcipation by physicians and
other qualified personsin the administration of pediatric
vaccines;

be assured of the continuing appropriate vaccination of all
children; and

promote the identification and compensation of persons
injured by severe reactions to pediatric vaccines.
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APPENDIX A

PERTUSSIS

Pertussis -- The Disease

Pertussis (whooping cough) is an acute bacterial infection of the
respiratory tract occurring primarily in young children. The Imposed
nonimmunized neonate and young infant are nearly always ausceqtible, the
attack rate approaching 1002.

Despite prompt intervention with antibiotics, neither the coarse nor
morbidity of the disease is altered. (The prima value of antibiotic
treatment is to reduce infectibility of the affected individual.) The

most frequent, serious complication Of pertussis is pneumonia. This
complication is responsible for more than 902 of deaths in pertussis
victims under three years of age. Neurologic complications include
convulsions and coma, sometimes with residual brain damage, due to
anoxia. Rare neurologic complications may include subarachnoid or
intraventricular hemorrhage, meningoencephalitis, and an unexplained
degeneration of the brain cortex. Specific complications are
nonreportable, so their incidence is based on small samples. The Office
of Technology Assessment of the United States Congress predicts a
pertussis diseaserelated risk of encephalopathy as 8-140 par 1,000
(Compensation for VaccineRelated Injuries, November 1980). A short
review of this subject is given by Prensky (Dan Med Child Neurol
16:539-543. 19%),

The mortality rate with today's care has been reduced to about 5 per
1,300 cases of pertussis. (In 1926-1930, the fatality rate was 39.1 per
1,000.) The reduction in mortali' may be attributed to various factors,
including more effective management of secondary infectious and greater
accessibility to acute medical care. As recently as 1948, pertussis was
a leading cause of death in children under 14 years of age. The
mortality in the most susceptible group, infants, remains very high; 722
of pertussis deaths occur in children under one year of age.

Pertussis -- the Vaccine

Immunization against pertussis uses a concentrated suspension of
killed whole Bordetella pertussis organisms in a vehicle combined with
diphtheria and tetanus toxoids (DTP). Moderately severe reactions to the
vaccine occur which may be attributed to the pertussis component. These
include convulsions and hypotonic hyporesponsive episodes, each of which
occurs with a frequency of'). per 1,750 vaccinations (Pediatrics 68:650,
1981). acute encephalopathy following pertussis vaccination occurs with
an estimated frequency of 1 per L10,000 vaccinations and residual damage
is present 1 year later in approximately onethird of these individuals
(MI 282:1595, 1981). It is estimated that approximately 30 cases of
permanent brain damage might occur each year in the United States if the
risk of encephalopathy is the same fot, each of the five doses in a DTP
series.
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APPENDIX B

Elements of Vaccine Compensation. Program
'Endorsed by the Commission

1. There would ha established within the U.S. Department,of Health and
Human Services (HHS) en expert vaccine compensation advisory panel.

ti

2. HHS, after mgndated consultation with the expert panel, would be
required to establish administratively a list of compensable vaccine
injuring and clinical criteria for their documentation as
vaccine-associated.

3. 'Eligible parties .(a defined in the statute) would file a claim with
the Department of HHS.

HHS professional staff would review claims pursuant to standards
established and determine whether the claimant vas injured, whether
the injury or disability is within the class of designated
compensable,injuries, and whether it is vaccine-associated. HHS
would have the power of subpoena, examination of the claimant, etc.,
at its discretion. Claimant would have the right to usual
administrative appeal from denial of a claim.

5. Recovery would be limited to economic losses including medical
expenses, costs of medical and vocational rehabilitationage loss,
and any other out-of-pocket losse not compensated by other programs.

6. Once HHS staff had determined that a claimant had a compensable
injury, the amount of the award would be determined pursuant to a
compensation plan established administratively by HHS on advice of
an expert advisory panel. Amounts in dispute would be dealt with
within the appeal process.

.. Structured settlements (i.e., payments to be paid over time on a
schedule) would be utilized in cases of injury / disability expected
to last more than two years.

8. The vaccine compensation program would be an exclusive remedy: all
claims for vaccine - associated injury or disability would be made
only under the program.

9. When filing a claim for compensation by the government, there would
be no need for the claimant to allege or prove fault. Furthermore,
the climant would not be permitted to pursue a tort action.
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10. The federal government would have the right to bring an action
against a program participant (i.e., vaccine manufacturer or health
professional administering the vaccine) to recover amounts paid to
claimants and associated expenses resulting from negligent acts or
omissions.

11. Except for being subject to suit by the government (f10 above), all
individuals involved in the manufacture, distribution, and
administration of government designated vaccines would be immune
from any legal action by vaccinaes or their representatives for
injuries and diaabilities covered by the RHS program.

12. If a claimant's claim is denied, or the amount awarded is disputed,
the claimant may appeal the decision to a federal court after
exhausting administrative remedies. The Secretary would enjoy a
presumption that substantial evidence supported her decision l
review would not be de novo but limited to a review as to whether
HHS had properly interpreted and fulfilled its statutory
obligations.
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VACCINE COMPENSATION WESTIN

Vaccine Injury Claim

1

BEE Admielstrative
Review of Claim

Approved Clain

Determination of Area',
by EBB Panel

Award Accepted Award in Disput:j

y

Denied Claia

Administrative Appeal

Recovery

18 454 0 84 14

Judicial Appeal

1

Denial of Appeal
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
Thank you to the entire panel. I have a lot of questions. I may

submit some of them for the record in the interest of time. We will
also provide that opportunity for the other Senators, to provide
questions that can be answered in writing.

Dr. Smith, youreferred to a cost study?
Dr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Would you officially provide a copy of that

cost study for the record?
Dr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
[The cost study referred to follows:]
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF
"THE NATIONAL CHILDHOOD VACCINE

INJURY COMPENSATION ACT"

12 March 1984

voysAm. ELLYZ$ dr BARTLETT. INC.
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I. INTRODUC1 ION AND SUMMARY

Millions of children are immunized each year against such dia,7.anes as
tetanus, diphtheria. pertusais. pol.) and others. These immunisation

programs protect society from disease epidemics and thus save many

children and adults from death and disability. However, these mandatory

immunization programs are not without costs. Each year a small fraction
of children have severe reactions to vaccines that result in permanent
disability and in some cases even death.

Supported by the efforts of the American Academy of Pediatrics and
Dissatisfied Parents Together, a group of parents of vaccine injured
children, Senator Hawkins has submitted a bill to Congress (S.2117)
which would compensale victims of adverse vaccine reactions. The

purpose of this report is to estimate the potential costs of this bill.

To eveliteul the potential costs of the legislation, this analysis
examines the following:

Cost of compensation per case,

Total cost of compensation over time,

Awards in the tort system, and

Potential impact on the Federal budget.
(qualitatively)

In addition to compensating victims of vaccine injuries, the proposed

legislation would provide funds for research. However, this report dues
not attempt to analyze tho;-,e costs.
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There la some uncertainty regarding the life expectancy of these
victims. Since life expectancy has a large impact on the expected cost of
compensation, we have estimated costs under two life expectancy
See

73 years (base case), and
o 40 years.

This aralys4s estimates that the base case average cost of
compensation per case will be about $230,000 and the 40 year scenario
cost per case will be about $166,000. These estimates include legal fees
of 20 percent but excludes administrative overhead which would probably
add an additional 5 percent to the cost of the bill. Reimbursement for
foregorn earnings is by far the largest component of cost, comprising 62
percent of the base case average cost per case and 54 percent of the
40 year scenario cost per case.

The total cost of the program in future years will depend on the
form of payment. The bill allows the claimant to choose from among three
payment forms: two lump sum payment options and an option which
reimburses expenses as they are incurred. Victims will also have the
option of choosing either the tort system or the legislative program.
However, for the purposes of this analysis, we assume that all victims
choose the legislative system. Assuming a 73 year life expectancy, if
patients are reimbursed for actual expenses as they are incurred, the
payments for the entire program will be close to $86 million per year the
the first two years, then drop to $31 million per year in the third year
and increase to a steady state cost of $64 million per year by tho
seventy-third year of the program. if patients opt for either of the two
lump sum type payment options, initial costs will be significantly
higher -- over $200 million in each of the first two years. However,
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steady state costs would be $45 million, lower than under an actual
reimbursement scenario. Therefore, decision makers looking only at the
first thirty years of the program would prefer to compensate victims as
costs are incurred because it is cheaper than lump sum compensation
in the beginning. However, from a steady state annual cost perspective,
either of the lump sum options would be preferred.

If life expectancy is 40 years, annual costs will not only be lower
under all cubes, but the differences between the options will, be less.
Costs for both cases in the first three years and at steady 'state are
shown in Exhibit 1, The steady state costs assume that incidence will be
constant over time. Actually research in this area is likely to reduce the
risk of the vaccine thereby reducing incidence and annual compensation
costs.

The cost of the program in the first two years is quite large relative
to estimated revenues from the sale of ves.eines. Using the base case
assumptions the cost could range from two-and-a-half times annual sales
revenues in the actual reimbursement scenario to almost six 'times annual
revenues in the lump sum scenario. This could put a substantial initial
burden on manufacturers and the Federal government.

As the major purchaser of vaccine, the Federal government would be
affected by any changes in the price of the vaccine. it is diffilult to
estimate how the legislation will affect vaccine prices and therefore the
Federal budget because it is uncertain how the costs of compensation
under the legislation will differ from the costs of compensation through
tort awards.

flelative ousts under the two systems depends on a variety of factors
includinv, the propen,.ity of people to 111e claims under each system, the
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Exhibit 1

TOTAL COST OF PROGRAM

$)

Pa nt 0 tion Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Steady State

73 Year Life Ex'''')nitc

Actual 85,6 85.7 31.0 64.2

Lump Sum 230.9 230.9 44.9 44.9

Ten Year 205.4 205.4 19.4 44.9

40 Year Life Expectancy

Actual 7i.0 77.1 29.5 39,6

Lump Sum 165.9 165.9 34.2 34.2

Ten Year 140.4 149.4 17.8 34.2
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average compensation awl range of compensation under each system, and

the number of people whu would still choose the tort system if a legisla-

tive alternative were available. Although these factors are uncertain, the

following qualitative observations indicate that costs and therefore the

tweet on the Federal budget are likely to increase if the

legislation is enacted:

More people are likely to make claims if a legislative
package is available.

The range of awards in the tort system is large, and

Claimants who expect high tort awards would still have
the option of pursuing litigation instead of making a
claim through the legislative system.

The remainder, of this report focuses on the base case 73 year life

seem-trio end is ()swanned as follows. The methodology used by Putnam,

Ilnves & Ilsrtiett (FHB) is described in Section 11. This section also
identifies the assumptions and data sources used to the cost projections,

Section 111 presents the results of the base case cost analysis and reviews

awards in several vaccine damage related tort cases. The final section

provides a summary of the legislutive system costs and compares these

estimates to costs in the tort system and discusses possible effects on the

Federal budget. Three appendices are also attached, Appendix A

contains the computerized worksheets used to estimate costs of the bill.

Appendix It presents the National Center for Health Services Research

liS12) anti, twis(1 to categorize illnesses and assign medical and

rehubi!itatioe costs. Appendix C presents the results of the 40 year life

scenario cost anal ysis
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II. METHODOLOGY

Hill 5.2117 provides compensation to victims of vaccine-related
injuries for various damages such as medical costs, loss of earnings,
special education, and so forth. To simplify the task of estimating the
potential cost of this bill, P1113 developed the framework shown in
Exhibit 2. Reactions to childhood vaccines can range from mild -- a sore
arm or one or two days of fever, to severe -- ending in permanent
disability or death. The bill would not compensate most mild cases
because the minimum compensation limit is $2,500. AAP has estimated that
.03 percent of vaccinated children would have a mild reaction that would
require short term hospitalization costing roughly $2,500. We use these
estimates, and In addition, we rely on three illness categories -- Acute,
Chronic, and Death -- to represent the wide rangs of more serious
possible reactions. Cases in each illness category will receive different
compensation components. The compensation components are listed for
each illness category in Exhibit 2. Compensation can be claimed in any
one of three forms, as depicted by the diagram in Exhibit 2.

In defining illness categories and estimating the medical and
rehabilitation costs associated with them, P1113 relied on work done by the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) and the National Center for
Health Services Research (NCHSR) of NHS. NCIISR developed 73

patient scenarios to represent the range of possible immurization reactions

Compensation for Vaccine-Heisted Injuries, Office of Technology
Assessnient (oTAT, Tub le 1, pp. 42-43, November 1980.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Estimated Economic
Costs of Selected Medical Events Known or Suspected to be lielafia
toTET7Tm tTirs-t r t ion of Common Vaccines. "Resource Utilization
rqi7Ties."- unpublisinta ,appendix. April 1981.

f
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Exhibit 2

ILLNESS AND COMPENSATION CLASSIFICATION

Ten-Year Option 7Actual Reimbursement Option

Lump-Sum Option

COST COMPONENTS BY ILLNESS TYPE

Acute Chronic Death

1. Medical 1. Medical 1. Survivor
Care Care Benefits

4
2. Pain and 1. Rehabilitation 2. Attorney's

Suffering and Other Fees
Services

3. Attorney's 3. Pain and
Fees Suffering

4. Earnings Loss

5, Attorney's Fees
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and costs. We chose two of these scenarios to define and assign costs to
the Acute and Chronic illness categories. "Resource Utilization Profiles"
from the NCIISR report for the two selected illness categories are

reproduced in Appendix fi.

Six separate compensation components can be identified from the
proposed legislation:

Medical Expenses - Reimbursement of all past and actual
or anticipated future out of pocket medical costs.

Rehabilitation, Special Education, /tome Care and Other
Continuing Services - Reimbursement of any other
necessary facilities or care.

Pain and Suffering - Compensation not to exceed
$100,000 for the victim only not the family.

Earnings Loss - Compensation for anticipated loss of
earnings due to disability.

Survivor Benefits Compensation to the parents of a
victim in the event of vaccine related death,

Legal Fees tip to 20-25 percent of total compensation.

As Exhibit 2 shows, not all victims will receive compensation for all

components.

Cases in the Acute category ^.re characterized by collapse requiring
shout a week of hospitalization but resulting in complete recovery. Thus,
medical expenses are assumed to occur only in the first year and no
rehabilitation or special care costs would be incurred. Medical costs are

'.!.sed on the NCliSR profile "moderate encephalitis, encephalomyelitis, and
aseptic meningitis Hue to DTP Vaccine characterized by collapse and
resulting in complete recovery." Compensation for pain and suffering is

X20
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limited in the bill. to $100,000. Since this component would probaby be

much less for patients in the Acute category, our analysis assumes an

average pain and suffering benefit of $10,000 per case although this may

even be high, Earnings loss compensation is not applicable in the Acute

scenario because the victim's eventual ability to work will not be

impaired. Survivor benefits also are not applicable because the vaccine

does not result in death. Legal fees up to 20 percent of total compensa-

tion are allowed by the hill if the claim is granted initially, and fees up

to 25 percent are allowed if the case is appealed or reviewed. This

analysis assumes compensable legal fees are an additional 20 percent sf

compensation.*

Illnesses in the Chronic category would result in long term

disability, such as brain damage, which would require long term medical

and therapeutic care and could prevent or limit ..the victim from entering

the work force. Compensation for victims in this category could include

reimbursement for long term medical care as well as special education,

therapy, and domiciliary care throughout adult life. Cost estimates for

these components are based on the NCIISR profile of "severe encephalitis

and encephalomyelitis due to the DTP vaccine resulting in psychomotor

retardation." Compensation for pain and suffering is assumed to be

$25,000 per case in this analysis although this may be low. In addition

to these costs, victims in the Chronic 'category would be compensated for

foregone earnings. This analysis assumes that the patient would receive

the equivalent $18,200** annually between the ages of 18 and 65. Legal

costs are assumed to be 20 percent of total compensation.

Soule interested parties expect legal fees to be close to 10 or 15
percent.

$18,200 was the average manufacturing wage; in 1983.
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Rarely, reaction to an immunization can end in death. In these
cases, we assume the child dies within 24 hours of the immunization, and
thus assume no medical expenses are incurred. The bill does provide a
benefit to the parents of the deceased child of between $300,000 and
$700,000. This analysis assumes $500,000 per case. Legal costs are
again assumed to be an additional 20 percent.

The estimates for each coat component as described Above permit us
to 4Ievelop a cost per case for each illness category. in addition, we
assume that the very short hospitalization cases are compensated $2,500
per case. In order to estimate the total cost of the bill in its first year
and over time, assumptions in the following areas are also necessary:

Payment schedule.

Annual incidence by illness category.

Number of claims for cases that occurred prior to the
enactment of the bill.

The Hill offers the three payment options listed in Exhibit 2:

"Lump Sum Option" - A lump sum payment to cover ell
past and future projected expenses.

"Actual Reimbursement Option" - An initial lump sum
payment to cover all prior expenses plus reimbursement
of future expenses as they are incurred.

"Ten Year Option" An '.nitial lump sum payment to
cover prior expenses plus projected expenses for five
to test ears with the right to a final determination as
to remaining lifetime payments at the end of that five to
ten year period. (This analysis assumes a ten year
period . )

By definition, the expected net present value (NM/ ) per case will be
the same under each 4eettario. This is because costs in the Actual
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Reimbursement Option are equal to expected costs in the other two

options. Annual payments over limo, however, can differ significantly as

the results in Section 3 show.

Annual incidence by illness category ace based on incidence rates

from OTA (and AAP for the short term category) and estimates of 1984

dosages from the Congressional Budget Office (C110). These are shown

in Exhibit 3A. The bill also allows Any existing cases to file claims

during the first two years of the program. The number of retroactive

claims is baseu on estimates of average annual incidence over the last

twenty yours. We use CBO's estimates of past incidence and assume that

50 percent of cases in the Chronic and Death categories will file claims

during the first two years of the program. It has been argued that

propensity to claim will be even loss than 50 percent due to lack of
awareness of the disease's causation and lack of proof. Since Acute cases

are limited in nut-Arlon and have no severe long-term effects, we assume

that no past Acute claims will be filed. Exhibit 3R shows those

assumptions.

Rustiurs

Cost Per Case

Exhibit 4 presents the costs per case by cost component arid the

three more serious illness category. For each category there are three

columns:

Year 1 Costs are costs that occur only in the first year
fP year incidence). These include compensation for
pain and suffering and survivor benefits as well as AU
medical costs that occur in the first year. Furthermore,
:111 attorney's fees are assumed to be paid in the first
year.
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Exhibit 3A

ANNUAL. INCIDENCE 1984 TO FUTURE

TOTAL ACUTE CHRONIC DEATH

DTP 131 89 42 0

POLIO 3 0 3 0

MEASLES 6 4 2 0

MUMPS 21 21 0 0

ALL (DEATH) 4 0 0 4

TOTAL 165 114 47 4

- Short term hospitalization = 2700"

OTA, Com ensntion for Vaccine-Related Injuries, November 1980.
Table 4, p. 51. ne ence s a ust to reflect lower 1984
dosage using CBO's figures of 48 million doses in 1984 and 72 million
in 1978.

Based on AAP estimate of .03 percent times annual dosage,
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Exhibit 38

INCIDENCE 1964 -1083

TOTAL ACUTE CHRONIC DEATH

Annual 212 147 61 4

20-year total 4240 2040 1220 80

Number of Claims 650 0 610 40

Assuming no claims for Acute illness, and 50 percent from Chronic
and Death category file claims.
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Exhibit 4

COSTS PER CASE BY ILLNESS CATEGORY
(Constant 1084 dollars)

ACUTE CHRONIC DEATH

Cost Category Year 1 Annual NPV Year 1 Annual NPV Year 1 Annual NPV

Weighted
Avg.
NPV

Medical Expenaea $ 3,457 $ 0 $ 3,457 $ 11,818 $ 23 $ 12,589 $ 0 0 $ 0 $ 5,975

Rehabilitation, etc. 0 0 0 9,014 1,479 58,448 0 0 0 16,648
Pain and Suffering 10,000 0 10,000 25,000 0 25,000 0 0 0 14,030
Earnings Lose 0 0 0 0. 18,200 505,471 0 0 0 143,983
Survivor Benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 500,000 12,121
Legal Peon 2,691 0 2,691 120,302 0 120,302 100,000 0 100,000 38,552

Total . $16,148 $ 0 $16,148 $166,134' $19,702 $721,810 $600,000 $ 0 $600,000 $231,309

Calculated by annualizing the NCHSR's present value of coats excluding year 1. A 73-year life was
assumed.

Compensation tor lost earnings does not begin until the 18th year and lasts until the claimant is 65.
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Annt al Coats are costa that occur annually after the
year o the illness. These include moMOT and

rehabilitation costs (assumed to he constant throughout
life) and lost earnings compensation, which is assumed to
tie earned from age 18 to 65.

NPV Costs are the total discounted present value of each
corriiaitltsa on component throughout a patient's life.
Constant dollars and a real discount rate of 2.5.percent
are used. NCIISR used a "differential inflation factor"
to increase the present value of medical costs by 15
percent over the entire 73 year period.

Note that all costs for cases in the Acute and Death categories (as
well as the short hospitalization category) occur in the year of incidence;
only illnesses in the chronic category incur costs over time. As would be
expected, cost per case is highest in the Chronic category: $722,000 in
present value terms. Total compensation costs for parents of children
who die from the vaccine is $600,000. Compensating Acute cases is
significantly less expensive, costing $16,000 per case. Since the majority
of cases fall into the Acute category (almost 70%), the weighted average
coat per case excluding the short stay cases (shown in the last column of

Exhibit 3) is $231,000, significantly less than the Chronic or Death
category costs. If we were to include the mild short stay cases costing
$2,500 per case, the weighted average cost per case would only be
$16,000.

The last column in Exhibit 4 and the bar chart in Exhibit 5 show the

relative magnitude of each cost component in the bill. Compensation for

lost earnings is by far the largest component of the .bill's cost; it

comprises 62% of the average cost per case. Attorney's fees, at 17% of

average cost per case, are the second' largest component. Rehabilitation

costs are about 7%, pain and suffering costs are 6%, and survivor
benefits are 5%. Medical costs are the- smallest component, costing less
than 3% of the average cost per case.
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Exhibit 5

WEIGHTED AVERAGE NPV COST COMPONENTS
(73 year life expectancy)

MEDICAL REHAB P dc 5 EARNINGS SURVIVOR ATTORNEY

COMPONENT
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Total Cost Over Time

Exhibit 6 shows the pattern of expenditures over time under each
payment option: actual, lump sum, and ten-year. A list of these annual
cash flows is in Appendix B. Clearly, expenditures over time will vary
greatly depending on the option selected.' Steady state, the state at
which annual costs are constant each year, occurs in the third and tenth
year, respectively, for the lump sum and ten year options but not until
the seventy-third y-ar for the actual reimbursement option. Exhibit 7

shows the program east for the first few years and at steady state for
each payment option. Under each option, the bill's costs in the first two
years arc significantly higher than in future years. This is because the
retroactive claims are filed and compensated during the first two years of
the hill. in the actual cost scenario, the impact of retroactive filing is
smaller than the other two options because past claims receive

compensation only for past expenses and one-time payments (such as pain
and suffering, survivor benefits and attorney fees). Future expenses for
retroactive cases are not paid in years 11 and 2 in the actual cost option;
rather, they are reimbursed over time as they are incurred.

The cash flow ost ism tes for each option assumes that all cases select
that option.
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Exhibit 7,

TOTAL COST OF PROGRAM

(Million 19845)

Payment Option Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Steady State

Actual 85,6 $5.7 31.0 64.2

Lump Sum 230.9 230.9 44.9 44.9

Ten Year 205.4 205.4 19.4 44.9

231.
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Tort Compensation

As the eleven cases in Exhibit 8 show, awards in the tort
system for victims of vaccine-related injuries vary greatly in size.
Compensation in these cases ranges from $150,000 to over $5 million. It
is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding average tort awards from
such a small sample of oases, particularly tlinee the range is so large.
However, if these crises are representative, compensation costs under the
tort system are likely to be higher than our estimated average $231,000
per case under the bill. With the exception perhaps of the Larson v. Eli
Lilly case ($150,000), however, all of these cases would fit into our
Chronic category. Thus, the more appropriate comparison would be with
chronic cases which would, using our assumptions, receive compensation
of about $000,000 before legal fees under 5.2117. Since attorney fees are
likely to be greater and more variable under the tort system, it is
difficult to predict whether average cost per case for chronically ill

patients will be higher under the tort or legislative system. Ncverthe-
less, it is safe to say that individual compensation could reach much
higher levels in a tort award or settlement than through legislation.

IV CONCLUSIONS

This section reviews and discusses the results of the analysis and
.briefly outlines possible implications of the bill in four areas: cost per

case, total cost over time under each payment scenario, cost relative to
the tort system, and potential impact on the Federal budget.

This would particularly be the case if litigation were to result/ in
punitive damages, which would not be allowed under the legislative
compensation option. A recent case suggests that punitive damages
may be available for DPT vaccine injuries involving inadequate
warning (Morris v. Parke, Davis is Co., 573 F. Supp. 1324 (C.D.
Cal. 1983).
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Case

1. Tom v. Allen
Continuing
Seisure Disorder.
and Metal
Retardation

I:. v . Devicn
Brain Damage 41171
Seisure Disorder

3. MI:inn v . l'.S
Epilepsy and
Brain Drimap,-..

Award

$5,500,000

$3,050,000

$2 ,700,000

4. Rourke v. Parl,r, is $1.090,000
Brain Damage

Exhibit 8

TORT COMPENSATION

Award
Compc.nents

$1,300,000
1,000,000

500,000
250,000

Future medical cost
Future pain , suffering
and disability
Loss of future earnings
Past pain suffering
and disabilit y

Mother $350.000
Child

$407,098 /immediately
$ 55.000/yr first 10 yrs
$ 80,000/yr next 10 yrs
$150 ,000 /yr next 10 yrs
$413,000/ yr life

301:Rel-.. Juff rev Se'-.wart?. Esquire, Dissatisfied Parents Together.
233

Comment

Structural
Settlement

Verdict

After Trial
Settlement

Cash
Settlement



Exhibit 8

TORT COMPENSATION (Continued)

Award
Case Award Comment

5, Anon. v. National S851,000 CashLab
SettlementSeisure Lisorder

and Brain Damage

6. Caron v. U.S. $656.326 $500,000 for Pain end VerdictBrain Damage
and Convulsions Suffering

7. Holcomb v. U.S. and $600,000 SettlementRichardson Merrill
Postpertussis
Encephalopathy

s. Tinnerholm v. $500,000 VerdictParke Davis
Brain Damage and
Convulsion

9. Parke Davis v. $500,000 VerdictSt romsodt
Brain Dpmage
and Convulsions
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Exhib

TORT COMPENSAT N (Continued)

Award
Case Award Components

10. Kindrex v. Merrill
National Lab
Encephalopathy

11. Larson v. Eli Lilly
Recurrent Convui4ior.
Disorder

$371,000* $175,000 immediately
$ 1,000/month for life

$150,000

Comment

Structured
Settlement

Settlement

Present value assuming 63 year remaining life expectancy and 0 percent discount rate.
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Cost Per Case

The estimated weighted average cost of the bill per case is $231 ,000.
,4h

This c"t will be higher if the proportion of Chronic or Death cases is
highei relative to Acute cases, and lower if there is a larger proportion
of Acute eases.

Replacement of lost earnings is the largest component of this coat.
We have assumed that all victims of Chronic diseases will receive 100
percent of the average manufacturing wage throughout their wage-earning
years (18 to 65) and that this wage stays constant In real terms. Other
victim compensation bills that compensate claimants for lost income*
provide only a fraction of lost wages: usually 67 to 80 percent of either
actual lost income or an av rage wuge. The expected cost of Senator
Hawkins' bill would he reduced if "the generally recognized actuarial
principles and projections" referred to in the bill were interpreted to
include. n wage recovery factor of leas than 100 percent. In addition to
reducing the earnings component of the bill, this would reduce allowable
attorney's fees, which are a flat percentage of total compensation and are
the second largest single cost component.

Survivor benefits are large relative to other costs on an actual ease
basis; (compare $500,000 for those in the Death eutegory to lost earnings
benefits for Chrcnic patients of $505,000). Survivor benefits do not have
as large an impact on the weighted average cost per case or on the total
cost of the bill, however, because the number of people receiving those
benefits hi tissumecl to he

Legiilative propm;als have been developed for Asbestos exposure
(lilt 3175) nn'i toxic substance exposure (11.R.2330, 11,R.2482,
5.946. 11.13,2582).
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Total Cost Over Time

This analysis focuses on the cost of compensating victims. Hence,

we ignore other costs of the National Childhood Vaccine- Injury

Compensation Act such as the broad -based study of risks associated with

the vaccines covered by the bill.

Exhibit 6 shows the estimated pattern of cash flows over time.
Assuming incidence remains constant over time, costs will reach a steady

state by the seventy-third year of the program for the actual cost
scenario end much earlier for the other two scenarios. -Annual costs
under the lump-sum scenario start off very high in the first two years
when retroactive cases are allowed to file claims. The annual cost of
5231 million in the first two years is five times greater than the

steady-state annual cost of $45 million. Under this scenario, steady state
is reached in the third year of the program assuming incidence remains

constant over time.

Under the ten-year option, annual costs in the first two years are
four an a half times greater than steady-state annual costs. In the third
year, new cases receive compensation for the expected present value of
Costs for the next ten years only, so annual costs are at less than stead)

state. In the tenth year, the initial claimants receive compensation for all

future expenses and the cost remains constant at 345 million per year as

long as the incidence rate remains the same.

The pattern of actual reimbursement option cash flow starts off high

in the first two years, although not as high as the lump-sum or ten-year
options, then drops significantly in year three when the retroactive cases

can no longer file. Annual costs increase gradually through year 18.
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During this period, new claimants are tickled to the compensation pool
each year, yet none receive earnings reimbursement (although, we assume
that all retroactive cases do). in year 19, we assume that all claimants
who filed in the first year begin receiving earnings loss compensation and
the growth rate in annual cost increases. By the thirty-second year,
annual costs for the actual cost option are greater than annual costs
under the other two options. In the sixty-third year, we assume that
the pool of retroactive claimants dies, reducing annual costs. This is a
si4144+11.r assumption; in actuality, deaths of these patients would be
spread over A longer period and the drop in annual cost would not be as
dramatic. The rate of increase in annual cost is slower from year 65 to
year 73 as the first claimants reach retirement ago and stop receiving
earnings loss compensation. We nssume that all claimants have a normal
73-year life expectancy, so at year 73, when the first group of claimants

incidence equals death rate and the cost of the bill reaches steady
state.

Clearly, while the present value cost per case of each option is the
same, the annual cash flows over time are very different. Under the
lump-sum and ten-year options, the initial costs are extremely high but
the steady state annual costs are only 70 percent of the steady state
costs under the actual cost scenario. A decision-maker looking at costs
for the first 30 years of the program would clearly opt for the actual cost
option. On the other hand, decision-makers reevaluating the system 30

years later would wish the initial decision- maker had selected either the
lump-sum or ten-year option.

Focusing on the impact of the bill's coat today, the lump-sum option
would impose a substantial burden on manufacturers and purchasers of
the vaccine if a surcharge were imposed to fund the entire $231 million.
Who bears the largest part of this cost depends on how the costs can be
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passed from manufacturers to purchasers through price increases. This

cost h the find two years is almost six tines the annual revenues of

vaccine numufacturerfs. The annual cost of $205 million in the nest two

years under the ten-year option is over five times annual revenues. The

burden of these non-recurring costs could he softened by spreading the

cost out over time with a financing mechanism. Por example, the bill

permits the fund to borrow against the Federal treasury and to repay the

debt with interest. An additional problem with the high initial cost is

that assessing; an appropriate surcharge rate will be difficult.

Initial costs under the actual cost alternative impose a smaller

burden on the fund. The annual cost of $86 million in the first two

years is lust over two times annual vaccine revenues. The steady state

iinnuttl cost under the actual cost option, however, is 1.6 times current

annual revenues compared to the steady state cost under the other two

options, which is just slightly more than current annual revenues.

Comparison With Tort Costs

It is difficult to compare coats of legislative compensation to costs in

the tort system for two reasons:

First. the limited availahle data on tort awards and the
wide range of compensation reported in the few cases
available make cost-per-case comparisons speculative.

Actually, we do not have precise information on annual revenues
from vaccine sales. However, knowing that the Center for Disease
Control went approximately $13 million in 1982 and comprised about

(me third of the market, we estimate that total sales were about
$39 million. Th; does not include [)'CI'.
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Second, the number of victims who might make claims
is unknown but probably will not be the same under each
alternative.

Little empirical data is available to make assumptions regarding
propensity to claim under a legislative versus legal system. However, it
is interesting to note that claims for automobile accident in ,ies increased
60 percent when no-fault automobile insurance went into effect. This
statistic seems useful if we view a legislative system as a no-fault
alternative to the tort. system. Therefore, even if the average cost per
case in the legislative system is less than in the tort system, total costs
of the legislative system could exceed the tort system because propensity
to claim is higher.

An additional point to note is that the bill as it Is currently
proposed is not an exclusive remedy for victims of vaccine injury.
Victims may choose either the administrative route or litigation. Thus,
those potential claimants who expect an award in the tort system that is
higher than the hill's compensation (after subtracting transaction costs)
could still resort to the tort system.

Of course. 'actors other than the expected value of an award affect
a clnimants' decision-making, such as the higher probability of receiving
benefits, the speed at which compensation occurs and the magnitude of
legal expenses (particularly if fees must be paid up front). Clearly,
under a legislative system compensation is more certain, the process is
not es lengthy and involved as litigation and legal fees are likely to be
lower.

Impact on the Federal Budget

The information currently available does not allow precise
quantification of the impact of the proposed legislation on the Federal
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budget. However, we can qualitatively evaluate the potential costs of the

bill by examining the costa the Federal government currently bears RS a

result of vaccine-related injuries and estimating how these costs might

change as a result of legislation.

Costa Currently Borne

The Federal government currently incurs compensation

costs in two ways:

As a purchaser of vaccines, and
As a provider of social programs.

As a major purchaser of vaccines, it bears some indeterminate portion of

the tort rind liability insurance costs manufacturers 'pay and pass on to

purchasers through increased product prices. Over the past five years,
Federal agencicb have bought more than 311 percent of the net doses of

many of the most commonly used immunization vaccines that were

distributed. No data is available on what portion of the price the

Federal government. paid for vaccines covers compensation claim costs.

Moreover, it is not clear how the recent high tort settlements, verdicts

slid expected future claims will affect insurance costa and vaccine prices.

Includes only measles, rubella, measles/rubella, RUH. oral Polio,
mumps, and inactive polio vaccines.
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One small manufacturer of DTP vaccine claims the reason it
raised its wholesale price in May 1983 from $3.89 to $35.00 per 7.5 ml vial
was to cover increased liability exposure. This would suggest that at
least 89 percent of its current selling price resulted from compensation
costs. However, this could be an isolated case as other manufacturers
have not followed suit with similar price increases. In fact, over the
past too years, prices for major vaccines paid by Federal agencies have
Increased, on average, between 6.9 and 25.0 percent per year, with a
typical increase in the 8.7 to 13.5 percent range. these increases are
not substantially higher than the rate of inflation, indicating that the
recent costly tort settlements have yet to radically increase product
prices for most manufacturers.

The second way in which the Federal government currently
pays vaccine-injury related costs is through various entitlement and social
programs such as Medicaid, .SSI, maternal and child health block grants,
and the F:dueatton For All Handicapped Children Act. The primary
beneficiaries are children of disadvantaged families. No figures are

available to determine how much these programs pay to cover expenses
for immunization victims.

Potentia' Costs if
Legislation is Passed

If the proposed bill is passed, the Federal government
would see its eurrent obligations for compensating immunization victims
change in three ways:

The cost of the vaccine is likely to change.

The burden on social programs will probably fall, and

38-454 0 - 84 - 16 2 .4 2
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A new liability will probably be incurred to underwrite
deficits of the fund.

The cost impact on the government as a purchaser of
vaccines will depend on how the legislation affects the price of the
product. tinder the legislation, compensation costs will be funded by n
surcharge on manufacturers of vaccines. To the extent that
manufacturers increase or decreer the price of the vaccine in response
to this surcharge relative to the price under the tort system, the Federal
government will he affected indirectly because, for many vaccines, it
buys almost one-third of the net mount that is distributed. It in
difficult to predict which direction product prices will move, particularly
since minimal information is available regarding vaccine manufacturers'
expectations ono actions on tort costs. The variables that will have the
major impact on prices are:

The propensity of people to claim under each system

The average compensation cost and the range of costa
under each system, and

The number of people who ,yould choose the tort
alternative if the bill were passed.

As mentioned earlier, more people are likely to claim under
ti legislative system because the harriers to making claims, such as high
up front costs and long legal preemies, are reduced or eliminated. This
is particularly true for victims in the short hospitalization or Acute

categories who would probably not file tort suits due to high transaction
costs and low expected awards but would be qualified to make a claim
under the hill. This factor would tend to make costs under the
legislation greater than cost.; under a tort system.
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The average compensation per ease under the fund is

likely to he less than the average tort award. This factor would tend to
make costs under the bill less than under a tort system, all other things

being equal.

Since the bill does not remove a victim's light to sue, high
tort awards would not be eliminated under the legislative scheme.

However, the number of people who would file tort suits would probably

decline if legislative alternative were available,

Clearly, these factors can have different effects on the

cost of the legislative system relative to the tort system. If the net
result is that the surcharge plus the cost of residual litigation is less
than the cost manufacturers would expect from litigation in the absence of

product prices would decline with the enactment of the bill.
However, since propensity to claim is likely to increase and since the
legislation preserves the option of victims to sue, it is more likely that
product costs and, therefore, Federal expenditures would increase with
the enactment of legislation.

The second way that the Federal government might be
fifferentially impneti'd is through its social programs. To the extent that
victims choose the legislative route, the vuceine- injury costs, suet, as

int:diva!, education, and training expenses for immunization victims, that
pref.cntly are p:dd by entitlement and social programs, will be shifted to
the compensation fund, reducing the burden on Feder/11 programs. In

addition, the incentive to enter the welfare roles because of high medical
costs would be eliminated for victims who choose that fund. !fence, such

income supports to families would no longer he paid by the Federal

government.
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The third way in which the Federal budget would be
affected by the legislation in through loans to the fund. The bill

authorizes the fund to borrow, with interest, from the Federal Treasury
if it runs out of money. Therefore, there could be a short-term cash
drain on the Treasury that would be paid back in future years, If large
numbers of parents elect to take lump-sum payments, the cash deficit that
would need to he covered by the Treasury is potentially quite large: a
total of $462 million in the/ first two years, This would be leas ($171
million in the first two years) if people tended to choose the actual cost
reimbursement option.
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.!!ONAL c441L.,1030 VACCINE LOMPIIISMION AC1

Annual (AO' Flow

414 ACTUAL LIMP SUM TEN YEAR Base Came
73 Year Life

I 185.623,50U 1230,900,414 1205,340.446

185,694,094 1230,900.474 12051390.44

- 130,958,609 144,915.991 119.375,963

4 611,029.:13 144,915,991 919.375,915

5 I:1,099,791 644,915,991 119,575,965

o 1:1,110,191 144,915,991 61,9,575,963

191,240A5 144,915,991 10,575,9o5

a 41;.311.519 444,915.991 419.375.963

q 1:1,352.171 944,915,991 119,375,963

1:1,452,767 144.915,991 141,915.991

11 9;1,523,301 144,915,991 944.915,991

,. 1:1.595.915 944,915.991 144,915.991

1: VA,o64,549 144,915,991 144,915,991

14 1:1.!:5,143 149.915,991 944,915,991

:5 631,805,131 144.915,991 144,915.991

lo 171,1476,1;1 914,915,991 944,915,991

Ci,N4o,925 144,915,991 944,915,991

:8 1',v80,11; 144,915,991 144.915,991

1i 194,915,991 144,915.9'1

15:,940,101 144,315.991 944,915.991

6;1.81)4.05 144,915,991 444,915,991

:2 1:5,192,089 144,915,941 144,915,991

23 6:o,!18,085 114,915,991 144.915,991

.4 9:1,611,77 144,915,991 144,915,991

:5 1 %8.570.4,1 144,915,991 144,915,991

1:1,416,u65 114,915,491 144,915,991

11,,,422,,59 144,915,991 144,415,991

:5 14L48,053 144,;15.491 144.515.401

144,4;5,991 144.915,991

14:,:uv,v41 111.91f.911 144,915,991

:t 144,415,791 144,915,991

111.415.991 111,915,991

14 444,11:,991 141.915,991

94c.44. 114,915,9» 444,)15,99:

14 .tl:, 1! 144.91!.411

14., '!,b. 444,31',...+41 144 915,191

It. 144.91!.991

144,415.11I 144.9!5.94'

444,415,47: 644.115.41

141.91,991 911,915,491

154:11.4 144.415.991 444.15.01

144.^.1!.e-1 144.41;.441

41 1I4.10,,i!, 444..141 444,7 0:01

4` St'. 144.415.491 I i4 5,991

144,915,',41

1!F.11.4' 114,9:5.491

114.415.:91 144.4!504.1

t. It '. 144.41j,:vi
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Animal Cash Flow

(cola /need)

',day Case

7 1 Year I ife

5v 161,719,921 141,915.991 144,915,991

51 102,645,915 144,915,991 144.915.991

Si 163.571.909 144,915,991 144,915,991

5: 44,491,903 144,915,991 144.915,991

54 10.423.891 114.915.991 144,915.991

55 10,:49.891 144.915,991 091.915.991

50 10.275.805 144,415.991 544.915,991

57 168,201.819 144,915,991 144,915.991

58 169,127,81: 144,915,991 144,915.991

59 176,053,851 144,115,191 114,915.991

11e.979.801 144,915,991

1114444441.9l555:,ii/

el 171.905,855

1;2.831,849

144,915,991

144,915.991

s: 1',157,84; 114.915.991 144,415.991

i02.0e4,017 114.915,991 141,1)5,99

Di 444,915,991

DC 144,915,41) 911

144,915.991 144,915.991

0: 10:,8V,,,q 144.915,991 144.915.991

101,8?1,i9: 144.915,991 144.915.991

15:.944.581 144.915.991 114.915,991

'I 101.v15.1'1 144.915.991 144,915,911

it4.085.;07 144,915.991 144,915.991

144.915.9;1 144,915,991

$04,158.;Z. 144.915,991 144,915.991

104.150,5e' 144,915.991 141,915.991

0 1s4.150.'s: 114,915.991 144,415,991

" 44.915.491 144.915.991

104.1Se.7!:. 144,915,411 144.915.991

144.915.191 144,915,991

144. 415. 4,71 144,915.991
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NAI 0110406 14Cilai 111:467 COIVOC61411011

Annual Cash

1E4 ACTUAL L 91111 1E11 YEN

Sensitivity Run
I 07,024,526 1165,95001 1141033,161 40 Year Life
2 07,111,526 1165,150,691 1141,03,161

121,521,947 131,191,461 117,710,10
4 129,416,90 134,111,461 417,710,10
5 121,714,947 04,111,469 117.710140
6 129,104,147 134,10,461 117,30,140
I 129,191,147 134,111,461 117,710949
4 1:9,912,147 $34,191,461 111,710099

110,01,941 134,119,461 117,190,140

lv 00,110,947 134,10,461 134,199,449
11 130,214,941 134,116,469 134,199,449

630,34,947 134.199,469 134,10,469
I; 6;11,462,947 134,10,469 134,116,469

13.1,556,147 134,111,461 134,10,469
IS 13..1,150,147 134,114,461 134,191,469
lb 130,144.947 134,191.469 434,10,469
1; 630,131,947 134,191,469 134110,469
Ii 431,026,947 134,194,461 134,199,469
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.1 1;;,675,147 134,10.469 634.10,469

134,024,547 131,10,469 134,111,461
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:1 14;.;69,141 134,199,09 134,10,469

144.311.547 134,191.469 134,191,169

145.267,90 134,111.461 134,191,469

;4 144,:17,:47 134,111,09 134,140,40
141,166,:17 134,196,449 134,199,469

;6 148.116,147 134,191.469 534,10,469
149.ut5,54' 134,149,409 134,199,469

:,4 450,111.90 134,199,449 04,199,469
45,014,34' 134.196,469 114.196,469
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1;9,591, ;47 134,148,49 434,198,449
4'9,541.'4' 114,198,444 534,190,469

4' 1:9,591, ;4' 134.144,409 1;4.199,469

11

a!
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I '4.!,ci.74 ;

04.196.0
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134,148.44,
1 :4,198.469

40 4 :7.'01.11' 434.198.10 1..1.14.410
1 1.1,11,24. 1.4.198.40 131,198.469
Id ,,.,91. 114.198.409 131.196,419

'4, 114.198.409 114.198.169
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Mnn) 1 Cosh Flow

(Continued)

Sensitivity Pun
60 Year Lite 4

5v 1:9,541.747 134,148,469 134.118.461

51 139,541,747 114,198,469 131,191,469

5: 119441,747 134,118,469 434,198.449

55 159,591,747 134,1,8,469 134,191,461

09,591,10 134,190,469 454,19%464

55 1:9,511.141 134,191,464 154,190,464

56 459,541,147 134,191449 134.198,449

57 139,511.70 134.118.469 134,191,481

58 139.511,747 134,191,464 154,110,469

59 139.511,747 134,191,449 4341198,949

64 159,591.747 154,191,469 134;198.469

61 1:9.541.747 134.194.469 134,1911,49

bj 439.591,747 134,191,469 134.118,461

6; 09,541.;41 134,191,469 134,191,489

64 139.591.747 134,191,469 434.191.464

4 439.541,147 134,191.469 134,198.464

46 139,591 147 134,140,469 134,198.469

0 139,591,741 134.118,469 134,198,464

139,511.747 154.141,449 134,141.469

09 414,581,741 134,191,449 131,191,449

'0 01.591,70 134,1911,469 134,198,469

'1 4:9,591,14; 134,191,489 04.198.01

1:9.551.74; 04,198.469 134.198.169

41'+.591,14' 04,199.09 134099.469

'4 1,591,747 134.191,469 134,190.469

'5 134.591,*1! 134018,469 04.198.461

8:4,y41,20 134,198.404 1;4.198,469

' 4:4.591,74! 1:4.198.469 1;1.198,469

1.9.591,747 04.198,09 04,198,0

'4 1'i.591..4' 04.198.461 1.14.198.09

4A.196,40 431.196,164
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NC1ISF PROFILES APPENDIX R

This appendix contitts two resource utilization profiles from

Appendix C. Fstimntect Costs of Selected Medical Events Known
otted to he Related ko the_ Administration of Common Vaccines,
Department of Health Nitication and Welfare, Public Health Service.

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, National Center for Health
Services Research. December 31 , 1979. These profiles represent the
Acute and (111.61-lie categories in Mill's analysis and %%ere used to estimate

costs.

2 tJ
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'IPUPWNI.; ACUTE IIAMPiS CAP .:0111

M_o,vtatv Lucriatalittn. Vncoph4lomyclitls, .nisi A.i iI It Heninglirq

to DTP Vaccine characterized by Collapse anti resulting in Complete

Necovviy.

Si.voArfo: Paliont experiences Mild Encephalitis characterized by

ih4iew.ed spontaueous activity. poor fluid Intake, marked lethargY and

pallor List tog 1 days Ana resulting in complete recovery. (Patient

Ago is f weeks to 6 yeais.)

pyarye of Impairment: 100% for 1 days.

Atka'. lupatient Utilization:

Length of stay: 7 days. (Estimate based on severity of disease.

Mean length of stay is 8.8 days with a Standaril Deviation of 12.1.
a range of 81.0 and a Median of 5.0 days for Other Encephalitis,

Virn1.)

3 consults with Neurologist,

I consult with Infectious Disease Specialist

tOonding physician visits daily: Pediatrician

Spvctal Pioiedures;

I 1001.11 hint t

tier ,.11 Elctroencephalograms

1'hr.1, Apy/oei opat tonal 'the! ally

Phy,ivii literally daily for oxercilw

occupational therapy daily for diversional benefit

2 consults with Neuro/orist

4 office visits to Pediatrician

Chropic_inpaticnt Utitiott: None

253
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'I est .1 Nitwit I lit NI I A IT/Jen

Fnrephal Encephalomyeliti% to V.,,,'tin

In P4141n1...oiol Hetaidatinti.

Prtient experiences Sevet Em:vphrlitisancephalomyeliti

haialteriled by fvvol, vonvoklmv, hypo/onio, hemiplegia and menlogeal

ilgeL roriulting in pNychnmotor retardation. (Patient age i3 L wyekA to

I, ycal%

impiOrmen: 152,

(Estimate based on category of Mental Deterioration, Severe, which in

rated 25Z in the Labor Code of the State of California.)

Aqutelnpattent EWItation:

Length of stay! 3 weekn. (Estimate in based on severity of disease.
Average length of 4tay for Other Encephalitis, Viral. in H.8 days
with 4 Standard Deviation of 12.1 and a Range of 81.0. The Median is
5.0 days.)

5 consults with Neurologist.

2 consults with infeetious DINC3%r Specialist.

Attending physician visits daily: Pediatrician.

lntenive noising care for I week, then tontine care for 2 weeks.

Special Proredutes.

Lumbal Poocture

Serial ElmArnem vphalograms

anticonvoisant level determination

Drug

- Phcm111.10-11C1

Physical Theripy/Occupatiuoal Therapy:

Phr:ical Therapy daily for 2 week, fur family instruction. gait
it lint nr, and exert-1.x.

Orropatiunal Thetapy daily fur 2 weeks for self care and
diversional benefits.

Developmental ....o...mnt by multidisciplinary team including
Phr,ical Medicine Specialist. P:.ychologist. Neurologist and
Physical Thetapint.
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th,arall,ut Ofill2At

Con.a.It.; with a tirmologi..1 eVety fi unno he Int 1 year .

Phy.:11-1.1n n1114 c vt%Its lit .1 Vediatirillii 4 lime.. per yvat

age 18. Own vi:Ots to Primary Cate Specialist annually fur life

Physigal ihrrapy/ov,iipaiinnal ihetapy;

- Physical Therapy weekly fur 1
year fur exercise and gait training.

Sprh Therapy 1 time per week for I years.

n"-opatIonal Ihlapy I
llm, O.t week lot I yeat for self-,are

Spvilal 1.11.11 fm1111!

Long leg brace

Crutches

Wheelchair

Rolling Walker

Special schooling for 17 years.

Cpruptc Inpatient Utilizatioo:

Domiciliary care from age 15 for life.

Vocational training and sheltered workshop for 1 year.
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RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS APPENDIX C

This appendix contains summary tables anti graphs of the estimated
costs of the bill if the average life of patients in the Chronic Category is
40 years instead of 73 years. Exhibit C.1 tabulates the cost per case by
disease category, These costs can be compared to those for a 73 year
life in Exhibit 4 in the text. If patients actually live en average of 40
years, the net present value cost of compensation for chronic patients is
$494,000, about two-thirds of the base case costs. Exhibit C.2 shows the
cost components per Case.

As Exhibit C.3 shows, costs over time would also be lower and the
difference between steady state costs in the three options would be
hmaller. Steady state costs are more similar because the costs for mild,
acute and death cases which are common among all options, are a larger
proportion of total annual cost. This graph can be compared to Exhibit 6
in the text for a 73 year life expectancy.

2 5



Exhibit C.1

COSTS PER CASE BY ILLNESS CATEGORY (40 YEAR LIFE)
(Constant 1984 dollarp)

ACUTE CHRONIC DEATH

Cost Category Year 1 Annual NPV Year 1 Annual41----NPV Year 1 Annual NPV

Weighted
Avg
NPV

Medical Expenses t 3,457 $ 0 $ 3,457 $ 11,818 $ 31 $ 12,569 $ 0 0 $ 0 $ 5,975
Rehabilitation, etc. 0 0 0 9,014 1,969 58,448 0 0 0 16,648
Pain and Suffering 10,000 0 10,000 25,000 0 25,000 0 0 0 14,030
Earnings Loss 0 0 0 0 18,200 315,444 0 0 0 89,854
Survivor Benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 500,000 12,11
Legal Fees 2,691 0 2,69,1 82,298 0 120,302 100,000 0 100,000 38,552

Total $16,148 $ 0 $16,148 $128,128 $20,200 $493,777 $800,000 $ 0 $800,000 $166,354

Calculated by annualizing the NCHSR's present value of coats excluding year 1. A 73-year life was
assumed.

Compensation for lost earnings does not begin until the 18th year and lasts until the claimant dies at
013 "It

40.
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Senator HAWKINS. I believe you said that your study shows the
cost would be about one quarter or maybe even less than that, be-
cause CBO's figures are costed on 100 percent of every case?

Dr. SMITH. We are not sure how CBO's figures were developed.
We have no information of the details of their development.

Ours are based on 100 percent of the cases being covered by the
system. Nevertheless, there is a tremendous difference in the cost
estimate. Ours runs really less than one-fourth.

We estimate that in the first 2 years the program can be admin-
stered for about $150 million. After the first 2 years, that you
reach a steady state of annual cost of approximately $50 million.

These figures can be changed to some extent up or down depend-.
ink; on the variables that exist in the entire programsuch things
as how the payment options are designed, whether or not they are
settled in a lump sum fashion or whether it is spaced over the
years. It depends on the life span, the best estimate that you can
arrive at of the life span of a seriously injured individual. The esti-
mate bases the cost for that seriously injured individual at 73
years, a full, normal life span. We doubt that this occurs. We think
it is more likely on the order of 40 years.

It depends on the number of cases grandfathered in at the outset
of the program, and it depends, further, of course, on the number
of people who finally choose the compensation system. All of these
are variables that can determine a great deal of the differences in
cost.

Senator HAWKINS. We appreciate your working with us on the
bill, Dr. Smith. It is my understanding that when we received a
copy of your estimate of the cost from your experts and provided it
to CBO, CBO wanted to go back to the drawing board and look
again at their costs. Hopefully, your study will lower those costs.

Do you feel it is necessary to provide a table of injuries in the
bill?

Dr. SMITH. We feel that, in one way or another, one place or an-
other, there has to be finally and ultimately a table of injuries.

One of the concerns that we have always had expressed about
this concept from the beginning has been the numbers of instances
that could be classed as temporally associated eventsevents that
they might occur around the time of an immunization and they
might not be possible to distinguish from a reaction to the immuni-
zation either clinically or pathologically.

This table of events, the table of injuries, with associated times
connected with them, is an effort to sift out those instances or tem-
porally associated events, as many as possible. It will not be per-
fect, but it will sift out the majority of the temporally associated
events.

The advantage of incorporating it into the legislation is that it
does put it in place immediately and allows the program to start
sooner. rather than going through the process of rulemaking, regu-
lation formation, and so on. which would take a couple of years.

We feel teat there is stmw advantage in having it in the legisla-
tion. There is incorporated in the legislation opportunity for alter-
ations of the table with additional time and experience.

Senator HAWKINS. Are you concerned with the supply of vaccine?

2d0
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Dr. SMITH_ Terribly concerned. That has been one of our greatest
concerns from the very beginning, as we have seen the number of
vaccine producers shrink and, of course, as we have seen the costs
more recently escalate.

I have heard various descriptions of the stockpile. One that I
have heard has been fi weeks. Now that is not a very adequate safe-
guard for our supply if someone suddenly decides to leave the mar-
ketplace.

Senator HAwKiNs. Thank you so much, Dr. Smith.
Dr. King, we appreciate your joining us today. I know the Florida

Legislature is in session, considering a number of imirtant health
bills, and that you should be there to help them.

Dr. KING. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. I appreciate your taking the time.
You mentioned ASTHO's concern about the cost of the bill and

its relationship to a State's ability to purchase vaccines for distri-
bution among its public health clinics.

Dr. KING. That is correct. I think that one of the difficulties for
the States, those folks in the public health agencies in the States,
in dealing with this issue is to sort out what we are trying to do
with the bill and the impact that is going to have on the day-to-day
administration of the program. I think that is where a lot of the
concern that you hear is coming from.

Inevitably, what we are trying to do here today is going to mean
that the immunization program in this country is going to be much
more expensive. We have heard dollars and, even within the
margin of error of the dollars that you are talking about, you are
talking about a great expense. It will not be just a Federal expense,
a U.S. expense; it will be a State expense. too.

Even without that, the cost of vaccines is rising so rapidly that
both those that we purchase through the centers and those that we
purchast, hrough our own State purchasing contracts are getting
quite a bit higher.

I am not mistaken, I appeared before you on a committee hear-
ing last fall in which we discussed the same issue then, and it is a
very real problem and we are all quite concerned about it.

The cost of the administration of the program I think is some-
thing that can be dealt with, and I think that is something the ad-
ministration people who are in the administration can concern
themselves about with any new idea.

However, one of the things which has been barely touched on,
which is critically important to this bill and to what it is trying to
do, is the information it generates. The real progress is made in the
elimination of the disease in our society with technically valid in-
formation. It has happened throughout the years, and it continues
to he the case now.

We do nut haveat least in car State- -the kind of information
that wt' would like to have that tells us really what do we have out
there in the way of vaccine-related injuries. We have some idea in

'et tors Some utilities are better than others in reporting.
11w private medical community is Unproving daily. However, if you
were to ask nw today exactly how nniny vaccine-related injuries
have there been and will there be in the State of Florida. I could
not tell you that. and I need to know that I need to know that, and
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I think every State health office in the country needs to Itaow. I
think the Center desperately needs to know that. We are working
very hard on getting in that direction now. We are improving
daily.

That is why when the two concepts come togetherthe concept
itnd need for compensation, which is real; we have a societal obliga-
tionon the other hand, what is the nature of the problem really?
It is hard to know how big the problem is, exactly what the rela-
tionship is to what we are doing on a day-to-day basis. Hopefully,
we can help iron that out.

Senator HAWKINS. Florida is a gateway State because of our geo-
graphic location.

Dr. KING. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. We are the entry point for refugees, immi-

gants, visitors from nations--
Dr. KING. And college students from the North, too. [Laughter.]
Senator HAWKINS. I was getting to that. [Laughter.]
And from other countries that do not have active immunization

programs
Dr. KING. That is correct.
Senator HAWKINS. Does this make Florida at risk of epidemics?
Dr. KING. Yes, Madam Chairman, it does.
We had in 1982, although our total numbers of cases for the year

were down from the year before, we still had far too many cases in
the State, and they were almost all,. as far as I can tell, directly
related to the importation from South America and the rest of the
world of a new case of measles. It proved particularly difficult be-
cause the population at. risk at that point in time, at greatest risk,
was the middle school population, although we did have some sec-
ondary spread to the younger children. We are constantly on our
guard. and we have had a number of counties which have had to go
through tr fairly major school exclusion process in which every
child in a school or in an entire school system, if it is already into
the secondary generation of cases and spread beyond the first
schools. had to be removed from school for a period of several days
to a couple of weeks to get the immunization status up to tha point.
that we can afford to let the children back in to keep the spread of
tlw disease down. That continues to be a very real problem.

The encouraging thing, I believe, however, is that measles is one
of these diseases like smallpox in which the only reservoir, as far
as we know. is the human reservoir and potentially it is eradicable.

I think it is so important at 0 is point in time that we do not
hesitate (m the brink of our success. I think within our lifetimes we
may well see what we have seen with smallpox, and what we need
ter do is to push ahead if we can.

Rut. yes, we do have a problem in Florida because of that.
Senator } lAWKINS Is the Florida Legislature proposing any man-

:Lour', reporting tor reaction to pert ussis?
Dr KiNi; No. I am not aware of any legislation in the State

or the house at the present time for reporting. We have
'on an effort, however. as a part of our program to improve our

port ing. We are in the process of doing that right now.

2 (3
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Senator HAWKINS. liow about mandating the dissemination of in-
formation to the parents of adverse reactions, possible adverse re-
actions, prior to the first shot?

Dr. KING. We have begun a very extensive process, which is
mostly in the planning stages right now, of doing tha. administra-
tively. I am not aware of a specific bill in the Florida Legislature at
this point on that issue.

Senator HAWKINS. Can States do it administratively without leg-
islation?

Dr. KING. Yes. Oh, yes, and we intend to.
Senator HAWKINS. Do you know how many States have done

this?
I)r. KING. No, I am not aware. I am sorry.
Senator HAWKINS. We appreciate your cooperation. We look for-

ward to working with you on this legislation as it develops.
Dr. Nelson, AMA, one of the proposals that you considered was

to convene an expert panel that would define the clinical param-
eters for identifying vaccine-related injuries and the projected care,
needs, of the injured individual. How do.you view the use of such
an expert panel?

Dr. NELSON. This was also one of the recommendations in the
report of the National Immunization Work Group that was com-
missioned by HEW in 1977. We felt that, given the alternatives for.
defining eligibility and compensable events, having an expert panel
convened and identify the compensable events for proposed rule-
making was a more desirable alternative than to have some listing
of adverse reactions and eligibility criteria as part of the bill itself.

I think:it should not be difficult for the Secretary to identify a
group of experts that are recognized nationally in their field and
use them as a resource in developing proposed rules.

Senator HAWKINS. The Department of HHS has a very strong po-
sition regarding immunizations, however. I understand the Secre-
tary has termed failure to immunize a child a form of child abuse.
In your mind, doesn't that impose a conflict of interest for the Sec-
retary to say that if a child is not immunized, that is child abuse
and at the same time having to be involved in the appointment of
a panel and also be involved in compensation?

Dr. NELSON. Well, I think you would have to ask the Secretary
whether that represented some inconsistency. I have confidence in
the ability of the Secretary to carry out the mandates of a bill that
would call for him convening a special panel to assist in defining
eligibility.

Senator HAWKINS. Should the Secretary be involved in determin-
ing eligibility compensation?

Dr. Nisox. I suppose that he would insofar as
Senator HAWKINS. It is a "she" right now.
Dr. NELSON. Pardon me, he or she would insofar as being respon-

sible for the publication of the proposed rules.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
I)r. Salk, it is a pleasure to have you with us. Your work has

earned you justifiable renown and saved countless lives. I remem-
ber as a young girl the panic of the polio epidemicclosed swim -
ruing pools, closed theaters, and the fear we lived in, especially in
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the South. I can remember the relief, also, when a vaccine for polio
was developed.

Your testimony poses a very interesting question. How can we
structure a compensation program which encourages the use of the
safest of all available vaccines?

Dr. SALK. I think it is a n 'ter of incentive and it is a matter of
penalty. The question is, Vi:.0 it to provide the incentive and who
is to provide the penalty? In the case of vaccine-associated injuries,
it is clear that it would be far more desirable to avoid them, far
more desirable to have vaccines that do not require the use of com-
pensation as remedy. In the event that compensation is necessary.
it seems to me that the kind of legislation that you are proposing
would be desirable. A careful distinction must be made between
those instances in which there is no other remedy and those in
which there is.

It seems to me that in this instance, where alternative vaccines
exist as is the case of poliovirus vaccine, that the indemnification
for such damages should not he included in the bill inasmuch as
the evidence is now clear that there is a polio vaccine that can be
administered effectively without inducing injury, and there is one
that does induce injury in a small number of instances. My sugges-
tion would he that for instances in which there is no such an alter-
native that indemnification measures are required. However,
where a safe alternative exists then indemnification as a solution
should not be available.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you think the Federal Government needs
to take a larger role in vaccine development, production, and
usage?

Dr. SAI.K. Yes: I do. I think that this is a major' and important
public health measure. With more attention in this regard on the
part of Gbkernment authorities, encouragement for the necessary
research wotIld be available. This would be true, as has already
been mentioned, not only in improving vaccines that already exist
to make them risk free, but also in making vaccines available for
diseases that still are prevalent and for which preventatives are
clearly required.

Senator HAWKINS As you reflect back on your successes, did it
take the polio epidemic of the riffle, to bring about the solution?

Dr SALK. No. Research on polio had been going on foi quite
some time.

Senator HAWKINS. HOW long?
Dr. SAI.K. You may recatl that Franklin Roosevelt had been para-

lyzed. During his Presidency, in the year 1938, the organization
called the March of Dimes was created. About a decade later it
became possible to say that polio was caused by three viruses. The
polio virus could be produced in tissue culture, and soon thereafter
it was possible to develop a vaccine. Polio, as an epidemic disease,
had been mounting steadily for several decades. It is fortunate that
a vaccine did become available when it did or else cases would have
continued to accumulate in excess of the average of 25,000 cases of
pk)11() annually

Scrliit(lt* I IAI.VKINS Thank you, Dr. Salk.
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Mr. Dodd, is it just as difficult to ascertain the identification of
the manufacturer of a vaccine administered by a private pediatri-
cian as a vaccine administered by a public clinic, in your opinion?

Mr. DODD. There seems to be a dispute in the profession about
that issue. In California, I think we are generally blessed with a
very high level of care, of health-care providers. It has not been the
experience throughout the country that that standard is necessari-
ly even with regard to pertussis immunization, which is what I am
familiar with.

It appears that in some areas of the country there is a failure
generally to follow medical contraindications. So, the exposure of a
physician in these kinds of lawsuits seems to vary a lot. There is no
common feeling about what that exposure is. My pe:Jonal feeling is
the exposure in the situation that I am familiar with is small.
However, on the other hand, that may not be the experience in
other parts of the country. That is a very difficult question to
answer.

Senator HAWKINS. Will the provision of the compensation option
effectively allow negligent vaccine manufacturers and doctors to
avoid liability?

Mr. DODD. Well, that depends on two things. Obviously, if the bill
were mandatory, there would be that risk. As tho bill presently
stands, there is authority, as I understand it, for the Government
to pursue those individuals who the Government determines may
be culpable in some sense. Depending on how that was actually im-
plemented, which I do not think is something that one could write
every step into the billit would not be possible depending on
the manner in which the bill is implemented, that may or may not
be true. If the Government was vigorous, if the Government was
examining records, if the Government was out there really trying
to determine culpability, I do not think it would permit the manu-
facturer or health care provider who might be involved to escape.

Senator HAWKINS. In your opinion, is the Government vigorous
in enforcing the vaccination?

Mr. Doom Enforcing the- -
Senator HAWKINS. Of children before they go to school?
Mr. DODD. Quite, yes. The Government is quite vigorous. We

have heard from one gentleman about Arkansas, which I am not
familiar with.

All levels of government that I am aware of, all the way down to
the county health officials, are extremely vigorous in implementing
this policy because they know in general that immunization in this
country has been an enormous boon to this society, but they paint
everything with a very broad brush, and it is very difficult for
them to recognize where there may be problems in our immuniza-
tion policy, where immunization with certain products may be
based on faulty assumptions or false epidemiological ntlidies, false
assumptions about the vaccine. However, ge. th,.: people who
implement this program from all levels are ,ni'ted to immuni-
zation, and for good reason in general.

Senator HAWKINS. You heard Dr. King speak of the iesolution
they passed in 1974.

Dr. KING. I'm sorry; 1978.
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Senator HAWKINS. In 1978. Obviously, it was of concern to the
State health officials back in 1978. In your experience as an attor-
ney, why do you feel that the same officials that are concerned
don't show the same interest in reporting adverse reactions?

Mr. DODD. Senator Hawkins, it has been stated by several ex-
perts who routinely appear for the defense in lawsuits involving
pertussis immunization that it has been known in our society for a
long time that reactions are notoriously underreported. Why that
might be? It is very difficult to say. It may be that there is inad-
equate information disseminated by the Federal Government, the
local government, and the manufacturer, specifically again related
to DPT, which is what I am familiar with, as to what to watch for.
It may be that physicians assume that all vaccines have the same
relative level of risk, and it may be that physicians assume that
injury with regard, for instance, to pertussis immunization is very
rare, is very idiosyncratic, as is generally trui. with other vaccines

Dr. Salk has talked about the rate of injury with regard to the
polio vaccine. That is a relatively small number.

It is the opinion of many experts that the risk related to pertus-
sis immunization is not in the same ball park with these other vac-
cines; that there is an order of magnitude that is incredibly multi-
plied with pertussis immunization.

Again, physicians familiar with the polio vaccines, with the other
modern vaccines that we have, know in their hearts that there are
possible reactionsmaybe one or two. The common wisdom goes
that you can have a reaction to aspirin, and there have been such
things reported, but these are rare; these are very rare events.

Pertussis immunization, we feel. peesents a wholly different pic-
ture. Of course, again, we are certainly not talking about thou-
sands of children a year. If we were, I don't think there would be
anybody here to oppose the bill, Senator Hawkins, but we are talk-
ing about a significant number of children and we are talking
about young attorneys in my position who are now losing clients to
death. Now that is a unique experience for me. I am not old
enough to have a lot of clients with wills and trusts who, so the
saying goes, the wills and trusts mature; the people die. But now, I
am losing young clients, and these are existing clients, and these
are clients who did not come to me in time for me to help them.

As I have stated in ray written testimony; right now attorneys
are the last resort for these children. These children all present
massive medical records-300 or 400 pages long. They have been to
the Mayo Clinic. They have been to every clinic that has a pediat-
ric neurologist. Again, there is only so much that any physician
can do with the kind of seizure disorder that these children are fre-
quently presented with. There is only a limited amount one can do.

It is unfortunately true that in order to improve the quality of
life of these kids as best we can, it takes a great deal of money. It
takes a great deal of professional assistance from physicians. It
takes therapists. It takes paraprofessionals. There are all kinds of
different things that can be done, but they are expensive.

Senator HAWKINS. But it is also expensive not to do?
Mr. DODD. I think the secret, really, to the response to the people

in regard to this hill who suggest it is going to be very expensive
isand I think this has been mentioned by several physicians on
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this paneltill se children have a built-in, fixed cost, anyway. They
are getting supplemental social security disability. They are getting
aid from private charities. They may be getting State aid.

What middle class family in this country can afford the actuarily
projected expense to take care of one of these children? I don't
know of any.

These children have a fixed cost that our society is paying. What
we are talking about in this bill, I think, is focusing the cost into
one central area, but I don't see that we are increasing the cost. I
cannot accept that.

Senator HAwmrs. Thank you all very much for appearing with
us today and helping to resolve this very significant problem for
children and parents.

Now we would like tk, call our final panel, represertatives of very
brave U.S. vaccine manufacturers: the Michigan Department of
Public Health and Biologics, one of the two States involved in the
production of vaccine, which was quite a surprise to methat
States are now involved in production rather than chemical manu-
facturers, and they will be represented by Kenneth Eaton and
Vince Leone, who is assistant attorney general for the State of
Michigan.

We also are privileged to have Mr. John Lyons, who is president
of Merck Sharpe & Dohme, who is the sole producer of the vaccine
for MMRmeasles, mumps, and rubella. He will be here accompa-
nied by counsel.

In addition, we would like to say that Wyeth Laboratories and
Lederle Laboratories have submitted testimony for the record.

[The prepared statements of Wyeth and Lederle Laboratories
follow:1

).(.."1
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April 30, 19P4

The Honorable Paula Hawkins
United States SenatE
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Hawkins:

I wish to respond on behalf of Wyeth Laboratories, a division
of American Home Products Corporation, a manufacturer if
vaccine products, to your invitation to comment on Senate
Bill S.2117, the National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensa-
tion Act. we submit this written statement for the record
of the hearing schedule,: cm May 3, 1984 before the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee.

Let me first compliment yod on your efforts on behalf of
childhood immunization in the United States. This program,
so fundamental to our nation's public health objectives,
is certain to benefit from your personal interest.

The purpose of ;1.2117 to establish "a simple, no-fault,
expedited, to+ transaction cost, nonadversarial, and
effective national program for assuring the provizinn of

%)mper.sation to children and others who have suu%ained
va-:cile-related injury" is certainly a rational, societal
judgmlnt and one with which would not quarrel. We must,
however, respectfully disagree with limiting the program to
a "non-mandatory alternative to the current tort system".
wp feel the program shot'ld be mandatory.

To provide compensation for the injured recipients of
childhood vaccine is to remove but one of the threats to
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national immunization objectives. The manufacturers who
assure continued development and availability of vabcines
are also threatened. We, as well as vaccine recipients,
can be victims of the excesses and vt_aries of the current
tort system. As an example, time periods for claim. ,nd
suits by minors can exist until such minor reaches a m, rarity
Mtge, placing a burden on all parties, a burden of unknown
risk that may be as long as 20 years. Health care personnel
are equally burdened. Removing, or denying recipients, the
pertussis component of the vaccine may resolve the liabilty
potential but obviously this is not a satisfactory publ.,
health solution. To preserve the immunization system ?nu
to extend it to other disease states, a singular legislative
remedy is now required, one whic!. covers all participants --
including manufacturers, distributors, and the people re-
sponsible for the administration of the vaccine.

The proponents of the current tort system speak of the need
n)t to abqolve manufacturers from liability for negligence.
We support the continuation of manufacturer liability for
any vaccine not meeting government standards.

We feel very strongly that the legislative remedy finally
chosen must cover all participants of what is now a very
effective immunization chain. Otherwise this chain could
he broken at any point from the d.elopment of new vaccines
through continuing availability of current vaccines, to the
very point of advice, counsel and administration of the

vaccine. Fur these reasons we submit that to be effective
any Federal compensation program for vaccine injury must
he an exclusive, mandatory remedy.

This is such a fundamental, overriding consideration, we
(icter detailed comments on S.2i17 to focus solely

on thiA issue. We hope you will appreciate our concern.

very truly yours,

Richard [lowish, Ph.D.
President
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Statement by Lederle Laboratories,
Division of American Cyanamid Company for

submission to the Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resources in response to

the Committee's May 9, 1984
request for comments upon 5.2117,

tLe N.itional Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act.

May 15, 1984
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Vaccine InjurirSempensstion Legislation

Lederle Statement

Lederle appreciates the opportunity offered by the committee to comment upon

S2I17, The Motional Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act. Senator

Hawkins' sensitive concern about the problem of no-fault vaccine injury has

served to focus Congressional attention upon a complex and trodhlesome

situation. It adversely affects both those udfortunately injured and the

manufacturers who develop snd produce the vaccines responsible for disease

prevention.

the problem of deviling a system for no-fault vaccine-injury compensation

which is fair th the injured party, does not discourage private sector

manufacturing and distribution or, research and development of new and

approved vaccines and whose costs can be held within reasonable and

predictable limits has thus far resisted solution.

while the problem exists in most developed nations, it appears that a greater

meaxere of control is exercised in those countries than in the United States

1.1r three major reasons. One, existing systems of relatively comprehensive

nartonal halth insurance; two,, direct government ownership or indirect

suhitdization and/or protection from foreign competition of vaccine

manulakturers; three, significantly lower rate of recourse to litigAtion in

v,.. to- iniory ,as.x si more effe,tive limitation of award amounts.
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Historically, normal United States market forces have served this country well

in maintaining a vigorous and effective domestic vaccine industry. The

United States has long been the world leader in the development of new

yd.:clops. There is every reason to believe such leadership can be maintained

if actions are taken to balance certain negative conditions which have arisen

within the past decade or so.

Insr negative conditions include increased costs, limitations on adequate

pricing, extensive regulatory requirements, excessive litigation and awards,

increased United States competition from relatively protected foreign

manifaetners, a static or decreasing market for the basic vaccines and

tn.oeip,ato patent protection for research and development of new and improved

va,:cinos.

If one of the ubiectives of 52111 is to assure a vigorous domestic vaccine

resource, it is important to recognize that the problem is larger than vaccine

injury ..minsation and perhaps more importantly, that actions taken relative

to compensation will almost certainly affect other significant problem areas.

At. has been pointed out in a study proposal by W. K. Mariner to the Department

t H41th and Hoehn Services, "There is still surprisingly little analysis of

!t,t in the United States of possible alternatives [in

vaccine injury celpensation], whether they would be consistent with legal

it elifii .111.1 1,10 role of government in this country, whether they would be

,stly th.01 th pt04,ht 4ystem, whether they w.uild compensate all

.! , .,. t r tog t. t rn $4 11,a t i.,n and whether they would primate or

1,',11. he I:tr.".
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Lederle believes it is in the public interest that proposed reforms, whether

legislative or regulatory, should be subject to such snalysis before they are

considered for passage or adoption. The Institute of Medicine of the National

Academy of Sciences is presently engaged in a fact-finding study which should

contribute valuable data for such analysis. ( Lederle, among others, has made

a major financial contribution to support the ION study.)

While all vaccines may be considered preventive, the field is divided among

several sub-categories such as: vaccines against communicable diseases

(childhood and/or adult); vaccines against non-communicable diseases (such as

tetanus); vaccines required by statute; vaccines which are optional.

Although the problems stated above affect all vaccines to one degree or

another, 82117 is largely restricted to those which are mandated for children

and deals specifically with only one of the inter-related problems -- that of

compensation for vaccine-related injuries.

The following general comments concern selected provisions of 52117 and

clearly indicate the need for further study to assure that the apparent

solution of one vaccine problem does not exacerbate other related serious

problems.

Non:-Fx0ysive_Remedy

lb, hilt provides a person who allegedly receives a vaccine-related injury

with the option of bringing a lawsuit in the courts or to elect compensation.

however, during the process of initiating the compensation option, it is
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possible under the Bill for 4 person to resort to tort law if that seems the

surer way to a more favorable award. In addition, civil tons may be

brought against the Secretary of H.H.S. where there is an alleged failureon

hta part.

InasmUch as the existence of a compensation system will almost.surely increase

the number of claims and the unpredictability of tort law awards will not be

relteved under these provisions, it is more than likely that the costs for

no-faultcases will increase rather than be reduced. Since the probability of

reforming state and federal liability law affecting these cases is rather

remote, the non-exclusive remedy provisions of 52117 must be considered

unacceptable to the public a: well as manufacturers.

Surcharge

The "National Vaccine-Injury Compensation Trust Fund" which would be

established under 52117 to pay claims under the Act would, in effect, merely

create a middleman entity between the manufacturer and its insurance

resource. All costs would still be .,aid by the manufacturer through the

surcharge levy. The surcharge would cover only that part.ibf the claims

against the manufacturer brought through the compensation scheme. Claims

awarded under the allowed tort option would be handled under a second

system -- the present one.

As statA anove, since lt is highly probable that the existence of a

14,veiument tuten4tion source wilt increase the number of claims without

ooterriog any higher level of costs predictability, it is by no means clear
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that the surcharge system offers any advantage for the manufacturer or the

vo

publtc. In addition, the added Losts for administering the middleman "Trust

tund".could be substantial.

On a more fund4mental level, the practice of holding manufacturers responsible

for non-fault vaccine injuries is based upon the "deep pocket" assumption.

The -ecord of the substantial decrease in the nuber of United States vaccine

manufacturers, whicb includes the loss of vaccine research resources, while

not entirely attributable to claim.), is compelling evidence that this approach

to tnappropitilte for vaccines.

In pr"diviu6 -atones which fully conform to standards promulgated and

enforced by the ederal government for use in immunization programs mandated

by state governtn[9, manufacturers are inappropriately penal

hear the coat« ) no-fault injuries.

. nay.n- to

Ldrl b.tvev tie pbliC interest would be best Nerved if funding for

in no-fault inlay compensation wer. provided from general treasury funds.

n in ter to

. the MI : for all tensible aspect s of cause -and- effect

iz t he many iris's where ca4ualty determinations cannot be

I:), tn. joas,mnt of the .18,10/i/lOr IS subject to bias. A case in ,saint

t h f t'llt t It '4,1.14011 11111Int Death Syn.linme (SIDS) in a three

I Nth, dh. .11 ,Flayed lab le t. ryin,," (the language in

t Es:: I t n it %.! h..-.r, big tnrmtni v.t ion at age two months. In spi to of
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prevailing medical opinion that there is no casual relationship between

immunizAt on and SIDS, an assessment biased toward the petitioner could find

such an event compensablec

The Sill directs the court to'deny petitioner only if it finds the injury is

better explained by fwctora unrelated to the vaccine. Ho , such

explanation and documentation would rarely be available in cases of SIDS,

idiopathic epilepsy, mental retardatiol and other diseases which have a

natural occurrence rate.

It seems clear that the injury assessment problems which have proven so

troublesome and costly under tort law claims will be little or no lest so

under the proposed compensation system. Indeed, to the extent that the

compensation court establishes record of relative strictness in assessment,
i/

the avail.sie tort option will no doubt prove increasingly popular for

claimants. Th. non-exclusive remedy pii.ision of S2117 then creates a

"Catch 22" actuation which can defeat the basic purpose.of the Bill.

L.mpe:isation donefita

-,Lhere can be 110 question of the morality and justice of compensating victims

.11 vac,Ine injuries. A unique circumstance characterizes immunizations

especiAlly in the case of communicable disease. in addition to obtaining

vrional protection, the individual undergoing immunization is performing a

p.h: 1. `II I V IE t
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However favorable. the risk vs. benefit equation, the acceptance of that risk

by the individual is not a personal decidion, but forced upon him or her by

law. This is, of course, entirely in the public interest, but since the

responsibility for the individual's risk-taking is the government's, then the

responsibility fur the inherent and unavoidable no-fault injury which may

result must also lie with the government.

We. believe that the present tort actions against against the manufacturer in

such cases anc the manufacturer surcharge system under 82117 are entirely

inappropriate. It is generally recognized that the existence of this-Anomaly

has contributec significantly to the decline in the.number of United States

vaccine manufacturers. 0

Whether the osts are borne by the manufaci.urer, the medical professional

involved or the government, it is in the public interest that adequate and

timely ,,:overage i available for no-fault injuries with a minimum of

s

extraneous cost.

l'h compen.ition benefits offered by 52117 go beyond providing the expeditious

ovr4g of medr al expenses 'for families when they need it most. Many of the

benefits ottered.. ! duplicative since they are already available under

existing comprehensive state and fe...:a1 programs. These include state and

fegeraily-agsisted programs for disabled and crippled children, special

education, vocational rehabilitation, mental health centers ;Ind others. An

of ouch redund4ncy :wars worthwhile since the administrative

,ofiry r loird by the Rill's provisions would constitute a new cost center.
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A significant cost problem in tort cases is that oflegsl fees. It has been

estimated by Senator Kasten, Chairman of Commerceel Consumer Subcommittee,

the. for every six cents awarded to an injured person in product liability

cases. seven cents is paid for legal expense. The dual-remedy provision of

S2117 serves to perpetuate such inequity. Similarly, it appears inappropriate

for the Sill to provide mandatory coverage of attorney', fees for

representation in no-fault compensation proceedings. Certainly, the

additional attorney compensation of 252 of the entire award provided for in

the Bill must be considered excessive.

Adviso ry Commission

The composition of the proposed Aivisory Commission does not include members

with the qualifications necessary-to :srrs Jut or oversee the broad range of

specialized responsibilities autnorixed by the Bill. These responsibilities

include supplies of safe and effective vaccines, implementation of the

program.. vaccine surcharges and research.

However, sut.icient experts and advisory committees already exist and the

Secretary of HES has the authority to assign employees, hire additional

witsid experts, establish informal committees and obtain public COMMISOL

TIeV.iiit to the nee:. Of 5.117.
4

The provisions which subordinate the authority of the Secretary to that of the

,"MMI4clon in areas specifically included in the Secretary's responsibilities

is 4tyll instance of the unnecessary and costly redundancy imposed by

the Bill. We believe these provisions should be amended to correct such

tet tencies.

In the it,ffing of S2117, The National Childhood Vaccine- Injury Compensation

A. t , we believe Senator Hawkins has performed a significant service. The

tratt ,mp1s ro.ognition of the inter-related problems which must be

!hat the public may he assured of a continuing and accessible

ot the :n.geot vaccines as well as of new and improved vaccines.
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Congress has recognized the long-standing efforts by the ,

rederll government to promote childhood vaccinations against

communict.ble diseases and thellinfluence of such efforts Upon

the adoprion of applicable State legislation. Connaught

Labr:)raturies, Inc. agrees with and embraces the past and present

efforts of the federal government and supports the concept of

compensation for childhood vaccine-related injuries. Given the

public health need for continued vaccine availability at a

reasonable price, a national childhood vaccine injury compensation

Act providing compensation for present and prospective losses

incurred or to be incurred as a result of suffering vaccine-

rQlated injuries is most desirable. Such a federal system of

compensation should recognize the national scope of the public

health issue and the interests nerved by continuing vaccinations

while providing for a unified disposition of bona fide injuries

resulting from receipt of certain childhood vaccines.

It is the position of Connaught Laboratories, Inc. that at.,

childhood vaccine injury compensation legislation should provide

:or an exclusive remedy available to individuals injured as a

tesult of receiving certain childhood vaccines. Legislation

providing for compensation on an elective basis, that is,

legislation permitting a choice be,:ween proceeding through the

current tore system, or accepting compensation under the

legislation, while providing recognition of the responsibility

to establish a national vaccine injury compensation program, will

nor avoid the current adverse impact upon the continued availability

of desirable childhood vaccines at a reasonable price. As

Le!rently written, S.2111 by its terms permits an election by a

pt:rson assumed to have suffered a vaccine-related injury to pursue
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compensation under the program up to (but prior) to the entry

of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, or a final

judgment on a petition for compensation under the program, and

to thereafter terminate the proceedings under the program_, in

favor of prosecution of a civil action under our current tort
system. Thus, irrespective of the neriousness of the injury,

a claimant might weigh the value of the claim under the Federal

Compensation Act against the potential value of a civil action
arlising out of the game Incident. Requiring a manufacturer to

contribute to a trust fund designed to provide compensation for

uurtain childhood vaccine-related injuries while continuing to

permit such manufacturer to be exposed to liability, in perhaps

an amount greater than that which the federal legislation

would provide, would have the result of continuous jeopardy to

the supply of existing vaccines at a reasonable price, as well

as providing for a chilling effect on the development of new

va,eincs.

In addition. any legislation providing for compensation of

certain childhood vaccine-related injuries should be administered

fruc from applicable regulation and influence by those unfamiliar

with the nature of the significant public he-Hr.h interests

Nerved by vaecinCs and those who might he biased or prejudiced

in view of some personal or financial circumstances.

Legislation providing for compensation of certain childhood

vaccine- related injuries should be designed to provide compen-

,ation for losses presently and prospectively incurred while

avoiding non-inert Lorious claims and continued potential catas-

traphiL liability of health care providers and manufacturers.

Neither health care provialers nor the vaccine manufacturing

lndustry would realistically expect absolute immunity from any

and 411 dC: ion taken with respect to vaccines, however, LO provide

for federal legislation without due repard for the interests of

iii parties involved would not he in the hest interest of society's

2 6 0
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Senator ilAWKINS. We really do appreciate your ceming end rep-
resenting your company, Mr. Lyons.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. LYONS, PRESIDENT, MERCK SHARP &
DOIIME, DIVISION OF MERCK & CO., INC., ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM B. FREILICH, COUNSEL

Mr. LYONS. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
My name is John Lyons, and I am president of Merck Sharp &

I)ohme, which is the U.S. prescription drug division of Merck & Co.
I am honored to offer testimony before this committee today.

Merck appreciates your strong interest in our Nation's childhood
immunization program and welcomes the opportunity to present an
industrial point of view concerning one very important aspect of it:
The need for a fair and adequate compensation system for persons
adversely affected by vaccinations in publicly funded programs.

We have high praise for the attention being given to this issue.
However, we believe that S. 2117, as written, does not meet the
needs Jim which it is intended. Specifically, we urge that the pro-
posed legislation be modified to provide an exclusive remedy to the
problem it addresses.

Merck's commitment to the development of vaccines and their
use is a longstanding and well-recognized one. The returns to socie-
ty on that commitment have been enormously gratifying, as vacci-
nation has drastically lowered the toll of infectious diseases.

During the past four decades, Merck has been fortunate to have
participated in the development of vaccines to prevent life-threat-
ening and debilitating diseases such as measles, mumps, rubella,
meningitis, pneumococcal pneumonia, and hepatitis B. Currently,
with the largest private investment hi vaccine research in the
United States, scientists in our laboratories are now working on
vaccines against a wide range of diseases, including hepatitis A,
chickenpox, herpes simplex 1 and 2, neonatal meningitissepticemia,
and Epstein-Barr virus.

While the progress toward disease prevention through vaccina -'
tion has been meritorious, it has not been as productive as might
have been hoped. There are several :easons for this, including the
problems associated with liability in public health immunization
programs.

It is obvious that the vaccine industry in the United States is not
as strong a resource today as it once was. Yet, the future of domes-
tic vaccine supply depends on the continued willingness and ability
of the pharmaceutical industry to produce adequate quantities of
vaccine and to develop the vaccines of tomorrow. Clearly, a major
impediment to commercial initiatives in this field is the unresolved
public policy problem of liability in mass vaccination programs.

As we have seen today, although most vaccines are extraordinar-
ily safe, they can be associated with adverse reactions in a small
percentage of the people who use them. Most of these reactions are
minor an self-limiting, but some very rare reactions car: be harm-
ful, even fatal.

Seldom, if ever, is anyone at fault when these unfortunate inci-
dents occur. Yet, still, when millions of persons are vaccinated,
some will experience adverse reaction:;.
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The courts have understandably sought to compensate injured
persons. It is true that the past experience of manufacturers with
regard to court decisions cannot justify changing the present tort
system of compensation. However, the unpredictability of the
future is clearly a disincentive for vaccine innovation in the United
States. It is a major reason several manufacturers have abandoned
the vaccine business in recent years.

A workable vaccine compensation system should serve three ob-
jectives beyond its primary purpose of helping the victims of ad-
verse reactions: first, it should increase the willingness of the
public to participate in immunization programs; second, it should
help assure the continued willingness of physicians and other
health care professionals to conduct immunization programs; and
third, it should encourage manufacturers to provide vaccine not
only for existing programs, but also to devote substantial resources
'.o the discovery and development of new vaccines.

To reach the first objective, a compensation system must provide
a fair, easily accessible, and prompt remedy. The present tort
system amounts to a lottery. It has not worked well and has result-
ed in many ppablems. If a compensation system promply and fairly
compensates all injured persons for their actual losses, there is no
need to continue the tort system alternative. A fair compensation
system will accomplish this objective and help provide for the other
two. But truly assuring the availability of vaccines and immuniza-
tion programs under our current system can only be accomplished
by creating an exclusive remedy for injured vaccines.

The existing tort system poses a number of problems, the most
significant of which is its unpredictability. Courts in each of the 50
States are free tc, develop new rules of liability at any time and
without prior notice. Even when the basic rules are not changed,
the strong and understandable desire of juries and courts to com-
pensate injured persons can lead to determinations of liability that
are against the weight of medical evidence. Both health care pro-
fessionals and manufacturers have, on occasion, found themselves
liable for circumstances over which they could exercise little or no
control.

For example, manufacturers have been held responsible for not
warning vaccinees or their parents or guardians of all risks in-
volved in receiving a vaccine, even though the vaccination program
was controlled and run by public health officials. Confronted with
this unpredictability, manufacturers and health professionals
cannot accurately estimate their risks nor plan their insurance re-
quirements.

The tort system also offers little protection against gtoundless or
trivial claims filed for their nuisance or settlement value. Such
cases often generate substantial legal costs that can multiply to sig-
nificant proportions if the program is highly publicized such as oc-
curred with swine flu in 19'76.

In conclusion, we would like to leave you with two principal
thoughts. First, a dual compensation system that offers a choice of
either going to the tort or to the no-fault concept does not alleviate
the problems I have cited. There is, however, a place for the tort
system in a compensation program.

1-.; t4 1,
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For example, when a manufacturer .fails to produce a vaccine in
accordance with Government standards or a health care provider
fails to administer the vaccine in accordance with medical stand-
ards, the tort system should be open for an injured party to recov-
er. But; to accomplish the objectives of fair compensation, the tort
system should be eliminated from any other type of action. There-
fore, our second conclusion is that only a compensation system em-
bracing the concepts of no-fault and exclusive remedy can provide
the basis for truly fair and workable legislation.

There is no easy solution to the vaccine liability problem, but we
believe some action must be taken by the Government to avert im-
pediments to future immunization efforts. With the changes we
have suggested, S. 2117 could be a very productive step in the di-
rection of disease prevention.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Lyons.
Mr. Eaton, may we hear from you?

STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. EATON, INTERGOVERNMENTAL OF-
FICER, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, ACCOM-
PANIED BY VINCENT J. LEONE, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENER-
AL, STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mr. EATON. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
May we add to the very justifiable commendations you have been

receiving for ycur excellent leadership in this issue. It is one that
has been neglected for far too long, and we wish to offer our contin-
ued interest and cooperation.

The Michigan Department of Public Health is involved in this
from several different points of view, some of them potentially con-
flicting. On the one hand, we are involved as a manufacturer of
vaccines. We are also involved in protecting the public health. As
you have heard today, there are different sets of problems on both
sides of that issue.

We are also involved in intensive research and development
about vaccine improvements and have been involved in biologics
and the development of vaccines for several years.

Rather than to add to the already excellent testimony you have
received from scientific experts and others about the medical and
scientific issues, we have chosen to emphasize our point of view as
public policy entities and to discuss with you some of the problems
we have faced and how we feel your legislation can benefit us.

We are, as you mentioned, one of only two Government agencies
directly involved in the production of vaccines. This makes us per-
haps more acutely aware than many health departments might be
of the need for a publicly coorainated compensation system which
will encourage the production of vaccines by providing for the care
of those few who are unavoidably injured by adverse reactions.

It is our concern for vaccine-injured children as well as for chil-
dren who may suffer a communicable disease due to the potential
unavailability of vaccine which leads us to support your proposed
legislation in Senate bill 2117.

We are currently involved, unavoidably, in a number of lawsuits
because of our production of vaccines. Frankly, a tempting solution
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to this potential liability on the part of the Government which
deals not only with the economic pressures it brings, but with the
political implications it brings, is to consider joining the ranks of
other former vaccine producers and cease production of vaccines to
protect ourselves. We resist and dislike this solution becauseof our
dedication to protecting children against communicable disease,
but we must .acknowledge that the increasing pressure of escalat-
ing costs and a heavy volume of litigation may force us in the fore-
seeable future to discontinue this operation or seriously consider
such action.

However, in the meantime, and still as public health advocates,
we continue to produce over a million doses If DPT vaccine a year,
despite the increasing complications related to several lawsuits.

As the committee has heard and reported on several different oc-
casions, we all acknowledge the very important role that vaccines
play in controlling and eradicating many diseases, and yet, on the
other hand, we also understand that there seems to be a predict-
able small numberof adverse reactions which can be very serious.

We are involved in research and development activities and do
anticipate in the future some improvements in these vaccines, but
it is important to know that unavoidable injury to children will
remain with us for some time. Advances do not seem on the offing
in the extremely near future. I won't go into details. If we can be
helpful to the committee in providing any information about the
research that we are conducting or other activities, please be as-
sured that we will be happy to provide that, but have not chosen to
take your time today; I know you are running short.

We do have some reservations and some concerns about the legis-
lation which Mr. Leone and I would like to mention to you Howev-
er, I would like to make the point that as a new framework for a
system of restitution to vaccine-injured children, this bill is far, far
superior to the only other avenue currently available, and that is
lawsuits and this court system which you have heard so much
about.

I would like to ask Mr. Leone to make some brief remarks about
what we face in that respect, and then I have a few concluding sug-
gest ions.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Eaton.
Mr. Leone?
Mr. LEONE. Senator, my name is Vincent Leone. I am assistant

attorney general for the State of Michigan.
I think Mr. Eaton has indicated that the Michigan Department

of Public Health is a unique position on this issue, both as public
health administrators and as producer of vaccines for over 50
years.

I am here today not only as a public health advocate and as a
lawyer defending the Michigan Department of Public Health in a
number of lawsuits, but as the father of' two boys. I think the most
saddening aspect of my work is listening to a mother's anguish
when her child's condition, her second-grader's condition, prevents
him from even finding the bathroom in the school and even know-
ing where he is once he searches for it.
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In all candor, in the cases that I have been involved in and in
case studies that I have read about, I firmly believe that very, very
few children have been injured by vaccine.

I even think under this no-fault system, which would eliminate
the issue of negligence and perhaps lessen the burden of causation,
that very few children would qualify under the system.

I still support the bill, and the department of public health sup-
ports the bill, because I think it would promote the reliable vaccine
supply, which is the greatest concern to health officials. It would
also provide a quicker and more straightforward way for parents
with injured children to learn whether their children are hurt by
an act of man or an act of God.

I think the written comments that have been submitted to your
committee outline the problems that the department has with the
tort liability system and what the department's role and rights
should be under a no-fault system, so I won't reiterate those at this
time.

However, I think it should be said that the specter of lawsuits,
and even the existence of a no-fault system, may suggest to mil-
lions of parents out there that there are problems with the vaccine.
I think perhaps we have greater problems with the tort liability
system. We have such problems with that that we developed a
workmen's compensation system decades ago. Many States have
no-fault car insurance statutes.

Frankly, I believe that the health of our children, the health of
the public in general, is too important to be left solely to attorneys.

With the few reservations that we have indicated in our written
comments and any that you care to address to me today, the Michi-
gan Department of Public Health supports the bill.

Thank you.
Mr. EATON. We would like to make one or two suggestions, Sena,

tor. Mr. Leone indicated a few of his reservations.
We do have some concerns about some of the recordkeeping re-

quirements, not in opposition to the need for information, but, for
example, in mass immunization settings meeting the requirement
or assuring that requirements are met to place information in each
individual's permanent medical record will be very difficult. In
some occasions in mass immunization settings it may even be im-
possible to insure. Sometimes there are to permanent records
available to us.

We would like, also, to raise a question about the wisdom of im-
posing a surcharge of any amount on vaccines to finance the com-
pensation program. Since many of the vaccines encompassed by
this bill are going to be obtained by the States with public funds,
much of that Federal grant funds, a surcharge on the vaccines will
simply raise the price which the Federal Government must pay
through grants to the States in order to meet the public need. For
those who privately pay for their vaccines, there reaily is little op-
portunity to shop for less expensive vaccine, and perhaps there is
no equity in being required to pay a higher price for a vaccine
which has caused a no-fault injury in the past.

With the precipitous decline in private manufacturers of vac-
cines, one might even wonder whether some of the manufacturers
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would even object to its product being priced out of the market. We
have seen many leave the market for a similar reason.

As for a department such as ours, we have a question as to how a
surcharge would be imposed on its vaccine which is produced at
the expense already of the Michigan treasury and distributed to its
citizens free of charge. It is difficult for us to conceptualize an
equity in paying a surcharge again to the national compensation
tund with that respect.

We will be happy to work with you in terms of alternatives. You
have received several suggestions in other testimony:

With these few reservations, we support S. 2117. It clearly is an
innovative effort to provide just compensation for vaccine-injured
individuals. We hope it will be at least one good step in encourag-
ing the production of vaccines to control communicable disease and
thereby promote public health, which is a big, big priority to us.

We offer our continued cooperation and assistance, and again
wish to thank you for your leadership,

[The joint prepared statement of Mr. Eaton and Mr. Leone fol-
lows, I
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Or.

The Michigan Department of Public Health (MDPH) is the

agency in the State of Michigan responsible for the protection

and promotion of the public health of the citizens of Michigan.

MDPH has been a recognized leadein the identification and

eradication of communicable diseases due principally to its

ongoing commitment to a state laboratory for. the development of

vaccines and other biologics for distribution within Michigan.

With over 100 years of public health experience, and as one of

only two government agencies directly involved in the production

of vaccines, MDPH is uniquely aware of the need for a publicly

coordinated compensation system which will encourage the produc-

tion of vaccines by providing for the care of those few who are

unavoidably injured by these vaccines. It' is this concern for

vaccine-inlured children, as well as any ohildren who may suffer

a communicable disease due to the unavailability of a vaccine,

%which leads MDPH to support Senate Bill 2113, entitled "The

National Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation Act".

MDPH is currently involved in a number of lawsuits

because of its production of vaccines. An easy, but shortsighted

solution to this potential liability is to join the ranks of

other tomer vaccine producers and cease production. However,

MDPH felts that such an action will jeopardize its ability to

ensure that hundreds of thousands of children are provided with

protection against communicable diseases each year. Thus, as

public h0,11th advocates, MDPH continues to produce over a million

)f rrfP vae;:Lne a year, despite this ever incteasing expobure

to lawsuits.

t.+
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Unfortunately, as all recognize, the protection pro-

vided by these vaccines, has its drawbacks. Some children are

injured by the vaccine itself. Despite anticipated improvements

in these vaccines, the potential for unavoidable injury to children

will remain for some time. Senate Bill 2117 will provide an

equitable system for identifying and.providing for the care of

children injured by vaccines. This is not to say that MDPH

supports this bill without reservations. However, as a new

framework for a system of restitution to vaccine-injured children,

this bill .s far superior to the only other avenue currently

available -- a lawsuit.

%The current method for seeking redress of injuriesby

the institution of a tort action in the courts is unworkable for

both the producer and ultimate user of these vaccines. First,

since virtually all recipients of the vaccine are children, the

time period for bringing an action in the courts is often as long

as two decades. This prevents the vaccine producer from having

any realistic estimate of its potential liability or enable it to

modify its activity in a timely fashion to improve its operations.

For the child, this may mean that his/her lawsuit is not pursued

expeditiously; and as the facts surrounding the inoculation

become more remote with time, the costs of litigation increase.

Secondly, the traditional principals for maintaining a

tort actin may be subordinated to the greater social issue of

the protection of the public against the spread of communicable

diseases. Under this country's jurisprudence, a maker of a

product generally has a duty to provide a safe reliable product

to the ultimate user. If the producer does not believe it can
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clearly meet this duty, it will often cease production. However,

these vaccines must be produced in order to control communicable

diseases notwithstanding the recognized risk involved in their

use. Thus, in the face of this higher social goal, the courts

may be more willing to require that compensation be paid by a

vaccine producer, who is not negligent, for a vaccine which

nonetheless unavoidably injured a child.

A private manufacturer theoretically absolves itself

from responsibility for a vaccine-injured child if it did not

negligently manufacture the vaccine, and it provided the accepted

warnings against contraindications or the potential for adverse

reactions. To the injured child needing compensation in order to

effectively operate in society, this is of little consolation.

Yet, the further the court system strays from traditional notions

of liability of a producer to its customers for the sake of a

higher social goal, the greater the risk that the few remaining

private manufacturers of vaccines will abandon this already

unattractive endeavor.

Finally, it shotld not be forgotten that the traditional

tort system is an adversarial process. Opposing sides argued the

merits of their case with the hoped for result that the truth

will prevail. In vaccine suits, external factors may tilt this

balance to the advantage of one party. For example, since children

are often less than a year old when they receive their inoculation,

almost any malady that the child experiences throughout his/her

life can be arguably attributed to the vaccine. Yet, many

genetic or idiopathic conditions do not become apparent until a

chili 1% older.
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On the other hand, few of the reactions to these vaccines

are easily identifiable or can be shown to be exclusively caused

4114`,

by the vaccines. Thus, childtekwho cannot produce a docuMented

history of inoculations, immediate identifiable reactions: and

major injuries may be unable to seek recourse through the tort

system.

MDPH's involvement in vaccine lawsuits places it in the

uncomfortable position of pursuing both its constitutional mandate

to promote the public health by identifying those suffering from

health-related problems while concurrently protecting the public

treasury from meritless claims. Yet, the position of private

manufacturers is no less comforting as they are expected to meet

the nation's demand for improved vaccines with fewer and fewer

adverse reactions under an adversary legal system which by right

challenges every initiative taken by them. Can a meaningful

dialogue take place between all concerned parties on the relative

benefits and risks of altering vaccine immunization policy when

this public health issue has serious ramifications on the finan-

cial liability of the participants?

The adverse impact of the -t system on these public

health issues has convinced MDPH that the better route for all

parties is theleo-fault compensation system proposed by NB 2117.

Public health concerns would be best served if the new system was

the exclusive remedy. However, MDFH believes that those truly

injured by vaccines are not seeking a windfall from their tragedy

and will opt for the certainty and timeliness of relief under

this equitable compensation system over the vagaries of the tort

11.01111ty route.
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MDPH does have reservations about certain aspects of

the bill as now written, which it believes should be revised or

zlarified. One concern is over the costs and responsibility of

the extensive recording requirements provided for by the bill.

though such requirements are helpful in processing the claims of

those few who are Injured, the responsibility for ensuring that

the required information is placed in each individual's permanent

medical record will be burdensome, if riot impossible, especially

in the mass immunization setting.

A second concern is for the rights of the producers of

vaccines in the compensation process. Though MDPH does not

propose an adversary system, ..t suggests that a vaccine producer

should have the right to submit information which, in the words

of the bill, better explains the cause of the illness or event

unrelated to the administration of the vaccine. A vaccine

producer is an interested party in this process since the federal

government obtains a subrogated right to sue it for negligence

and raise its vaccine surcharge upon an award of compensation

under a no-fault system. Furthermore, if vaccine production is

to be encouraged as envisioned by this bill, the subrogation of

a public plaintiff, the federal government, for a private one,

the injued party, should not. occur except where it appears that

there has been a clear case of negligence on the part of the

producer.

MDPH questions the propriety of imposing a surcharge of

any amount on vaccines. Since many of the vaccines encompassed

by this bill will be obtained by states through federal grants, a

surcharw on the vaccines will simply raise the price which the
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federal government must pay in order to meet public need. For

those who pay privately for their vaccine, there is little oppor-

tunity to shop for a less expensive vaccine or any equity in

being required to pay a higher price for a vaccine which has

caused "no-fault" injuries in the past. With the precipitous

decline in private manufacturers of vaccines, it //dSbatable

whether a manufacturer would even object to its product being

priced out of the market. As for MDPH itself, the question

remains as to how a surcharge would be imposed on its vaccine

which is produced at the expense of the Michigan Treasury and

distributed to its citizens free of charge.

Finally, MDPH cannot entirely accept the vaccine injury

table as written, and would like the opportunity to provide imput

on the determination of recognized reactions and the time period

within which' the reactions are to occur for compensation to be

provided to a petitioner.

In conclusion, with these few reservations, MDPH supports

House Bill 2117, the National Childhood Vaccine rnjury Compensation

Act, as an innovative effort to provide just compensation to

vaccine-injured individuals, to encourage the production of

vaccines to control comrlunicablgt diseases, and to thereby promote

public health.

4
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you for your being so helpful.
I like to tell everyone that I brought my attorney and my doctor

with me, too. Robin Rushton and Dr. David Sundwall are watching
over me with great care.

Your department, Mr. Eaton, of health and biologics is only one
of two State governmental agencies, as I understand it, that is in-
volved in the production of vaccines. What prompted your agency
to get in this area?

Mr. EATON. It is historic, Madam Chairman. It was basically the
essence of our health department's efforts when it began. As Mr.
Leone said, I think it has been about 40 years since we have been
in this.

Our initiative was spurred by a need to be directly responsiveto
the immunization needs of our own population. We had a setting
within our legislature that was conducive to our responding imme-
diately to it, and from that point it has been somewhat of a tradi-
tion of our department.

Mr. Leone has also been digging deeply into the history because
of his involvement with our lawsuits and may wish to add some-
thing to that.

Mr. LEONE. I catr just say, Senator, that Dr. Prokindrick and Dr.
Elder ling from the Michigan Department of Public Health devel-
oped the first effective pertussis vaccine back in the 1930's and
tested it in Grand Rapids, where it had the highest incidence of
pertussis in the world at the time.

That is a problem that I think some of the other participants in
this meeting have touched upon. When you have something that is
so highly successful, the ability to improve it, especially under a
tort liability system that challenges every change you make, be-
comes very difficult.

Senator HAWKINS. Are you aware of the Japanese vaccine for
pertussis?

Mr. EATON. I am not personally familiar with it, Ma'am, no.
Senator HAWKINS. I believe you recently received an NIH grant

to enter research for a safer vaccine. Is that correct?
Mr. EATON. Yes, Ma'am, we did.
Senator HAWKINS. Was the grant adequate to cover your costs?
Mr. EATON. Probably not. Most of them don't.
We are just beginning that work. The grant was awarded within

the past few months. We do hope that it can make a contribution
to improved vaccines and are optimistic that it can, but I would
again point out that that is slow work. It is difficult and tedious
work to do.

We would be more than pleased to keep the committee informed
about our progress and provide you with information as to what
specifically we are attempting to accomplish.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
Does the department of health and biologics charge for DPT

dosage?
Mr. LEONE. Nothing.
Mr. EATON. We don't. We don't charge unless, for some reason,

an out-of-State agency finds itself short of the vaccine and asks us
to provide it. We don't make an effort to do that, but we do try, to
keep a sufficient stock so that we can occasionally respond to that.
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Then we do ask them to pay what we call costs. I am not really
sure what it is. We are not even sure what it costs us to produce a
dose of that vaccine, but we distribute it within the State free of
charge.

Senator HAWKINS. Outside of the State do you make a profit?
Mr. EATON. No, we wouldn't make a profit. We would try to esti-

mate what it costs us to produce it and ask them to meet that cost
as reimbursement.

Senator HAWKINS. I know that Michigan, like every other State,
must be trying to reduce its cost of government. Is your vaccine
program in any danger?

Mr. EATON. I would say so. We have not entered into highly
formal discussions with the legislature about the prospect of discon-
tinuing or cutting back on the operation, but it is becoming in-
creasingly difficult for us to face the prospect of the added cost for
continued improvements and updating of our laboratory, and there
are, as you might understand, several who would question the need
for the use of public funds in the State of Michigan to produce vac-
cines which many people think are commonly produced and will
dependably be produced in the future by private manufacturers. So
it is an annual discussion that we have incessantly, and each year
we feel a greater vulnerability to our capacity to defend the propri-
ety of continued public expenditures for this purpose. It is going to
become a more difficult problem, we predict.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Lyons, what is the status of future vaccines being developed

by Merck?
Mr. LYONS. As I pointed out in my testimony, 'we are currently

working now on hepatitis A vaccine, herpes simplex 1 and 2--
Senator HAWKINS. Chickenpox?
Mr. LYONS. Chickenpox, the varicella vaccine. There is a vaccine

that we have been working on since about 1962, and we have just
completed its first use in a large clinical trial. It probably won't be
available for another 2 or 3 years. That additional development
time could be rather long.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you have a history of upgrading your mea-
sles vaccine?

Mr. LYONS. Yes, we do. Our vaccine research and development is
directed not only toward vaccines to protect against diseases for
which no other vaccine is available, but also current vaccines. The
first measles vaccine that we produced was in 1963. That was a
product that required the coadministratior. of gamma globulin be-
cause of a high incidence of reactogenicity. We improved that and
cane out with another vaccine in 1969. Since that time, we have
improved it further. We also just came out with a new pneumocco-
cal vaccine. The original vaccine was a 14-valent vaccine, and we
just came out with a 23-valent vaccine. Vaccine R&D is an ongoing
process.

Senator HAWKINS. We really want to praise you as a committee
for coming today and helping us with this record. We may not
agree on every point and paragraph of S. 2117, but I believe we all
agree on the need to modify the current method of compensating
children for injuries. I think these children have an urgent need
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and deserve simple justice quickly. That is not always the role of
Government, to move very rapidly

We really appreciate your willingness to be with us today, all of
the witnesses who participated in the development of the record. I
would like to praise the two vaccine manufacturers who came here
today. I urge you to continue to upgrade your vaccines and contin-
ue research on safer vaccines. I think that is probably the bottom
line that we have here as a mission for the future and as we look
at the past. We have to resolve how we address the solutior to
those problems of the past.

[Additional material supplied for the record follows:]
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U.S. Department of Justice

Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs

Vince of the Attiltant Attorney General Werhingron. D.C. 20530
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Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Labor and Human Resources Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to your request for the views of
the Department of Justice on S. 2117, the. National Childhood
Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act." For the reasons set forth
below, the Department of Justice recommends against enactment of
this legislation.

S. 2117 would create a federal program to compensate persona
suffering certain injuries occurring after the administration of
specified childhood vaccines. We oppose the bill because, at
bottom, no special justification has been proffered necessitating
an entirely new set of judicial procedures supplementing existing
remedies provided by law. In addition, specific provisions of
the bill, summarized below, are objectionable.

The bill would supplement, but not replace, the existing
tort system of determining liability. Under Section 2111(b), an
individual would have a choice of suing in tort or seeking compen-
sation under the statutory program but could not seek recovery in
tort after a decision under the program. The extraordinary provi-
sion of a choice of remedies with respect to injuries allegedly
incident to childhood vaccines but not other inuries compensable
through tort litigation can only lead to confusion and duplicative
litigation. Since existing tort remedies remain available, until
a decision is made or judgment is entered und9r the program, see
Section 2111(c), the bill could "'emit resuLta inconestent with
those achieved after a full trial on the issues. We do not per-
ceive any reason for giving litigants "two bites at the apple."

Also, while the very detailed provisions of the bill may be
viewed as an attempt to narrow the issues in dispute, our exper-
ience in the courts, including experience gained under the Swine
Flu Program of 1976 (P.L. 94-380), indicates that the nature of
illnesses and the date of first onset of symptoms of the illnesses
would be hotly contested in many instances. The bill would deter-
mine compensation based on the nature of the illnesses and date
of onset of symptoms. Thus, the detailed provisions of the bill
are not likely to achieve their apparent purpose of limiting
disputes before the courts.
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It the bill were acceptable in principle, many of the
specific provisions would require amendment. For 4nstanceo

1. section 2113(d)(1) contemplates proceedings before
magistrates or special masters. There is no.reason why judges
should not exercise their judicial function in these proceedings
as in any other judicial proceedings seeking recoveries for
personal injuries.

The bill does pruvide that special masters or magistrates
shall not "exercise the ultimate judicial responsibility, which
shall be retained by the court, Section 2113(d)(1), and that a
petitioner can seek a de novo determination by the court it he
is dissatisfied with the magistrate or special master's findings
or conclusions and that the court may review the rulings on its

own motion. The duplicative proceedings permitted by the bill
are quite unlike magistrates' proceedings authorized under 28
U.S.C. S 636(c), because the petitioner is compelled to consent
to trial before a magistrate in the first instance and because
the magistrate's determination is not binding on the petitioner
or the court. Further, the responderit should have the same
right to appeal an arguably erroneous magistrate's determination
to a district court as does the petitioner.

a

2. The bill contemplates ex parte proceedings. Section

2113(b)(1). In the context of this legislation, the nature of
those proceedings is vague. As drafted, the bill may turn out
to bei unworkable administratively; in any event, a full hearing
woulu be important to permit fair determinations of the factual
issues in those proceedings.

3. Section 2113(f)(1) states that a decision to provide
compensation shall constitute an obligation of the United States
and shall be backed by the full faith and credit of the United

States. This obviously is intended to permit the general treasury
to be reached rather than merely limit recoveries to the trust
fund created by the bill. If this were otherwise deemed desirable,
it is not clear what effect the chosen language would have on

payments.

38-454 0 - 84 - 19
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4, Section 2111(e)(2) provides that an appellate courtshall review the district court's decision to determine whetherthe findings are "unsupported by substantial evidence." This isusually the standard applied to review of an administrativeagency's findings rather than ro a courts findings. We doubtwhether this standard should be utilized in thip legislation ifdistrict courts are to make the initial decisions.

5. Section 2117 provides for affirmative suits. We assumethat suits on behalf of the Secretary would be filed only ifauthorized by the Attorney General or his designee and that theJustice Department would represent the Secretary in all litiga-tion. It might be desirable to make this requirement explicit.

6. Section 2117(a)(2) authorizes the district courts torefer the records of aertain proOeedings to the Secretary and tothe Justice Department with recommendations with respect toinvestigations and/or commencement`of civil actions. This provi-sion is apparently unique. We are unaware of any other circum-stances where a court is permitted to interfere with the Exec-utive's prosecutorial and investigative prerogatives in such amanner, and see no reason why a court should be given 4isauthority here.

The Department of Justice recommends against enactment ofthis legislation for the reasons set forth above.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised this Depart-ment that there is no objection to the submission of this reportfrom the standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely,

SIC: 7-1" 1140111161

Robert A. McConnell
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legislative and

Intergovernmental Affairs
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SENATOR HAWKINS', SENATOR HATCH, COMMITTEE.MEMBERS1

I am pleased o honor your request to contribute to the diverse

. collection of.views'on S. 2117,'The National Childhood Vaccine Injury

Act, with this written teatime..1J or the hea-ing record.

As the mother of Scott Grant who will have his 23rd. birthday

one month fro% tomorrow, the statements that follow are a reflection

of my husband Jim and my.views as we perceive S. 2117, based upon our

plait 23 years of personal experience. Not only from providing Scott

with round the clock care ever since he became incapacitated from

the severe brain damage inflicted upon him by Parke Davis' DPT vaccine

at Y3 months of age ... but from at least 10 years of litigation, which

involved more encounters with unscrupulous maneuvering by top vaccine

officials within 'the'govenmental vaccine regulatory agency and this

pharmaceutical company than anything else.

As desperately as we need compensation for Scott's permanently

disabled condition, we cannot permit this to eliminate our moral

obligations and commitment to continue to expose the whole truth

about DPT and exercise everything 'within our power to prevent any

more children from being maimed and killed from its use. And it is

for this pr.-ciae reason ... as well intended as q. 2..117 mey be ..

we find it impossible to support it in its present state. This is

of great disappointment and we deeply regret after waiting 2 long

years fbr the creation cf this crucially needed legislation, that

it is neces'ary for us to take this stand. What is most heartbreaking

is the hundreds, perhaps thousands of additional vaccine damaged

children that may have resulted by the continued use of this

admittedly dirty-imperfect vaccine over the additional 2 year period.
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Not to mention how may more years it will be forced upon our

innocent children while the political game-playing continues.

Because of S. 2117's' extreme length and ambiguous language,

time nor apace will permit comment on its entirety ... and the

following reflects 'Nit a Tew of the flaws in this bill as we

perceive it. f

We cannot accept the repeated term that this bill has provisions
that willcreate mandates for development of a asf er vaccine.

With the past well established deceptive reputat-

qon, thit permits them to continue to hurt children right and

', left. One might say, instead of the. present vaccine hurting

.fe
5,000 ehildren each year ... it will be acceptable if 4,999
get hurt with a different but not truly SAFE vaccine. It is

our firm position that unless manufacturers iiiibsolutely
/11 forced to full accountability, they will never substantially

improve this vaccine. Full accountability, includes an obligation

to carry adequate mal-practice insurance with the_p:amiums paid

'fully out of their own pockets not the taxpayers'. Then, and

only then, will they, rapidly find a way to produce a SA l vaccine.

With the assumption this bill adequately provides a mandate for

all health care providers to report all adverse reactions; Again,

with their past reputation in this regard we are NOT convinced

they will carry through with this responsibility, unless, a heavy

and firm legal penalty for their noncompliance is enforced.

At the very least, the title of a "NO-FAULT" compensation system

is an insult and painfully offending to the vaccine victims and

their families, who certainly do not need salt poured into their

open wounds, by a title, that absolves the very ones who hurt them.

The special master or magistrate Shall be an attorney he will

have the powex to accept or reject any pe-ition ... there is

nothing that qualifies him to make such determination by himself

and he could conceivably deny most claims ... the impact of which

would permit the same 50 year old lies ... that severe reaction"'

are indeed very rare.
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Wilma Oundy
5923 Urban Court
Arvada, Colorado 80004
303-422-0598

April 18, 1984

Senator Paula Hawkins and Committee Members:

As a victim of the swine flu vaccine, I welcome thif. opportunity.
to share written testimony with you on S. 2117, the National
Childhood Vaccine-Injury Comrensatioh Act of 1984.

I am one of 46,000,000 Americana who heeded the government's
promotional program to stop the chain of contagion a "killer"
disease in 1976 and was vaccinated for swine flu on November 26,
1976. Three weeks later, my feet, legs, arms, hands and the left
side of my f1ce and tongue began .a3 turn numb, I felt as if I had
been injected with povocaine. Besides the numbness, I felt
extremely exhausted and weak.

I spent the next three and one-half years going..frcm doctor to
doctor and submitting to test after test before my illness was
diacnosed in 1980 by Dr. Charles Poser as "sensory" Guillain-Barre'
syndrome (GBS). There are, I've since learned, two types of GBS:
the acute form in which the victim becomes paralyzed and, the
sensory form in which the victim suffers sensory loss, weakness,
fatigability and shakiness. A large percentage of victims with
paralytic GBS recover; many victims of sensory GBS do not. The
damage to the peripheral nervous system does not heal. It is the
opinion of Dr. Poser that the damage I have suffered is permanent
and that I will not recover.

Although I an able to do only one-half of what I did prior to
taking the vaccination, I feel I am among the "fortunate" victims
of swine flu vaccine. Many others are paralyzed, have lost the
use of their hands, or suffer some other severe disability. My
life philosophy embraces a commitment to helping others. Not
'just for my own sake, but in the hope I might be able to help
these other victims who are severely handicapped, I have devoted
many hours over a period of several years to researching exhibits
developed by the National Steering Committee for Swine Flu Plaintiffs,
medical articles, and the claims and lawsuits of other swine flu
victims. It is with this background of personal experience,
research, and commitment that I volunteered to testify before
your committee.

Foremost, I want to commend you, Senator Hawkins and members of the
Labor and Human Resources Committee, for swnsoring this legislation,
and for the hours and hours elf study, writing, and discussion which
have resulted in S. 2117. A national compensation bill for vaccine
victims is acutely needed. There are several commendable features
of S. 2117, but space does not permit me to talk about them.
Rather, I shall direct my comments on several points which I
believe should be elaborated or changed.
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First, I shall elaborate on why I agree that pursing compensation
for vaccine injury through the courts is unsatisfactory. In

1978, under provisions of the Swine Flu Act, I filed a routine
claim requesting compensation for my medical expenses and for

the hundredi of days of work I'd lost. After my claim was
technically uenied because the Justice Department ignored it,

I filed a lawsuit.

At my trial in June, 1980, two neurologists testified I have
Guillain-Barre syndrome; five doctors testified my illness is

due to the swine flu vaccination, and four different objective
tests supported that opinion. The Justice Department called
one witness: Dr. James Austin of the Department of Neurology

at the University of Colorado Medical Center who testified he
"did not know what Mrs. Gundy's disease is, but whatever it is,

it is not due to the swine flu shot." My suit, heard in the 10th
Judicial District before Judge Sherman Finesilver, was denied.

I appealed the decisions, and after three yeWrs of waiting, the

appeal was also denied.

Judge Finosilver's opinion in my suit set a nationwide precedent
to deny liability unless the victim developed paralytic GBS
within ten weeks of taking the inoculation. I have heard from
other victims who, like me, had a "preponderance of the evidence"
on their side in their trial, but whose suit was denied.

In the introduction to S. 2117, Senator Hawkins comments that

"Our legal claims system is a slow, expensive, and uncertain

process." Slow? Indeed. It has now been 7-1/2 years since I

first became ill. Not only have I received no compensation to

date, but through the judicial Torts process, Iftever shall.

Expensive? Yes. To date, expenses incurred in gy lawsuit against

the Government is slightly over 517,000. Uncertain? No. I say

not uncertain, because the pursuit cf justice for swine flu vaccine

victims has proved quite certain: any claim or lawsuit that does

not fall within the Government's established guidelines of
paralytic GAS develooed'within ten weeks, or prior to January 31,

1977, will not be compensated.

According to the latest statistics I've been able to get from the

Torts office of the Justice Department, 4,075 Americans have filed

claims against the Government. Two-thirds of the claims filed,

2,710, have been denied. Under the provisions of the Swine Flu

Act, 1,536 of those whose claims were denied have chosen to file

lawsuits. Of the suits filed, many have been droo#ed or settled

out of court for a small percentage of damages asked. Nationwide,

of suits which have gone to trial to date, plaintiffs have won
21, the Government 110 - a ratio of 1 in 5.5. The Government has
appealed almost all of the suits it lost add has won on appeal.
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The 10-week cutoff date after which liability is denied was
established by a study conducted by Dr. Lawrence Sdhonberger for
CDC. This cutoff period has been the issue of numerous lawsuits.
The "smoldering" theory of the etiology of GBS is held by many
neurologists. They theorize that either the victim develops a
"smoldering" case of GBS from the vaccine which is then precipi-
tated by a virus or infection, or the vaccination affects the immune
s,stem, .making the victim susceptible to catching the disease.
Thus, a vaccine° may develop GBS weeks or months after the
vaccination. For medical dot .mentation on tnis poiht, I refer
yoi' to "Late Onset of Guillain-Barre' Syndrome" by Charles M.
Poser and PetLr 0. Behan in Journal of Veuroimmoologi, 3, (1982)
27-41. Hence, the timeline gnia Tor occurrences of a reaction
to a vaccine is NOT long enough.

I call this to your attention because GBS may result from other
types of vaccines, not just influenza. Moreover, some doctors
speculate that other types of autoimmune diseases, evolving over
a long period of time and in a manner similar to that described
for GBD in the proceeding paragraph, may result from vaccinations.

A second item in S. 2117 which concerns me is that I read time after
tiridTrithe list of covered injuries the word "acute." In my own
experience, injury from a vaccine may be insidious, and greater
recognition needs to be given to this point. I Was never "acutely"
'ill. At no time was I paralyzed, unconscious, suffering from
seizures, high fever, or pain. Yet, I suffer considerable disabili-
ty because of the residual damage to my nervous system, which
causes me to tire very easily to the point where I cannot function.
I urge greater emphasis on chronic illness, and on sensory impair-
ment or loss which may rosuaWEE inoculations.

A third area in which I am uneasy about the provisions of S. 2117
is to absolve drug manufacturers of liability for the vaccine they
produce. I understand your concern about the dramatic increase in
the cost of vaccine, but I question enacting a law that allows
drug manufacturers to make and distribute a vaccine without any
liability for its safety. That, in my opinion, is one reason why
so much-of the swine flu vaccine was shot into people's arms with-
out adequate testing and without proper safeguards for its purity.
If I. recall correctly, one provision of the Swine Flu Act was
that the Government could sue the vaccine manufacturer if they
believed the vaccine was defective. Proof that swine flu vaccine
caused GBS was provided by experiments conducted in 1979-80 by
Dr. T. M. Phillips anDr. Edward Eyler. Monkeys inoculated
with P-2 protein from the vaccine developed Experimental Allergic I.,
(FAN), the animal equivalent of GBS. Yet, to my knowledge, the
government has sued no drug manufacturer.
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Fourth, I am concerned that claims by petitioners will be decided
L7 the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
This arrangement, it seems to me, has the same potential for
politicalization as having a federal judge be the sole decision
maker in suits against the government under provisions of the
Federal Tort Claims Act. In my'opinion, the decision should be
made by a panel from the public sector, of doctors, lawyers and
vaccine victims.

Fifthly., I am concerned there is no provision to compensate
victims of swine flu and other vaccines.

I realize that the premise of S. 2117 is to compensate victims
of mandatory vaccines. However, a case can be made for those of
un who took the vaccine in the belief it was our civic duty to
help break the chain of contagion of a killer disease. %So called
"herd immunity" is the objective of any National immunbeation
campaign. Rut a majority of the public must be willing to take
the vaccine for this objective to be realized. As Robert Levine,
chairman of Yale University's institutional review board and a
professor of medicine states, "Even though it's voluntary, it
still is in the interest of public health and the government."
(Quoted from "Compensation for Victims of Viccinee," by Marjorie
Hall, Science, Vol. 211, Feb, 1981).

Quoting from the hill (Section 2101, a, 4) "(4) because communi-
cable disease is a national problem, because the primary thrust
for vaccination has come from the Federal GoVernment, and because
vaccine-related injuries which may tend to undermine the public's
confidence in vaccination programs are a national concern, there
is a national need for, and responsibility to establish, a
national vaccine-injury compensation program as a non-mandatory
alternative to the current tort system."

Certainly the public's faith in government-sponsored vaccination
programs has been tarnished. This lessening of confidence is
unfortunate for we are always in eminent danger of a flu epidemic
because of the antigenic shift in flu genes. Stephen H. Hall,
writing in the November, 1983, issue of Science, comments:
'Me shuffling of flu genes can give the-VITus-the genetic equiva-
lent of five aces, creating a virulent hybrid."

I envision the scenario when the next flu epidemic threatens:
the Government will give a vaccination program, and nobody will
come.

A bill to justly compensate all vaccine victims would ignite the
spark to rekindle Americans' confidence in the government's
ability to provide for the public health.
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VAN'DE.RB I LT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37212

April 19, 1984

Ms. Robin Rushton
Office of Senator Paula Hawkins
313 Hart
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Reahtoni

ToLsrmows (611) 5224311

Depansrmi if Media* Srlsol al Mains, Dints Om 322.3384

I an writing you to elaborate on our telephone conversation
yesterday. This past winter our daughter Kathryn contracted a fulminant
case of paralytic polio after receiving one dose of the orel polio
vaccine. Now two months later, at the age of five months, she still has
continuing severe paralysis of both of her legs. Although this is a rare
occurrence, it is an extremely real and horrifying one to those families
-affected by paralytic polio following the oral vaccine.

As you may know, there continues to be ten cases per year of vaccine -
induced polio in this country, and there have been over two hundred cases
since the oral live-virus vaccincbecame the vaccine in general.use in
this country in 1962. This is contrasted sadly with the Scandanavian countries
of Finland and Sweden, which have had no reported cases of vaccine-induced
or community acquired polio in over fifteen years with the use of the killed-.
virus vaccine.

We applaud your work and that of Senator Paula Hawkins with the
National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation Act. Increased public awareness
of both the importance of complete vaccination and the nationwide responsibility
for those injured by vaccines is crucial for preventing future widespread
epidemics. Funding for improvement of vaccines and dissemination of 'nformed
consent about vaccines is essential. Please let us know if there is anything
we can do to holp bring this about. we will continue to be in touch with
Dr. Jonas Salk and would be ..appy to testify on behalf of all those affected
by the oral polio vaccine.

Sincerely yours,

C.4.3.14,k
' Hadley Willdn, M.D.

oepartment of Medicine
Vanderbilt University

cc: Senator Paula Hawkins
Senator Howard Baker
Senator James Sasser
Senator Jesse Helms:
Senator John East
Representative William Boner
Representative Albert Gore
Representative James Broyhill
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URNING POINT
Family Wellness Center

The Honorable Paula Hawkins
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

April 30, 1984

Dear Senator Hawkins:

I am enclosing the following articles that I wrote in the hope

that you and your Committee will consider them before making a

final recommendation on the Bill to compensate injured victims

of the DPT vaccine which is presently under study.

I understand that it is too late to come to testify in person.

I would like if possible to have the enclosed articles published

in the Congressional Record, ao that the public may know that an

alternative viewpoint exists and deserves to be taken seriously.

Thank you for your consideration.

Truly yours,

74444442"6""4"4
Richard Moskowitz, M. D.

171 Mt Auburn .Sbwf. 4l6tersown. Mfulachusern 02172 (617)923-4601
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!tenrintc,' from thc. Jolirwl) of th-: 7Inerc:in

Institute of 1:onoeonathvi76: 7, rcn 1!)23.

THE CASE AGAINST IMMUNIZATIONS
By Richard Moskowitz, M.D.

For the past ten years or so, I have felt a deep and growing compunction against
giving routine immunizations to children. It began with the fundamental belief that
people have the-right to make that choice for themselves, Soon I discovered that I
could no longer bring myself to give the inlections even when the parents wished
me to.

At bottom, I have always felt that the attempt to eradicate entire microbial
species from the biosphere must inevitably upset the balance ofnature in fundamental
ways that we Gal as yet scarcely imagine. Such concerns loom ever larger as new
vaccines continue to be developed, seemingly for no better reason than that we have
the technical capacity to make them, and thereby to demonstrate our power, as a
civilization, io manipulate the evolutionary process itself.

Purely from the viewpoint of our own species, even if we could be sure that
the vaccines were harmless, the fact remains that they are compulsory, that all children
arc required to undergo them, without any sensitive regard for basic differences in
individual susceptibility, to say nothing of the wishes of the parents or the children
themselves.

Most people can readily accept the fact that, from time to time, certain laws
may be necessary for the public good that some of us strongly disagree with. But tie
issue in this case involves nothing less than the introduction of foreign proteins or
even live viruses into the bloodstream of entire populations.

For that reason alone, the public Is surely entitled to convincing proof, beyond
any reasonable doubt. that artificial immunization is in fact a- safe and effective
prOcedure. in no way injurious to health, and that the threat of the corresponding
natural diseases remains sufficiently dear and urgent to warrant mass inoculation of
everyone, even against their will if necessary.

Unfortunately, such proof has never been given; and, even if it could be,
continuing to employ vaccines against diseases that are no longer prevalent or no
longer dangerous hardly qualifies as an emergency.

Finally, even if such an emergency did exist, and artificial immunization could
be shown to be an appropriate response to it, the decision would remain essentially
a political one, involving issues of public health and safety that are far too important
to be settled by any pure!y scientific or technical criteria. or indeed by any criteria
less authoritative than the clearly articulated sense of the community about to be
subjected to it.

For all of these reasons. I want to present the case against routine immunization
as dearly and forcefully as I can. What I have to say is not quite a formal theory
capable of rigorous proof or disproof. It is simply an attehipt to explain my own
experience. a nexus of interrelated facts, observations. reflections, and hypotheses
which, taken together, are more or less coherent and plausible and make intuitive
sense to me.
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I offer them to the public in part because the growing refusal of parents to
vaccinate their children is so seldom articulated or taken seriously. The fact Is that
we have been taught to accept' vaccination as a sort of involuntary communion, a
sacrament of our own participation in the unrestricted growth of scientifi9 and
industrial technology, utterly heedless of the long-term consequences to the health
of our own species, let alone to the balance of nature as a whole. For that reason
alone, the other side of the case urgently needs to be heard.

1. ARE THE VACCINES EFFECTIVE?

There is widespread agreement that the time period since the common vaccines
were introduced has seen a remarkable decline in the incidence and severity of the
corresponding natural infections. But the customary assumption that the decline is
attribulable to the vaccines remains unproven, and continues to be seriously questioned
by eminent authorities in the field. The incidence and severity of whooping cough,
for example. had already begun to decline precipitously long before the pertussis
vaccine was introduced 0), a fact which led the epidemiologist C. C. Dauer to remark,
as far back as i943:

If mortality from pertussis) continues to decline at the same rate
during the next is years, it will be extremely difficult to show statis.
tically that [pertussis immuniation] had any effect in reducing mortality
from whooping cough (a).

Much the same is true not only of diphtheria and tetanus, but also ofTB, cholera,
typhoid, and other common scourges of a bygone era, which bt-t-,an to disappear
toward the end of the nineteenth century, perhaps partly in response to improve-
ments in public health and sanitation, but in any ase long before antibiotics, vaccines,
or any specific medical measures designed to eradicate them (3).

Reflections such as these led the great microbiologist Rene Dubos to observe
that microbial diseases have their own natural history, indepe.1dent of drugs and
vaccines, in which asymptomatic infection and symbiosis arc far more common than
overt disease:

It is barely recognized. but nevertheless true, that animals and
plants, as well as men. can live peacefully with their most notorious
microbial enemies. The world is obsessed by the fact that poliomyelitis
can kill and maim several thousand unfortunate victims every year. But
more extraordinarris the fact that millions upon millions of young
people become infected by polio viruses, yet suffer no harm from the
infection. The dramatic episodes of conflict between men and microbes
are what strike the mind. What Is less readily apprehended is the more
common fact that infection can occur without producing disease (4).

The principal evidence that the vaccines are effective actually datei from the
more recent period, during which time the dreaded polio epidemics of the i94o's
and iuso's have never reappeared in the developed countries, and measles, mumps.
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and rubella. which even a generation ago were among the commonest diseases of
childhood, have become far less prevalent, at least in their dasic acute forms, since
the triple MMR vacdne was introduced into common use.

Yet how the vaccines actually accomplish these changes is not nearly as well
understood as most people like to think it is. The disturbing possibility that they act
in some other way than by producing a genuine immunity is suggeste0y the fact
that the diseases in question have continued to break out even in highly Iinmunized
populations. and that In such cases the observed differences in incidence and severity
between immunized and unimmunized persons have tended to,be far less dramatic
than expected, and in some cases not measurably significant at air

in a recent British outbreak of whooping cough, for example, even fully immu-
nized children contracted the disease in fairly large numbers, and `the rates of serious
complications and death were reduced only slightly (5). In another recent outbreak
of pertussis, 46 of the 85 fully Immunized children studied eventually contracted the
disease (6).

In 1977, 34 new cases of measles were reported on the campus of UCLA, in a
population that was supposedly 91 percent Immune. according to careful serological
testing (7). Another 20 cases of measles were reported in the Pecos, New Mexico area
within a period of a few months In 1981, and 75 percent of them had been fully
immunized, some of them quite recently (8). A surveyobf sixthgraders in a well
immunized urban community revealed that about 15 percent of this age group are
still susceptible to rubelji, a figure essentially identical with that of the prevacdne
era 1/49).

Finally, although the overall incidence of typical acute measles in the U.S. has
dropped sharply from about 490,000 cases annually in the early 1969's to about ;o,000
cases by 1974-76, the death rate remained exactly the same (in): and, with the peak
incidence now occurring in adolescents and young adults, the risk of pneumonia and
demonstrable liver abnormalities has actually increased substantially, according to one
recent study, to well over 3 percent and 2 percent, respectively (11).

The simplest way to explain these discrepancies would be to postulate that the
vaccines confer only partial or temporary immunity, which sounds reasonable enough.
given the fact that they are either live viruses rendered less virulent by serial passage
in tissue culture, or bacteria or bacterial proteins that have been killed or denatured
by heat. such that they can still elicit an antibody response but no longer initiate the
full blown disease.

Because the vaccine Is a "trick," in the sense that it simulata the true or natural
immune response developed in the course of recovering from the actual disease. it is
certainly realistic to expect that such artificial immunity will in fact "wear off" quite
easily. and even require additional "booster" doss at regular intervals throughout
life to maintain peak effectiveness.

Such an explanation would be disturbing enough for most people. Indeed, the
basic fallacy inherent in it is painfully evident in the fact that there is no way to know
how long this partial or temporary immunity will last in my given individual, or how
often it willkneed to be restimulated. because the answers to these questions dearly
depend oniprecisely the same individual variables that would have determined
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whether or how severely the same person, unvaccinated, would have cons cted the
disease in the first place.

In any case, a number of other observations suggest equally strongly that this
simple explanation cannot be the correct one. In the first place. a number of
investigators have shown that when a person vaccinated against the measles. for
example, again becomes susccntible to it, even repeated booster doses will have little

or no effect (12).
In the second place. the vaccines do not act merely by producing pale or mild

copies of the original disease: all of them also commonly produce a variety of symptoms
of their own. Moreover. in some cases. these illnesses may be considerably more
serious than the original disease. involving deeper structures. more vital organs. and
less of a tendency to resolve spontaneously. Even more worrisome is the fact that
they are almost always more difficult to recognize.

Thus. in a recent outbreak of mumps in supposedly immune 'school-children.
several developed atypical symptoms. such as anorexia, vomiting, and erythematous
rashes. without any parotid involvement, and the diagnosis required extensive serol-
ogical testing to rule out other concurrent diseases (1)). The snydrome of "atypical
measles" can be equally difficult to diagnose, even when it is thought of (14). which

suggests that it is often overlooked entirely. In some cases, atypical measles can be

much more severe than the regular kind, with pneumonia. petechiae, edema, and
severe pain jis). and likewise often goes unsuspected.

In ally case, it seems virtually certain that other vaccinerelated syndromes will
be described and identified. if only we take the trouble to look for them. and that
the ones we are aware of so far represent only a very small part of the problem. But
even these few make it iess and less plausible to assume that the vaccines produce a

normal. healthy immunity that 1. -ts for some time but then wears off, leaving the
patient miraculously unharmed and unaffected by the experience.

2. SOME PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH VACCINE-RELATED
ILLNESS.

would like now to present a few of my own vaccine cases, both to give a sense

of their ti mety and chronicity, and to show how difficult it can be to trace them,

and also to begin to address the crucial question that is too seldom even asked.
namely. how the vaccines actually work, i.e. what effects they do in fact produce in
the human body.

My first case was that of an 8-month old girl with recurrent fevers
n1 unknown origin. I first saw here in January of 1917, a few weeks
after hor third such episode. These were brief. lasting 48 hours at
hut very intense. with the fever typically reaching los° F. During the
se,ond epicxie. she was hospitalized for diagnostic evaluation. but her
pediatrician found nothing out of the ordinary. Apart from these
'pi odr% the child felt quite well. and appeared to be growing and

1/41rkelo-ling normally
I could get no further information from the mother. except for

the fakt that the episodes had occurred almost exactly one month
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apart; and, upon consulting-hercalendar, we learned that the first
episode had come exactly one month after the last of her DPI injec
Lions, which had also been given at monthly Intervals. At thisoint,
the mother remembered that the child had had similar febrile episodes
immediately after each injection, but that she had been instructed to
ignore them, inasmuch as they are "common reactions" to the vaccine.

therefore gave the child a single oral dose of dilute homoeopathic
DPT vaccine: and I am happy to report that the child has remained
well since. with no further episodes of any kind.

This case illustrates how homoeopithic remedies prepared from vaccines can
used for dicionosis as well as treatment of vaccinerelated illnesses, which, no matter
how strongly they are suspected, might otherwise be almost impossible to substantiate.

Secondly, because fever is the commonest known complication of the pertussis
vaccine, and inasmuch as the child seemed quite well between the attacks, her
response to the vaccine appeared to be a relatively strong and healthy one, disturbing
because of Its recurrence and periodicity, but In any Case relatively simple to cure, as
indeed it proved to be. But one cannot help wondering what happens to the vaccine
In thoSe tens of millions of children who show no obvious response to it at all.

Since that time. have seen at least half a doilin cases of children with recurrent
fevers of unknown origin, associated with a variety of other chronic complaints,
chiefly Irritability, temper tantrums, and increased susceptibility to colds, tonsillitis,
and car infections. which were similarly traceable to the pertussis vaccine, and which
responded successfully to treatment with the homoeopathic DPT nosode. indeed, t
would have to say. on the basis of that experience, that the pertussis vaccine is
probably one of the major causes of recurrent fevers of unknown origin in small
children today.

My second case was that of a 94-monthold girl, who presented
acutely with a fever of roc° F.. and very few other symptoms. Like the
first, this child had had two similar episodes previously, but at irregular
intervals: and the parents, who felt ambivalent about vaccinations in
general. had given her only one dose of the an vaccine so far, although
the first episode occurred a few weeks afterwards.

I first saw the child in June of 1978. The fever remained high and
unremitting for 48 hours, despite the usual acute remedies and sup.
port ive measures. A CBC revealed a white count of 12,loo per cu. mm..
with 43 percent lymphocytes, 11 percent monocytes. 25 percent neu
trophils (many with toxic granulations), 20 percent bands (also with
toxic granulations), and I percent metamyelocytes and other immature
forms. When I asked a pediatrician about these findings. "pertussis"
was his immediate reply. After a single oral dose of homoeopathic DPI'
vaccine. the fever came down abruptly within a few hours, and the
child has remained well since.

This case was disturbing mainly because of the hematological abnormalities.
which were in the leukcmoid range, together with the absence of any cough or
distinctive respiratory symptoms, which suggested that introducing the vaccine directly
into the blood may actually promote deeper or more systemic pathology than
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allowing the pertussi9 organism to set up typical symptoms of local inflammation at
the normal portal of entry.

The third case was a 5yearold boy with chronic lymphocytic
leukemia. whom I happened to see in August of 1978. while visiting an
old friend and teacher, a family physician with over 4o years' experience.
Well out of earshot of either the boy or his parents, he told me that
the leukemia had first appeared following a DPT vaccination, and that,
although he had treated the child successfully with natural remedies
on two previous occasions, with shrinking of the liver and spleen to
approximately normal size, and dramatic Improvement in the blood
picture, full relapse had maned soon after each successive DPT booster.

The idea that vaccinations might also be implicated in some cages of childhood
leukemia was shocking enough in itself, but it also completed the line orreasoning
opened up by the previous case. For leukemia Is a cancerous process of the blood and
the blood-forming organs, the living, the spleen, the lymph nodes, and the bone
marrow, which are also the basic anatomical units of the immune system. Insofar as
the vaccines are capable of producing serious complications at all, the blood and the
immune organs would certainly be the logical place to begin looking for them,

But perhaps even more shocking to me is the fact that the boy's own physician
dared not communicate his suspicion of vaccine-related illness to the parents, let alone
to the general public. It was this case that convinced me, once,and for all, of the (
need for serious, public discussion of our collected experiences with vaccinrelated
illness. precisely because rigorous experimental proof will require years of investigation
and a firm public commitment that has not even been made yet.

I will now present two cases from my limited experience with MMR vaccine.

In December of 198o 1 saw a 3.year.old boy with a 4week history
of loss of appetite, stomach aches, indigestion, and swollen glands. The
stomach pains were quite severe, and often accompanied by belching,
flatulence, and explosive diarrhea. The nose was also congested, and
the lower eyelids were quite red. The mother also reported some
unusual behavior changes, such as extreme untidiness, "wild" and
"noisy" playing, and waking at 2 a.m. to get into bed with the parents.

The physical examination was unremarkable except for some
large, tender left posterior auricular and suboccipital nodes. and marked
enlargement of the tonsils. I then learned that the child had received
the MMR vaccine in October, about 2 weeks before the onset of
symptoms, with no apparent reaction to it at the time. I gave the child
a single dose of the homoeopathic rubella vaccine. and the symptoms
promptly disappeared within 48 houn.

In April 1981. the parents brought him back for a slight fever, and
another ;week history of intermittent pain in and behind the right
ear. stuffy nose. etc. On examination, the whole right side of the face
appeared to be swollen, especially the cheek and the angle of the law.
The right eye was red and injected. He responded well to acute
homoeopathic remedies. and has remained well since.

This boy was typical of my rubella vaccine cases. At an interval of a few weeks
after the MMR vaccine, which is about the same as the normal incubation period of
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rubella, a rather nondescript illness develops, which becomes subacute and rather
more severe than rubella in the same age group. with, e.g., abdominal or joint pains

and marked adenopathy, but no rash. Usually the is suspected because of
the characteristic posterior auricular and suboccipital nodes. and confirmed by a
favorable response to the homoeopathic rubella ngsode.

As I read over this case, I am struck by the possibility that his second illness,
and especially the parotid enlargement, may have represented continuing activity of
the mumps component of the vaccine, Inasmuch as I did not have the triple MMR
nosode, but only those derived from the individual components. We must therefore
also consider the probability that a variety of "mixed" or composite syndromes may
occur. representing the patient's responses to two or all three of the vaccine com-
ponents. either simultaneously or over time. !

In April of 1981 I first saw a 4-year-old boy for bilateral chronic
enlargement of the posterior auricular nodes, which were also occa'
sionally tender. The mother had noticed the swelling for about one
year, :during which ..me he had become more susceptible to various
upper respiratory infections. none of than especially severe, The mother
had also noticed recurrent parotid swelling at irregular intervals over
the same time period, which began shortly after the MMR vaccine was
given at the age of 3,

At the time of the first visit, the child was no ill: and, because
the mother was about 2 months pregnant at the title, I elected to
observe the child and do nothing if possible until the pregnancy was
over. He did develop a mild laryngitis in the last trimester, which
responded well to bed rest and simple homoeopathic remedies.

In April of 1982, he came down with acute bronchitis. I noticed
that the posterior auricular nodes were once again swollen and tender.
and I decided to give him the homoeopathic rubella nosode at that
point. The cough promptly subsided, and the nodes regressed in size
and were no longer tender. Two weeks later. however, he retumd
with a noticeably hard, tender swelling on the outside of the right
cheek. near the angle of the law, and some pain on chewing or opening
the mouth. A single dose of the homoeopathic mumps nosode was
given. and the child has been well since.

i.

In this case also. we see the subacute pattern of the disease. with a strong
tendency to chronicity and increased susceptibility to weaker. low-grade responses.
in contrast to the vigorous. acute responses typically associated with diseases like the

measles and the mumps when acquired naturally.

3. HOW DO THE VACCINES WORK?

It is dangerously misleading, and. indeed. the exact opposite of the. truth to
daim chat a vaccine makes us "immune" or protects us against an acute disease. if in
fact it only drives the disease deeper into the interior and causes us to harbor it
chronically. with the result that our responses to it become progressively weaker, and
show less and less tendency to heal or resolve themselves spontaneously.
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What I propose, then, is simply to investigate as thoroughly and objectively as
we can how the vaccines actually work inside the human body, and to begin by paying
attention to the implications of what we already know, In particular, I would like to
consider in detail the process of falling ill with and recovering from a typical acute
disease. such as thc'measles. in contrast with what we can observe following the
administration of the measles vaccine.

We all know that measles Is primarily a virus of the respiratory tract, both
because it is inhaled by susceptible persons upon contact with infected droplets in
the air, and because these droplets are produced by the coughing and sneezing of a
person with the disease.

Once inhaled by a susceptible person, the measles" virus then undergoes a long
period of silent multiplication, first in the tonsils, adenoids, and accessory lymphoid
tissues of the nasopharynx; later in the regional lymph nodes of the head and neck;
and eventually, several days later. it passes into the blood and enters the spleen, the
liver, the thymus, and the bone marrow, the ':visceral" organs of the immune system
fib). Throughout this "incubation" period, which lasts from to to 14 days, the patient
usually feels quite well, and experiences few or no symptoms OA

By the that the first symptoms of measles appear, circulating antibodies are
already detectable in the blood, and the height 'of the symptomatology coincides
with the peak of the antibody response (t8). In other words. the "illness" is simply
the definitiVe effort of the immune system to clear the virus from the blood. Equally
noteworthy is the fact that the virus is eliminated by sneezing and coughing, i.e., via
the same route through which it entered in the first place.

It is evident that the process of mounting an acute illness like the measles, no less

than recovering from it involves a general mobilization of the entire immune system,
including inflammation of 'he previously sensitized tissues at the portal of entry,
activation of leukocytes and macrophages, liberation of the scrum complement
system, and a host of other mechanisms, of which the production of circulating
antibody is only one, and by no means the most important.

Such a splendid outpouring leaves little doubt that such illnesses are in fact the
decisive experiences in the normal physiologic maturation of the immune system as
a whole in the life of a healthy child. For not only will the child who recovers from
the measles never again be susceptible to it (19); such an experience also cannot fail

to prepare the individual to respond even more promptly and effectively to any
infections he may acquire in the future. The ability to mount a vigorous acute
response to organisms of this type must therefore be reckkoned among the most
fundamental requirements of general health and wellbeing.

In contrast. when an artificially attenuated virus such as measles is injected
directly into the blood. bypassing the normal portal of entry, at most a brief
inflammatory reaction may be noted at the injection site. or in the regional lymph
nodes: but there is no "incubation period" of local contact at the normal portal of
entry. and consequently very little possibility of eliminating the virus via the same
route.

Even more important is the fact that the virus has been artificially "attenuated,"
so that it will no longer initiate a generalized inflammatory response. or indeed any
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of the nonspecific defense mechanisms that help us to respond to infection generally._
By "tricking" the body In this fashion, we haye accomplished what the entire immune
system seems to have evolved in order to prevent: we have placed the virus directly
into the blood, and given It free and Immediate access to the major Immune organs
and tissues. without any obvious way of getting rid of it.

The result Is. indeed, the production of circulating antibodies against the virus.
which can be measured in the blood; but the antibody response now occurs as an
Isolated technical feat, without any generalized inflammatory response. or any notice.
able improvement in the general health of the organism. Exactly the opposite. in
fact! the price that we have to pay for those antibodies is the persistence of virus,
elements in the blood for prolonged periods of time. perhaps permanently. which in
turn presupposes a systematic weakening ofour ability to mount an effective response
.not only to measles. but also to other acute infections as well.

Far-frbm,producing a genuine immunity, then, the vaccines may act by actually
interfering with or suppressing the irrumune response as a whole, In much the same way
that radiation, chemotherapy, and corticosteroids and other anti inflammatory drugs
do. Artificial immunization focuses on antibody production. a single aspect of the immune
process. and disarticulates it and allows It to stand for the whole, In much the same
way as chemical suppression of an elevated blood pressure Is accepted as a valid
substitute for a genuine cure of the patient whose blood pressure has risen. Worst of
all. by making It difficult or impossible to mount a vigorous, acute response to
infection, artificial Immunization substitutes for it a much weaker, chronic response.
with little or no tendency to heal itself spontaneously.'

Moreover, adequate models already exist for predicting and explaining what
sorts of chronic disease are likely to result from the chronic, longterm persistence of
viruses and other foreign proteins within the cells of the Immune system. It has long
been known that live viruses, for example, are capable of surviving or remaining
latent within the host cells for years, without continually provoking acute disease
They do so simply by attaching their own genetic material as an extra particle or
"episome" to the genome of the host cell, and replicating along with it, which allows
the host cell to continue Its own normal functions for the most part. but imposes on
it additional instructions for the synthesis of viral proteins (2o).

Latent viruses of this type have already been implicated in three distinct types
of chronic disease. namely. recurrent or episodic acute diseases. such as herpes. shingles

warts. etc. kzi): 2) "flow Anrus- diseases, i.e., subacute or chronic, progressive often fatal
conditions. such as kuru. Creuzfeldtjakob disease. subacute sclerosing panencephaliti)
kSSPE). and possibly GuillainBarre syndrome k22): and 3) tumors. both benign and malig
nant

In any case. the latent virus survives as a dearly "foreign"' clement within the
cell. which means that the immune system must continue to try to make antibodies
against it. insofar as it can still respond to it at all. Because the virus is now permanently
incorporated within the genetic material of the cell, these antibodies will now have
to be directed against the cell itself.

rite persistence of live viruses or other foreign antigens within the cells of the
host therefore cannot fail to provoke autommune phenomena. because destroying the
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infected cells is now the only possible way that this constant antigenic challenge can
be removed from the body. Since routine vaccination introduces live viruses and
other highly antigenic material into the blood of virtually every living person, it is
difficult to escape the conclusion that a significant harvest of autoimmune diseases
most automatically result.

Sir Macfarlane Burnet has observed that the components of the immune system
all function as if they were collectively designed to help the organism to discriminate
"self- from "non.self." i.e., to help us to recognize and tolerate our own cells, and to
identify and eliminate foreign or extraneous substances as completely as possible (24).
This concept is exemplified not only by the acute response to infection, but also by
the rejection of transplanted tissues, or "homografts," both of which result in the
complete and permanent removal of the offending substance from the body,

if Burnet is correct, then latent viruses, autoimmune phenomena, and cancer
would seem to represent different aspects of the same basic dilemma, which the
immune system can neither escape nor resolve, For all of them presuppose a certain
degree of chronic immune failure, a state in which It becomes difficult or impossible for
the body either to recognize its own cells as unambiguously its own, or to eliminate
its parasites as unequivocally foreign.

In the case of the attenuated measles virus, it Is not difficult to Imagine that
introducing it directly into the blood would continue to provoke an antibody response
for a considerable period of time, which is doubtless the whole point of giving the
vaccine: but that eventually, as the virus succeeded in attaining a state of latency
within the cell, the antibody response would wane, both because circulating antibodies
cannot normally cross the cell membrane, and because they arc also powerful irrunu-
nosuppressive agents in their own right (2c).

The effect of circulating antibody will thereafter be mainly to keep the virus
within the cell, i.e., to carnal le to prevent any acute inflammatory response, until
eventually, perhaps under circumstances of accumulated stress or emergency, this
precarious balance breaks down, antibodies begin to be produced in large quantities
against the cells themselves, and frank autoimmune phenomena of necrosis and tissue
destruction supervene. Latent viruses, in this.sense, are like biological "time bombs,"
set to explode at an indeterminate time in the future (26).

Auto immunc diseases have always seemed obscure, aberrant, and brzarre, because
it is not intuitively obvious why the body should suddently begin to attack and
destroy its own tissues. They make a lot more sense, and, indeed, must be reckoned
as "healthy.- if destroying the chronically infected cells is the only possible way of
eliminating an even more serious threat to life, namely, the persistence of the foreign
antigenic Lhallenge within the cells of the host.

'I umor inrmation could then be understood as simply a more advanced stage
of chronic immune failure. according to the same model. For, as long as the host Is
subjected to enormous and unremitting pressure to make antibodies against itself,
that response will automatically tend to become less and less effective.

Eventually. under stress of this magnitude, the autoimmune mechanism could
easily break down to the point that the chronically infected and genetically trans.
formed cells, no longer dearly "self- or "non-self," begin to free themselves from the
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normal restraints of "histocompatibllity" within the architecture of the surroundin
cells, and begin to multiply autonomously at their expense.

A tumor could then be described as "benign" Insofar as the breakdown o!
histocompatibility remains strictly localized to the tissue of origin. and "malignant.
Insofar as it begins to spread to other cell types, tisues, and organs. even in morn
remote areas. Malignancy might simply represent the reactivation of the virus frorr
its latent phase into a more acute mode, albeit with less inflarrlirlatiOn and more tisuc
destruction than the original wildtype infection.

If what I arnlying turns put to be true, then what we have done by artifiaa,
immunization is essentially to trade off our acute. epidemic diseases of the past century
for the weaker and fax less curable chronic diseases of the peseta. with then
amortiable suffering and disability,ln doing so, we have also opened up limIdes
evolutionary possibilities for the future of ongoing in vivo genetic recombination
within the cells of the race.

4. THE INDIVIDUAL VACCINES RECONSIDERED.

I want next to consider each of the vaccines on an individual basis. in relation
to the infectious diseas-s from which they are derived.

The MMR is comeosed of attenuated live measles, mumps. and rubella viruses
administered in a single intramuscular injection at about 15 months of age. Subsequent
reimmunization is no longer recommended. except for young women of childbearing
age. in whom the risk of congenital rubella syndrome (CRS) is thought to warrant it.
even though the effectiveness of reimmunization is questionable at best.

Prior to the vaccine era, measles. mumps. and rubella were reckoned among
the -routine childhood diseases." which most school-children contracted before the
age of puberty, and from which nearly all recovered, with permanent. lifelong
immunity. and no complications or sequelae.

But they were not always so harmless. Measles. In particular. can be a devastating
disease when a population encounters It for the first time. Its Importation from Spain.
for instance, undoubtedly contributed to Cortez' conquest of the great Aztec Empire:
whole villages were carried off by epidemics of measles and smallpox. leaving only a
small remnant of cowed, superstitious warriors to face the bearded conquistadores from
across the sea 27). in more recent outbreaks among isolated. primitive peoples. the g*

case fatality rate from measles averaged 20 to 30 percent (28).
In both these soulled "virgin.soil" epidemics. not only measles but also polio

and many other similar diseases take their highest toll of death and serious compli
cations among adolescents and young adults. healthy and vigorous people in the
prime of He. and leave relatively unharmed the group of school.age children before
the age of puberty (29).

This means that the evolution of a disease such as measles from a dreaded killer
to an ordinary disease of childhood presupposes the development of nonspecific or
herd- immunity in young children, such that. v.hen they are finally exposed to the

disease, it activates defense mechanisms already prepared and in place. resulting in
the long incubation period and the usually benign. sellimited course described above.
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Under these circumstances, the rationale for wanting to vaccinate young children
against measles is limited to the fact that a very small number of deaths and serious
complications have continued to occur, chiefly pneumonia, encephalitis, and the rare
but dreaded subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE), a slowviru. disease with a
reported incidence of i per ioo,000 cases (3o). Pneumonia, by far the commonest
complication, is usually benign and self limited, even without treatment (31); and,
even in those rare cases in which bacterial pneumonia supervenes, adequate treatment
is currently available.

By all accounts, then. the death rate from wildtype measles is very low, the
incidence of serious sequelae is insignificant, and the general benefit to the child who
recovers from the disease, and to his contacts and descendants, is very great. Conse-
quently, even if the measles vaccine could be shown to reduce the risk of death or
serious complications from the disease. It still could not justify the high proloability of
auto-Immune diseases, cancer, and whatever else may result from the propagation of
latent measles virus in human tissue culture for life,

Ironically. what the measles vaccine certainly has done is to reverse the historical
or evolutionary process to the extent that measles is once again a disease of adolescents

and young adults (p). with a correspondingly higher incidence of pneumonia and
other complications. and a general tendency to be a more serious and disabling disease
than it usually is in younger children,

As for the claim that the vaccine has helped to eliminate measles encephalitis, I
myself, in my own relatively small general practice, have already seen two children
with major seizure disorders which the parents clearly ascribed to the measles vaccine,
although they would never have been able to prove the connection in a court of
law, and never even considered the possibility of compensation.

Such cases therefore never make the official statistics, and are accordingly omitted

from conventional surveys of the problem. Merely injecting the virus into the blood
would naturally favor a higher incidence of deep or visceral complications affecting
the lungs, liver, and brain, for which the measles virus has a known affinity.

Tho caw lot immunizing against mumps and rubella seems a fortiori even more
tenuous. for exactly the same reasons. Mumps Is also essentially a benign, self limited
disease in children before the age of puberty, and recovery from a single attack
confers lifelong, immunity. The principal complication is meningoenczphalins, mild
or subLlinival tomb of which are relatively common, although the death rate is
extremely low and sequelae are rare.

The mumps vaccine is prepared and administered in much the same way as the
measles. usually in the same infection; and the dangers associated with it are likewise
komparable. Again like the measles, mumps too is fast becoming a disease of adoles-
tnts and voting adults k ia), age groups which tolerate the disease: much less well. The
chief Lomplication is acute epididymo-orchitis, which occurs in 30 to 40 percent of
the males affected past the age of puberty, and usually results in atrophy of the testicle
On the affected side k is.); but it also shows a strong tendency to attack the ovary and
the pancreas.

Ior all of these reasons, the greatest favor we could do for our children would
be to expose them all to the measles and mumps when they are young, which would
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not only protect them Igainst contracting more serious forms of these diseases when
they grow older, but wo.:9 also greatly assist in their immunological maturation with
minimal risk. I need hardly add that this is very dose to the actual evolutiOn of these
diseases before the MMR vaccine was introduced.

The same discrepancy is evident in the case of rubella, or "German measles,"
which in young children is a disease so mild that it frequently escapes detection tit)).
but in older, children and adults not infrequently produces arthritis, purpura. and
other severe, systemic signs (37), The main impetus for the development of the vaccine
was certainly the recognition of the "congenital rubella syndrome CRS)," resulting
from damage to the developing embryo in utoo during the first trimester of pregnancy
(38), and the relatively high incidence of CRS traceable to the rubella outbreak of
1964

But here again, we have an almost entirely benign, self-limited disease trans
formed by the vaccine into a considerably less benign disease of adolescents and young
adults of reproductive age, which is, ironically, the group that most needs to be
protected against it, Moreover, as with measles and mumps, the simplest and most
effective way to prevent CRS would be to expose everybody to rubella in elementary
school: reinfection does sometimes occur after recovery from rubella, but much less
commonly than.after vaccination ( ;9),

The equation looks somewhat different for the diphtheria and tetanus vaccines.
First of all, both diphtheria and tetanus are serious, sometimes fatal diseases. even
under the best of treatment; this is especially true of tetanus, which still carries a
Mortality of dose to ;o percent,

Furthermore. these vaccines are not made from living diphtheria and tetanus
organisms, but only from certain "toxins" elaborated by them; these poisonous
substances are still highly antigenic, even after being inactivated by heat. Diphtheria
and tetanus "toxoids" therefore do not protect against infection per se, but only against
the systemic action of the original poisons, in the absence of which both infections
are of minor importance clinically.

Consequently. it is easy to understand why parents might want their children
protected against diphtheria and tetanus, if safe and effective protection were avail-
able. Moreover. both vaccines have been in use for a long time, and the reported
incidence of serious problems has remained very low, so that there has never been
much public outcry against them.

On the other hand. both diseases are quite readily controlled by simple sanitary
measures and careful attention to wound hygiene; and, in any case. both have been
steadily disappearing from the developing countries, since long before she vaccines
were introduced.

Diphtheria now occurs sporadically in the United States. often in areas with
significant reservoirs of unvaccinated children. But the claim that the vaccine is
"protective" is once again belied by the fact that, when the disease does break out.
the supposedly "susceptible" children are in fact no more likely to develop clinical
diphtheria than their fully immunized contacts. In a igloo outbreak in Chicago, for
example, the Board of Health reported that 26 percent of the cases had been fully
.immunized, and that another 12 percent had received one or more doses of the
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vaccine and showed scrological evidence of full ingnunity; another 18 percent had
been partly immunized, according to the same criteria (go),

So, once again. we are faced with the probability that what the diphtheria
toxoid has produced is not a genuine immunity to diphtheria at all, but rathersome
sort of chronic immune tolerance to it, by harboring highly antigenic residues some-
where within the cells of the immune system, presumably with long-term suppressive
effects on the immune mechanism generally.

This suspicion is further aggravated by the fact that all of the DPT vaccines are
alum-precipitated and preserved with Thiomersal, an organomercury derivative, to
prevent them from being metabolized too rapidly, so that the antigenic challenge
will continue for as long as possible. The fact is that we do not know and have never
even attempted to discover what actually becomes of these foreign substances, once
they are inside the human body.

Exactly the same problems complicate the record of the tetanus vaccine, which
almost certainly has had at leant some impact in reducing the incidence of tetanus in
its classic acute form, yet presumably also survives for years or even decades as a
potent foreign antigen within the body, with long-term effects on the immune
system and elsewhere that are literally incalculable.

"Whooping cough," much like diphtheria and tetanus, began to decline as a
serious epidemiological threat long before the vaccine was introduced. Moreover,
the vaccine has not been particularly effective, even according to its proponents; and
the incidence of known side.effects is disturbingly high.

The power of the pertussis vaccine to damage the central nervous system, for
example. has received growing attention since Stewart and his colleagues reported
an alarmingly high incidence of encephalopathy and severe-convulsive disorders in
British children that were traceable to the vaccine (41). My own cases, a few of which
were reported above, suggest that hematological disturbances may be even more
prevalent, and that. in any case, the known complications almost certainly represent a
small fraction of the total.

In any case. the pertussis vaccine has become controversial even in the United
States, where medical opinion has remained almost unanimous in favor of immuni-
ations generally, and several countries, such as West Germany, have discontinued
routine pertussis vaccination entirely (42).

Pertussis is also extremely variable clinically, ranging in severity from asympto.
matic. mild, or inapparent infections, which are quite common actually. to very rare
cases in young infants less than s months of age, in whom the mortality is said to
reach 40 percent k43). Indeed. the disease is rarely fatal or even that serious in children
over a year old. and antibiotics have very little to do with the outcome (44).

A good deal of the pressure to immunize at the present time thus seems to be
attributable to the higher death rate in very young infants. which has led to the
terrifying practice of giving this most dearly dangerous of the vaccines to infants at 2

months of age. when their mothers' milk would normally have protected them from
all infections about as well as it can ever be done (4s), and the effect on the still
developing blood and nervous system could be catastrophic.
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For all of these reasons, the practice of routing pertussis immunization should
be discontinued as quickly as possible, and more studies done to assess and compensate
the damage that it has already done.

Poliomyelitis and the polio vaccines present an entirely different situation. The
standard Sabin vaccine is trivalent, consisting of attenuated, live polioviruses of each
of the three strains associated with poliomyelitis; but it is administered orally, in much
the same way as the infection is acquired in nature. The oral or non Injectable route.
which leaves the recipient free to develop a natural immunity at the normal portal
of entry, i.e., the GI tract, would therefore appear to represent a considerable safety
factor.

On the other hand, the wildtype poliovirus produce no symptoms whatsoever
in other oo percent of the people who contact it, even under epidemic conditions
(46); and, of those people who do come down with recognizable clinical disease.
perhaps only i or 2 percent ever progress to the full-blown neurological picture of
poliomyelitis," with its characteristic lesions in the anterior horn cells of the spinal

cord or medulla oblongata WA
Poliomyelitis thus presupposes peculiar conditions of susceptibility in the host.

even a specific anatomical susceptibility, since, even under epidemic. conditions, the
virulence of the poliovirus is so low, and the number of cases resulting in death or
permanent disability was always remarkably small (48).

Given the fact tHat the poliovirus was unbiquitous before the vaccine was
introduced, and could be found routinely in samples of city sewage wherever it was
looked for (0), it is evident that effective, natural immunity to poliovirus was already
as dose to being universal as it an ever be, and a fortiori no artificial substitute coulc1,
ever equal or even approximate that result. Indeed, because the virulence of the
poliovirus was so low to begin with it is difficult to see what further attenuation of
it could potsibly accomplish, other than to abate as well the full vigor of the natural
immune response to it.

For the fact remains that even the attenuated virus is still alive. and the people
who were anatomically susceptible to it before are still susceptible. to it now. This
means. of course, that at least some of these same people will develop paralytic polio
from the vaccine (5o), and that the others may still be harboring the virus in latent
form, perhaps within those same cells.

The only obvious advantage of giving the vaccine, then, would be to introduce
the population to the virus when they are still infants, and the virulence is normally
lowest anyway (51); and even this benefit could be more than offset by the danger of
weakening the immune response, as we have seen. In any case. the whole matter ,s
clearly one of enormous complexity. and illustrates only too well the hidden dangers
and miscalculations that are inherent in the virtually irresistible attempt to beat nature
at her own game. to eliminate a problem that cannot be eliminated. i.e., the
susceptibility to disease itself.

So even in the case of the polio vaccine, which appears to be about as safe as
any vaccine ever can be, the same fundamental dilemma remains. Perhaps the cla%

will come when we can face the consequences of deliberately feeding live jibliovruse,
to every living infant. and admit that we should have left well enough alone. and
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addressed ourselves to the art of healing the sick when we have to, rather than to
the technology of eradicating the possibility of sickness. when we don't have to. and
t.an't possibly succeed in any case.

S. VACCINATION AND THE PATH OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY.

In conclusion. I want to go back to the beginning. to the essentially political
aspects of vaccination. that oblige us all to reason and deliberate together about
matters of common concern, and to reach a clear decision about how we choose to
live. I have stated my own views regarding the safety and effectiveness of the vaccines,
and I hope that others of differing views will do the same.

That is why I am deeply troubled by the atmosphere of fanaticism with which
the vaccines are imposed on the public, and serious discussion of them is ignored or
stifled by the medical authorities, as if the question had already been settled defini-
tively and for all time. In the words of Sir Macfarlane Burnet.

It is our pride that in a civilized country the only infectious diseas6
which anyone is likely to suffer are either trivial or easily cured by
available drugs The diseases thatIlled In the past have in one way or
another been render 2d impoterft. and. in the process. general principles
of control have been developed which should be applicable to any
unexpected outbreak in the future 621.

Quits apart from the truth of these claims, they exemplify the smugness and
self righteousness of a profession and a society that worships its own ability to
manipulate and control the processes of nature itself. That is why. as Robert Men-
delsohn has said, we arc quick to pull the trigger, but slow to examine the conse
quenc es of our an ions kcil

indeed. one would have to say, methodically slow. In for example. the
American Audemv of iediatrics. which had been charged by Congress with respon-
sibility to formulate guidelines for Federal compensation of "vaccination-related
iniuries. issued the following eligibility restrictions:

Compurnat ion should be made available to any child or young
person under the age of 18 years. or a contact of such person
0( any age. who suffers a major reaction to a . It tine mandated
for school entry or continuation in school in his or her state of
residence.

'rat ban should hart Oren previously recognized as a possible consequence

of the I a..inc given

1 chin ,racion should hair occurred no more than 0) days following the

inununizatwn 1;4).

I hesse result nuns would atiromatica!ly exclude all of the chronic diseases, or
indeed anything other than the very few adverse reactions that have so far been
identified. which clearly represent only a tiny fraction of the problem.
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Still less can either the government or the medical establishment be considered
ignorant of the possibility that lurks in every parent's mind and heart. namely, that
the vaccines cause cancer and other chronic diseases. Precisely that possibility was
raised by Prof. Robert Simpson of Rutgers in a 1976 seminar for science writers.
sponsored by the American Cancer Society:

Immunization programs against flu, measles. mumps. polio. and
so forth. may Actually be seeding humans with RNA to form latent
proviruses in cells throughout the body. These latent proviruses could
be molecules in search of diseases: when activated. under proper con.
dawns, they could cause a variety of diseases. including rheumatoid
arthritis. multiple sclerosis, systemic lupus erythematosus. Parkinson s
disease. and perhaps cancer kis).

Unfortunately. this is the sort of warning that very few people are willing or
able to hear at this point, least of all the American Cancer Society or the American
Academy of Pediatrics. The fact is, as Dubos points out, that all of us still want to
believe in the "made.° regardless of the evidence.

Hie faith in the magical power of drugs often blunts the critical senses.
and comes dose at timesito a mass hysteria. involving skientists and
laymen alike. Men warn miracles as much today as in the past. If thev
do not loin one of the newer cults. they satisfy this need by worshiping
at the altar of modern science. This faith in the magical power of drugs
is not new. It helped to give medicine the authority of a priesthood.
and to recreate the glamor of ancient mysteries co).

The lora of eradicating measles or polio has come to seem attractive to us
simply- because the power of medical science makes it seem technically possitge: we
worship every victory of technology over nature. iust.as the bullfight celebrates the
triumph of human intelligence over the brute beast.

That is why we do not begrudge the drug companies their enormous profits
and Id gladly volunteer our own bodies and those of our children for weir latest
e%per If Ile nts. Vaccination is essentially a religious sacrament of our "c7I.Vh participatlOr

in the miracle. a veritable auto date in the name of modern civilization itself.

Nobody in his right mind would seriously entertain the idea that. ii we could
somehow eliminate. one by one. measles and polio and all the known diseases
mankind. we would be any the healthier for it. or that other even more serious
diseases would not quickly take their place.

Still less would a rational being suppose that the illnesses from which he suffered
w -entities- somehow separable from the patients who suffer them. and that
with the appropriate chemical or surgical sacrament. this separation can literally be.
a riled out.

let these arc precisely the "miracles" we are taught to believe in. and the
idolatries to which we aspire. We prefer to forget the older and simpler truths. that
the propensity or susceptibility to illness is deeply rooted in our biolo0Cal nature
and that the phenomena of disease are the expression of our own life energy. trvinc
to overcome whatever it is trying to overcome. trying. in short. to heal itself.
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The myth that we can find technical solutions for all human ailments seems
attractive at first. precisely because it bypasses the problem of healing, which is a
genuine miracle in the sense that it can Always fail to occur. We arc all genuinely at
risk of illness and death at every moment: no amount of technology can change that.
Yet the mission of technical medicine is precisely to try to change that: to stand at
all times in the front lines against disease, and to attack and destroy it whenever and
wherever it shows itself.

That is why, with all due respect, I cannot have faith in the miracles or accept
the sacraments of Merck. Sharp, and Dohme and the Center for Disease Control,
prefer to stay with the miracle of life itself, which has given us illness and disease, but
also the arts of medicine. and healing, through which we can acknowledge and
experience our pain and our vulnerability, and sometimes, with the grace of God
and the help of our fellow men, an awareness of health and wellbeing that transcends
all boundaries. That is my religion; and while I would willingly share it, I would not
force it on anyone.

NOTES.
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POSTSCRIPT ON IMMUNIZATIONS:
Directions for Future Research

Richard Moskowitz, M.D.

When I wrote "The Case Against Immunizations," my intention was simply to
understand my own experience, to delop a coherent and plausible line r..f reasoning
that could explain what I had read and felt and thought about. andwhormy patients
were telling me.

The next step Is to address the issue of experimental verification, to try to sketch out
where and how we might look for valid, repeatable evidence for the efficacy, safety,
and mode of action of the common vaccines.

As I reread the argument, I realized that even the more speculative ideas in it
could in fact be tested quite easily with the standard research techniques now in
common use. Because I myself have very little research training or experience, I am
doubly curious why such tests were not carried out long ago.

A number of scholars have certainly entertained these ideas before. as I indicated
in the text. and even considered them publidy. The only obstade that I can see to
taking them seriously is that they are "heretical," that it would be impossible even
to take the time to study them without a "paradigm shift" of some magnitude (i).

i. How Effective Are the Vaccines?

I argued in the text that if the vaccines act by suppressing the ability of the
organism to mount an effective acute inflammatory restonse, then we can no longer
accept a simple drop in the incidence of the acute disease as a measure of true immunity.
I also argued that the mere presence of circulating antibody cannot suffice either,
because the diseases in question do continue to break out even in serologically highly
'immune' populations.

What stlikes me as a far more interesting and relevant measurement is the
degree to which the vaccine "protects" against the acute disease when the latter
actually does break out. This could be determined relatively easily by studying the
incidence and morbidity of each disease in fully and partly-immunized populations,
as compared with those of their non-immunized neighbors. Such a study would still
have nothing to say about the possibility of irrununo-supprezion. But it would at least
give a truer perspective on the ability of the vaccines to do what their proponents
stem to want them to do.

I cannot resist pointing out that such research obviously requires a sizeable
cohort of un-immunized people, which is now being provided by those parents who
have refused to immunize their children, despite the concerted efforts of the medical
and public health authorities to intimidate and punish them. The same result coul.i
of course be achieved much more efficiently by simply making the vaccines optiol,
as they are in West Germany, Sweden. the United Kingdom, and some other places,
which would allow the experimental and control groups to select themselves. Our
frantic efforts to secure loci percent compliance with the present mandatory program
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evidently succeed only in making such studies impoisible.
A closelyrelated type of study would be to measure the effectiveness of re

iriotwwation at varying intervals after the original course. In this cast, there would be
two control groups:

i) the same unirrimunized cohort, as before; and
2) a group of children previously vaccinated, whose parents decided not to give

them the "booster" dose.
This study would also measure the incidence and morbidity of the acute disease when
it does break out. rather than simply the circulating antibody titer. which is probably
far less relevant.

My conjecture. based on the preliminary studies I cited in the text, is that both
primary and booster vaccinations tend to give considerably less protection against the
contsponding acute disease when it does break out than the simple drop in incidence,
or the rise in antibody titer, would intiate.

Both of these studies could also be carried out in suitable animal populations.
using vaccines developed against diseases peculiar to each species. such as canine
distemper. leptospirosls. and the like, inasmuch as what we are concerned with
includes the effectiveness and mode of action of the vaccines in general.

A third possibility would be to investigate the relationship between circulating
antibody and "immunity" in the above sense. This could be done by measuring
antibody titer periodically in a large pooled sample. and then retrospectively com-
paring baseline titers in an immunized group that subsequently developed the disease
with another immunized group that was exposed to the disease but did not develop
it. Both could then be compared with the corresponding nonimmunized groups,
who would be expected to show no measurable titers at all prior to exposure,

2, How Do the Vaccines Act?

As I argued in the text. the problem with all of these studies is that they
systematically ignore the crucial possibility that the vaccines may act immunosup
pressively, and may therefore produce or at least promote a variety of obscure chronic
diseases over long periods of time. This is why the "effectiveness" of the vaccines
cannot really be studied in isolation without first understanding their mode of action
in a more comprehensive fashion.

indeed, the issue of effectiveness is actually misleading, insofar- as it leads is to
focus on the typial acute disease, rather than the broad spectrum of biologial effects
that an be associated with .bacteria, viruses, and the vaccines derived from them, a
spectrum that includes latent, subdinical, and chronic phenomena as well. We cer
tainly know of situations in which inability to develop acute disease represents the
exact opposite of good health, i.e., the consequences of chronic immune tolaanu
rather than true immunity.

At the crudest level, then, we need to study the effects of the vaccines, both
acutely and longterm. on various clinical and laboratory. par-arneters of health ind
cbease. in the case of the pertuscas vaccine, for example. we need good prospective
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. studies on the incidence and severity of various hematological and CNS abnormalities
over time, following the administration of the single vaccine at the usual time (and
at routine intervals before and after), This could be done simply and inexpensively
by performing CRC's, brief neurological exams, and behavioral assessments on the
same self-selected groups of immunized and un-immunized children,

Another method would be to follow certain obvious clinical variables at the time
of the normal well-child and other pediatric visits, such as the incidenceandseverity(

,. of acute and recurrent URI, tonsillitis, pharyngitis, otitis noxlia, cervical adenopathy,
and the like, in both immunized and un-immunized children over a period of years.

The same experimental format should also make it possible to sort out the
various patterns of chronic morbidity following each individual vaccine, Again. the
crucial importance of the un-immunized cohort becomes ol?,vious, With regard to
pertussis. for example, my clinical experience to date strongly suggests that the
immunized group will have a significantly higher incidence and morbidity from
chronic and recurrent infections, with higher rates of complications and disability,
such as myringotomies, hearing loss. etc,

A longterm study could then follow these same children through older child-
hood and adolescence. to determine the incidence and morbidity of various chronic
(*arcs, such as eczema, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, ulcerative colitis, multiple

.,.,
?sclerosis, and other Idiopathic degenerative, CNS; or connective-tissue diseases, as well
as mental retardation, hyperactivity, school and behavior problems, convulsive dis-
orders, leukemia, and other forms of cancer, Once again, my suspicion is that the
immunized group would show a significantly higher increase in the incidence and
morbidity in all these categories. I hope I'm wrong, but I don't think I am.

Another interesting and useful study would be to measure the effect of the
common vaccines on the incidence and morbidity of other acute infections to which
the individual was definitely or probably exposed (influenza, hepatitis, genital herpes,
Colorado tick fever. etc.). The point here would be to see if the vaccination process
has any effect on the capacity of the immune system to deal with acute infection
generally, which seems quite probable.

In this case there would be two control groups:

i) one group of children not previously immunized (against measles, mumps, or
whatever), who were subsequently exposed to influenza, hepatitis, or some
other acute infection; and

2) a group of similar children who contracted arid recovered from acute measles,

mumps, or whatever, some time before their exposure to influenza, hepatitis.

etc.

Again, my ccoecture is that both groups, while perhaps no les likely to contract the

second disease, would show significantly less acute and chronic morbiclitti as a result of

It.

Along these same lines, it would not be very difficult to design some good

animal studies investigating the possibility of immunosuppression by the vaccines. This

could be done by measuring leukocyte and macrophage activity both in vivo and In

vitro, in response to various challenges, such as exposure to unrelated infections.

allergens, and chemicals. Various liver-function tests, as well as the ability of the spleen
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and bone marrow to respond to hemorrhage and blood transfusion could also be
followed. Finally, the ability of both immunized and unimmunized animals to reject
homografts could be measured quite easily.

Careful cytogenetic studies could also be made, to show the effects of vaccination
on karyotype and chromosome morphology, beginning with typical "target" cells for
which the vaccine in question has a known affinity (e.g., liver parenchymal cells in
hepatitis, parotid acinar cells in mumps, cells of the nasal mucosa in measles). Careful
virological studies of these same cells should also make it possible to recover or at
least demonstrate the existence of eptiomes or viral nudeoprotein moieties within
the DNA or RNA of the host, which would confirm the suspicion of latency and
chronic infection, at least in the case of the live vaccine.

But, whichever studies are done, the point is that the technology to do them
already exists; and the only thing that prevents their' from being done is our own
ideological resistance to the selevident truth that vaccines are not simply "wonder
drugs" that produce specific antibodies and nothing more. !Y.:4 complex, biologically-
active substances whose effects on the human organism urgently need to be investi-
gated.

NOTES.

1. Kuhn. T.S.. "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions." University of Chicago, and &titian. tivo. chapters
t and 2.
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Mr. Jeff Schwartz, Esq.
Box 563
1317 "K" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Schwartz:

7 January 1984

At a meeting at the National Institutes of Health
in Bethesda several months ago, lawyers instructed
physicians and other government employees, who deal in
their official capacity with the public in matters of
health, on how to conduct themselves and on how to keep
records to maximize protection against losing in the
event that a member of either group is sued.

In your 27 November note (concerned with S. 2117,
the "National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensation")
you wrote that "We would very much appreciate your review
and suggestions regarding the bill . . . From our stand-
point in negotiating with the AAP [American Academy of
Pediatrics], we do not feel the bill is 'perfect' . . .

There are numerous things that we would probably change.
But some constraints of political feasibility were
operative and we did the best we could at this stage in
the process."

In an attachment [Congressional Record -- Senate,
November 17, 1983] to your 27 November note, Senator
Hawkins wrote, in part (page 16612):

Increased vaccine costs threaten the childhood
immunization program in another way: Dramatic'
increases in price mean that fewer children will
to immunized. According to a spokesperson of one
.4 the three private pharmaceutical companies
currently manufacturing the pertussis vaccine, the
cost of a 15-dose vial of pertussis vaccine increased
from $4.67 to $42 in June of this year. That repre-
sents an unbelievable tenfold increase. The company
had only two alternatives: either to discontinue
manufacturing the vaccine or to increase its price
radically. The director of marketing of that U.S.
vaccine manufacturer, Douglas Reynolds of Connaught
Labor& ories, informed the chairman of the Academy
of Ped atrics's Committee on Infectious Diseases

1\

A PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION CONCERNED WITH HEALTH. SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY
coi....weriemews a lave( tre> )
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that "Connaught definitely endorses the concept of new legislation
to establish a compensation system for those individuals who suffer
a serious adverse reaction and attendant losses as a result of
vaccination. Such a system should: One, assure that those actually
injured are compensated for their losses to the extent society can
reasonably provide, and two, eliminate the frivolous lawsuits that
even when thwarted have substantial costs involve. Neither the
vaccine manufacturers nor other responsible parties in the medical
community are looking for an escape from the costs of negligence,
but the concept of absolute liability applied to immunization is
not in the best interest of society's public health goals."

-With the information contained in the above paragraphs in mind, we
followed your suggestion and reviewed S. 2117. Some comments resulting from
our review follow:

Sec. 2111(d)

(3) nothing included (or referred to) in the Vaccine -Injury
Table in section 2114(a), nor excluded from such table, shall be
admissible for any purpose whatsoever in any action in tort in any
tiiii17Federal court for damages for any vaccine-related injury.
Nor shall any matter included in, referred to, or excluded from, such
table be afforded any weight by the decider of fact in any such
action in tort.

(4) nothing included (or referred to) in the review list in
section 2114(c), nor excluded from such list, shall be admissible
for any purpose whatsoever in any action in tort in any state or
Federal court for damages for any vaccine-related injury

. .

(underscorings here and elsewhere in this letter are ours).

Comment:

While the words in the above sections might make legal sense, in our
judgment, they violate cOmmon sense, since "nothing . . . in the . . . table

. . nor excluded from [the table] shall be admissible . . 6H means that
nothing in the universe remains to be admissible since all in the universe
is either in or out of the table. The same applies to the review list.
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Sec. 2112(a)

(3) the first symptom or manifestation of the onset (or.signifi-
cant aggravation) of any such illness, disability, injury-or condi-
tion occurred within the reayisite time period after vaccine
adnin stra on setjorth the Teccine-Iniary Table undpr section
211-4, regardless of 'whether or not such symptom or manifestation
was recorded as such within that period

Current:

Even a casual examination of the relevant medical literature will show
that a significant number of cases of vaccine indyced "illnesses, disabilities,
injuries or conditions listed in the Vaccinil-Injury Table under section 2114"
occurred later than "the requisite time period after vaccine administration
set forth in the Vaccine-Injury Table under section 2114." These cases
(with delayed onset of symptoms and manifestations of vaccine induced
damage) are excluded from relief under provistvis of S. 2117.

Sec. 2113(f)

(1) A decision'to provide compensation under this title, when
final, shall constitute an obligation of the United States and
shall be backed by the full faith and credit of the United States.

(2) Compensation shall be paid from the National Vaccine-Injury
Compensation Trust Fund established by 'section 2119.

Sec. 2119(c)

(2) The surcharge(s) shall be established by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services on each childhood vaccine listed in the
vaccine Injury Table under section 2114, for'each manufacturer of
such product sold in the United States, after consultation with
the Commission established under section 2118, on July 1, 1984,
and on July 1 of each succeeding year.

Comment:

Senator Hawkins wrote in her statement published in the Congressional
Record (17 November 1983, page 16612, and quoted at length in paragraph 3
of thiS letter):

Increased vaccine costs threaten the childhood immunization program
in another way: Dramatic increases in price mean that fewer children.
will be immunized. According to a spokesperson of one of the three
private pharmaceutical companies currently manufacturing the pertussis
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vaccine, the cost of a 16-dbse vial of pertussis vaccine increased
from $4.67 to $42 in June of this year. That represents an

unbelievable tenfold increase. The company had only two alternatives:
either to discontinue manufacturing the vaccine or to increase Its

.price radically.

There is nothing in S. 2117 that precedes or follows Sec. 2110 that
shows that establishment of a "uniform or variable annual surcharge on the
manufacturer of each vaccine listed in the table in sectio: 2114" will not
result in further increases in vaccine costs--cost increase that even now

are characterized by Senator Hawkins as "dramatic" and that . . mean

that fewer children will be immunized."

Sec. 2114(b)

(6).(C).1n assessing whether a petitioner has suffered a chronic
or long-term complication or sequela of an encephalopathy (acute)
under this title, the Court shall consider, in addition to other
appropriate factors, whether and, if so, when and to what extent the
petitioner has suffered the following effects: seizures, convulsions,

or focal neurological signs; developmental delay, learning disabilities,

or mental retardation; hyperkinesis; paralysis or Other motor or
muscular impairments; sensory impairment or loss; unusual or extreme

emotional dysfunction.

Comment:

What is an unusual or extreme emotional dysfunction? The answer

depends upon the observer and the reporter of'the dysfunction. This is a

kind of loophole through which many escape.leaps have been made in the past
and through which many more escape-leaps will be made in the future.

Sec. 2114(c)

(1) Not later than three years after the date of enactment of
this title, the Secretary shall complete a review of all relevant

medical and scientific information ( including information ootained

from the studies required under paragraph (6)) on the nature,
circumstances, and extent of the relationship, if any, between
pertussis-containing vaccines (including whole cell, extracts, and
specific antigens) and the following illnesses or conditions:

(A) hemolytic anemia . . .
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Comment:

We believe that a worthwhile evaluation of a recent review involving
the Secretary [of the Department of Health and Human Services] can be derived
from your words given at the Open Meeting, Pertussis and Pertussis Vaccines,
Interagency Group to Monitor Vaccine Development, Production and Usage,
Rockville, Maryland, 26 April 1983. Before that group, you began your state-
ment with "We are given ten minutes to present a point of view on a subject
that is so complex, that ten minutes cannot begin to do justice to it" and
near the close of your statement with "We think the whole notion of causation
that has been applied to the SIDS analysis would never survive scrutiny if it
were applied to any other situation. It would never--you would never apply
the same test of causation to cigarette smoking or air pollution control . . .

and-yet you have been willing to go back and make your best effort to find
out what the reactions are there and to find out what the risk factors are
and to not require proof beyond any possible doubt." (For your convenience,
a copy of the full text of your statement and comments are attached to this
letter.)

So much for the quality of reviews that "the Secretary shall
complete . .

Soc. 2114(c)

(6) (0) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as are
necessary for fiscal years 1984, 1985, and 1986 for the purpose of
making payments for the conduct of the studies required under this
Paragraph. If appropriations under this subparagraph are insuffi-
cient for making_sud payments, then_Aexpents shall be made from the
trust fund established under sect-fon 2119.

CormInt:

What assurances are given in S. 2117 that expenses incurred in "the
conduct of the studies required under this paragraph" will not bleed to
exhaustion "the trust fund established under section 2119"?

Sec. 2117(a)

(2) (c) Any Federal district court referred to in subsection (b)
shall have jurisdiction to entertain such civil action, to award
appropriate damages as provided in subsection (a) to the Fund, and
to enforce its orders and decrees, in any case in which the Secretary
proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the compensated
party's injuries were proximately caused by the defendant's negli-
gence or by a vaccine which was defective or unreasonably dangerous.
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Comment:

What is an unreasonably dangerous vaccine?

A careful review of the first thirty-three pages and a brief scan of
the remaining twenty-one pages Ewe will not make comments, many as there are.
resulting from the scan of the twenty-one pages for if we did this letter
would go On and on] of S. 2117 ("National Childhood Vaccine-Injury Compensa-
tion Act") resulted in the following conclusions:

1. Physicians and other health care providers as well as vaccine
manufacturers, acquainted with the kind of legal advice given-at a meeting
at the National Institutesof Health sevetal months ago to physicians and
other government employees who deal in matters of public health, will use
the provisions of S. 2117 to their advantage while children who suffer
serious adverse reactions to administration of childhood vaccines will be
grievously disadvantaged by the provisions of this bill.

2. We agree with you that the bill is not "perfect," but we go
further: passage of S. 2117 into law might be acceptable in Utopia, but
passage of S. 2117 into law will be catastrophic in the real world. Our
reasons for this conclu''.on are given in our canments on this carelessly
drawn bill in earlier paragraphs in this letter and in your observation that
". . soca constraints of political feasibility were operative and we did
the best we could at this stage in the process. Our agreement with you
that the bill is not "perfect" is reinforced by these words from Senator
Hawkins' statement: "The director of marketing of that U.S. vaccine manu-
facturer, Douglas Reynolds of Connaught Laboratories, informed the chairman
of the Academy of Pediatrics's Committee on Infectious Diseases that 'Connaught
definitely endorses the concept of new legislation to establish a compensation
system for those individuals who suffer a serious adverse reaction and
attendant losses as a result of vaccination. Such a system should . .

assure that those actually injured are compensated for their losses to the
extent society can lasonably provide . .'"

we undertook review of S. 2117, at your invitation, with the background
given in paragraph 4 of this letter and with knowledge that we do not operate
under "constraints of political feasibility" and we now suggest that if the
provisions of this bill become law, it will be a great day for the American
Academy of Pediatrics and for Connaught and for other vaccine manufacturers
but a sad day for the children of this country.
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I hope that you accept our comments and conclusions drawn from our
review of S. 2117 in the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation with which
.they are sent.

Very best for a good New Year.

C

cc: Senator Paula Hawkins
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Senator HAWKING. That will conclude this hearing. Thank you
all for helping. ,

[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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